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SATCOM IN INDIA -A PERSPECTIVE 
AND THE WAY AHEAD 
 
Satcom is one of the fastest means of providing internet and broadband connectivity pan-India However 
due to certain factors, it has been positioned as  unaffordable and unaccessible and therfore unavailable 
for deployment for a highly price sensitive market such as India. This is incorrect and fallacious, just as 
in the early 1990s, it was thought by even fairly educated segments of society that mobile phones are 
unaffordable technology toys - playthings of the rich, and not needed by the common man. 
 
The policy and regulatory changes rung in by the government between 1999 and 2004 brought about a 
dramatic transformation, with an over-90 per cent fall in retail tariffs and a corresponding explosion in 
adoption of mobile phones by most strata of society, including low-income groups, and a concomitant 
growth in personal incomes, productivity and GDP. A similar revolution needs to happen in satcom, 
since the basic characteristics of the two are similar. 
 
Broadband service over Satellite should be affordable (consumer price), accessible (everywhere 
across India) and available 24 x 7 (both on fixed location and on mobility). 

 Affordable – The Broadband Satellite services in India are by far much more expensive than USA 
(284 times in a normalized scale of package capacity, services price and PPP). In order to 
achieve affordable satellite broadband costs, the following measures need to be taken: 

o Introduction of innovation (HTS, Ka Band, NGSO, Multicasting and edge caching) 
o Long term commitment of public projects, such as Digital India, Bharat Net, etc. 
o Liberalization of policy in order to attract more local private sector and foreign players 

to increase competition and  thereby cost reduction. 
 Accessibility 

o All the above measures 
 Availability 

o All the above measures 
o Liberalization of MSS ( Mobile Satellite Services ) services to provide broadband access 

to consumer while on the move. 
 
Liberalization and transparency of the Indian Satcom policy and long term commitment of government 
projects will motivate foreign players to enter into the India market and will attract FDI. 
 
Inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) are welcome in any country, and particularly so for India, 
whose flagship programmes - Digital India, Make in India and Broadband for All - require several billion 
US dollars (or thousands of crores) a year in funding. The opportunity is enormous, since we are at a 
very low base in all these; the challenge is to entice FDI inflows to make these happen, since domestic 
funds are limited. We need to look at new sources of funds. It is here that satellite communications 
(satcom) can come in as the messiah to provide deliverance on these fronts. 
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Satcom can serve as an enabler for Bharat Net by fast deployment in a phased manner where all 250K 
Gram Panchayats across India can be connected within 18 months with satcom connectivity until fiber 
is  deployed. to those locations where fiber is deployed, the satellite connectivity can serve as backup  
to the fiber (alternate media), but to the GPs where fiber is not feasible, it shall serve as the only 
solution. BIF has  already submitted to TRAI and to BBNL  a 10 year phased  Satcom plan for  providing 
Broadband in all villages under the Bharat Net project.  
 
Besides, Satcom is an enabler of many markets such as connectivity on aircrafts, in high seas, for off-
shore oil & gas sites, and in emergency services for connected cars, which is an important upcoming 
application that aims to provider reliable communication link in every car using satellites for notifying 
the first aid/ambulance/disaster recovery & relief  services. For every 5% of lives saved during such 
incidents will result in savings  to the India economy  to the tune of 1.3 B USD a year.  
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New Technologies in Satcom 
Overview 
Innovation plays a crucial role in providing affordable services to consumer everywhere both in fixed 
locations as well as in mobility.  
 
The HTS Ka band can provide a significant reduction in satellite broadband services costs. The Non Geo 
satellite constellation (LEO, MEO) will provide augmentation of capacity in areas where GEO cannot 
provide. Additionally the LEO and MEO satellites provide very low latency which are crucial for mobile 
backhauling as well as for voice calls.  
 
Multicasting and caching can provide another solution in order to provide low cost off-line 
entertainment for Rural India.  
 
This chapter will review all these technologies and their positive impact on the Indian  economy. 

HTS Ka Band 
 

Ka band Frequencies (~20 GHz and ~30 GHz) 
 
Ka-band is the next frequency band that the satellite industry is currently moving to as the availability 
of spectrum at C-band and Ku-band diminishes and nears saturation. Ka-band is expected to transform 
satellite communications, in much the same way that Ku-band completely changed the original C-band 
industry some two decades ago. Ka-band will trigger a similar step-change in the satellite 
communications industry, but the impact will be much bigger, presenting challenges for some existing 
operators. Ka-band is the logical addition to Ku-band services and will evolve as the delivery 
mechanism for emerging consumer broadband markets that only require “best efforts” connectivity 
for high-demand consumer services.  
 
Ka band satellite systems have already been deployed in many regions of the world that have all types 
of weather challenges.  The use of multiple spot beams enabling massive frequency reuse has enabled 
what are termed “High throughout satellites (HTS) architecture.  These HTS systems have already been 
deployed in the USA, Europe and EMEA ( Europe, Middle East & Africa) .  Numerous additional HTS 
systems are presently under development at both Ka and Ku bands. In India Hughes had proposed 
launching a massive Ka band HTS satellite to deliver broadband ISP services.  ISRO is also developing its 
own Ka band system for tentative launch in 2018. 
 
Whilst tropical climates are challenging for both Ku- and Ka-band, there are proven solutions through 
advancements in ground technology that have enabled the deployment of high availability systems. 
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Reasons for absence of NGSO satellites in India 
 
1. Regulatory Barriers – No Regulatory Framework Exists for LEO and MEO in India 
 
Current Government Policy  permits only GEO commercial satellites.  This is partly due to the fact that 
ISRO has not encouraged it due to the fact that they have none of their own ( LEO/MEO satellites )  and 
also  due to inadequate availability of capacity  and consequently demand for such services.  
 

 
2. Regulatory Barriers – Majority of the new NGSO Broadband Constellations use Ka-band which is 

not permitted in India. 
 
The only  MEO constellation in service i.e. O3B as well as future launches of Google, Facebook, SpaceX, 
LeoSat and other companies are all expected to be on Ka-band due to efficiencies in this band for 
Broadband applications. The Ka-band is currently not regulated in India despite its widespread 
adoption globally for the past decade. Ka-band can provide the most cost effective solution for “best 
efforts” broadband Internet networks. Given the primary application is for “best efforts” commercial 
consumer broadband Internet access, the susceptibility to rain-fade is not a problem at all. 
 
3. Lack of Supply of NGSO Satellite Constellations in the Past Due to High Cost of Ground Terminals 
 
The renewed interest in and development of LEO and MEO satellites has happened due to the 
technological breakthroughs in the ground terminal segment due to the planned development of  the 
new electronic beam steering antenna technology under development by many companies such as 
Thinkom, Kymeta, Isotropic systems, etc.  These innovative antennas along with breakthroughs in 
advanced modem technologies enable much more affordable antennas, that have lower power 
consumption than traditional phased array antennas, and which are easy to install and maintain 
ground terminals.  

 

INNOVATIVE  SATCOM APPLICATIONS: 
Emergency Services for Connected cars 
Introduction 
 
The global connected car market size is expected to reach USD 180.30 billion by 2022, according to a 
new study by Grand View Research, Inc. 
 
The connected car market has the potential to significantly boost revenues of automobile 
manufacturers over the next five to seven years. Car manufacturers are expected to deliver the right 
mix of application and product packages for the right customers, and must systematically invest in R&D 
if they are willing to maintain their technological leadership. 
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Increasing regulations by governments and transportation authorities for the installation of advanced 
safety and vehicle to vehicle communications systems are expected to positively impact industry 
growth. 

Further key findings from the study suggest: 
 Safety applications dominated the global connected car industry, accounting for over 34% of the 

share in 2014. The inclusion of safety technologies such as danger warning systems, automatic 
emergency calling, blind spot alerts, anti-collision systems that prevent accidents in automobiles 
has made modern cars safer and accident-proof. This is expected to result in an overall reduction 
in road mishaps and accidents thus reducing the overall on road fatalities. 

 Growing at a CAGR of over 31% from 2015 to 2022, driver assistance systems are expected to gain 
prominence over the forecast period. Recent advancements in driver assistances systems such as 
Volkswagen’s Emergency Assist, that automatically applies the brakes and stops a car in case of an 
emergency and BMW’s autonomous parking valet, that automatically parks a car even after the 
passenger’s exit have set benchmarks for driver assistance systems in the connected vehicle 
industry. 

 Asia Pacific is expected to grow at a CAGR of over 29% over the forecast period due to 
considerable automobile demand in the region coupled with a relatively untapped market for 
sophisticated automotive communications in the region. Countries such as China and India are 
expected to drive the industry growth during the next seven years. Automobile manufacturers and 
technology giants across the world are striving hard to provide advanced vehicle management and 
safety technologies in the budget car segment as well. Regulation by the European department of 
transportation in association with the governments have mandated the installation of eCall 
emergence calling systems and other advanced telematics systems for safety purposes in all new 
vehicles manufactured after the year 2014. 

 
As for BI Intelligence, the connected car will reach 75% of the global car shipments by 2020. 
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As India passed Brazil and became the fifth largest car markets in the world, no doubt the trend of 
connected cars will not pass India and will become an important factor in the car industry in India as 
well. 
 
As the number of CPUs inside each car are more than 100 and each CPU requires its own software 
update and upgrade, the car requires much more frequent and cheap mechanism to update all the 
CPUs with the most updated software.  
 

As terrestrial cellular reception changes from location to location as well as from one TSP to other TSP, 
the car manufacturers find it difficult to have several agreements with different SLA with different 
TSPs. Nevertheless in contrary to cellular networks, the satellite mobile service provide much reliable 
reception for larger areas.  

Moreover laws such as E911 in the USA and eCall in the EU determine the functionality to initiate 
emergency call automatically once car accident occurs. Additionally signaling of critical components 
such as air bags will be transmitted to car manufactures for investigation in order to correct the 
needful for the future.  

According to a 2014 Planning Commission report, road crashes lead to an annual economic loss 
equivalent to 3% of India’s GDP. At 2015-16 GDP figures, this amounts to a massive loss of Rs 4 lakh 
crore each year. This is a mammoth figure, but hardly surprising given that annually road crashes not 
just kill 1.4 lakh people and maim three times more, they also cause significant property losses, 
infrastructure damage and pose a huge burden on already stretched healthcare, police and judicial 
systems, and loss of livelihood for thousands of families. 
 
It means that if we manage to implement reliable communication in every car and the system will 
notify the first aid services the ability to reach faster, for every 5% of conversion of death into injury 
which shall not result in death will save to the India economy 1.3 B USD a year ! 
 
Beside the saving to human loss and to economy productivity, the R&D efforts, local manufacturing of 
emergency systems from connected cars will have a major boost once such services will be permitted 
in India over satellite communications.  
 
Besides emergency services a growing segment is the car entertainment segment where satellite 
communication can play a major role due to large coverage across India. With Multicasting and edge 
caching, such services can be provided in very attractive affordable prices.  

Reasons for absence of emergency services over satellites  for connected cars in India 
 
1) As Mobile Satellite services are extremely restrictive and permitted only to defense forces across 

India and to civilians with special permission to very limited areas, practically emergency services 
over satellite for connected cars are banned in India. 
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2) Everywhere globally, the implementation of call emergency and signaling emergency services is 
done due to regulation. Currently in India there are no such road safety laws to mandate car 
manufacturers like in the USA and in Europe to implement such systems in cars. 

 

Data Multicasting ( Low cost off line Entertainment Service) 

Introduction 
 
The legacy Internet architecture is the unicast connection between dedicated server and client ports 
using a session-oriented Internet protocol, typically TCP-IP (Transmission Control Protocol-Internet 
Protocol). This is the underlying architecture of the Internet, and has also been adopted as the primary 
approach for delivering broadband IP Satellite Communications services. However, as Satellite 
Communication bandwidth is considered to be much more expensive than any terrestrial 
communication, Satellite Communication has typically served as either a temporary solution until a 
terrestrial communication system can be deployed.  In cases where terrestrial communication cannot 
be deployed satellites have been the default choice for connectivity. However, when it comes to 
broadcasting, Satellite Communication is considered to be the most efficient means of communication.  
 
The need for Data multicasting was created by the fact that in the recent years there has been a huge 
surge in video traffic, which is threatening to overwhelm the data pipelines, and especially the first and 
last mile access networks. Additionally the introduction of smart terminals including smart phones and 
tablets are also contributing to the high surge in data traffic.  In addition, these devices are enabling 
the caching of massive amounts of information at the user edge of the network. The combination of 
multicasting with content caching in customer devices can provide an alternative architecture to the 
traditional server client unicast architecture. Due to the ability of satellites to simultaneously broadcast 
to huge geographical areas it is the most efficient method for broadband content delivery to the literal 
consumer edge of the network. The combination of multicasting plus caching in consumer devices 
provides a winning solution that only Satellite Communications can deliver to the Digital India vision. 
With the ease of network deployment, the fastest time to revenue, and the ability to provide highest 
user experience at the lowest costs, the Satellite Communication multicasting and caching architecture 
can revolutionize Rural India Internet access capabilities by enabling “Off -Line browsing.”  
 
The following section reviews the solution and suggests what has to be done in order to deploy such a 
solution.   
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Possible architectures 
 
1. DTH ROIS 
 
The DTH ROIS (Receive Only Internet Service) is permitted in India. However it was not successful since 
there was not enough bandwidth for the TV channels due to current Satcom policy in India. Since the 
core business of DTH suffers from the huge shortage of transponders, the secondary business of DTH 
operators never had a chance under these circumstances. Adding the fact that the architecture which 
was planned for the ROIS was a traditional unicast server client session with return path via cellular or 
WiFi, the bandwidth it could have provided was quite limited and not attractive. 
 
Unlike the client – server architecture, the multicasting – caching architecture is quite different.  In 
traditional DTH systems linear digital television is streamed to consumer receivers and then into a set 
top box that converts the satellite signals into standard television protocols for display on TV sets.  In 
the multicast IP data case, an IP data stream is multiplexed onto a satellite uplink carrier for relay over 
the on-orbit transponder.  The multicast IP packets are relayed by the satellite directly into consumer 
DTH receivers, where they are split out from the linear TV channels coming down the cable from the 
DTH antenna and presented as IP packet streams to the consumer IP router that is connected to either 
a WiFi access point or an RJ45 cable port to connect with any computer/smart TV/tablet or smart 
phone that can download the data and either stream it live, or store it for later consumption. In this 
manner, videos/files can be multicast in a one-to-many architecture. However unlike in the unicast 
case where every user download increases the network capacity requirement and increases the power 
required to run each and every individual hosting data server, the multicast architecture transmits a 
single file to literally millions of receivers simultaneously, subject to every receiver conforming to 
conditional access controls and individual user preferences. Moreover, the unit cost per download in 
the multicasting architecture is reduced incrementally as the number of users increases, whereas in 
the unicast world each incremental download increases the unit cost per GB as discrete network 
resources must be consumed for every additional download.  Given that the price of storage per GB is 
the fastest declining expense in the Information Technology sector, the multicast approach will 
continue to extend its cost advantage in parallel with the ever-decreasing cost of storage continues.  
Such cannot be said for the unicast Internet where network costs continue to escalate as additional 
capacity is added. 
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The DTH ROIS and Multicasting approach enable interesting new business models, where DTH 
operators that have substantial fallow capacity in the off-peak hours of the day can easily add a 
multicast extension to their existing linear TV broadcasting systems.  They will be able either to add a 
multicast service themselves, or sublease the needed capacity during late night and early morning 
hours to companies that will be able to take advantage of these existing satellite networks for new 
multicast Internet services.   
 
2. Satellite Fed Internet Caches in Public WiFi Hotspots 
 
As DTH penetration to Rural India is rather low and it requires a satellite receiver and STB and a TV 
with digital connectors, the DTH ROIS solution will not be able to provide the sole solution. As a 
supplementary solution for homes in Rural India as well as for public area outside home in Rural India, 
the Satellite – WiFi solution might be more appropriate. As more and more smart terminals such as 
tablets and smart phones penetrate to rural India, their ability to connect via WiFi becomes more 
natural solution. The proposed architecture resembles the one proposed above as “DTH ROIS,” but 
instead of using the private computer or STB as a data storage device, the information will be cached 
at the WiFi base station. As the base station will be able to cache much more information than a typical 
private STB, and as it serves more people either over Omni directional antennas or by directional WiFi 
antennas. Similar to the DTH ROIS architecture there will be free to air information that everyone can 
access without any payment buy merely with simple registration with return path either via WiFi or by 
GPRS.  There will also be paid content which shall require payment either by coupons which shall be 
purchased against cash at kiosks or via debit/credit cards or by net banking. All return path links will be 
made either by WiFi or by GPRS.  The service provider of the satellite backhauling to the WiFi base 
station will have to have a GMPCS license as part of a unified license.  
 
3. VSAT MODEM at Customer Premises 
 
This architecture resembles the same like DTH ROIS with a difference that in this case houses which are 
not connected to DTH service will be connected to the Satellite Multicasting – Caching solution using 
very low cost satellite receivers that utilize any “out-of-band” return path to complete the TCP-IP 
Internet connection.  Out-of-band Internet uplinks can be made with 2G, 3G, 4G phones, dial-up or DSL 
telephone connections, or VSAT satellite uplinks.  
 
Some of the  low cost services for rural areas  that can benefit from a multicasting-caching service 
include: 
 

a) The most popular Bollywood and Hollywood titles and songs 
 

b) VOD of selective most popular TV programs and news reports 
 

c) e-Commerce pages like Flipkart, Amazon, Ebay, Snapdeal etc where the same product pages 
are being multicast to all.  
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d) e-Government document and forms which are common 

 
e) e-Education books and teaching VOD videos  

 
f) e-Health forms and training videos. 

 
g) Electronic newspapers  

 
h) Financial information including commodities prices for farmers, stock exchange data, insurance 

 
The amount of information and the locality of specific information will be dependent on the amount of 
bandwidth that is available to the satellite multicasting operator. Regardless, this service requires by 
far much less bandwidth than the unicast point-to-point, session oriented Internet.  However, it still 
requires substantial bandwidth in order to deliver the vast amount of information that is required by 
the public and the government of India across many different localities and languages in order to 
deliver and refresh the required information timely. 
 
The new multicast-caching service will be able to provide a revolution in Internet browsing whereas 
people will now be able to browse Off-line. It will be extremely important in areas where Broadband 
connectivity is problematic due to limitations in infrastructure, extreme weather conditions, and due 
to frequent power cuts. In order to provide high bursts of data in the shortest time we request 
permission of Ka-band satellite services, as well as NGSO satellites, all of which will be important to 
augment the rapidly expanding bandwidth demand, the public and all government agencies to deliver 
on the promise of Digital India.  
 
World wide Satellite Broadband is always two-way. Nobody has delivered a successful broadband on a 
one-way DTH network. Even the cached internet technologies like the Google’s Accelerator project all 
use two-way terminals. 
 
Other innovative satcom applications : 
 
DIGITAL CINEMA  
 
From celluloid prints to digital format, the Indian cinema and its distribution channel has come a long 
way. But, now taking a step further, the Indian cinema industry is slowly turning a new leaf in the 
distribution network, 'satellite distribution of movies'. The emergence of digital cinema is now causing 
a revolution in the Indian motion picture industry. Digital cinema, also known as e-Cinema, is the 
projection of film through a digital video system. Recording of movies onto electronic media instead of 
film enables almost instantaneous distribution of these films to theaters 
 
"Digital or satellite distribution is beneficial both for the cine goers as well as the filmmakers. One gets 
to see news films at the right time and there would be standard quality on audio and video across 
geography Through satellite a number of movies can be launched simultaneously across different 
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theatre locations. Satellite also provides ubiquitous coverage—as long as line of sight to the 
geostationary satellites above the earth’s equator is visible, coverage is available. Just like direct to 
home (DTH) satellite television, the content is uplinked to the satellite and multicast to the intended 
receivers. This eliminates the variances in quality and availability of terrestrial bandwidth such as DSL, 
cable or fiber for theaters in different areas, ensuring a single, uniform system for reliable and timely 
delivery of the content. satellite distribution is ideal for the delivery of multi-gigabyte movie content. 
Other Benefits of Satellite Delivery Once a theater is linked via satellite, the connection can be used for 
other tasks related to the operation of a theater. Examples of additional uses are:  

Ticket sale credit card authorizations  

Daily reporting of ticket and concession receipts to headquarters 

A theater equipped with satellite content delivery is able to use this idle time to maximize profits. For 
example, a theater owner may be able to rent out a screen for corporate functions, viewing of closed 
audience sporting events, private screenings of films, etc. Any or all of these may be highly lucrative to 
the theater. Theaters may also become part of the bridge over the digital divide by supporting, for 
example, universal service obligations (USO) and government broadcast to disadvantaged areas. 
 

Broadband on the Move 
 
When people refer to broadband connectivity, they usually think about a specific location. It is easy to 
split India into its Urban and Rural separate locations with their respective challenges of achieving 
broadband services. However there is another dimension that is usually neglected. It is the time and 
mobility dimension. Our new public policies for broadband communications should also address the 
need for connectivity during those extensive periods  when huge portions of our population are 
commuting. 
 
There is a large portion of our population that uses public transportation system in order to commute 
at low cost to their destinations. Public transportation has no broadband  connectivity in either rural or 
urban India. There have been a few attempts in the past to evaluate satellite based mobile solutions, 
however both expensive bandwidth cost and the need for mechanically steered antennas to connect 
with the satellites doomed these experiments to failure.  
 
Mobile broadband connections to aircraft, boats, trains, buses, taxis, trucks, and personal vehicles are 
common today in North America and Europe, and its proliferation has extended rapidly to Asia and 
other developing regions in the past few years. The trend of aircraft cabin connectivity particularly has 
been very strong, with more than 60 airliners across the globe adopting satellite-based solutions and 
offering internet-on-the-move for its passengers, who see such services as an integral part of their 
travel experience today, especially on long-haul routes. With better antenna technology using 
electronic beam forming techniques on the horizon, past issues of adjacent satellite interference or 
low bandwidth efficiency are a passe. NSR estimates the aircraft connectivity market in Asia to register 
strong growth at a CAGR of ~10% till 2024, and India will be an integral part of it with a growing 
addressable market for airliners and a large young mobile population who see connectivity as a right. 
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Telemedicine is a satellite service that is particularly well-suited to the remote and far-reaching areas 
of the North -East whose rural areas are difficult to reach and are underserved by health care services. 
Satellites play an important role in many of the most ambitious telemedicine endeavours serving as a 
powerful, and relatively inexpensive, tool, particularly for video links between multiple users. With 
costs still decreasing, telemedicine will increasingly become a solution available wherever it is needed 
rather than just serving the most remote and the most needy. 

Yet, satellite technology does not just help those in rural areas. Telemedicine is also being used to help 
provide access to training and other medical services to doctors and health-care workers in both urban 
areas, allowing specialists to be trained via satellite link rather than the expensive process of moving 
the human capital away from where it is needed for many years to allow them to gain new expertise. 

An outstanding example of telemedicine using satellite is the Pan-African e-Network project which 
includes providing tele-medicine besides host of other services viz. e-education, e-governance, e-
commerce , etc to the entire African Union. TCIL from the Indian side is one of the prime contractor 
who helped implement this project. 

 
Satellite Communications- An Essential Tool For Emergency Management And Disaster 
Recovery 

Disaster and Emergency Communications - Satellites are Key Communications provide the critical path 
for relief in emergency and disaster situations. Communications connect and help move logistical, 
rescue and first responder resources in any region of the world facing or recovering from natural or 
man-made disasters. 

Deploying wireless communications is typically among the first priorities in any emergency response, 
rescue, or relief situation. However, terrestrial wireless equipment (cellular phones or land mobile 
radios) is only useful when communications towers and other fixed equipment are in place to connect 
wireless equipment to the local and global communications backbone. In the majority of emergency 
situations, this infrastructure has either been destroyed by the disaster (e.g. New Orleans after 
Hurricane Katrina) or was not available before the disaster (e.g. the earthquake in Pakistan, Nepal; 
floods in Uttarakhand, Srinagar and Chennai). This reality makes it critical for local government and 
emergency workers to have access to a wireless communications network that is not dependant on 
terrestrial infrastructure. 

Satellite communications provide such a solution. Satellites are the only wireless communications 
infrastructure not susceptible to damage from disasters, because the main repeaters sending and 
receiving signals (the satellite spacecraft) are located outside the Earth's atmosphere. In recent years, 
the cost of satellite bandwidth has dropped so dramatically it is competitive with both DSL and cable 
solutions. While the technology in years past would have been priced out of reach for many disaster 
recovery plans, this is no longer the case. 

Users today have two kinds of satellite communications networks available to support emergency 
response activities: geostationary satellite systems (GEO) and low Earth orbit satellites (LEO). 

Geostationary (GEO) satellites are located 36,000 km above the Earth in a fixed position and provide 
service to a country or a region covering up to one third of the globe. They are capable of providing a 
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full range of communications services, including voice, video and broadband data. These satellites 
operate with ground equipment ranging from very large fixed gateway antennas down to mobile 
terminals the size of a cellular phone. There are currently almost 300 commercial GEO satellites in 
orbit operated by global, regional and national satellite carriers. This number does not include 
satellites operated by governments, the military, etc. 

Even before disasters strike, these networks are used in many countries to provide seismic and flood-
sensing data to government agencies to enable early warning of an impending situation. Also, they 
broadcast disaster-warning notices and facilitate general communication and information flow 
between government agencies, relief organizations and the public. 

LEO satellites operate in orbits between 780 km and 1,500 km (depending on the system) and provide 
voice and low speed data communications. These satellites can operate with handheld units about the 
size of a large cellular phone. The highly portable nature of LEO-based units makes them another 
valuable satellite solution for first responders in the field. With the number of LEO satellites in 
operation, at any given time, a LEO satellite is above you. 

In order to most effectively utilize the capabilities of these systems, government agencies, relief 
organizations and other first responders must define as far in advance as possible what kind of 
terminals they will need to have in the field before and after an emergency. This planning requires an 
understanding of the different capabilities of the various system types outlined below. 

  
Satellite technology can provide narrowband and broadband IP communications (Internet, data, 
video, or voice over IP) with speeds starting at 64 Kbps from handheld terminals up to 4 Mbps bi-
directional from portable VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal) antennas. Fixed installation can bring 
the bandwidth up to 40 Mbps. The operation of these satellite systems and services follows the 
general topology depicted below. 

Solutions using this topology can be used for both advance disaster mitigation services and to support 
relief and recovery efforts under three general categories: 

 Handheld Mobile Satellite Communications: Once a disaster has occurred, local infrastructure -
including microwave, cellular and other communications facilities - are often knocked out, either 
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because towers are destroyed, or because of electrical failures. In the immediate aftermath of
such a disaster, there is one reliable form of communications, which is the use of handheld
satellite telephone systems provided by mobile satellite service providers. These systems provide 
access through very small, cell-phone-sized devices, as well as pagers and in-vehicle units. 
Prices for satellite phones can be as low as $40 a week for rental, with purchase prices ranging
from under $400 up to about $2,000. Services are provided on a per-minute basis, as with any 
mobile telephone system, and start under a dollar a minute. 

 Portable and Transportable Mobile Satellite Communications: Mobile satellite systems, or 
terminals used for "communications on the move" include equipment that can be transported
and operated from inside a car, truck or maritime vessel, as well as in helicopters and other
aircraft, including commercial airplanes. This kind of terminal is useful where data-intensive, high-
speed connections are needed on an expedited basis for damage assessment, medical evaluation
or other applications for voice, video and data. Depending on the satellite system and type of
equipment, they can be operational in anywhere from 5-30 minutes usually without expert 
technical staff, and can be deployed anywhere. As with communications systems in general,
higher satellite terminal prices - whether they are portable, mobile or fixed - equate to more 
robust services, higher reliability, faster delivery and a wide range of other features and options. 

 Fixed Satellite Communications:  Terminals would typically be installed in cases where the
equipment is required for longer than one week, including pre-disaster applications - e.g. 
environmental monitoring, communications redundancy, etc. - as well as post-disaster recovery 
operations. Such systems can be configured to provide everything from low-speed data 
transmissions up to very broad bandwidth data and full broadcast-quality video to replace local 
and national telecommunications infrastructure. Such systems must be installed by a qualified
technical team. 
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FDI & MAKE IN INDIA 
 
Inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI) are welcome in any country, and particularly so for India, 
whose flagship programmes - Digital India, Make in India and Broadband for All - require several billion 
US dollars (or thousands of crores) a year in funding. The opportunity is enormous, since we are at a 
very low base in all these; the challenge is to entice FDI inflows to make these happen, since domestic 
funds are limited. We need to look at new sources of funds. It is here that satellite communications 
(satcom) can come in as the messiah to provide deliverance on these fronts. 
 

Are satcom tariffs too high? A simple analysis shows 
that the per-Mb price of data tariff through satcom 
in India is nearly 300 times that in the United States. 
A country that showed the world how the lowest 
mobile tariffs could be achieved is struggling with 
satcom tariffs that are far above global norms and 
thus throttling usage. This need not be so - indeed, 
should not be so. We need to apply the learnings of 
the mobile sector - as regards introduction of 
private sector players, enhanced and fair 
competition, an independent and empowered 
regulator, and separation and corporatisation of the 
government operator - to the satcom sector. 
 
When the above reforms started taking effect from 
the year 2000 in the mobile telecom sector, not only 
did user tariffs crash dramatically, but FDI inflows 
started picking up. In the 15 years since, over $18 
billion was pumped into the sector, leading to over 
$350 billion in gross sectoral revenues, of which the 
national exchequer received about 30 per cent. In 

effect, the reforms facilitated the inflow of FDI amounting to about five per cent of the sector's gross 
revenues. 
 
One can reasonably expect a similar or higher-order relationship for the high-technology satcom sector 
due to its ability to catalyse the use of broadband in every nook and corner of India. The multiplier 
effect of satcom on FDI and total investments could be much higher than with mobile communications, 
since it has a high probability of big investments happening for the manufacture of Indian satellites as 
soon as the sector is reformed and liberalised. Applications from private players for permission to 
manufacture satellites have been pending for a few years now - a great example of Make in India just 
waiting to happen. 
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Apart from satellites, there is huge potential 
also for the manufacture of VSATs, end-user 
terminals, ground/earth stations and other 
devices and equipment. A complete ecosystem 
of component manufacture for these could also 
be facilitated. 
 
One of the several means to make satellite 
bandwidth even more affordable to consumers 
is by use of new innovations such as use of Ka 
HTS satellites. In addition, there are other 
innovative technologies to help reduce costs 
and to increase affordability and availability of 
broadband satellite bandwidth, such as 
multicasting and caching at the edge, the use of 
non-geo satellites (LEO, MEO, HEO, etc) and 
mobile satellite solutions. The Indian market is 
deprived of the benefits of these innovations, 
as these are not permitted. 
 
Investment is also likely to come in for training 
and skilling local manpower to provide the 

professional services required in this sector. This will bring in much-needed FDI and also lead to a spurt 
in local manufacturing of satcom components (including development and launch of our own 
satellites), thereby leading to the creation of a large pool of skilled manpower and tens of thousands of 
new jobs. 
 
To spur investments and FDI inflows, all we need to do is to demonstrate the intent to bring about 
reforms and liberalisation, and concurrently provide a long-term view and commitment on 
procurement of broadband capacity through satellite for the next five to 10 years. These reforms have 
the potential to bring about an increase in gross revenues of $30-100 billion over this time span and 
also lead to a spurt in GDP growth. Apart from the contribution through growth in gross revenues, 
there is the multiplier effect that will accrue due to rapid growth in broadband penetration. (A World 
Bank report suggests that a 10 per cent increase in broadband penetration leads to a 1.4 per cent 
growth in GDP.) 
 
India has much to gain once broadband penetration, currently languishing at a low 10 per cent or so, 
picks up momentum from investments and surges ahead. Industry is confident that this could not only 
lead to a replication of the mobile telecom success story, but could actually even surpass it. 
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Summary 
 
To leverage the benefits of new technologies, new spectrum bands, new innovations & applications and to 
thereby help accelerate broadband penetration with concomitant growth in GDP and growth in FDI besides 
boost to local manufacturing, creation of jobs and new skills, the following enablers to the growth of Satcom 
may be considered by the Government: 
 
1.  “Single Window “clearance for all approvals/licenses in time bound manner.  
2.  Opening of Indian satellite space to all international satellite operators with in-built, fail-safe safety & 

security measures satisfying security requirement of the country.  
3.  Permission of High Throughput Satellites (HTS) in the Ka band  
4.  Permission  for use of LEO (Low Earth Orbiting Satellites) and MEOs (Medium Earth Orbiting Satellites). 
5.   Permission for Data Multicasting via Satellites. 
6.  Long term commitment towards use of Satcom for  public broadband projects  such as Digital India, 

Bharat Net, etc. 
7.  Permission to install emergency systems in cars in order to call emergency/disaster recovery services 8. 

Liberalization and reforms in  the Indian Satcom policy to attract more private and foreign participation 
for boost to FDI in Satcom  and for increasing competition and cost reduction.  

8.  Reasonable Government controls is acceptable, provided there is complete transparency. It is therefore 
desirable that Policy making, Regulatory & Operational functions in the commercial space/satellite sector 
be separated as was the case with the Telecom Sector around the years 1997-2000.  
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Roadmap for 5G in India

The 5G technology has been conceived as a foundation for expanding the potential of the 
Networked Society. A digital transformation brought through the power of connectivity is 
happening in almost every industry. The landscape is expanding to include massive scale of 
“smart things” to be interconnected. Therefore, the manner in which future networks will cope 
with massively varied demands and a business landscape will be significantly different from today. 

The economic benefits from the 5G technology are also quite immense. As per the Organization 
for Economic Cooperation and Development Committee on Digital Economic Policy, it has 
been stated that 5G technologies rollout will help in increasing GDP, creating employment and 
digitizing the economy.

For India, 5G provides an opportunity for industry to reach out to global markets, and 
consumers to gain with the economies of scale. Worldwide countries have launched similar 
Forums and thus, India has joined the race in 5G technologies.
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1. Executive summary 

India is on a fast track to get its citizens online, and 
enable them to reap the benefits of the modern digital 
economy. Wealth transfers and market efficiencies 

show significant improvements when riding on a modern 
digital infrastructure, and 5G presents an opportunity to 
not only improve urban connectivity, but also proactively 
address the digital divide. A divide that if left unchecked, 
would only widen.

India is at the cusp of a next generation of wireless 
technology 5G. 5G has been conceived as a foundation 
for expanding the potential of the Networked Society. 
A digital transformation brought about through the 
power of connectivity is taking place in almost every 
industry. The landscape is expanding to include massive 
scale of “smart things” to be interconnected. Therefore, 
the manner in which future networks will cope with 
massively varied demands and a business landscape 
will be significantly different from today.

For India, 5G provides an opportunity for industry 
to reach out to global markets, and consumers to gain 
with the economies of scale. Worldwide countries 
have launched similar Forums and 
thus, India has joined the race in 5G 
technologies.

Geographic isolation, both in 
terms of population densities and 
the techno-economic infeasibility 
of taking connectivity to rural & 
remote regions, combined with 
the fragmented politics of local 
governance present a significant 
challenge. 5G may well be the most 
suitable platform to address these 
challenges and guarantee, to the 
greatest possible degree, equal access 
to the Internet.

It is believed that 5G ecosystem 
would be based on a layered 
approach especially when it comes 
to meeting a country with such 
a vast and diverse geographical 
expanse as India. The bottom layer 

would comprise of terrestrial technologies –both fixed 
and mobile. The next layer would comprise of airborne 
technologies including. HAPS (High Altitude Platform 
Services) which will help meet the needs of dense 
broadband clusters in urban areas where terrestrial 
technologies would find it hard to reach as well as rural 
sites where deployment of fiber may not be feasible. 
Both these layers would be super-imposed by a layer 
comprising of Next generation Satellite technologies 
viz. LEO/MEO/HEO along with High Throughput 
Technologies to cater to high bandwidth requirements, 
ultra-low latency requirements in remote and hard-to-
reach areas. 

The sections in this paper presents a snapshot 
of Roadmap for 5G in India, 5G vision, optimal 5G 
architecture for India, the ongoing development of 5G 
technologies across the world, the rural use case for 5G, 
articulates the role of satellite technology in supporting 
this development, and also presents a limited set of policy 
recommendations in this regard. These recommendations 
are based on a review of literature and the existing policy 
discourse over the development of 5G across the world.
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2. Need for a roadmap

With so many generations of mobile now deployed 
globally, the technology is starting to become a 
commodity and is naturally experiencing market 
pressure underpinned by shrinking margins and higher 
deployment costs.

It is useful and timely to pose the question on 
the future of mobile—a future that goes beyond 5G. 
Notably, it is important to understand which technology 
disruptions are required to enable mobile not only to 
survive but also to thrive in an increasingly competitive 
technology and business landscape.

With proper guidance, it is anticipated that 5G and 
Beyond will be able to unlock the economic benefits 
outlined in numerous studies.

It is imperative that the entire industry for future 5G networks and massive connectivity 
is willing to participate in this Roadmap activity. Doing so will allow participants to 
realize critical benefits:

 ✔ Optimize investment strategies for R&D

 ✔ Enable visibility into future technology trends

 ✔ Concentrate efforts toward future solutions so benefits are maximized for the industry

 ✔  Contribute to and be informed of common perspectives in a timely way to address the shared 
needs and challenges faced in the evolution to the future state

 ✔  Align with pre-competitive solutions that can be implemented in collaborative environments, as 
well as in the competitive domain

 ✔  Explore unique innovations to provide potential solutions where it serves individual stakeholders 
within industry to do so

 ✔  Leverage R&D costs through resulting collaborations and partnerships or benefit from the results 
of enabled research activities

 ✔ Provide valuable input to the formulation of standards

 ✔  Develop a timeframe of projections for when introductions of new technologies may be needed 
also will convey important benefits:

 ✔ Provide necessary lead time for equipment and interface development

 ✔ Allow time for solutions to be modelled and tested

 ✔ Enable research opportunities to be explored and funded
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India is at the cusp of a next generation of wireless 
technology 5G. 5G has been conceived as a foundation 
for expanding the potential of the Networked Society. 
A digital transformation brought through the power 
of connectivity is happening in almost every industry. 
The landscape is expanding to include massive scale 
of “smart things” to be interconnected. Therefore, 
the manner in which future networks will cope with 
massively varied demands and a business landscape 
will be significantly different from today.

For India, 5G provides an opportunity for industry 
to reach out to global markets, and consumers to gain 
with the economies of scale. Worldwide countries have 
launched similar Forums and thus, India has joined the 
race in 5G technologies.

Economic benefits of 5G: The economic benefits 
from the 5G technology are also quite immense. As 
per the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) Committee on Digital Economic 
Policy, it has been stated that 5G technologies rollout 
will help in, increasing GDP, creating Employment and 
digitizing the economy.

TEchnoloGIcal bEnEfITs
Ushering towards 5G will help companies design and 
manufacture 5G technologies, products and solutions 
in India, thus developing some essential IPR (intellectual 
property rights) in the 5G standard.

5G will facilitate accelerated deployment of next gen-
eration ubiquitous ultra-high broadband infrastructure 
with 100% coverage of 10 Gbps (gigabits per second) 
across urban India and 1 Gbps across rural India.

5G, say experts, will be able to handle more 
data, connect more devices, and significantly reduce 
latency—the time it takes for a packet of data to get 
from one designated point to another.

5G also enables Multiple Input, Multiple Output 
(MIMO) and promises to improve network capacity, 
thus improving the quality of service (QoS).

WoRlD anD 5G
Operators around the world, including India, are 
developing a 4G or long term evolution (LTE) footprint 
in a bid to provide better coverage to the consumer. 5G 
will not be an overlay network, it will work in tandem 
with 4G. So, for operators to be relevant in 5G, they 
would need to have a very good quality 4G network.

Asia-Pacific region countries, including South Korea, 
China and Japan, are teaming together to research 
on frequencies for 5G mobile telecommunications to 
secure early both 5G frequencies and their position as 
leaders in the technology.

Chinese operators are on track to launch commercial 
5G networks by 2020 and are expected to establish 
China as the world’s largest 5G market by 2025.

Countries including South Korea, China, Japan, 
the US, the UK and Brazil are expected to roll out 5G 
networks by 2020. Even the Pakistan Government is 
contemplating roll out of 5G networks soon.

The 5G vision will be realized in the converged 
network in three fundamental ways: through densification, 
virtualization and optimization of the network. 

DEnsIfIcaTIon
If 5G is really going to deliver speeds 10 or more times 
faster than 4G, it will require more base stations in a given 
area—increasing the density of the network itself. Mobile 
network operators (MNOs) have begun this process in 
their 3G and 4G networks, with increased sectorization 
and the addition of small cells. Regardless of how 5G 
is ultimately defined, it will require more densification 
across macro sites, in-building and within small cells.

Densification adds complexity to the network 
because it increases the number of cell borders, where 
interference becomes a problem and handoffs introduce 
the possibility of dropped connections. In a 5G world, 
networks will need to depend on intelligent, automatic 
spectrum allocation to maintain quality as well as speed. 
Wireline infrastructure will also require upgrades to 
provide adequate fronthaul, backhaul and power.

3. 5G Vision
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opTImIzaTIon
The third strategic component is to design and deploy 
for optimal performance. On a general level, this 
means increased efficiency throughout the converged 
network—from spectrum efficiency to implementation 
of virtualized load-balancing, and from space-efficient 
small cells to energy-efficient backhaul. These measures 
are seen in such solutions as:

 ✔  Mobile edge computing (MEC), which will 
serve the low-latency 5G IoT use cases such as 
augmented driving and the tactile internet. 
Placing cloud-computing capabilities at the edge 
of the mobile network involves many smaller 
data centers distributed closer to the cell sites—
forming an edge cloud where intelligence can be 
placed closer to devices and machines. Content 
will become more complex and will require ultra-
low latency—not just in the pathway (which 5G 
solves), but in the core data center. Moving all 
of this content to the very edges of the network 
solves the problem.

 ✔  New power solutions, which are needed by 5G 
networks that have targets for energy efficiency as 
well as spectrum efficiency. It will be essential to 
learn how to get this power to sites in a practical, 

cost-effective and environmentally-responsible 
way. Power over Ethernet (PoE) is a promising 
technology for 5G devices in the IoT.

 ✔  Frequency management in shared site 
equipment, which will require advanced self-
organizing network (SON) capabilities in addition 
to core network architecture changes. New 
access network techniques such as massive MIMO 
(multiple input-multiple output) are required to 
deliver the 5G experience; RF beamforming and 
interference mitigation technologies are also 
critical. Massive MIMO typically describes arrays 
of at least 64 antennas—often in bands above 
2 GHz in the TDD spectrum. Massive MIMO will 
be deployed extensively in the centimeter and 
millimeter wave bands where the antennas 
become very small.

 ✔  Time division duplex (TDD) modes, which will 
play a significant role in growing 5G deployments. 
In 2015, about one in eight networks utilizes TDD 
technology, and that ratio is likely to increase.

 ✔  Interference mitigation, which is needed to 
ensure robust data services, as increased 
complexity demands increase signal-to-noise 
ratio (SNR). As stated in Shannon’s Law, the level 

VIRTualIzaTIon
mnos will need to virtualize much of their 5G infrastructure to effectively manage spectrum—and efficiently 
manage costs. several solutions and practices already exist to make this migration practical, including:

 ✔  Centralized radio access networks (C-RANs), which will be the precursor to cloud radio access networks (also 
known as C-RANs). Centralized RAN involves moving baseband processing units (BBUs) from cell sites to a 
central location serving a wide area via fronthaul. This practice not only reduces the amount of equipment 
at the cell site, but also lowers latency. In the coming evolution to cloud radio access networks, many BBU 
functions will be offloaded to commercial servers, essentially virtualizing the radio itself and greatly simplifying 
network management.

 ✔  Network function virtualization (NFV), which guides development of new core network architecture will 
simplify the rollout of new services. NFV and software-defined networking (SDN)—deployed in conjunction 
with advanced analytic tools—will allow MNOs to automatically optimize their networks under policy control.

 ✔  Cell virtualization, which extends the concept of virtualization beyond the core network to the airwaves. 
Inside buildings, cell virtualization will enable MNOs to manage multiple radio points within the footprint of 
a single cell, boosting capacity and eliminating inter-cell interference. C-RAN-enabled cell virtualization also 
gives operators the ability to greatly increase spectrum reuse—hence, boosting overall efficiency.

 ✔  Virtual service instances, which reflect the need for 5G networks to support a diverse set of use cases. These 
virtual instances (or “network slices”) can serve different customers with different Quality of Experience (QoE) 
levels even though they may be sharing common computing, storage or connectivity resources.
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of noise and interference in a wireless network 
determines the throughput capacity. MNOs must 
focus on ensuring a clean RF path through new 
technologies that reduce cell border interference, 
carefully sculpted transmission patterns, and 
network optimization.

Understanding and appreciation of 5G requires a 
totally different mind-set from what applicable to 3G 
and 4G. The latter two are mobile technologies which 
are progressive baby steps, with different degrees of 
success, towards broadband. However, 5G goes much 
beyond that.

Incremental-type of thinking cannot envision the 
character and potential of 5G. It marks the entry into the 
true full-fledged broadband era of ultra-high speeds & 
bandwidth, ultra-low latency and a truly interconnected 
world – a continuum of both people and things. It 
will also usher us into the exciting world of ultra-high 
definition and virtual reality expectations. Thus, in a 
sense, in contradistinction to 3G and 4G, it even takes us 
beyond true broadband. Such ultra-level performance 
includes an eco-friendly ‘green’ telecom aspect with an 
incredible reduction in energy consumption per bit by 
a factor of 1000.

The vision of 5G mobile is driven from the 
predictions of up to 1000 times data requirement by 
2020 and the fact that IP video traffic will be 82 percent 
of all consumer Internet traffic by 2021, up from 73 
percent in 2016, the traffic could consist of over 4/5ths 
video. If one connects this with the mobile spectrum 
available then there just isn’t sufficient spectrum to 
satisfy the demand. Although there can and should 
be moves to use the spectrum more efficiently e.g. by 
using spectrum aggregation and sharing schemes this 
is still considered insufficient. Thus the conclusion is to 
move to a denser network (Densification) and increase 
the area spectral efficiency by orders of magnitude. 
This leads to a network of much smaller cells, which 
will not be homogeneous but a flexible heterogeneous 
network where the resources can be adapted 
dynamically (on demand) as the users demand in 
space, time and spectral resources and even between 
operator changes. 

This requires a fundamental redesign of the network 
which still has a legacy of cellular networking based 
upon 3G and which results in excessive and inefficient 
signalling inhibiting the adoption of new service types. 
The trend now is towards ‘Information Centric Networks’ 

designed with the user in mind and their requirements 
to access information efficiently, with lower latency and 
with a good QoE. This ties in well with the cloud based 
approach to service delivery and network architecture 
— the ‘software defined network approach’. Service 
providers will need to use this network in bespoke 
ways and thus virtualisation of functions is key so that a 
virtual provision can be made in a quick and easy way. 

Virtualisation and multi tenancy are key aspects 
of the 5G vision. Another key driver for 5G is the 
emergence of IoT and the vision of Billions of objects 
being connected to the internet. This is the enabler to 
‘smart cities’ and other such ‘smart’ environments and 
the emergence of what is called ‘Big Data’ applications 
where massive amounts of data can be processed to 
feed a plethora of new applications. For 5G this implies 
being able to handle large quantities of low data 
communications efficiently covering widespread sensor 
networks and M2M communications. 

There are two remaining pillars of the 5G vision. 
The first is ensuring availability, reliability and network 
robustness. The abstraction or virtualisation techniques 
mentioned above and the cloud nature of the services 
raises complex issues for critical services and security 
as the point on which services or content could be 
delivered will be operated over several heterogeneous 
networks managed possibly by different entities. The 
whole end to end management then becomes a real 
issue. The second and increasingly important issue 
is that of reducing energy. The target is a reduction 
by 90% of today’s energy by 2020 at no reduction 
in performance or increase in cost. Thus 5G network 
design becomes a complex task involving link and area 
spectral efficiency together with energy efficiency.
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4.1. chIna
The seeds of systemic reform conducive to the development 
of 5G are said to be effectively in place in China. In an effort 
to fine-tune the development of future communication 

Asia-Pacific region countries, including South Korea, 
China and Japan, are teaming together to research 
on frequencies for 5G mobile telecommunications to 
secure early both 5G frequencies and their position as 
leaders in the technology,

Chinese operators are on track to launch commercial 
5G networks by 2020 and are expected to establish 
China as the world’s largest 5G market by 2025.

Countries including South Korea, China, Japan, 
the US, the UK and Brazil are expected to roll out 5G 
networks by 2020. Even the Pakistan Government is 
contemplating it will roll out of 5G networks soon.

Many countries are currently in a scramble to nail 
down disparate technologies to conform to a 5G ideal. 
The spoils of a first mover advantage are clear, and 
India is in a formidable position to take a lead on the 
implementation of complementary technologies to 
achieve 5G capabilities, and monetize the resulting 
benefits for its own socio economic development.

There are disparities across nations with respect to 
5G readiness. The following table presents a snapshot 
across IMT2020 identified bands across some key 
nations:

4. 5G Developments across the World

Fig.1: 5G Readiness
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technologies, there has occurred a gradual shift from policy 
strategy to user orientation. A shift that is claimed will be 
critical for development of an inclusive 5G environment. 

From 2013 onwards, China has made significant 
contributions to the global 5G discourse. The Chinese 
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology, 
National Development and Reform Commission and 
The Ministry of Science and Technology were active and 
critical stakeholders in the development of 5G technical 
standards during the IMT2020 workshops. 

A critical input by China at the IMT 2020 workshops was 
the estimation of the spectrum that would be required 
to realize true 5G. In addition to the standard ITU-R 
spectrum requirement calculation method specified 
in Recommendation M.1768, China used an additional 
method to account for local conditions. According to 
the calculation, China needs 1350-1810 MHz in 2020. 
As of the end of 2014, there was a deficit of 663 MHz in 
planned frequencies. It is also known that this demand 
would continue to increase after commercialization. A 
GSMA study pegs this deficit at over 1100 MHz while 
assuming total demand at 1800 MHz. 

From the already identified IMT spectrum, China’s 
infrastructure is said to be compatible with 2300-2400 
MHz, though limited to only indoor use while coexisting 
with radiolocation services. Deployment of TD-LTE 
systems in this band was authorized in December 2013. At 
the same time other bands are still under study. The 3400-
3600 MHz band is already used as extended C band for 
satellite services, given its ability to propagate better than 
higher frequency bands, especially during bad weather. 

Huawei has been working on 5G since 2009, and 
secured polar coding before competitors and introduced 
the first network splicing router. In April 2017, Huawei 
announced plans to begin 5G rollout preparations in 
Hong Kong, and that a pilot program would likely go live 
in multiple major cities by 2019. 

Increased levels of control over actors in the market, 
including proximity and control over manufacturing 

4.3. EuRopEan unIon (Eu)
Europe selected the 700 MHz (694–790 MHz) as the band below 1 GHz for 5G, while the leading pioneer 5G band 
should be 3.4–3.8 GHz. It is in this band that each European country is expected to deliver 5G services at least in one 
city by 2020. The 1.5 GHz band (1427–1452/1492-1518 MHz) is being studied to provide supplementary downlinks . 5G 
may also be used in any other band harmonized at European level for mobile services and licensed under technology 
neutrality paradigm (800 MHz, 2 GHz, 2.3 GHz and 2.6 GHz).

The European Union followed ITU guidelines and designated 3.25 GHz of spectrum in band 24.25–27.5 GHz as a pioneer 
5G band. The Europeans also consider the bands 31.8–33.4 GHz and 40.5–43.5 GHz as promising bands in the future.

and innovation centers such as Shenzhen, a vibrant 
ecosystem with carriers and equipment manufacturers, 
as well as active participation and demonstrated thought 
leadership make China a formidable contender in the 
race to adopt 5G.

4.2. usa
Significant developments are underway in the United 
States of America to bring 5G to fruition. According 
to estimates in 2014, 275 MHz of additional spectrum was 
required to be made available to cater to 5G demand. 

The USA is willing to use the recently cleared 600 MHz 
licensed band (617–652/663-698 MHz), as well as the 
3.5 GHz shared band (3550–3700 MHz). The Advanced 
Wireless Services (AWS-3) band, i.e. 1695–1710 MHz, 
1755–1780 MHz, and 2155–2180 MHz can also be used 
if desired. It should be noted that although the 600 
MHz band is not an IMT band, ITU has already decided 
to review the situation of TV broadcasting band (470–
694/8 MHz) in the year 2023, in view of releasing more 
spectrum for mobile systems if necessary.

The FCC selected 3.85 GHz of licensed spectrum 
in the 27.5–28.35 GHz and 37–40 GHz bands (37–37.6 
GHz allocated to 5G on a shared basis), plus 7 GHz of 
unlicensed spectrum in the 64–71 GHz band. Although 
these choices are not fully aligned with ITU plans, FCC 
is analyzing the possibility to open up to 18 GHz of 
additional spectrum in all ITU candidate bands, except 
42.5–47.2 GHz. 

In 2016, AT&T launched trial 5G services in Austin, 
Texas, and has recently announced roll-out to a dozen 
markets by the end of 2018. In 2017, during its test run 
in Austin, AT&T reported speeds of up to 1 gigabit per 
second and latency rates well below 10 milliseconds. 
Verizon is reported to have commenced its pilot phase as 
well. Its efforts however are targeted towards residential 
broadband connectivity that may require small antenna 
mounted on homes, and would be a direct replacement 
for fiber last mile connectivity. 
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past, for example with specific functions and the IMS 
platform supporting both fixed and mobile accesses; 
we 5G think we can go further and target a seamless 
customer experience across fixed and mobile domains. 
As well as continuity of availability of services across 
both domains, this would include hybrid access to giving 
combined bandwidth, global network management 
and orchestration, potential network architecture 
simplification, and cost and energy savings.

The industrial consensus is that there will be a new 
5G air interface standard by 2020 and 3GPP has built 
its two-phase roadmap for the sake of 5G air interface 
– 1) NSA (Non-Stand Alone) and 2) SA. The first phase, 
NSA assumes basically the coexistence of LTE and 5G 
air interfaces and their convergence for better user 
experience.

5G systems will also provide an architectural flexibility 
and enable logical network slices. The term, Network 
Slicing which is in vogue to the 5G parties will enable 
operators to provide networks on an asa-service basis 
and satisfy the wide range of use cases.

The roadmap for 5G architecture should be matched 
with the service requirements, user experience and 
expectation to innovative technologies. It should not only 
be driven by technologies, but also the user experiences 
on services. At an initial stage of 5G being introduced to 
market, existing and emerging technologies could be well 
integrated and harmonized in a consensual architecture 
to meet the user experience requirements of high data 
throughput and convenient connection. While in an 
advanced stage, hybrid technologies will be harmonized 
under a unique architecture to allow end users to even 
more easily access to information without awareness of 
the technology being used in the connection.

Research and standardisation of 5G, including 
both access technology and architecture is now well 
underway. Standards will emerge from around 2018, with 
commercial deployment of standards-based solutions 
from around 2020. There will be architectural options 
for 5G, with evolved ‘legacy’ 4G core supporting a new 
5G radio technology, as well as a new core aggregating 
both 5G radio technology and LTE. Broadband India 
Forum (BIF) anticipates 5G being the first generation that 
will be natively designed with a full software approach 
(through NFV Network Function Virtualisation and SDN 
Software Defined Networks). It will integrate networking, 
computing and storage resources into one programmable 
and unified infrastructure in order to deliver more 
than connectivity. Starting in data centers and at the 
network edges, networking services, capabilities and 
business policies will be instantiated as needed over this 
underlying infrastructure. This will provide the agility and 
flexibility to provide on-demand customized network 
slices, effectively allowing us to run specialized networks 
fulfilling very different requirements from the same 
infrastructure. Performance and policies can be tailored 
to specific customers’ needs, supporting a variety of 
business models and development of partnerships with 
third partners and customers themselves. The ability 
to dynamically allocate and adjust resources will also 
reduce energy consumption. Of course, virtualisation 
and SDN are not limited to 5G, and we expect to see 
these technological approaches being introduced to 4G 
and other technologies before 5G.

We also believe 5G is an opportunity for delivering 
real Fixed-Mobile Convergence, or rather, Fixed-Mobile 
Integration. There has been some convergence in the 

5. roadmap for 5G architecture in India
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network entities. For instance, Backhaul capacity should 
be increased in a linear scale along with application-layer 
requirements; however, it goes even serious in the case 
of Fronthaul. In LTE, the typical requirement of Fronthaul 
capacity enhancement is more than sixteen times higher 
than that of Backhaul. KT has studied on the most efficient 
method to increase the end-to-end system capacity, while 
reducing the requirement for evolved Fronthaul.

5G requires a different mindset from 3G & 4G. 5G 
goes much beyond simple mobile technology into the 
world of Ultra-HD & VR expectations. It takes us beyond 
simple Broadband connectivity. 

The 5G Ecosystem shall permeate all 3 layers 
-Terrestrial layer, then followed by aerial layer at a 
slightly higher altitude and then followed by the Satellite 
Layer. Each layer would have a role to play in delivery of 
ubiquitous 5G Services. 

5G shall envisage development of complete 
ecosystem. It shall cover all terrains and geographical 
expanse. For this purpose Spectrum Decision needs to 
be taken expeditiously –latest by mid-2018, if we have to 
roll out First Phase of 5G by 2019

There has never been a better time to start building 
the next generation 5G ready network architecture as a 
platform for innovation. The market knows it, our service 
provider customers know it as well. The true innovators 
in our industry are already pushing the envelope of 
what is possible, feasible and still only imaginable. 
The long pole is not the “5G New Radio”, it is the entire 
network transformation toward a digital, cloud-enabled, 
app-driven world that is money-making and easy to 
operate. 5G will be as strong as the weakest link across 
domains: HetNet, Cloud-RAN, IP transport, mobile core, 
edge and cloud computing, supported by the proper 
virtualization and SDN capabilities, management, control, 
orchestration, analytics, and security end-to-end from the 
device to the app/service. Identity management, policy, 
charging have to evolve as well to support a seamless 
and consistent quality of experience. Full automation 
and CUPS can help to break artificial domains to further 
seamless interworking. With this advancement, network 
slicing (through the mobile core, IP transport and radio) 
becomes an invaluable enablement tool making the 5G 
network an “enablement platform”.

Another important aspect when it comes to network 
evaluation is to increase the capacity of transport and core 
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Satellite and terrestrial system integration is already 
a trend and this will continue with the development 
of integrated and interoperable standards to allow the 
two sectors to interconnect efficiently both at network 
level and at IP levels. In addition mobility management 
integration will evolve across the larger satellite and 
smaller terrestrial cells. Satellite communications 
systems encompass a wide range of solutions providing 
communication services via satellite(s) as illustrated 
in Figure 3. The research challenges to addressing 
the fruitful integration of terrestrial and satellite 
air interfaces include the optimization of resource 
allocation strategies for both traffic and signalling, 
the efficient delivery of broadcast-like services, 
the reduction of latency, cost per bit, and energy 
consumption. The improvement of the autonomy 
(how many days/months/years it can operate) of High 
Altitude/Low Altitude platforms is also a key topic. The 
level of integration between terrestrial and satellite 
solutions (physical interface, control layer, service 
layer…) should also be investigated taking into account 
the constraints on devices and system costs, impact on 
the environment and on energy consumption.

The integration of network standards is seen to 
be crucial in these architectures. In particular how the 
satellite gateway interconnects into the 5G network 
interfaces. There are various scenarios of interconnection 
between the network entities, separating the control 
plane from the data plane that will determine the 
performance and the signalling load on the networks 
that needs to be minimised.

India has started tuning spectrum for 5G services 
as part of its roadmap to become early adopter of the 
next generation services, which is expected to provide 
download speed over 1000Mbps on mobile devices.

On spectrum we are already more or less aligned with 
global position in 5G. Those bands we are harmonising in 
line with global community.

At present 4G services are provided in spectrum band 
below 2600 MHz. With increase in frequency band count, 
the signal coverage area reduces, but as per technology 
trend, speed of transmitting data has been increasing.

The government has already harmonised spectrum 
in 700MHz band which can be used for 5G services.

Telecom players are running trials to use 5G in 
automated cars, robotic surgery from remote locations, 
education, etc.

All the players are positioning themselves for India as 
a big 5G market. One of the leading chipset company in a 
meeting told us that India will have one of the biggest IoT 
(Internet of things) user base and the company is keen to 
partner with C-DoT for developing various IoT solutions. 
India is a forerunner and will be an early adopter of 5G. 
Even a lot of Indian software companies are behind of lot 
of the technologies in 5G. The corresponding software 
has to be made. Indian companies are developing 
software for that. Already C-DoT has developed standard 
M2M platform.
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the mobile user to reduce the network communication 
cost for service delivery. Different users with vastly 
different mobility and service patterns can adopt different 
integrated location and service management methods to 
optimize system performance.

The integration of satellite (GEO and non-GEO) and 
terrestrial can be used to extend the 5G network to 
ubiquitous coverage. For example to sea—cruise liners 
and yachts, to passenger aircraft, trains and even to 
remote locations such as holiday villas. A simple example 
is via backhauling but this can be done in an intelligent 
manner by routing traffic either over the satellite or 
terrestrially depending on the content and the required 
QoE. IoT coverage to wide areas involving sensors and 
M2M connections are ideal services to make use of satellite 
wide area coverage. The challenge is to design efficient 
low data rate communications in large numbers via the 
satellite. Transport services including V2V are again ideal 
for satellite with its wide coverage. In the safety market 
all new vehicles are likely to be mandated to include 
safety packages and given the need for ubiquitous 
coverage systems that follow on from the EU SAFETRIP 
system demonstration will play a key role. Furthermore, 
we foresee the provisioning of a robust, virtually 
infrastructure-less network for safety and emergency 
networks, highly distributed enterprise networks and 
backhaul alternative for isolated and remote areas. 
Beyond offloading broadcast services, there is also a need 
to determine, identify and investigate those scenarios 
for which satellite based solutions hold the potential 
to provide advantages with respect to a stand-alone 
terrestrial solution (e.g., on sea/air, low-density populated 
areas, isolated villages, emerging countries, tracking 
of fleets, etc) in terms of service availability, resilience, 
coverage. To achieve this objective, techno economics & 
benchmarking studies should be conducted in addition 
to performance and capacity studies.

A major contribution that satellite can make to 5G is 
to off-load traffic from terrestrial networks, in particular 
for video-based traffic as the largest contributor to 
spectrum demands through one-to-many distribution 
to, e.g., localized caches. This can be achieved by traffic 
classification and intelligent routing and will thus reduce 
the demands on the terrestrial spectrum. Satellites have 
been traditionally used for broadcast purposes but as CDNs 
become common, the ability of satellites to download high 
data that can be cached for onward delivery becomes an 
attractive feature. The interplay with new (inter)network 
architectures, such as CDN is important to consider 
for SatCom/cellular integration. Pervasive caching and 
naming of information and content transferred over 
the networks would more easily allow the inclusion of 
SatCom into an integrated Satellite-Terrestrial network 
by exploiting the broadcast/multicast and broadband 
capabilities and masking the longer propagation delay, 
improving overall performance with caches at the edges. 
QoE is becoming the byword for service provision and 
a major differentiator, but it is little understood at the 
moment. It is clear that peak and average bit rates are 
not the determining factor but sustainable bit rate links 
more to the QoE. Intelligent delivery of services using the 
systems that best suits the QoE to the user is another area 
in which satellite can play a part.

Integrated localisation schemes are key enablers to 
many new services in 5G. The notion of per-user integrated 
location and service management in cellular/satellite 
systems should be investigated either to help in spectrum 
sharing or to improve trunking systems. A per-user service 
proxy can be created to serve as a gateway between the 
user and all client-server applications engaged by the 
user. The aim is that whenever the user’s location database 
moves during a location handoff, a service handoff also 
ensues collocation of the service proxy with the location 
database. This allows the proxy to know the location of 

Localisation and positioning is key to many different 5G services. The integration of cellular and satellite positioning 
systems is a key challenge to enabling this vast range of services. Satellites are already used for earth resource data, which 
is in itself used as an input to many new services. Coupling this with integrated satellite and cellular communications 
will provide a powerful new fusion enabling the innovation of services. Future 5G system will include the integrated 
provision of communication, localization and sensing on a global and very accurate scale.

Security services require high resilience and thus the use of satellite together with cellular delivery will help provide 
the availability required. Most countries have fallback disaster and emergency networks, which can benefit from an 
integrated satellite and cellular approach. There is increased use of surveillance using UAV’s and the necessity for real 
time high definition video, which is best delivered by satellite.
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be front runners, will gain advantage on every aspect – 
in people’s living condition, in the GDP of the country, in 
even export to other countries.

6.1. spEcTRum RanGEs consIDERED 
suITablE foR 5G applIcaTIons
Recommendation ITU-R M.2083, IMT Vision – “Framework 
and overall objectives of the future development of IMT 
for 2020 and beyond” – identified three major usage 
scenarios for 5G:

 ✔  Enhanced mobile broadband: Mobile broad-
band addresses the human-centric use cases for 
access to multi-media content, services and data. 
The demand for mobile broadband will continue 
to increase, leading to enhanced mobile broad-
band. The enhanced mobile broadband usage 
scenario will come with new application areas and 
requirements in addition to existing mobile broad-
band applications for improved performance and 
an increasingly seamless user experience. This 
usage scenario covers a range of cases, including 
wide-area coverage and hotspot, which have dif-
ferent requirements. For the hotspot case (i.e., for 
an area with high user density), very high traffic 
capacity is needed, while the requirement for mo-
bility is low and user data rate is higher than that 
of wide area coverage. For the wide-area coverage 

India is on the right path to get 
onto the spectrum roadmap on 
5G. There is possibility, and we 
could see that legacy spectrum 
could also be reformed and used 
for 5G. There is little demarcation 
between what we have today, 
typically, 4G, 4.5 and 5G. There 
is cutting-edge technology that 
we already are dealing with in 
India like Massive MIMO. These 
are building blocks. We will have 
their use in the timeline of 5G. 
Of late, there have been talks 
in the standardization bodies 
of 3GPP about new possible 
frequency band for 5G and 
there were recommendations 
from India apart from players 
from other countries. So, India 
is already making a very straightforward roadmap and 
giving a signal to the industry where they want to go 
on spectrum. 

There is also a need to address aspects regarding 
transmission, backhaul and core network transmission. 
Here one could assume that fiber could be quite a good 
start. However, we cannot expect to get fiber everywhere. 
This is not a deal breaker though. No country will start 
5G with fiber everywhere. Where there is no fiber, we can 
use microwave by making use of airborne and satellite 
communications. But, fiber is the best choice.

Digital India can greatly benefit from 5G, consumers 
will get digital content that would be for public use 
across all markets. India is extremely powerful today in all 
aspects - IT, local industry, on application. This is exactly 
what needs to be done and needs to be put into cloud 
and needs to be used across industries.

However, it is already something that we can take 
advantage of today also without 5G. But 5G can push 
this forward. Today on the country level, we need water, 
we need electricity, we need roads, we need cars and so 
on, and we need digital cloud type of capabilities from 
service point of view. We could expect that if we look 
at 10 years from today, this should be more and more 
obvious. And countries that will take the lead, that will 

6. 5G spectrum recommendations
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cross-border coordination and roaming for end users - a 
critical factor for the initial deployment of 5G. TRAI and 
the industry should take immediate action towards the 
following objectives:

 ✔  Spectrum should be allocated to Mobile Service 
on a primary/co-primary basis globally or 
regionally,

 ✔  Consistent frequency arrangements (including 
band plan and duplexing mode) should be 
adopted across all markets,

 ✔  Consistent regulatory frameworks should be 
strived for – same technical conditions should 
govern the use of particular frequency bands 
(e.g. emission masks ensuring sharing and 
coexistence with other services in the same band 
or in adjacent bands),

 ✔  Harmonised standards: the same technology 
standard should be adopted. ITU-R Working 
Party 5D is leading the development of IMT-
2020  standards and the mobile industry is 
working on 3GPP 5G NR as the harmonised 
standard for 5G.

case, seamless coverage and medium to high mo-
bility are desired, with much improved user data 
rate compared to existing data rates. However, the 
data rate requirement may be relaxed compared 
to hotspot.

 ✔  ultra-Reliable and low-latency communications: 
This use case has stringent requirements for 
capabilities such as throughput, latency and 
availability. Some examples include wireless control 
of industrial manufacturing or production processes, 
remote medical surgery, distribution automation in 
a smart grid and transportation safety.

 ✔  massive machine-Type communications: This 
use case is characterized by a very large number 
of connected devices typically transmitting a 
relatively low volume of non-delay-sensitive data. 
Devices are required to be low cost, and have a 
very long battery life.

6.2. haRmonIzaTIon of 5G spEcTRum
Spectrum harmonisation continues to be important for 
the mobile industry in the 5G era. Globally harmonised 
spectrum enables economies of scale and facilitates 
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Additional studies may be necessary to determine the 
practical extent of a particular tuning range, especially 
when considering additional bands identified under 
WRC 2019 Agenda Item 1.13. Tuning ranges allow the 
development of equipment that accommodates multiple 
bands and thereby facilitates the development of an 
ecosystem that can serve multiple markets. Developers 
and manufacturers can potentially customize equipment 
for deployment countries and provide flexibility for 
regulators to manage spectrum resources within any 
given jurisdiction.

Therefore, administrations should consider how 
5G services can be harmonized internationally, even 
if identical allocations cannot be used everywhere. To 
that end, administrations should consider their specific 
allocations within a broader globally harmonized and 
licensed band that accounts for the needs in various 
regions or countries. Under this approach, each 
administration would apply the tuning range concept, 
with a focus on specific bands appropriate for its needs. 
The near-term bands for mid-band and high-band 
consideration are 3.3-4.2 GHz, 24.25-29.5 and 37-43.5 
GHz. Beyond these bands, it is proposed that global 

6.3. nEcEssaRy acTIon
Since 5G is targeting improvements across three 
fronts, enhanced mobile broadband, massive-scale 
connectivity, and ultra-reliable low latency service, 
there are different spectrum requirements than 
previous generations of cellular technology. To meet 
the new and emerging use cases it will most likely be 
best to utilize a portfolio of spectrum assets consisting 
of low-band, mid-band, and mm-Wave spectrum.

It is envisioned that low-band spectrum, with its 
propagation and penetration characteristics, could be 
used to provide in building coverage in urban areas 
and wide-area coverage in more rural areas. Mid-
band spectrum could be utilized for capacity and high 
speed in both urban and suburban zones. The large 
bandwidths available in the mm Wave bands can 
achieve high data throughput speeds but the somewhat 
limited propagation distances and penetration at these 
higher frequencies could possibly confine usage to 
more concentrated areas. It is therefore important that 
regulators take actions to ensure adequate spectrum 
resources are available in all bands and allocate adequate 
bandwidth to support the varied use cases of 5G.

KEy banDs foR REGulaToRy DEcIsIon-maKInG
 ✔  700 mhz (low-range) - In reviewing the global activity for low-range spectrum, the 700 MHz band stands out 

as a band that is well on its way to being implemented with a global footprint. 

 ✔  24 Ghz and above (high-range) - From the WRC-19 agenda item, as well as decisions in Europe and the United 
States, it is now clear that millimeter wave spectrum above 24 GHz will become a key part of 5G networks. 
Several countries already have a co-primary allocation in the bands that are under study for WRC-19. For a 
country like India which is lacking a co-primary allocation, consideration should be given to creating one, and 
planning should begin to identify which of the bands can be offered for cleared, exclusively licensed use, and 
which might need to be shared. TRAI should strongly consider whether it is possible to open 28 GHz for mobile 
services, as the U.S. has done. Other priority ranges for deployment include 24-27.5 GHz, 27.5-29.5 GHz and 
37-43.5 GHz

 ✔  3 Ghz bands (mid-range) - Spectrum from 3.4-3.6 GHz is globally allocated for mobile and identified for IMT, with 
another 50 countries also identifying 3.3-3.4 GHz for IMT. Europe has announced its intent to open 3.4-3.8 GHz as 5G 
spectrum region-wide. However, in India, significant mid-range spectrum shortage represents a gap for operators 
that will need to have mid-range spectrum to deploy certain 5G use cases that benefit from the inherent coverage-
capacity trade-off, which is the main characteristic of the mid-range spectrum for cellular services. India throughout 
the region need to evaluate their readiness for mobile operations in these bands in support of 5G use cases, and 
begin to take steps to migrate the bands so that they can be used for 5G mobile networks.

In addition to the above identified bands, TRAI should facilitate the use of existing IMT bands for 5G usage. 3GPP 
identified several existing IMT bands in the early 5G New Radio release. It is important that regulators allow 5G in 
existing bands. 3GPP Release 15 includes an objective to develop co-channel coexistence between LTE and New Radio. 
A good example of an existing IMT band that is available for New Radio deployment today is the 2.5 GHz band.
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harmonization remain as a priority in the identification 
and allocation of spectrum for 5G, especially bands that 
have been identified under WRC 2019 Agenda Item 1.13.

6.4. facToRs lEaDInG To EconomIEs  
of scalE
Spectrum harmonization is a crucial factor in enabling 
mobile broadband by facilitating economies of scale 
and global roaming. However, harmonization is not 
limited to a situation where all regions have identical 
spectrum allocations. The benefits of harmonization 
can also be derived from “tuning range” solutions 
covering adjacent or nearly-adjacent bands in 
which  equipment can be reconfigured to operate 
over  multiple bands (i.e., they are within the same 
tuning range).

Tuning ranges are critical to delivering the 
benefits of harmonization as the radio units in user 
devices developed for one band can also be utilized 
in some nearby bands without requiring entirely 
new development efforts. Cost, performance and 
complexity trade-offs impact the feasibility of covering 
harmonized frequency ranges with a single radio unit. 
As technology and volume manufacturing capabilities 

6.5. flExIblE lIcEnsInG
Understanding tuning ranges, and their contribution to harmonization of spectrum and radio equipment, 
raises a corollary issue that should not be ignored: flexible licensing for mobile services. Flexible licenses are 
those that are not tied to a particular technology, a generation of a mobile technology, or a particular use case. 
With 5G mobile networks expected to support much broader ranges of radio spectrum than ever before and 
address a much wider range of use cases, licenses should not contain limitations that act as artificial barriers 
to an operator’s ability to utilize its radio spectrum. Operators can continue to be expected to coordinate with 
each other to the extent different generations of technology will operate in geographic proximity.

advance over time, further widening of radio tuning 
ranges may become feasible.

The concept of radio tuning ranges is also an 
important consideration with respect to WRC-19 Agenda 
item 1.13 on IMT as differences in uses and priorities 
among various countries and regions may make it 
difficult to reach consensus on the global identification 
to IMT for individual bands. Fortunately, radio tuning 
ranges can be created that potentially cover more than 
one region. For example, the U.S. has already decided to 
move forward with enabling mobile broadband in 27.5-
28.35 GHz, and other countries plan to use 26.5-29.5 GHz, 
or parts thereof. Meanwhile, Europe has identified 24.5-
27.5 GHz as a priority band for 5G. The combination of 
the 28 GHz band in some countries and 26 GHz band in 
other countries could create an opportunity for a band 
plan where all or significant part of the 24.25-29.5 GHz 
range has meaningful chances for being supported by 
a single radio, thus driving the economies of scale and 
facilitating global roaming.

The use of existing IMT bands has the advantage of 
being able to reuse existing front end modules for 5G 
NR usage.
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and LEO networks will be able to support even more 
latency-sensitive applications

 ✔  Satellites can even play a role in helping 5G 
networks meet their sub-1ms latency requirements 
by delivering commonly accessed content to 
mobile base stations

 ✔  Satellites can support massive machine-to-machine 
communications

 ✔  Satellites already support SCADA and other global 
asset tracking applications today, and can scale to 
support future machine-to-machine (Internet-of-
Things) communications

 ✔  Investments in new ground segment technologies, 
such as smaller, lower cost, electronically steerable, 
and/or phased-array satellite transceivers are 
making ubiquitous deployment for IoT feasible

Satellites are poised to play a significant role in an 
effective 5G network. Extending the scope and 
magnitude of coverage, distribution of content, creating 
robust networks, and improved spectrum utilization 
are absolutely critical for a true 5G implementation. 
Combining these with the requirement to integrate 
trillions of latency sensitive devices in an IoT future – 
and satellite technology emerges as the only techno 
economically feasible option. 

Also given the mass appeal for information & 
entertainment related content, satellites could be utilized 
very effectively to deliver low cost cached content using 
Data Multicasting with Caching at the edge.

7.1 saTEllITE TEchnoloGy
Satellite Communication (SatCom) systems, thanks 
to their inherently large footprint, provide a valuable 
and cost-effective solution to complement and extend 
terrestrial networks, not only in rural areas and mission 
critical situations, but also for traffic offloading in 
densely populated areas. In this context, the integration 
of Long Term Evolution (LTE) in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
mega-constellation systems, i.e., hundreds of satellites, 
is gaining an ever increasing attention, Also, 3GPP 
Radio Access Network (RAN) activities are now entering 
in a critical phase, with the first physical layer (PHY) 
standard for 5G systems almost completed, and this 
provides a unique chance to define a fully-fledged 
satellite terrestrial architecture. 

RolE of saTEllITE In 5G:
 ✔  Satellites can support multi-gigabit per second data 

rates for enhanced mobile broadband

 ✔  Satellites routinely carry high bandwidth HD and 
UHD content

 ✔  Satellites already support 2G/3G mobile backhaul 
in many parts of the world, and high-throughput 
satellites (HTS) in GEO, MEO and LEO will support 
4G and 5G mobile networks

 ✔ Satellites can support ultra-reliable communications 

 ✔  Satellites can help 5G networks achieve sub-1ms 
latency by multi-casting 

content to caches located at individual cells, even in 
places without fiber - Sub-1ms latency is very difficult 
to achieve, even for 5G mobile networks achieving the 
sub-1ms latency rate will likely prove to be a significant 
undertaking in terms of technological development 
and investment in infrastructure. 

Services requiring a delay time of less than 1 
millisecond must have all of their content served from a 
physical position very close to the user’s device possibly 
at the base of every cell, including the many small 
cells that are predicted to be fundamental to meeting 
densification requirements.

 ✔  GEO latency of 250ms (500ms round-trip) is 
acceptable for many 5G applications, and new MEO 

7. role of satellite technology & aerial Platforms
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ThE KEy aREas In WhIch saTEllITEs can play a paRT In 5G aRE  
DIscussED bEloW:

 ✔ coVERaGE 

 ✔ RobusT nETWoRKs

 ✔ conTEnT mulTIcasT anD cachInG

 ✔ IoTs anD InTEGRaTED sIGnallInG

 ✔ spEcTRum.

coVERaGE 
5G constructs seek ubiquity in the magnitude of coverage, and while satellites generally may not be able 
to match the spectral efficiency of terrestrial networks, they can provide larger cells in a heterogeneous 
arrangement, and can be used to relieve terrestrial networks of signaling and management functions, as well 
as emergency & critical services. A software defined networking standard would be critical for achieving this.

Integration with terrestrial networks is key to realizing maximum value from integrated satellite networks. 
Improvements in QoE by intelligently routing traffic between delivery systems and caching high capacity 
video for onward terrestrial transmission is also within the scope of current technology. Traffic can also be 
offloaded from terrestrial systems to save spectral resources and improve resilience and security in the 
integrated paradigm.

RobusT nETWoRKs
Satellites are uniquely placed to support other communications infrastructure. The 5G KPI “Ensure for 
everyone and everywhere access to a wider portfolio of services and applications at lower cost” can be 
potentially addressed in the following ways: 

 ♦ Intelligent router functionality (IRF) at the RAN to make intelligent backhaul and routing decisions to 
move between stationary and moving RANs, and out to a wider network. Under normal circumstances, 
the satellites could be used to transfer a small part of the traffic, but could conceivably be called into 
action in times of congestion & network stress, or even if moving RANs travel out of range of their 
terrestrial links. Significant reductions in downtime could be achieved using such constructs.

 ♦ Rural connectivity and high data capacity can be achieved at relatively lower costs using satellites. 
This would be critical to addressing India’s digital divide.

 ♦ Satellites could be called into service to hedge against demand spikes by guaranteeing data 
availability as users move across different network cells in dense urban environments.

conTEnT mulTIcasT anD cachInG
Satellites have a major role in content caching near the edge, bringing content closer to the user in order to 
achieve the 5G KPI targets of “Zero perceived delay” and “providing 1000 times higher wireless area capacity 
in access” could be supported greatly by satellite technologies. Satellites can offer the following advantages:

 ♦ Global coverage

 ♦ Low number of intermediary autonomous systems

 ♦ Ultra low content access latency (Sub 1 ms)

 ♦ Offload cached content from terrestrial networks

Today service providers employ a Content Delivery Network (CDN) for better access to the content and/
or to reduce backbone costs – known as an access centric CDN and content owners employ CDNs to enhance 
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service for end user – known as a content centric CDN. Both CDN techniques are expected to be widely used 
in 5G networks putting pressure and increasing expectations for immediate and continuous access to rich 
multimedia content. All predictions indicate that there will be a huge growth in video downloads on mobile 
devices. Caching content close to the edge using efficient multicast delivery will improve the end user QoE 
and reduce backhaul traffic load. This form of content delivery can be managed using Information Centric 
Network (ICN) systems or other variations incorporating SDN/NFV with a centralised controller function that 
optimises delivery using satellite links when appropriate to provide immediate and on demand content access. 
The need to deliver rich multimedia content will drive content caching close to the 5G Radio Access Networks 
(RANs). Hence, how the natural capability of satellite to multicast data over a wide geographic region can be 
integrated into the CDN/ICN systems designed for 5G specifications needs to be investigated. Furthermore, 
the most beneficial scenarios for multicasting with impact of different content types and the use of satellite to 
provide resilience need to be investigated.

IoTs anD InTEGRaTED sIGnallInG
It is expected trillions of sensors and devices will be connected through the 5G infrastructure. The sensors 
and devices will serve many different and diverse applications. There are many national and supra-national 
initiatives to reduce energy consumption and increase energy efficiency. One of the expected implications 
is global wide deployment of trillions of monitoring systems as part of the Internet of Things (IoT) connected 
over 5G infrastructures. Each IoT device will naturally consume power when actively connected to the network.

The 5G KPI target of “facilitating very dense deployments of wireless communication links to connect 7 
trillion wireless devices serving over 7 billion people” could take advantage of satellites by adapting the air 
interface to allow satellite terminals to reduce power consumption of connected devices (when appropriate) 
and allow for the creation of physical and data link layers to further minimize energy consumption. 

spEcTRum
Perhaps the most significant benefit of satellites would be higher spectral economies. Dynamic frequency 
sharing would be critical for driving major increases in spectrum use, given both networks are permitted and 
set up to engage in such sharing.
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be relocated in order to meet demand and changing 
requirement of the operator or service provider’s 
business plan.

aDVanTaGEs of hap communIcaTIons:
HAP communications have a number of potential 
benefits, as summarised below. 

 ✔  Large-area coverage (compared with terrestrial 
systems). The geometry of HAP deployment 
means that long-range links experience relatively 
little rain attenuation compared to terrestrial links 
over the same distance, due to a shorter slant 
path through the atmosphere. At the shorter 
millimeter - wave bands this can yield significant 
link budget advantages within large cells. 

 ✔  Flexibility to respond to traffic demands. HAPs 
are ideally suited to the provision of centralised 
adaptable resource allocation, i.e. flexible and 
responsive frequency reuse patterns and cell 
sizes, unconstrained by the physical location of 
base-stations. Such almost real-time adaptation 
should provide greatly increased overall capacity 
compared with fixed terrestrial schemes or 
satellite systems.

 ✔  Low cost. Although there is to date no direct 
experience of operating costs, a small cluster 
of HAPS should prove considerably cheaper to 
procure and launch than geostationary satellites 
or a constellation of LEO satellites. A HAPS 

7.2 hIGh alTITuDE plaTfoRm sERVIcEs 
(haps)
In past providers of communication services have clearly 
fallen into two categories – satellite or terrestrial, now new 
efforts are underway to give a second wind to a delivery 
platform, which is physically located between the two: 
airborne systems including high-altitude platform 
stations (haps), placed on air above 20 km height.

While the ITU-R has studied the delivery of 
Radiocommunication services over HAPS for years, 
operational HAPS systems communications services 
have yet to be been realized. Recent improvements 
in lightweight aircraft technology offers potential for 
realizable HAPS systems. The growing urgency to expand 
the availability of broadband has renewed the interest in 
these platforms.

Improvements in composite materials, low-power 
computing, battery technology, and solar panels 
paved the way for this concept. These planes will be 
kept approximately 20 km above the Earth’s surface, 
enabling them to provide broadband services to a 
wide  area below, allegedly with latency similar to 
terrestrial technologies. These planes will use free – 
space laser communication or radio frequencies to 
connect to other planes and the ground. Powered by 
solar panels, they are planned to remain in the air for 
months at a time. Flexibility and ease of deployment 
are its biggest advantages, noting their ability to move 
easily to new locations. This flexibility enables them to 
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With respect to spectrum resources for these applications, 
the ITU Radio Regulations currently contain several 
frequency bands designated for HAPS in 2 GHz, 6.5 GHz, 
27/31GHz and 47/48 GHz ranges. However, these bands 
have geographical limitations and may not be large 
enough to provide high-rate broadband. The ITU-R is 
currently studying potential additional bands for HAPS 
in the bands 21.4 – 22 GHz, 24.25-27.5 GHz and 38-39.5 
GHz allocated to the fixed service. WRC-19 will consider 
the results of these studies and could take decision 
on designation of some additional bands for HAPS. 
Engineers are also studying the upper parts of spectrum, 
including optical bands.

A related technology uses high-altitude balloons to 
bring access to the under-connected. In 2017, this 
emerging technology enabled emergency internet 
connectivity as part of larger government-led disaster 
relief efforts in the Americas.

oppoRTunITIEs foR aERIal plaTfoRms:
Recent test deployments of stations delivering broadband 
from approximately 20 km above ground have 
demonstrated the potential of providing connectivity to 
underserved communities with minimal ground-level 
infrastructure and maintenance. Although results of recent 
tests still need some verification, aerial platforms can 
probably be an effective tool to help close the digital divide 
in remote communities, particularly with challenging 
terrain or climate. These stations are also highly resilient 
in the face of natural disasters and therefore can be an 
effective tool for disaster recovery. Some other potential 
applications of broadband delivered from airborne radio 
systems include public protection and disaster relief, 
distance learning, telemedicine and healthcare.

network should also be cheaper to deploy than 
terrestrial network with large number of base 
stations.

 ✔  Incremental deployment. Service may be 
provided with few platforms and the network can 
be expanded as gradually as greater coverage 
or capacity is required. This is in contrast to LEO 
satellite network, which requires large number 
of satellites to achieve a continuous coverage, 
a terrestrial is also likely to require significant 
number of base stations it may be regarded as 
fully functional. 

 ✔  Rapid deployment. Given the availability of 
suitable platforms, it should be possible to design, 
implement and deploy, a new HAPS relatively 
quickly. Satellites on the other hand, usually takes 
several years from initial procurement through 
launch to on station operation, with the payload 
often obsolete by time it is launched. Similarly, 
deployment of terrestrial networks may involve 
time-consuming planning procedures and civil 
works. HAPS thus can enable rapid roll-out of 
services by providers keen to get in business 
before the competition.

 ✔  Platform and payload upgrading. HAPS may 
be on-station for lengthy periods, with some 
proponents claiming 5 years or more. But can be 
brought down relatively readily for maintenance 
or upgrading of the payload, this is a positive 
feature allowing high degree of ‘future proofing’.

 ✔  Environment friendly. HAPS rely on sunlight for 
their power and do not require launch vehicles 
with their associated fuel implications.
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outputs in India poses an immense challenge for 
policymakers and industry players alike. 

Going by India’s progress in the past three years 
(Table 1), it is quite evident that there is substantial scope 
for a complete overhaul when it comes to ‘Knowledge 
and Technology Outputs’, which is in fact one of the Key 
Pillars of innovation. Furthermore, a cursory look at key 
indicators (over three years) such as Knowledge Creation, 

8.1 InnoVaTIon In InDIa anD 
TEchnoloGy ouTpuTs
The aforementioned broad policy considerations have 
special significance for emerging economies such as India 
which are currently at a crucial juncture and are looking 
to successfully reap the immense potential benefits 
of an increasingly digitised economy. Unfortunately, 
however, the lack of a robust innovation  ecosystem 
for technology development and  knowledge-based 

8. 5G standardisation: Opportunities for India

Global Innovation Index (2015-2017)1

Year---» 2015 2016 2017

Pillar 1  
Knowledge and Technology Outputs

Score (0-100) or value (raw data) 30.1 31.0 30.3

Rank 49 43 38

Sub-Pillar 1.1 Knowledge Creation Score (0-100) or value (raw data) 15.2 14.4 14.2

Rank 59 57 55

Indicator 1.1.1 
Patents by origin/bn PPP$ GDP

Score (0-100) or value (raw data) 1.6 1.6 1.6

Rank 53 54 53

Sub-Pillar 1.2 
Knowledge Diffusion

Score (0-100) or value (raw data) 40.1 39.2 36.2

Rank 34 26 26

Indicator 1.2.1 
Intellectual property receipts, % total trade

Score (0-100) or value (raw data) 0.1 0.1 0.1

Rank 57 45 53

Table 1. Global Innovation Index (GII) – India’s Scores and Rankings

figure. Trends of Key Pillars/Sub-Pillars and Indicators based on GII’s Value/raw data

1.  Pillars are identified by single digit numbers, sub-pillars by two digit numbers, and indicators by three-digit numbers.
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The Indian smartphone industry is a typical case in point, which personifies the 
aforementioned scenario. If we look at the situation of smartphone production in India, 
it is clear that India is merely assembling mobile handsets and not truly adding value. 
The general lack of innovation in the Indian smartphone industry and low 
competitiveness of domestic players (the reason for this stems from the low domestic 
capacities of firms to invest in specialised R&D efforts required to develop technology 
such as semiconductors and the general lack of specialised skills) has resulted in the 
absence of India’s participation in the global value chain of ICT products and its 
components. India’s royalty and license fees receipts and domestic patent application 
statistics have remained stagnant over the past three years (See Table 4 and Figure 6). 
Hence, there is substantial scope for India to develop its indigenous IP pool, especially 
in industries such as ICT.  

It is also evident that despite being the second largest market for mobile connections 
and smartphones, and having hundreds of suppliers of ICT products, none are actually 
being ‘made’ in India in true sense. Resultantly, India is trapped in being a mere 
consumer / follower of almost all ICT technologies, and has not even managed to 
contribute as an implementer of technology in the global value chain. Owing to the lack 
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It is also evident that despite being the second largest 
market for mobile connections and smartphones, and 
having hundreds of suppliers of ICT products, none are 
actually being ‘made’ in India in true sense. Resultantly, 
India is trapped in being a mere consumer / follower of 
almost all ICT technologies, and has not even managed 
to contribute as an implementer of technology in the 
global value chain. Owing to the lack of indigenous IP 
pool, India is way behind on innovation. R&D capacity 
and associated investments are also weak. Moreover, 
stats depict that India accounts for a production of 
nearly 100 million mobile phones which has significantly 
risen from 68 million in 2014. This includes major 
manufactures such as Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Samsung, 
LG, Flextronics, along with Indian manufacturers such as 
Micromax, Lava, Intex among others. However, despite 
being a producer, India imports more handsets than its 
produces domestically.2 

The fact that Indian origin manufacturers have 
not been able to innovate to meet rising competition 

Patents by Origin, Knowledge Diffusion and IPR Receipts 
depicts either a stagnating or a decreasing trend. 

The Indian smartphone industry is a typical case in 
point, which personifies the aforementioned scenario. 
If we look at the situation of smartphone production in 
India, it is clear that India is merely assembling mobile 
handsets and not truly adding value. The general lack 
of innovation in the Indian smartphone industry and 
low competitiveness of domestic players (the reason 
for this stems from the low domestic capacities of firms 
to invest in specialised R&D efforts required to develop 
technology such as semiconductors and the general lack 
of specialised skills) has resulted in the absence of India’s 
participation in the global value chain of ICT products 
and its components. India’s royalty and license fees 
receipts and domestic patent application statistics have 
remained stagnant over the past three years (See Table 4 
and Figure 6). Hence, there is substantial scope for India 
to develop its indigenous IP pool, especially in industries 
such as ICT. 
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The fact that Indian origin manufacturers have not been able to innovate to meet rising 
competition has resulted in decreasing market shares for domestic players. 

Figure. Falling Market Shares of Indian Smartphone Makers 
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These are not healthy signs for a global economic power such as India. Therefore, at this 
crucial juncture, the willingness of the country to make necessary adjustments in policy 
frameworks to foster innovation will determine whether India can utilise the powerful 
mechanism of ICT to achieve its developmental goals. 

8.2 The Way forward and the 5G Opportunity 
The government of India has in fact recognised the need to bolster the present 
innovation ecosystem and has accordingly framed the National Intellectual Property 
Rights Policy (the Policy), 2016 which envisages a long-term vision to encourage 
creativity and innovation in IP-led growth for the benefit of all.4 The Policy is meant to 
carry forward and implement its Vision of ‘encouraging creativity and innovation in 
intellectual property (IP) led growth for the benefit of all’. To achieve this Vision, the 
Mission of the Policy is to ‘establish a dynamic, vibrant and balanced IP system in India 
to foster innovation and creativity in a knowledge economy; accelerate economic 
growth, employment, entrepreneurship; enhance socio-cultural development; and 
protect public health, food security and environment, among other areas of socio-
economic importance. To achieve this Mission, the Policy sets out certain objectives 
which are: 

• IP Awareness and Promotion; 
• Creation of IP; 

                                                           
3 Available at http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2100017/indians-warm-xiaomi-vivo-oppo-
pushing-chinese-brands-51-cent  
4 GOI, National Intellectual Rights Policy, 2016, available at 
http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/National_IPR_Policy_English.pdf  
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initiative envisages transforming India in to the next 
global manufacturing powerhouse, with specific focus 
on the ICT sector.

In consonance with these broad policy initiatives 
and acknowledging the massive opportunity of 5G to 
be a game changer,6 the Indian government is working 
to create a holistic ecosystem for development and 
deployment of 5G networks. With the aim of becoming 
a leader in 5G, the government has announced 
a dedicated fund of Rs 500-crore for R&D of the 
underlying technology and has also created a high-
level committee to work on a roadmap for the roll-out 
of 5G by 2020.7 

The chief objectives for setting up the high level 5G 
forum for India include:

1.  To position India as a globally synchronized 
participant in the design, development and 
manufacturing of 5G based technology, 
products and applications. 

2.  To develop the vision, mission, and goals for 5G 
India 2020 and

3.  To evaluate, approve roadmaps and action plans 
for 5G India 2020.8

With the policy vision in place, it seems that the 
Indian government has acknowledged the need to 
provide a significant boost to the broader innovation 
regime and has also embraced itself for the roll-out 
of 5G. Following this discussion and based on the 
broad principles mentioned in the previous section, 
following are some key recommendations specifically 
applicable to the current Indian context which might 
help in implementation of the broad policies in the 
near future, especially in the ICT sector: 

Recommendation 1: Increase specialisation and 
provide incentives for firms to move up the Global 
Value chain

Although India has attracted a number of Original 
Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to set up plants, their 

has resulted in decreasing market shares for domestic 
players.

These are not healthy signs for a global economic 
power such as India. Therefore, at this crucial juncture, 
the willingness of the country to make necessary 
adjustments in policy frameworks to foster innovation 
will determine whether India can utilise the powerful 
mechanism of ICT to achieve its developmental goals.

8.2 ThE Way foRWaRD anD ThE 5G 
oppoRTunITy
The government of India has in fact recognised the need 
to bolster the present innovation ecosystem and has 
accordingly framed the National Intellectual Property 
Rights Policy (the Policy), 2016 which envisages a long-
term vision to encourage creativity and innovation in IP-
led growth for the benefit of all.4 The Policy is meant to 
carry forward and implement its Vision of ‘encouraging 
creativity and innovation in intellectual property (IP) led 
growth for the benefit of all’. To achieve this Vision, the 
Mission of the Policy is to ‘establish a dynamic, vibrant 
and balanced IP system in India to foster innovation and 
creativity in a knowledge economy; accelerate economic 
growth, employment, entrepreneurship; enhance socio-
cultural development; and protect public health, food 
security and environment, among other areas of socio-
economic importance. To achieve this Mission, the Policy 
sets out certain objectives which are:

 ♦ IP Awareness and Promotion;

 ♦ Creation of IP;

 ♦ Legal and Legislative Framework;

 ♦ Administration and Management;

 ♦ Commercialisation of IP;

 ♦ Enforcement and Adjudication; and

 ♦ Human Capital Development.5 

Moreover, it provides for policy coordination 
and integration with other major initiatives of the 
Government of India, such as ‘Make in India’ and ‘Digital 
India’ campaign. Incidentally, the Make in India (MiI) 

4.  GOI, National Intellectual Rights Policy, 2016, available at http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/National_IPR_Policy_English.pdf 
5. GOI, National Intellectual Rights Policy, 2016 (n.17)
6.  Because it would provide a new dimension to the Digital India, Smart Cities, and Smart Village initiatives and could potentially make huge contributions to 

the Make in India and Start-Up India missions as well. See Ramachandran TV, 5G – The Way Forward, Communications Today (December 2017), available at 
http://communicationstoday.co.in/perspective/17812-5g-the-way-forward 

7.  Rathee Kiran, Govt to create Rs 500-cr fund for R&D in 5G, Business Standard (27th September 2017), available at http://www.business-standard.com/
article/economy-policy/india-looking-to-position-itself-as-a-leader-in-5g-technology-117092600735_1.html 

8.  GOI, Department of Telecommunications, Notification No. 6-33/2017, Constitution of High Level Forum for 5G India 2020, available at http://www.dot.gov.
in/sites/default/files/5G%20India%202020%20High%20Level%20Forum_1.pdf 
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setting activities. Hence, to achieve long-term ambitions, 
India needs to turn around this situation by initiating 
specific policy interventions which targets to increase its 
own competitiveness vis-à-vis SEP portfolios rather than 
undermining those of the current ‘Haves’. 

Recommendation 2: avoid unilateral standard 
setting initiatives and encourage participation in 
international sDos

The historical perspective on standards development 
(Chapter II) and the relative advantages and disadvantages 
vis-à-vis different modes of standardisation (Chapter 
III) advances several arguments which should ideally 
encourage jurisdictions such as India to vigorously pursue 
participation in international standard development 
processes. Lessons from other jurisdictions which have 
sought to increase the competitiveness of domestic 
market players by either introducing protectionist 
policies or by developing their own standards unilaterally 
have not been successful and they too have moved 
towards international fora. Take the case of China, 
which realised the near absolute dominance of western 
firms in the wireless telecommunications standards 
field, and the high royalty rates charged by them from 
Chinese firms and adopted a proprietary approach to 
3G standardization. Their efforts resulted in TD-SCDMA, 
which was a Chinese standard developed by the Chinese 
Academy of Telecommunications Research (CATT) 
and its state-owned affiliate Datang in collaboration 
with German equipment vendor Siemens. Though the 
standard cannot be considered to be a market success, 
it surely advanced China’s goal of building in-house 
technical expertise, thereby enhancing their domestic 
manufacturing capacity for advanced ICT products. 
Considering the high cost of developing these standards, 
coupled with their lack of international adoption, China 
has now moved towards international interoperable 
standards, through significantly increased participation 
in international SDOs. 

Participation in international fora has several benefits 
for firms which currently lie in the ‘Have-Not’ category. 
First, the embodiment of proprietary technology in 
the industry standards itself give an early advantage 
to contributory firms which can thereby utilise SEPs to 
gain strategic advantages over competitors.13 Second, 

role has largely been restricted to that of an assembler, 
and not even a manufacturer. A major part of the 
manufacturing value chain (MVC) is still happening in 
other countries such as China, Taiwan etc. where there 
is a well-built component ecosystem, which supports 
its manufacturing. Furthermore, evidence suggests that 
there are enormous differences in the SEP stocks between 
different countries and there is a distinct dichotomy 
therein, i.e. some countries (the Haves) like the United 
States of America (USA), China, Japan, South Korea and 
Germany have SEP stocks above the third quartile of all 
SEPs.9 India is amongst the ‘Have-Not’ jurisdictions that 
hold only a few or no SEPs. 

Notably, due to the fact that patented and 
standardised technology confers considerable 
competitive advantage to firms (which is possessed by 
the Haves), some have suggested that it would benefit 
local firms to increase their own SEP portfolios through 
extensive investment in R&D or through strategic 
acquisitions.10 The underlying rationale is that it would 
give such firms greater bargaining power in licensing 
negotiations and also increase the possibilities of cross-
licensing.11

However, while this conclusion seems to be 
theoretically correct, it may oversimplify the correlation 
between patents and innovation. This is because the 
acquisition and ownership of patents is not an end 
in itself, but is in fact a consequence of technological 
innovation.12 In this context, emerging and ‘Have-Not’ 
economies such as India ought to take note of the fact 
that much of the technical development naturally occurs 
within international SDOs and institutions and firms in 
India need to play a more participative and competitive 
role therein (in consonance with the General Principle 
elucidated in the previous section). This would increase 
their capacities in terms understanding the process and 
content of standards development. In the long term, 
it will allow them to focus their R&D efforts towards 
achieving specialisation in technical development and 
then leverage their IP to move up the GVC. The Indian 
governments 5G initiative is a welcome step and the 
funds allocated therein should be utilised to further 
encourage and incentivise local firms to develop their 
internal capacities and compete in voluntary standard 

9.  Ramel, Florian and Laer, Maximilian et. al., Standard Essential Patents and the Distribution of Gains from Trade of Innovation, (2016), available at https://
www.eastwestcenter.org/sites/default/files/filemanager/pubs/pdfs/5-5RamelVonLaerBlind.pdf 

10. Ramel, Florian and Laer, Maximilian et. al., Standard Essential Patents and the Distribution of Gains from Trade of Innovation, (n.22)
11.  Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India, COMPLICATIONS AND QUANDARIES IN THE ICT SECTOR: 

STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENTS AND COMPETITION ISSUES (Ashish Bharadwaj, Vishwas Deviah & Indraneth Gupta, eds., Springer, 2017)
12. Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India (n.24)
13. Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India (n.24)
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efforts. The Internet Society (ISOC), which is a US/
Switzerland-based NGO which oversees the Internet 
Engineering Task Force (IETF), a major developer of 
Internet standards, is good example. It regularly supports 
Fellows from developing countries to participate in IETF 
meetings and other activities. One of its programs is also 
running in India: ‘Indian IETF Capacity Building Program’.16 
Various other SDOs also sponsor participation by 
consumer advocates and other civil society organisation 
members, which help in broadening the overall 
participation and ensuring inclusive representation in 
global organizations. 

 ✔ Educate relevant personnel about standardisation

The Country must also inculcate and emphasize the 
need of imparting knowledge and skills for standards 
education and training. India can adequately utilise 
its higher educational institutions in providing greater 
education in the area of standardisation. 

 ✔ Increase firm-level awareness about standards 
and exposure to SEPs

Apart from the general IP awareness programmes run 
by the Indian government as a part of the National IPR 
Policy, 2016, there is also a need to create a sense of 
awareness about the increased exposure to standards 
and SEPs. With the upcoming 5G standard acting as the 
all-pervasive bedrock for countless use cases, it is but 
natural that device makers and implementers will have 
to utilise the standard, thereby getting exposed to SEPs. 
With the IoT ecosystem growing by leaps and bounds, it 
can be assumed that the implementer base would grow 
and even SMEs and small start-ups would be exposed to 
SEPs along with its requisite licensing requirements. This 
can pose a serious challenge for small businesses as lack 
of awareness can lead to unintentional infringement of 
SEPs on the implementer’s part and/or put implementers 
in a situation where licensing negotiations prove to be 
complex and perplexing. Hence, awareness generation 
and capacity building activities can play a crucial role, 
especially for jurisdictions such as India which are 
currently net implementers of standards and SEPs.17 

participation in international standards development is 
the only viable process through which local companies 
and domestic firms in different jurisdictions can influence 
the direction of standardised technologies by voicing their 
opinions and putting forth their special requirements.14 
This is a crucial component of standardisation which can 
simultaneously guide new entrants in terms of finding 
specific research vacuums in technology development 
and focussing their R&D efforts to plug the same. 
Lastly, apart from the economic arguments in favour of 
participation, it is also important to view standardisation 
from the policy perspective. National standards 
development authorities such as Telecom Standards 
Development Society of India (TSDSI) which have started 
to participate in SDOs such as 3GPP can play a crucial role 
in influencing their underlying policies and practices. 
By influencing global policy progress to the benefit of 
domestic firms, such institutions can practically provide 
the much needed impetus to domestic innovations by 
incentivising domestic firms to invest in specific R&D 
efforts and also facilitate them to compete globally.15 

To this end, the following specific steps can be taken:
 ✔ Capacity Building of domestic firms

Recognising the principle that standardisation is a 
highly knowledge-intensive activity which requires 
well-capacitated individuals and technical experts, 
India must undertake local capacity building efforts 
to support greater international SSO participation by 
representatives from its domestic forms. However, the 
requisite training and skill development for such capacity 
building does not come cheaply. Therefore, domestic 
firms may require significant financial and institutional 
support in the absence of internal resources, from the 
government or multi-governmental organizations (e.g., 
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO)), as 
well as non-governmental organizations (NGOs).

 ✔ Leverage support initiatives of various SDOs

Many SDOs offer support to firms from developing 
countries, which demonstrate their eagerness to 
participate and even contribute to the standardisation 

14.  Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India (n.24)
15.  Ibid.
16.  http://www.iicb.org/ 
17.  This recommendation is in consonance with EC’s recent Communication which sets out the EU approach to Standard Essential Patents. See European 

Commission, Setting out the EU approach to Standard Essential Patents: Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council 
and the European
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is perfected. And so111e of these services will be of 
great value to rural areas. An example of such services 
is platform services aimed at enhancing commercial 
activities. It was cited that network operators shy away 
from rural areas because they are not commercially 
viable (Barela, et al., 2016). However, research has proven 
that the commercial viability of rural areas can also be 
enhanced by mobile and wireless networks. An example 
is the mobile money phenomena in Africa, South America 
and Asia (GSMA, 2016). The secret to such endeavors has 
been the provision of tailor made mobile or wireless 
services that supports existing commercial activities in 
such rural areas. An example was the entrance of Airjaldi 
into the Dharamsala market in India (Williams, 2015). 
One would concede that these are isolated occurrences. 
However, with the expected technical and operational 
capabilities of 5G; the existing and near future services 
these will no more be occurrences but reality. This is 
because for the first time, there will be a mobile network 
where specialized services can be delivered to meet 
specific commercial, social and political needs.

In addition to the network and service possibilities, it 
is expected that the cost of deploying 5G will be reduced 
compared to 4G, as 4G was cheaper compared to 5G 
(Huawei, 2017). Also in most part of the world, there are 
different arrangements, where the public sector forms a 
partnership with a network operator and a community to 
facilitate a telecom network. These partnerships provide 
inspiration on a financial and organizational strategy that 
may be adapted to extend 5G infrastructure and services 
into rural areas. These visions, arrangements and cost 
advantages create possibilities towards extending 5G 
infrastructure into rural areas, by extending base stations 
delivering relevant services to meet the commercial 
needs of a rural area. Therefore an effort is to be made to 
simulate a strategy using existing markets to demonstrate 
how - based on the technological and service delivery 
potential of 5G - can be facilitated to extend the 5G to a 
rural area in India.

The cellular technology is mostly an urban technology 
that has been unable to serve rural areas well. This 
is because the traditional cellular models are not 
economical for areas with low user density and lesser 
revenues. In 5G cellular networks, the coverage 
dilemma is likely to remain the same, thus widening 
the rural-urban digital divide further. It is about time 
to identify the root cause that has hindered the rural 
technology growth and analyse the possible options in 
5G architecture to address this issue. We firmly believe 
that it can be accomplished.

Our aim is to ensure the availability of Internet in a 
cost-effective manner. This is only possible if the 5G 
rural model adopted is able to attract the attention 
of service provider in the first place. By focusing on 
cost effectiveness, parameters such as throughput 
and latency can be compromised because these are 
managed according to the user requirements and are 
not deemed critical for a new user located at a remote/
sparsely populated area. In addition, the infrastructure 
cost has also to be practicable because the vendor 
would never risk a huge sum for a pilot project. Since 
the profit-loss breakeven point would occur at lower 
revenues, therefore more rural population would be 
encouraged to reap the benefits of low-cost Internet. 
Once the rural access to Internet gains momentum and 
results an increase in number of users, the core problem 
would be addressed and would subsequently be wiped 
off the ‘investment blacklist’ from a service provider’s 
perspective, then the increased rural demand would 
motivate the service providers in facilitating the users 
with better connectivity and improved performance that 
would invariably lead to technological advancement in 
the rural areas and bridge this technology gap.

With respect to the service delivery, 5G is expected 
to handle services that 4G cannot handle efficiently, such 
as IOT services, M2M etc. Therefore 5G is one technology, 
in which service possibilities exist before the network 

9. rural Use case

Economic and Social Committee, (2017), available at http://www.mlex.com/Attachments/2017-11-29_S0TV38CYI2RDO43O/com-2017-712_en.pdf
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and aware of user and network context, including 
tailored network behaviour per user and device.

 ✔  Develop technologies that, based on specific 
services/users/networks contexts, allow dynamic 
and flexible creation and operational control 
of both of virtual networks and the underlying 
infrastructure resource container

 ✔  Define important milestones to complement 
the 5G roadmap in terms of showcasing, 
demonstration and KPI fulfilment

 ✔  Review Policy & Regulation as it needs fresh 
perspective in the ’light licensing’ domain. 
Licensing should be pro-innovation. 

 ✔  Allocate/assign new spectrum beyond 6 GHz for 
meeting the requirements in 5G systems 

 ✔  Rigid Heavy-handed licensing approach applied 
to TSPs needs to be reviewed. It should be limited 
to only where exclusive rights viz. spectrum, RoW, 
etc are given. 

 ✔  Need to move away from the mindset of thinking 
of limited Spectrum holding per Operator and 
move to a regime of larger spectrum holding 
aligned to global best practices. 

A liberal non-stifling approach towards licensing is 
essential for 5G and this is possible under Section-4 of 
the Indian Telegraph Act 1885.

To meet the above challenges, 5G mobile and wireless 
communication systems will require a mix of new system 
concepts to boost spectral efficiency, energy efficiency and 
the network design, such as massive MIMO technologies, 
green communications, cooperative communications 
and heterogeneous wireless networks. There is a need 
to explore the prospects and challenges of 5G mobile 
and wireless communication systems combining all of 
the above new designs and technologies. Simultaneous 
management of multiple technologies in the same 
band limited spectrum is a challenge in 5G mobile 
communication which supports going beyond voice for 
newer smart phones and advanced mobile devices. 

following are some recommendations of bIf:

 ✔  Reorient traditional efforts to target significantly 
more complex, diverse, and unstable scenarios

 ✔  Launch efforts for increased network 
heterogeneity, looking for (meta-) architectures 
that can be evolvable, while retaining optimal 
advantages of existing solutions under control of 
different operators

 ✔  Design mechanisms to ensure co-existence of 
virtual networks with existing infrastructure, 
security and efficient management of virtualized 
networks and services

 ✔  Develop scenarios where the control and 
management planes are increasingly complex 

10. Policy recommendations
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4G in India has still not achieved the maturity stage.  
Only  12%  penetration  rate  is  there  and  it  will take 
time to grow the penetration rate which can delay the 
deployment of 5G in India. For 5G to grow in India, 
the Government has to relook the entire spectrum  
and licensing regime. There is a need to bring about 
initiatives that help to overcome financial stress of 
the sector. There is a need to address infrastructural 
challenges, revisit existing business models and focus 
on evolving devices and equipment.

5G should make an important difference and add 
more services and features to the world over 4G. 5G 
include latest technologies such nanotechnology, cloud 
computing and based on All IP Platform. 5G should 
be more intelligent technology that interconnects 
the entire world without limits. The development of 
the mobile and wireless networks is going towards 
higher data rates and all-IP principle. Mobile terminals 
are obtaining more processing power, more memory 
on board, and longer battery life for the same 
applications each year. It is expected that the initial 
Internet philosophy of keeping the network as simple 
as possible, and giving more functionalities to the end 
nodes, will become reality in the future generation of 
mobile networks, here referred to as 5G.

To achieve 5G in India there is a requirement of large 
bandwidth which is not possible without increasing 
the level of infrastructure. So there is a lot to prepare 
for implementing 5G. The Government of India has to 
prepare a robust policy for the 5G so that the optimum 
level for the wellness of economy and industries can be 
reached.

‘5G in India’ needs high duty tower and well-
connected upgradable network which does not easily 
suffer low bandwidth and call drops. Currently, only 15% 
of towers in India are connected with optical fiber which 
is far less as compared to USA, China, Korea and Japan. To 
achieve 100% connectivity, it will require a huge amount 
of investment and support of telecom operators to build 
future-proof 5G network in India.

The topmost concern is security and privacy. So India 
has to plan a robust safety infrastructure to keep the data 
free from any security threat.

To achieve 5G in India, capital expenditure is a 
challenge given the high debt burden of the sector. The 
revenue of the industry is declining and still, India has to 
make an investment of around 65 billion which is a huge 
amount and can impact the feasibility of the operators to 
smoothly deploy the 5G network.

11. conclusion
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

tandardisation bodies, such as the 3GPP and ITU have been hard at work over the last few 

years in an attempt to codify the requirements and eventual construct of an ideal 5G 

ecosystem. At the core of such exercises is the well-founded belief that appropriately designed 

standardisation strategies will significantly support and accelerate the development and 

implementation of 5G networks.  

The first section of this report establishes the context and illustrates the importance of 

telecommunications, in general, and 5G in particular. Current predictions of the eventual shape 

and form of this communications technology and specific use of cases are articulated in this 

section. 

The second section presents a literature review of the theory and economic impacts of 

standardisation. Together with the first section, it establishes the overall context of this paper – 

that standardisation has a critical role to play in the development of 5G. The third section 

articulates the importance of standards for Information and Communications Technology (ICT) 

sectors and touches upon the importance of collaborative and democratic standards 

development processes, especially considering the ubiquitous value proposition of the upcoming 

standard for the 5G technology.  

An increasingly common outlook of a future communications landscape enabled by technologies 

such as 5G and beyond, is one of converged marketplaces and services. The level of convergence 

and the increasingly blurred lines that have traditionally separated mobile network operators 

from edge service providers will lead to the creation of markets where service provisioning and 

capturing surplus is open to all stakeholders in the value chain. The observed convergence 

between SMS and instant messaging, PSTN and VoIP, and more generally Internet and media 

consumption are the seeds that have ushered the growth of communications technology towards 

a truly converged future. This convergence, along with a future that contains a high degree of 

hardware virtualisation, is addressed in the fourth section of this paper. It also presents an 

accounting of current standardisation efforts and challenges expected in the commercialisation 

of next generation technologies 

Specific policy recommendations for India and by extension, for other nations at a similar stage of 

development, are presented in the fifth section of this report. This includes specific 

recommendations vis-à-vis creation of an overarching robust innovation and competition-friendly 

ecosystem which could help building and leveraging the core technological capacities of Indian 

firms and start-ups. To that end, the recommendations highlight the need to incentivise 

specialisation of Indian firms, encouraging participation in standards development bodies and 

thereby building core competencies concerning development of digital communications 

technologies. 

S 
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The appendix to this study is intended for those interested in deeper evaluation of the standard 

setting process and an examination of key historical events and conditions that led to the 

evolution of technology standards.  
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VISIONS OF 5G – TAKING STOCK  
OF KEY EXTERNALITIES 

 

he positive externalities of telecommunications render it an absolute pre-requisite for 

accelerated and inclusive economic and social development of nations. Seminal studies that 

measure the impact of the proliferation of telecommunications have found the positive effects to 

be more significant in the case of developing nations1. From the availability of and access to basic 

telecommunications services to reliable, always-on, high-speed broadband, developing nations 

can expect to amplify and augment economic growth rates by as much as 1.38 percentage points 

for every 10 percent increase in the penetration of these services. 

Figure 1: Economic Impact of Telecommunications 

 
Source: Qiang, 2009 

The economic impact of 5G is expected to be at least as significant as broadband, and plausibly 

amplified significantly, given the efficiencies that can accrue from infrastructure capable of not 

only providing anytime and anywhere high speed internet access, but also enabling high degrees 

of virtualisation across platforms, networks and devices.  A recent study predicts that from 2020 

to 2035, 5G technology’s contribution to the real global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) will 

approximately be the equivalent to that of the current economy of India.2  

Moreover, it forecasts that ‘5G will enable US$12.3tn of global economic output.’3 Its massive 

economic potential emerges from the fact that 5G will act as a foundation for a global innovation 

ecosystem which will open up industries to disruptive and novel products as well as processes, 

thereby enhancing global efficiency and productivity. Moreover, the potential of 5G to transform 

                                                           
1   Qiang, Christine Z. 2009. “Telecommunications and Economic Growth.” World Bank, Washington, DC. 
2
   IHS Markit, The 5G Economy: How 5G technology will contribute to the global economy, 4 (2017) 

3  Ibid. 
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mobile technology into a General Purpose Technology (GPT) is bound to have a transformative 

impact on market competition across sectors.4 Concurrently, this will profoundly enhance the 

capability of jurisdictions to leverage ICT for imparting sustainable societal change.5 Its critical 

social relevance should also not go unnoticed. For instance, 5G enabled ICT will allow public and 

private entities to provide public welfare services, such as healthcare in a much more seamless, 

efficient and personalised fashion.6 

The potential utility and possible applications of 5G technology are unimaginable and its role in 

enabling our common super-connected future has widely been recognised as an indispensable 

one.7 Broadly, its three high level use cases (Figure 2), i.e. Enhanced Mobile Broadband, Massive 

IoT and Mission Critical Services display the ubiquity and unparalleled nature of the upcoming 5G 

network ecosystem.8 

Figure 2: The Potential of 5G 

 
Source(s): ITU, CradlePoint, IHS Markit  

                                                           
4   Supra Note. GPTs are technologies which have a wide-ranging impact on the entire economy. The layman can understand a GPT 

as one which drastically improves day to day functioning as well as the manner in which business is conducted (for e.g. 
electricity). For more, see Boyan Jovanovic Peter and L. Rousseau, Chapter 18 – General Purpose Technologies, available at 
http://www.nyu.edu/econ/user/jovanovi/JovRousseauGPT.pdf and The Economist, The Revolution to come, (2012), available at 
https://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2012/04/general-purpose-technologies  

5   ICT will notably play a chief role in achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). See ITU, Fast-forward progress 
Leveraging tech to achieve the global goals, (2017) available at https://www.itu.int/en/sustainable-world/Documents/Fast-
forward_progress_report_414709%20FINAL.pdf  

6   Teece David J, 5G Mobile: Impact on the Health Care Sector, (2017) 
7   See 5G network technology Putting Europe at the leading edge, European Parliament, Briefing Paper (2016) 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/573892/EPRS_BRI%282016%29573892_EN.pdf ; Qualcomm 
Believes 5G Is Capable Of Tying Our Entire World Together; Snapdragon 835 At The Heart Of 5G Connectivity, (2017) available at 
https://www.mobipicker.com/qualcomm-believes-5g-capable-tying-entire-world-together-snapdragon-835-heart-5g-
connectivity/ and http://www.huawei.com/minisite/5g/en/  

8   ITU, IMT Vision – Framework and overall objectives of the future development of IMT for 2020 and beyond, 3 (2015) at p.11 

http://www.nyu.edu/econ/user/jovanovi/JovRousseauGPT.pdf
https://www.economist.com/blogs/freeexchange/2012/04/general-purpose-technologies
https://www.itu.int/en/sustainable-world/Documents/Fast-forward_progress_report_414709%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.itu.int/en/sustainable-world/Documents/Fast-forward_progress_report_414709%20FINAL.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/573892/EPRS_BRI%282016%29573892_EN.pdf
https://www.mobipicker.com/qualcomm-believes-5g-capable-tying-entire-world-together-snapdragon-835-heart-5g-connectivity/
https://www.mobipicker.com/qualcomm-believes-5g-capable-tying-entire-world-together-snapdragon-835-heart-5g-connectivity/
http://www.huawei.com/minisite/5g/en/
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This essentially means that the underlying standard attributed to the 5G technology will not just 

have to cater to the rising demands of smartphones, PCs and tablets but would have to satisfy 

the vast requirements of numerous other inconceivable things or possible applications within its 

ecosystem.9 This sets 5G apart from its predecessors and makes the case in favour of a common, 

flexible and user-oriented global standard, stronger than ever before.  

An internet of things (IoT) paradigm is but one future beneficiary of 5G, and once truly enabled, 

would drive higher orders of efficiency in rendering basic services (utilities IoT) as well as for 

specialised industrial and consumer applications (Enterprise & Consumer IoT). Many such 

applications wait in the wings for the design & rollout of a capable and functional 5G network. 

Such a revolutionary view of 5G involves extensive use of a number of access technologies (Fixed, 

Mobile, Satellite, HAPS) working in tandem to provision anytime, anywhere, high-speed and 

reliable connectivity. 5G is in our near future, and market trends clearly indicate a shift in usage 

patterns and behaviors that reinforce the need to move to this new generation. Some of these 

are highlighted below10 

 Explosive growth of data traffic: Explosive growth in traffic is observed and is expected to 

accelerate. Global data traffic is slated to increase by more than 200 times from 2010 to 

2020, and about 20,000 times from 2010-2030; 

 An increase in connected devices: The number of devices, including wearable devices and 

MTC devices will continue to increase; 

 Design and development of new services: Multiple usage scenarios and applications are 

expected to emerge, e.g., services from enterprises, from vertical industries and Internet 

companies, etc. will be exploited. 

As the race to 5G intensifies, nations that build strong capabilities across the telecommunications 

ecosystem, stand to benefit greatly by capturing regional consumer surplus as well as creating 

products and services fit for global consumption.  

The importance of standards, especially in pursuit of industrial goals of such magnitude, is 

significant for developing nations that find themselves in latecomer positions with respect to the 

adoption of technologies.11 The development of 5G, regardless of the nation state that pioneers 

it, will depend critically on subscription and adherence to unified standards that bring together 

the numerous technologies and platforms experts envision being the building blocks of 5G. 

  

                                                           
9   Jo Best, The race to 5G: Inside the fight for the future of mobile as we know it, available at 

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/does-the-world-really-need-5g/  
10   Whitepaper, 5G vision and requirements, IMT-2020 (5G) Promotion Group 
11

   Ernst et al (2014), Standards, innovation, and latecomer economic development: Conceptual issues and policy challenges, 
Telecommunications Policy, 38, 853-862 

http://www.techrepublic.com/article/does-the-world-really-need-5g/
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STANDARDS AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

 

t has been repeatedly and consistently found that standards contribute at least as much to 

economic growth as do patents.12,13 In some cases, the economic impacts of standards are also 

observed to be more significant than patents14. Developing nations that find themselves behind 

the curve with respect to innovation in new technologies have historically benefitted from 

standards stepping in as an alternative to patents. The qualitative impacts of standards are 

essential for such nations, given and especially the propensity of a well-functioning 

standardiation strategy to catalyse new ideas and inventions into productivity enhancing 

innovations. They serve as the missing link in an ideal growth strategy that leads to high quality 

employment opportunities in advanced manufacturing and services.15,16, 17,18  

 

The well-established contribution of technical standards to productivity growth make it a positive 

macro-economic catalyst that yields benefits in excess of those to companies alone. As carriers of 

technical knowledge, standards diffuse knowledge and contribute to overall economic 

development.19 At the same time, a sole reliance on standards is not an optimal proposition. 

Nations and firms engaged in the race to commercialise 5G need to have their strategies formed 

of equal parts subscription to de jure and de facto standards, along with a reasonable roadmap to 

secure functional intellectual property (IP).   

 

Standards are of significant importance, and in some cases, a necessary pre-requisite in the case 

of disruptive and highly dynamic sectors such as telecommunications (the case of the IoT). 

Interoperability concerns reign supreme when developing services intended to be deployed 

across organisations, systems, components and geographies. 20  As tech-based competition 

intensifies, competitive success, at regional and global levels, is critically reliant on control over 

Intellectual Property Right (IPR) as well as on “a capacity to control open-but-owned architectural 

and interface standards.”21  

                                                           
12   Supra Note 11 
13   CEBR. 2015. “The Economic Contribution of Standards to the UK Economy”. < https://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en-

GB/standards/BSI-standards-research-report-The-Economic-Contribution-ofStandards-to-the-UK-Economy-UK-EN.pdf> 
14   Blind, K. & Jungmittag, A., 2008. The impact of patents and standards on macroeconomic growth: a panel approach covering four 

countries and 12 sectors. Journal of Productivity Analysis, February, 29(1), pp. 51-60. 
15   Wang, P. (2013). Global ICT standards wars in China, and China’s standard strategy (manuscript). Beijing: China National Institute 

for Standardization 
16   Suttmeier, R. P., Kennedy, S., & Su, J. (2008). Standards, stakeholders, and innovation: China’s evolving role in the global 

knowledge economy. National Bureau of Asian Research, 2008 (September) 
17   Ernst, D. (2011). Indigenous innovation and globalization: The challenge for China’s standardization strategy (123 pp.). La Jolla, 

CA: UC Institute on Global Conflict and Cooperation; Honolulu, HI: East–West Center. 
〈http://www.EastWestCenter.org/pubs/3904〉 Published in Chinese at the University of International Business and Economics 
Press in Beijing 

18   Ernst, D. (2013). America’s voluntary standards system – A “Best Practice” model for Asian innovation policies. Policy Studies #66, 
March. Honolulu, USA: East– West Center. 〈http://www.eastwestcenter.org/pubs/33981〉 

19   Supra Note 11 
20   Gasser, U., & Palfrey, J. (2013). Fostering innovation and trade in the Global Information Society: The different facets and roles of 

interoperability. Law, Policy & Economics of Technical Standards eJournal, 1(1), 13. 
21

   Ernst, D. (2002). Global production networks and the changing geography of innovation systems: Implications for developing 
countries. Economics of Innovation and New Technologies, 11(6), 497–523. 

I 

https://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en-GB/standards/BSI-standards-research-report-The-Economic-Contribution-ofStandards-to-the-UK-Economy-UK-EN.pdf
https://www.bsigroup.com/LocalFiles/en-GB/standards/BSI-standards-research-report-The-Economic-Contribution-ofStandards-to-the-UK-Economy-UK-EN.pdf
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Increasing globalisation and the consequent fragmentation of production, has led to developing 

nations largely acting as contract manufacturers (China) during their initial phases of 

industrialisation, and in some other cases (Korea) as early adopters of innovative technologies. 

Developing nations and their regional firms find themselves naturally disadvantaged when 

engaging on standardisation-related matters, if for no other reason than the fact that they did 

not contribute to the core technology, and often find themselves in want of capabilities that 

allow them to shape system architectures. A strong market position is what is at stake for firms 

that lead core technology development, and commit significant resources to the pursuit of having 

their innovative solutions codified in standards. The discussion on standards and the critical role 

that they play in the larger economic context is crucial, especially for developing nations, such as 

India, which is currently contemplating the path for promotion of core research and development 

(R&D) and the possible manner in which it can develop and leverage cutting-edge innovations at 

the global level.  
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STANDARDS AND ICT 

 

n this era of specialisation, where production of a product is no longer concentrated in one 

firm, but involves an orchestrated effort of multiple firms around the globe, these firms are 

able to channelise their resources on what they do best, without wasting energy on lower quality 

or less efficient attempts on the other steps involved in the production process. Such 

specialisation was enabled through a transition of the developed world from manufacturing‐

based economies, towards more knowledge‐based ones. Due to such a transition, what used to 

be the output of one, large, integrated firm is now often the combined output of many, 

specialised, smaller firms working in concert in the ICT sector.22 

 

The task of facilitating the coordination between numerous specialised firms to produce an 

integrated workable product, led to the setting of standards which enables interoperability,23 

compatibility and comparability between complex technical products. As defined by the 

International Organization for Standardization (ISO): 

 

A standard is a document that provides requirements, specifications, guidelines or 

characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that materials, products, processes 

and services are fit for their purpose.24 

 

Standardisation of products in industries relying on technological expertise is quite common. The 

objective of laying down industrial standards is to encourage manufacturers to adhere to some 

minimum quality requirements. Apart from ensuring availability of high quality products, 

standards also help regulate interoperability in network industries.25 Interoperability arising 

through standardisation has become the key to promoting innovation, in this technology driven 

world, especially in the ICT sector.26  

 

Moreover, standardisation has immense economic utility for technology developers, 

implementers and consumers alike. Broadly, standardisation provides a platform upon which 

industry players can develop new technologies and enhance existing practices.27 This opens up 

                                                           
22   Layne-Farrar, Anne, Business Models and The Standard Setting Process, SSRN (2010), available at 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1718065, accessed 22 April 2017. 
23   In a world of converging yet diverse technologies, complex ICT systems must communicate and interwork on all levels – this is 

interoperability. http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards/interoperability accessed on 23.12.2017 
24   ISO, Standards, available at http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards.htm accessed 25th December 2017 
25   URŠKA PETROVČIČ, COMPETITION LAW AND STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENTS: A TRANSATLANTIC PERSPECTIVE, INTERNATIONAL 

COMPETITION LAW SERIES, 42 (2014). Network industries are those wherein the experience and value of a particular product for 
a consumer increases with the number of people using the same (or similar) product. 

26  Geradin, Damien and Layne Farrar, Anne, The Logic and Limits of Ex Ante Competition in A Standard-Setting Environment, 
Competition Policy International, available at 
https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/assets/0d358061e11f2708ad9d62634c6c40ad/GeradinLayne.pdf, accessed on 
6th April 2017. 

27
  ETSI, Why we need standards, available at http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards, accessed on 24th October 

2017  

I 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1718065
http://www.iso.org/iso/home/standards.htm
https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/assets/0d358061e11f2708ad9d62634c6c40ad/GeradinLayne.pdf
http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards
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access to established markets, provides economies of scale, encourages innovation and increases 

awareness of technical developments.28  Specialisation also brings in certain non-economic 

advantages as well, such as: greater realisation of network effects, leading to tipping.29 Due to the 

fact that firms get access to a larger market for their products (thereby facilitating market entry, 

access and competitiveness), consumers naturally get to benefit through competitive prices, 

increased choice and enhanced quality of products.30  Buyers also remain protected from 

stranding, i.e. when various products are compatible with each other, a consumer does not have 

to fear about being stranded, whenever he or she decides to purchase a product from a 

particular supplier. 31  

 

In the specific context of the characteristics of the ICT sector discussed above, standards are 

known to become more crucial,32 since they facilitate interoperability in a multi-vendor, multi-

network and multi-service environment. The need for interoperable standards in the ICT sector, 

i.e. the major benefits33 brought forth from it have been summarised from a multi-stakeholder 

perspective through Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Major Benefits of Standardisation (Stakeholder Perspectives) 

 

 

 
                                                           
28   Ibid 
29   Tipping is the increase in a firm’s market share dominance caused by indirect network effects. See Dubé Jean-Pierre H., Hitsch 

Günter J. et al., Tipping and Concentration in Markets with Indirect Network Effects, Marketing Science, Vol. 29, No. 2, March–
April 2010, pp. 216–249 (2010), available at http://faculty.chicagobooth.edu/jean-pierre.dube/research/papers/216full.pdf 
accessed on 21st April 2017  

30   Layne-Farrar, Anne, Business Models and The Standard Setting Process, (n.22) 
31  Shapiro, Carl, Setting Compatibility Standards: Cooperation or Collusion?, Research Gate (2015), available at 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/2861501_Setting_Compatibility_Standards_Cooperation_or_Collusion, accessed 8th 
June 2017. 

32  ETSI, What are standards?, available at http://www.etsi.org/standards/what-are-standards, accessed on 23rd December 2017  
33

  ETSI, Standards for a single market, available at http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards/standards-for-a-single-
market, accessed on 23rd December 2017 
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Therefore, standards are imperative for successful evolution of the ICT sector, the absence of 

which would have various negative impacts on the society at large. A few such implications34 

have been listed below: 

 Different components of complex products will not work in synchronisation, due to the 

likely absence of interoperability. 

 Stand-alone products will be developed, which shall be incompatible with other 

complimentary products due to possible lack of inter-connectivity. 

 Customers would more often than not get restricted and tied to one manufacturer or 

supplier, due to increased switching costs. 

 Downstream market players would also have to invent their own individual and 

proprietary technology solutions of each component thereby enhancing the burden of 

investing in R&D, which may result in increased prices of products for consumers. 

 Lack of specialisation in limited number of product components may also result in inferior 

quality of products. 

 

The success of standardisation can be gauged from the successful commercial deployment of the 

3G and 4G technology, which is being tailed by 5G. The proposed 5G network, which is posed to 

be the next technology intervention in the ICT sector, is expected to have more advanced 

capabilities, as compared to its predecessors (3G and 4G), and will be instrumental in bringing a 

transformational change throughout the globe by enabling the IoT, i.e. the evolution of inter-

connected ecosystems and devices, such as smart cities, smart cars, smart tech and homes. This 

will be made possible primarily through its broad technical advancements such as enhanced 

network speeds (i.e. 10 times faster than 4G), enhanced coverage, significant reduction in latency 

and increased capacity (i.e. 1,000 times the capacity of 4G).35 5G is expected to revolutionise 

connectivity and benefit the consumers in unimaginable ways. 

 

However, the not so distant future, which will be governed by machine learning and the IoT, is 

highly dependent on the ability of present-day technology developers and innovators to cultivate 

a 5G standard which is truly global. Notably, achieving enhanced connectivity and enabling fluid 

interoperability will be possible if the fundamental mechanism of all devices adheres to a 

universal standard. Since, the mobile wireless value chain is characterised with the involvement 

of several players (including service providers, innovators and implementers, among others) and 

their numerous patented technologies, which come together to form one standardised 

technology, the process of standardisation is extremely complicated and demands a high degree 

of collaboration and interdependence.  

 

A standardisation paradigm which is optimal for the successful development of the 5G 

technology and simultaneously effective in ensuring consumer welfare, maintaining innovator 

                                                           
34  ETSI, Why we need standards, available at http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards, accessed on 24th October 

2017 
35

  Huawei Ryan Ding: open collaboration will help bring about a single 5G standard, Huawei, (2016) available at 
http://www.huawei.com/ch-en/news/ch/2016/Open-collaboration-for-a-single-5g-standard, accessed on 23rd December 2017 

http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards
http://www.huawei.com/ch-en/news/ch/2016/Open-collaboration-for-a-single-5g-standard
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incentives, promoting competition and ensuring market access. Notably, an optimal standard 

setting model needs to be timely and cost effective,36 apart from ensuring the welfare for all the 

stakeholders. Before delving into a comparison of different kinds of standard setting models, it 

will be important to take note of the various benefits brought forth by standardisation: 

 Economists have established that industries based on patented technology incorporated 

in standards, have resulted in lowered costs and enhanced product performance, in 

contrast to industries making no or little use of standards.37 

 Standards facilitate rapid adoption of new technologies.38 

 Emergence of standards is imminent in this sector, since they enable interoperability, 

network effects and connectivity, which is vital for the sector’s success.  

 

The Role of Standards in Moving to 5G 

The overall purpose of a standards driven approach to 5G is to develop a systems concept that 

addresses the concerns and requirements for a connected information society and extend 

current systems to support emerging scenarios, such as Enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB), 

Massive Machine Type Communications (mMTC) and Ultra-reliable and Low Latency 

Communications (URLLC).39 

 

Global standardisation is necessary to take the most promising research in these areas closer to 

implementation and deployment. Standards are critical for providing the requirements, 

specifications, guidelines or characteristics that can be used consistently to ensure that products, 

processes and services are fit for their purpose.  

 

Cross vendor exchanges will be fundamental to 5G, and far in excess of the collaboration we 

observe in current networks and services. In addition to incumbent communications service 

providers, vendors from other industries and specialties will enter the consumer market, 

elevating the need to adopt or create a standards framework capable of yielding universal 

designs and development agendas that are fit for purpose in a global economy. 

 

In this global and converged communications marketplace, we can observe a shift towards 

greater virtualisation, at platform, network and device levels.  

  

                                                           
36  NGMN 5G White Paper, Next Generation Mobile Networks Ltd., 11 (2015), available at 

https://www.ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf accessed on 
25th December 2017   

37  Padilla et al., Economic Impact of Technology Standards, Compass Lexecon, 41 (2017), available at 
http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards, accessed on 23rd December 2017  

38
  Ibid. 

39   “Scenarios, requirements and KPIs for 5G mobile and wireless system,” METIS, April 2013 

https://www.ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf
http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards
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A CONVERGED MARKETPLACE:  
MODERN PERSPECTIVE ON STANDARDS 

 

n increasingly common outlook of a 

future communications landscape 

enabled by technologies such as 5G and 

beyond is one of converged marketplaces 

and services. The level of convergence 

and the increasingly blurred lines that 

have traditionally separated mobile 

network operators from edge service 

providers will lead to the creation of 

markets where service provisioning and 

capturing surplus is open to all 

stakeholders in the value chain. The 

observed convergence between SMS and 

instant messaging, PSTN and VoIP, and 

more generally Internet and media 

consumption are the seeds that have 

ushered the growth of communications 

technology towards a truly converged 

future. This convergence, along with a 

future that contains a high degree of 

hardware virtualisation are addressed in 

the sections that follow. An accounting of 

current standardisation efforts and 

challenges expected in the 

commercialisation of next generation 

technologies is also presented. 

Telecom and internet services have 

evolved using distinct service 

architectures and in their individual 

pursuits have conformed to different sets 

of industry standards. With the evolution 

to next generation networks and an 

increasing magnitude of movement of 

both IT and telecom services to the cloud, 

we can observe greater adoption of IT 

technology in telecom environments as 

well as greater harmonisation across 

A Box 1: VoIP: A Standards Battle Worth Studying 

With its roots in experimental projects by universities and research 

labs, VoIP now competes with the core revenue stream of 

telecommunications service providers across the world. Greater 

displacement of minutes is expected as we move towards better, 

more reliable connectivity to the Internet. VoIP is uniquely suited to 

this study, in that while no unified standard currently dictates a 

universal technical architecture, its development up to this point has 

certainly significantly benefitted from the work conducted by 

standards bodies. What started as an experimental technology, soon 

found application as several disparate proprietary applications, and 

eventually standardized by stakeholders in the communications 

industry along with standards bodies such as ITU and the IETF. A 

study of the history of VoIP can lend useful insights into how 

standardisation can sometimes delay time to market, but at the same 

build up to a paradigm that is universally acceptable. Some 

milestones are presented below 

 Started as an experimental project at universities and research 

labs 

 Largely relegated to academic and research pursuits till the 1990s 

 First commercial application brought to market by Vocaltec in 

1995 

 Other providers followed suit with independent proprietary 

systems  

 And paved the way for the development of standards such as 

H.323 

 By the end of the century, telecom companies and stakeholders 

began taking note of the potential of VoIP as an alternative to 

PSTN 

 The decentralized protocols, ITU-T’s H.323 and IETF’s SIP, battled 

bitterly during the late 1990s 

 The evolving debate over these standards affected decision 

making in this regard at 3GPP 

 In 2000, 3GPP adopted IETFs SIP for use in all IP networks  

 At the same time, conflict between architectural purists and 

deployment pragmatics caused years of delay, specifically with 

respect to working around IP roadblocks – too short IP 

addressing space  

 The purists advocated holding out for IPv6 

 Pragmatists concerned themselves with the slow adoption rate of 

IPv6, and carefully considered alternatives such as Midcom, 

UPnP, STUN & TURN 

 While standardisation bodies debated the best way forward, an 

impatient market delivered two possible commercial solutions 

 Session Border Controllers (SBC), or network boxes, that 

mediated both signalling and media in a proprietary way allowing 

VoIP to traverse NATs. Market availability of this hardware 

eventually led to its demise 

 The other answer from the market – Skype – addressed IP 

roadblocks and the problem of NAT by creating a proprietary 

peer-to-peer protocol capable of traversing NATs and firewalls 

 While standardization bodies debated over an architecturally 

appropriate construct, skype grew exponentially in the consumer 

market 
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service architectures. A combination of open APIs, common platforms and standard technologies 

drove the stellar development of web services that find increasing relevance in a global economy. 

There are lessons to be learned from the user adoption friendly approaches of IT products and 

services. For instance, a keen observation of the emergence of VoIP (see Box 1) highlights that a 

significant delay in decision making by formal standards development organisations can actually 

lead to firms preferring to go for the proprietary/de facto route (Skype). For 5G, this can also be a 

lesson because a fragmented and closed ecosystem (led by efforts to establish de facto specs) 

can cause issues vis-à-vis interoperability and consumer welfare. 

An IT Perspective on Standards 

Convergence of IT and telecoms has been an intense area of study, research and debate over the 

past decade. As we move ever closer to the implementation of NGNs throughout the developed 

and developing world, we move ever closer to this convergence that will, and already is 

impacting every layer of the network. New devices, in contrast to those of yesteryear, are almost 

universally configured for both communication and data services. Applications that previously ran 

on dedicated telecom networks are now migrating to the more open Internet Protocol. As cloud 

services increase their fingerprint and impact, these lines that have clearly separated 

telecommunications service providers and data service providers will blur to the point of near 

non-existence. This is no more apparent than when we try to adequately define new products 

such as Facebook, YouTube, Twitter and many others. It is becomingly increasingly clear that 

future software stacks will deliver a wide range of services enabled by highly converged 

infrastructure. This would largely be in response to evolving consumer preferences. 

 Ubiquity: Users today expect mobility by default. Anytime, anywhere, reliable and high 

speed access to services is perhaps the best way to describe these shifting usage patterns 

that stand in stark contrast to previous models where mobile services were designed and 

deployed over more closed mobile enabled infrastructure. 

 Such demand for ubiquity necessitates separation of service and network layers. Useful 

products and services are already being designed to work on any network, while at the 

same time, take advantage of network enabled capabilities such as messaging, location, 

device info and billing   

 The migration to cloud, for both IT services and telecom services, tends to create service 

software stacks that take advantage of both – IT and telecom. Economies of scale make 

such platforms more competitive and pervasive than TSP platforms and software stacks 

 Application functionality can also be observed to be moving from server to client side 

implementations. This will become increasingly commonplace as they are widely adopted 

in enterprise environments. 

Standardisation has played a critical non-replaceable role in shaping the internet and achieving 

harmonisation in the architecture of web services. When appropriately implemented, such web 

services make use of, at the least, availability of open platforms, standard device features and the 

global reach of the internet. APIs and open platforms have been critical for such developments, 
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and standardisation has been instrumental for developers to drive the adoption of their 

technology.  

Virtualisation: The Name of the Game 

As we moved ever closer and towards better more reliable connectivity, even before we had an 

understanding of final performance requirements of 5G, the market already responded with 

increasing levels of virtualisation. A reliable 5G network will accelerate the need for and efforts to 

virtualise an increasing amount of hardware. In the sections that follow, we take a look at how 

virtualisation is poised to interact at device, platform and network levels. 

Devices 

Converging device categories, intense competition amongst capable operating systems and 

increasing levels of hardware interconnection are all common features in our modern 

communications networks. This makes cross platform development of applications a complex 

proposition. A consistent and effective response to this problem has manifested in the market in 

the form of web applications. 

The shift to web 2.0 allowed greater user participation on the Internet, paving the way for 

purposeful web applications that largely maintained a consistent user experience across 

platforms. This was due in large part to standardised technologies such as HTTP, HTML, CSS 

and/or JavaScript.  

There are however minor inconsistencies between experiences across platforms/devices due in 

most cases to restrictions imposed by platform designers and device manufacturers. Projects 

such as webinos are hard at work with a clear mandate to solve this problem. It is attempting to 

do so by creating a set of standards that enable reaching all devices and platforms in terms of 

comprehensive application execution. Such a paradigm could be appropriately articulated as one 

that enables the virtualisation of devices. 

Networks 

While virtualised devices may still be a relatively distant commercial reality, the virtualisation of 

networks will precede it by quite some margin. As telecommunications service providers wrestle 

a highly disruptive market, new clear trajectories are indicating a significant shift in our 

communications environment – a change that is expected to manifest in short order. The 

virtualisation and the creation of a platform for supporting a continuum between real objects and 

their cloud doppelgangers could be a means for telcos to radically transform their service 

portfolios.  

Networks, as can be observed, will continue to become more pervasive & dynamic, reach out to 

an ever-increasing universe of nodes, smart devices, nearly everything that can be equipped with 

a sensor, and would include a functional communications layer that integrates all of these 
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elements. In the future, anything will be a network node, and we’ll have to contend with many 

billions of electronic devices connected not just to the internet, but to each other as well40.  

This evolution will have a significant socio-economic impact. It will stimulate economic 

development, provide useful and effective ways for public institutions to engage with citizens, 

build communities and social relations, act as the most effective information dissemination 

vehicle, ensure the privacy of citizens, and much, much more.  

Platforms 

IT and web companies got the jump on telecom companies and are today the top and widely 

preferred providers of cloud computing products and services. This assumes greater importance 

when considered from the simple perspective that telecom companies were always ideally suited 

for the pursuit of such technical outcomes – they possessed the capital, the experience of dealing 

with global infrastructure and scale, and owned the network – a critical component for 

developing reliable cloud products and services. 

IT companies dominate this space and offer cloud services in a walled garden fashion creating 

wide segmentation in the market. Telcos can compete effectively by being disruptive at both 

technical and market levels.  

 “The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) defines cloud computing as a "pay-

per-use model for enabling available, convenient and on demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications and 

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction ”41 

According to NIST, 42  a Cloud Computing system is characterised by a set of essential 

characteristics, such as: 

 On-demand self-service, i.e., the capability offered to a user to directly manage all 

needed infrastructure. 

 Broad network access, i.e., the ability to access to Cloud Services by means of common 

(Internet based) mechanisms independently from the underlying networks (fixed, mobile) 

and compatibly with the most common devices (PC, Mobile phones, tablet and the like). 

 Resource pooling, i.e., the Providers can dynamically integrate needed resources in order 

to satisfy customers’ needs. Examples of resources are storage, processing, memory, and 

network bandwidth. 

 Rapid elasticity, i.e., the capability to flexibly allocate the needed resources according to 

availability and customer’s demand. 

                                                           
40   OECD, Machine-to-Machine Communications: Connecting Billions of Devices. OECD Digital Economy Papers, No. 192. OECD 

Publishing (2012), http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5k9gsh2gp043-en 
41   Mell, P., Grance, T.: The NIST Definition of Cloud Computing (Draft) Recommendations of the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology. Nist Special Publication 145, 7 (2011) 
42   Ibid 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/5k9gsh2gp043-en
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 Measured service, i.e., the Providers should make available to customers a precise 

accounting of resources allocated and used. 

The features and capabilities of a Cloud system can be summarised into a well renowned model 

that foresees three majors Service Models: 

 Software as a Service (SaaS), i.e., services and applications are delivered to users by 

means of a web browsers and /or specific client applications. 

 Platform as a Service (PaaS), i.e., all the typical functionalities of a software platform 

(e.g., libraries, tools, services) are provided to the users by means of a browser or a client 

application. 

 Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), i.e. basic capabilities, like processing, storage, and 

connectivity, are provided to the user that can configure them (e.g., through a web 

browser of client applications) in order to deploy and execute his/her own services and 

applications. 

From a deployment perspective, the NIST definition includes four options: 

 Private cloud. A full infrastructure (comprising management capabilities) is offered to a 

single organisation. 

 Community cloud. The infrastructure is offered and provisioned for exclusive use by a 

specific community of consumers. 

 Public cloud. The cloud infrastructure is offered and provisioned for open use by the 

general public. This refers mainly to SMEs and residential (but not only) customers. 

 Hybrid cloud. The cloud infrastructure is an integration of different cloud infrastructures 

that remain separated, but are capable of interoperating by means appropriated 

technology and business goals. 

The work of standardisation bodies with respect to cloud computing should be closely monitored 

by telecommunications service providers – a strong contender that has remained largely absent 

or ineffectual in the market. Building cloud capabilities for new and existing services and products 

should be a priority for all stakeholders. 

Internet of Things & Services 

One of the most widely recognised beneficiaries of 5G is the Internet of Things. There is however 

little consensus on what IoT really is. In their paper titled “The Internet of Things: A survey”, 

Atzori et al point out the differences between prevailing perceptions of the nature of the Internet 

of Things.43 According to the authors, the “variety of viewpoints” stems from the location, mixing 

the notion of ‘Internet’. The utility of the Internet is highly subjective with some finding its 

purpose in networking aspects and others using it as a repository of socially-meaningful data and 

services. The notion of ‘things’ is subject to even more interpretation in an IoT paradigm.  

                                                           
43  Atzori, L., Iera, A., Morabito, G.: The Internet of Things: A survey. Computer Networks 54(15), 2787–2805 (2010) 
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A first diversion in viewpoints according to the authors is based on whether the considered actor 

has an Internet-oriented (i.e., focussed on communication infrastructure and mechanisms, i.e. 

Machine-to-Machine) or an Object-oriented view (i.e., focussed on real-world objects reflected in 

the network or supplemented/augmented with Information Technology (IT) services, i.e. Radio 

Frequency Identification (RFID). Another dimension diverges on the topic of complex distributed 

systems. As more heterogeneous objects get integrated into an Internet of Things, new means to 

manage, describe, discover, and use these connected resources and the data they produce will be 

required.  

Embedded microcontrollers, actuators, network interfaces, sensors and the public Internet will 

aid in the evolution of the Internet from a network of interconnected computers to one 

interconnected with objects. These objects would be able to influence one another on the basis 

of their functionality spectrum in a context and time sensitive manner.44. Based on these 

concepts, the fundamental characteristics of the IoT are:45 

 Interconnectivity: Any type of thing will have the potential to be interconnected with the 

communication infrastructure. 

 Things-related services: The IoT is capable of providing thing-related services within the 

constraints of things, such as privacy protection and semantic consistency between 

physical things and their associated virtual things. In order to provide thing-related 

services within the constraints of things, the technologies in both the physical world and 

the world of information and communications will change. 

 Heterogeneity: IoT devices are heterogeneous, ranging from tiny sensors and actuators 

to mobile devices and large computers, and based on different hardware platforms and 

networks. They can interact with other devices or service platforms through various 

networks. 

 Dynamic changes: The state of devices changes dynamically, e.g., sleeping and waking, 

connected/disconnected, etc. as does their context, including location and speed. 

Moreover, the number of devices can change dynamically. 

 Enormous scale: By 2020, there will be 50 billion things that will need to be managed and 

to communicate with each other.46,47 Even more critical will be the management of the 

data generated and its interpretation for application purposes. This aspect relates to the 

semantics of data, as well as its efficient handling. 

The momentum towards achieving 5G enabled IoT necessitates the need to seriously consider 

interoperability between IoT solutions. Towards such a direction, all major standardisation bodies 

have established working groups dedicated to this goal. Most Standards Developing 

Organisations (SDOs) have only recently been formed and the overall specifications are still under 

development. Of the few specifications that have been published, most only address overall 

                                                           
44  Guillemin, P., Friess, P., et al.: Internet of Things - Strategic Research Roadmap. The Cluster of European Research Projects on the 

Internet of Things (CERP-IoT) Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) (September 2009) 
45  Ibid 
46

  Evans, D.: The Internet of Things – How the Next Evolution of the Internet is Changing Everything. White Paper, Cisco (April 2011) 
47  More than 50 billion connected devices. Ericsson White Paper (February 2011) 
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system requirements and architecture and do not delve into the specifics of detailed 

solutions.48,49 It is, however, clear once again, that standards development organizations will play 

a crucial role in bringing the IoT to market.  

Moreover, the manner in which the standards are developed will also affect the robustness and 

ubiquity of the 5G network. Despite there being several models of standards development, such 

as the proprietary and government-led models, collaborative standards development has held a 

superior position when it comes to benefits regarding consumer welfare, interoperability, 

competition (and innovation and continues to do so). To that end, it is crucial that governments, 

policymakers, firms and standards development consortia recognise the importance of 

collaborative and democratic processes and simultaneously realise that trade wars50 and legal 

disputes between developers and implementers in an increasingly converging marketplace51 will 

not be beneficial for 5G rollout and for the IoT ecosystem. 

  

                                                           
48  Yang, D.-L., Liu, F., Liang, Y.-D.: A survey of the Internet of Things, pp. 358–366. Atlantis Press (2010) 
49  Krishnan, V., Sanyal, B.: M2M technology: challenges and opportunities. White paper,Tech Mahindra (2010) 
50  Communications Today, The Tech Is Ready; Geopolitics Is Hindering A Global 5G Rollout, (03rd May 2018) available at 

http://communicationstoday.co.in/21333-the-tech-is-ready-geopolitics-is-hindering-a-global-5g-rollout 
51

  V. Richard, Smartphone wars: A Phantom Menace, (2017) available at https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-
content/uploads/2017/11/CPI-Vary.pdf  

http://communicationstoday.co.in/21333-the-tech-is-ready-geopolitics-is-hindering-a-global-5g-rollout
https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CPI-Vary.pdf
https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CPI-Vary.pdf
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POLICY PRESCRIPTIONS &  
THE WAY FORWARD FOR INDIA 

 

onsidering that the global ICT ecosystem is at a crucial juncture and pre-standard 5G trials 

have already started to kick-off, it is important for policymakers, market regulators and 

industry stakeholders to map a common way forward. Notably, establishing policy harmony and 

regulatory certainty across borders will go a long way in attracting investments for speedy 

development and uniform deployment of the 5G network. More importantly, policy frameworks 

and regulatory actions are key blocks in the innovation ecosystem due to the fact that they 

influence the working of SDOs (particularly their IPR policies) and also impact firm-level decisions 

to invest in R&D.  

In this regard, there is an urgent need to devise policy approaches and/or reconcile enforcement 

interventions (such as through competition law), vis-à-vis standardisation and licencing of 

standardised technology by relying on certain evidence-based principles. Such a principles-based 

approach to governance of standard setting would ensure that all participants are provided a 

level-playing field to participate and compete in the process. Furthermore, an approach of this 

kind will ensure that economic evidence is taken into consideration and biased, entity-based 

regulatory interventions are avoided. This argument holds water and is based on the 

juxtaposition of challenges with the value propositions of collaborative approaches to 

standardisation vs the ones that lean towards proprietary models (see Table 1). There is ample 

reason and evidence for industry stakeholders, policymakers and regulators to collectively 

encourage principles-based approach which supports open and consensus-driven processes.52  

Such an approach would also help industry players to trust the collaborative process which 

currently drives standardisation and help attach a continuous sense of fairness to it. This Section 

explores what the fundamental blocks of the ‘principles-based approach’ could be, so as to 

provide a broad architectural framework for consideration of policymakers. Before delving 

deeper, our expectation is that these principles will especially be beneficial for policymakers in 

emerging economies which are looking towards 5G as a game-changer for their economies 

and/or looking to advance their capacities in terms of competing in the global milieu of 

developing standards for ICT: 

Principle 1: Recognise the benefits and opportunities of collaborative and open processes 

As the 5G network will act as a key enabler of the upcoming ecosystem of converged 

industries, it will naturally have to cater to diverse number of verticals and allow 

heterogeneous technologies to connect with each other in a seamless fashion. If 

deployed correctly, the network has the potential to spur innovation across sectors and 

                                                           
52

  Padilla et al., Economic Impact of Technology Standards, Compass Lexecon (2017), available at 
http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards  

C 

http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards
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encourage exponential pace of change in numerous industry verticals.53  Moreover, if 

compared with its preceding generations (which were designed with the general purpose 

of communication), the desired ability of the underlying 5G standard to cater to the 

specific network needs of various vertical industries imparts it a distinct character.54  

However, this distinct character also adds substantially to the challenge of developing a 

ubiquitous standard which facilitates flexibility, interoperability, connectivity and ensures 

consumer welfare. This is reinforced by experts who also argue that the eventual 5G 

standard will have to support a variety of market needs and provide a high degree of 

flexibility within its framework to operators.55 Collaborative standardisation as a result, is 

bound to become more complicated and technical as the interested stakeholder base 

broadens to cover more than just mobile network carriers and Original Equipment 

Manufacturers (OEMs).56 Despite the challenges to standards development posed by an ever 

increasing level of industry convergence, there are major advantages for industry players and 

policymakers to encourage and participate in collaborative modes of standardisation (See Table 

1). 

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of collaborative versus  
proprietary approaches with reference to vertical integration 

Collaborative and Open Approaches Proprietary and Closed Approaches 

Advantages Disadvantages Advantages Disadvantages 

Democratic and open. Does not 
restrict vertically placed 
stakeholders to participate 

rigorous processes and 
commitments to maintain 
procedural fairness makes 
the process slow-paced 

Easier for users to 
collaborate with 
OEMs and network 
carriers 

Standard not ubiquitous 

Gives vertically placed 
stakeholders/implementers 
equal opportunities to voice 
their opinions and influence the 
nature and scope of standard 

  Developer can 
focus on specific 
needs of vertically 
placed 
stakeholders. 

Limits market entry and may 
not cater to needs of all 
implementers 

Universality and ubiquity of 
emerging standard, irrespective 
of sector 

    Lack of interoperability 

Enables possibility of achieving 
network effects and reaching 
economies of scale  

    Standard might limit 
innovative capacity of users. 
Developers will not be able to 
achieve network effects 

   Standard cannot be exported 
or applied elsewhere 

                                                           
53   5GPP, 5G Innovations and New Opportunities, (2017) available at https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/5GPPP-

brochure-final-web-MWC.pdf   
54   Jean-Sébastien Bedo et. A., Making 5G a real booster for vertical markets, available at https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-

content/uploads/2015/12/5GandVerticalSectorsEUCNCpaper.pdf  
55   Sharpe Smith, 5G Standards Process Faces Possible Pitfalls — Experts, (25th August 2016), available at 

http://www.aglmediagroup.com/5g-standard-process-faces-numerous-possible-pitfalls-experts/  
56   Ramjee Prasad, Challenges to 5G standardization, available at https://itunews.itu.int/en/4619-challenges-to-5g-

standardization.note.aspx  

https://5g-ppp.eu/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/5GPPP-brochure-final-web-MWC.pdf
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https://itunews.itu.int/en/4619-challenges-to-5g-standardization.note.aspx
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Notably, collaborative and open processes of standardisation are generally understood to be the 

ones that are followed by formal SDOs. However, it is important here to understand that even 

without formal, legalistic and rigorous processes (which SDOs generally follow) collective industry 

initiatives in the form of industry consortia can also be collaborative and open.57 Hence, it is 

important for policymakers to first recognise aspects which make a process collaborative and 

open. These generally include the following: 

 Decisions are made through consensus of participants 

 The process is transparent and voluntary 

 Membership is open to all competitors who are affected by the standard 

 Follows due process and the standard is recognised by a specification or standardisation 

organisation 

 Ensures that access to standardised technology, including essential IPR is available on Fair 

Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms 

 Can take place in formal setups or through informal consortia.58 

 

Keeping these factors in mind, it is recommended that policies and regulatory approaches should 

generally support and encourage organisations and initiatives which adhere to the 

aforementioned broad fundamental principles. This is because there is substantial evidence to 

prove that such approaches have relatively been much more favourable for market competition 

and innovation in several ways which include inter alia selection of efficient technology through a 

competitive process, reduction of possibilities of monopolisation, avoiding emergence of multiple 

standards, ensuring a level-playing field for all competitors and most importantly offering better 

choice, value and quality of products for consumers.59  

Moreover, due to the fact that such platforms provide an opportunity for all possible interested 

firms to compete, there is always a constant competitive pressure on incumbent firms to 

innovate and improve further. The FRAND condition which is generally present in IPR policies of 

almost all SDOs or consortia also adds to the value proposition of collaborative and voluntary 

processes and safeguards the competitive process by ensuring unconstrained access for 

implementers. 

Principle 2: Maintain a fine balance between IP protection and competition  

Innovation, competition and IPR are intrinsically related to each other, especially so in the 

context of standardisation. Robust competition ensures that present competitors and upcoming 

market entrants constantly innovate to attain better returns from product differentiation and 

                                                           
57  It has been seen in the past that proprietary efforts can also eventually lead to collaborative setups in the form of industry 

consortia. For instance HDMI and USB standards were industry initiatives. Another example is the Open Handset Alliance which 
contains several members, varying from mobile operators, handset manufacturers, semiconductor companies etc. See 
https://www.openhandsetalliance.com/oha_members.html  

58  Padilla et al., Economic Impact of Technology Standards, Compass Lexecon, 41 (2017), available at 
http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards 

59  Ibid., at 42 

https://www.openhandsetalliance.com/oha_members.html
http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards
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thereby add value to the process of standards development. On the other hand, IP protection 

aims at incentivising innovators by rewarding them for their effort and providing legal protection 

to their intellectual yield, which becomes the bedrock of the technical standard. Absence of 

adequate IPR protection may discourage firms to invest in R&D and may negatively impact their 

incentive to innovate which might trickle down in the form of consumer harm (by hampering 

prices and choice of products). Although competition law and IP protection aim to achieve the 

same goal – that is – innovation – apparent contradictions between the two and their disparate 

application across jurisdictions tend to cause several policy and regulatory ambiguities, which 

may hinder the natural progress of innovation.  

This is especially challenging in the context of standards development as the subsequent licencing 

of Standard Essential Patents (SEPs) and conflicting views on FRAND royalties have led to several 

conflicts between technology developers and implementers. In order to address these issues, 

several market regulators across jurisdictions have released general guidelines on application of 

competition/antitrust laws on IP licencing for example, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) in 

collaboration with the United States Department of Justice (DoJ)60, the Japan Fair Trade 

Commission (JFTC) 61  and the European Commission (EC). 62  In this regard, The European 

Commission, which recently released its communication setting out specifically the EU approach 

to SEPs, is worth noting. 63 Keeping in mind the global relevance of standardisation of 5G and IoT, 

the EC highlights that  

“The Commission considers that there is an urgent need to set out key principles that 

foster a balanced, smooth and predictable framework for SEPs. These key principles 

reflect two main objectives: incentivising the development and inclusion of top 

technologies in standards, by preserving fair and adequate return for these contributions, 

and ensuring smooth and wide dissemination of standardised technologies based on fair 

access conditions.” 

With specific reference to licencing of SEPs, the EC took a very balanced approach by highlighting 

the importance of good faith negotiations, clarifying that licencing terms of SEPs have to bear a 

clear relationship to the economic value of the patented technology and stating that FRAND 

valuation should ensure continued incentives for SEP holders to contribute their best available 

technology to standards.64 Noticeably, the EC’s approach also puts forth recommendations which 

encourage maintenance of transparency vis-à-vis SEP exposure and support optimisation of 

                                                           
60   US DoJ & FTC, Antitrust Guidelines for the Licencing of Intellectual Property, https://www.justice.gov/atr/IPguidelines/download  
61   Available at http://www.jftc.go.jp/en/legislation_gls/imonopoly_guidelines.files/IPGL_Frand.pdf  
62   Guidelines on the applicability of Article 101 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to horizontal co-operation 

agreements, available at http://ec.europa.eu/competition/consultations/2010_horizontals/guidelines_en.pdf and Guidance on 
the Commission's enforcement priorities in applying Article 82 of the EC Treaty to abusive exclusionary conduct by dominant 
undertakings  
available at http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52009XC0224(01)&from=EN  

63   European Commission, Setting out the EU approach to Standard Essential Patents: Communication from the Commission to the 
European Parliament, the Council and the European Economic and Social Committee, (2017), available at 
http://www.mlex.com/Attachments/2017-11-29_S0TV38CYI2RDO43O/com-2017-712_en.pdf 

64   Ibid., at p.6 

https://www.justice.gov/atr/IPguidelines/download
http://www.jftc.go.jp/en/legislation_gls/imonopoly_guidelines.files/IPGL_Frand.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/competition/consultations/2010_horizontals/guidelines_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52009XC0224(01)&from=EN
http://www.mlex.com/Attachments/2017-11-29_S0TV38CYI2RDO43O/com-2017-712_en.pdf
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processes of collaborative platforms such as SDOs.65 Case laws, particularly the Huawei v. ZTE66 

judgement have also been successful in putting forth a balanced view on the delicate issue of 

patent injunctions. 

However, jurisdictions such as India which do not have such a rich ecosystem of technology 

developers but are seeking to develop their domestic innovation ecosystems to tap in the 

developmental benefits of 5G and IoT, it might be first beneficial to focus on advocacy efforts 

that generate awareness about standards, SEP exposure and the importance of investing in R&D 

(as opposed to making relevant changes in regulations and policies to favour domestic firms). 

Moreover, they need to focus on harmonising the enforcement of competition law and IPR 

(especially in context of SEP licencing) and in their endeavour to do so, the general rule should be 

to treat standards and licencing of underlying essential-IP as efficiency improving, welfare-

enhancing, pro-innovation and pro-competition. In addition, it is in the interest of emerging 

jurisdictions to establish policies and practices which facilitate participation of domestic firms and 

institutions in international SDOs or industry consortia. This will eventually increase their 

exposure to standard setting activities and will help local firms to commercially leverage their 

technologies in the global value chain.  

Principle 3: Foster evidence-based optimal regulation and policy formulation 

While policymakers seek to achieve the aforementioned fine balance to foster innovation, it is 

quintessential for them to first understand the dynamics of standard reliant and patent intensive 

markets such as ICT. Ill-informed interventions which lack a strong economic footing might have 

an adverse impact on market dynamics resulting in distortions to competition and disincentives 

to invest in R&D.67 For instance, in the smartphone industry, despite economic evidence which 

points towards dynamic competition, growing output, falling market concentration ratios and 

decrease in prices of wireless telecom services, still theories of harm to competition (such as 

patent hold-up) have pervaded the global smartphone industry.68 Moreover, SDOs have gone to 

the extent of defining FRAND royalties with the bona-fide intention of bringing in much needed 

certainty, but have done so at the cost of imparting an imbalanced approach towards the crucial 

principle of reconciling the interests of developers and implementers.69  

Competition regulators have also relied on the prevalent theories of harm such as patent hold-up 

and have tried to determine (through ex-post enforcement) the manner in which SEP holders 

license their essential technology. 

Due to lack of evidential backing, such interventions might have in effect resulted in sub-optimal 

and distortionary market outcomes, thereby undermining the efficiency gains produced by 

                                                           
65   Ibid., at p.3-5 
66   Case C-170/13 Huawei Technologies, EU:C:2015:477 
67  Gupta Kirti, Wong-Ervin et. al., IP Leadership Brussels: Highlights and Economic Analysis, (2017), available at  

https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CPI-Gupta-Wong-Ervin-Coniglio-Naegele.pdf 
68  Kjelland Kurt M., Some Thoughts on Hold-Up, the IEEE Patent Policy, and the Imperiling of Patent Rights, available at 

https://www.law.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/17-Antitrust-Kjelland1.pdf 
69

  The IEEE’s new patent policy one year on – the battle that’s part of a bigger licensing war, (2016) available at http://www.iam-
media.com/Blog/Detail.aspx?g=e8f72d6e-a3f8-45d8-882f-3ebdd3a1d69e 

https://www.competitionpolicyinternational.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/11/CPI-Gupta-Wong-Ervin-Coniglio-Naegele.pdf
https://www.law.berkeley.edu/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/17-Antitrust-Kjelland1.pdf
http://www.iam-media.com/Blog/Detail.aspx?g=e8f72d6e-a3f8-45d8-882f-3ebdd3a1d69e
http://www.iam-media.com/Blog/Detail.aspx?g=e8f72d6e-a3f8-45d8-882f-3ebdd3a1d69e
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standards. Eventually, apart from impacting the quality and ubiquity of the underlying standard, 

ill-judged regulatory actions might cause unnecessary burden on voluntary standard setting 

activities and on the contrary, incentivise industry players to shift to proprietary modes of 

standard setting. 

Opportunities for India 

India currently stands at a crucial juncture as the government is looking to successfully reap the 

immense potential benefits of an increasingly digitised economy, especially in light of the not so 

distant roll-out of the 5G technology. There are several opportunities and challenges for India in 

this regard.  

Apart from the imperative of creating a robust and reliable communications infrastructure, there 

is a massive opportunity for the country to leverage its untapped innovative capacities and 

contribute to the growing digital ecosystem. This has also been reflected in the draft of the 

National Digital Communications Policy 2018, according to which one of the key missions is to 

propel India by enabling “next generation technologies and services through investment, 

Innovation and IPR generation”.70 The specific goals (to be achieved by 2022) under this mission 

include the “creation of globally recognized IPRs in India” and “the development of SEPs in the 

field of digital communication technologies”.71 However, as explained below, this remains a 

challenging task and requires a unified and coordinated approach by all stakeholders. 

Innovation in India and Technology Outputs 

Presently, there remains significant scope for India to progress in terms of contributing to Global 

Value Chains (GVCs) and increasing local value addition through technology generation and 

development. Until now, the lack of a robust innovation ecosystem for technology development 

and knowledge-based outputs in India has posed an immense challenge for policymakers and 

industry players alike.  

Going by India’s progress in the past three years (Table 2), it is quite evident that there is 

substantial scope to revisit its approach towards ‘Knowledge and Technology Outputs’, which 

constitute one of the Key Pillars of innovation. Furthermore, a cursory look at key indicators (over 

three years) such as Knowledge Creation, Patents by Origin, Knowledge Diffusion and IPR 

Receipts depicts either a stagnating or a decreasing trend (Figure 4).  

  

                                                           
70

  Draft National Digital Communications Policy – 2018, available at http://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/DNDCP2018.pdf  
71  Ibid., at p.12 

http://dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/DNDCP2018.pdf
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Table 2: Global Innovation Index (GII) – India’s Scores and Rankings72 

Year---» 2015 2016 2017 

Pillar 1 

Knowledge and Technology 

Outputs 

Score (0-100) or value 

(raw data) 

30.1 31.0 30.3 

Rank 49 43 38 

Sub-Pillar 1.1 

Knowledge Creation 

Score (0-100) or value 

(raw data) 

15.2 14.4 14.2 

Rank 59 57 55 

Indicator 1.1.1 

Patents by origin/bn PPP$ 

GDP 

Score (0-100) or value 

(raw data) 

1.6 1.6 1.6 

Rank 53 54 53 

Sub-Pillar 1.2 

Knowledge Diffusion 

Score (0-100) or value 

(raw data) 

40.1 39.2 36.2 

Rank 34 26 26 

Indicator 1.2.1 

Intellectual property 

receipts, % total trade 

Score (0-100) or value 

(raw data) 

0.1 0.1 0.1 

Rank 57 45 53 

Source: Global Innovation Index Reports (2015-2017) 

 

Figure 4: Trends of Key Pillars/Sub-Pillars and Indicators based on GII’s Value/raw data 

 

Source: Global Innovation Index Reports (2015-2017) 

 

The Indian smartphone industry is a typical case in point, which personifies the aforementioned 

scenario. If we look at the situation of smartphone production in India, it is clear that India has 

been successful as far as assembling of mobile handsets is concerned, but the underlying value 

                                                           
72  Pillars are identified by single digit numbers, sub-pillars by two digit numbers, and indicators by three-digit numbers. 
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addition has been miniscule compared to other emerging economies.73 The general lack of 

innovation in the Indian smartphone industry and low competitiveness of domestic players (the 

reason for this stems from the low domestic capacities of firms to invest in specialised R&D 

efforts required to develop technology such as semiconductors and the general lack of 

specialised skills) has resulted in the absence of India’s participation in the global value chain of 

ICT products and its components. India’s royalty and license fees receipts and domestic patent 

application statistics have remained stagnant over the past three years (See Table 2 and Figure 4). 

Hence, there is substantial scope for India to develop its indigenous IP pool, especially in the ICT 

device manufacturing industry.  

It is also evident that despite being the second largest market for mobile connections and 

smartphones, and having hundreds of suppliers of ICT products, none are actually being ‘made’ in 

India in the true sense. Resultantly, India is trapped in being a mere consumer/follower of almost 

all ICT technologies, and has not managed to contribute as an implementer of technology in the 

global value chain. Owing to the lack of indigenous IP pool, India seems to be lagging behind its 

developing counterparts such as China and Korea. R&D capacity and associated investments are 

also weak. Moreover, stats depict that India accounts for a production of nearly 100 million 

mobile phones which has significantly risen from 68 million in 2014.  This includes major 

manufactures such as Panasonic, Mitsubishi, Samsung, LG, Flextronics, along with Indian 

manufacturers such as Micromax, Lava, Intex among others. However, despite being a producer, 

India imports more handsets than its produces domestically (Figure 5).74 

Figure 5: Number of Handsets imported in India (in millions) 

 

The fact that Indian origin manufacturers have not been able to innovate to meet rising 

competition has resulted in decreasing market shares for domestic players (Figure 6). 

                                                           
73   IIM Bangalore & Counterpoint Research, Maximizing Local Value Addition in Indian Mobile phone manufacturing: A practical 

phased approach, at p.26, (2016) 
74   India imports roughly 83 percent of its local demand of mobile phones 
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Figure 6: Falling Market Shares of Indian Smartphone Makers 

 

 Source: Ind-Ra and IDCG75 

 

Be that as it may, it is important to highlight that the Indian regulators are aware of this 

overarching scenario. Accordingly, in its draft inputs for the formulation of the National Telecom 

Policy – 2018, the Telecom Regulatory Authority of India stated,  

“While the objectives of National Telecom Policy-2012 relating to subscription of 

telecommunication services have largely been met except for rural teledensity, the 

expected success in making India a global hub of domestic manufacturing, development 

of state of the art technologies through R&D, and creation and incorporation of Indian 

IPRs in global standards is yet to be achieved.”76 

Therefore, at this crucial juncture, the willingness of policymakers to make necessary 

adjustments in policy frameworks to foster innovation will determine whether India can utilise 

the powerful mechanism of ICT to achieve its developmental goals. 

The Way Forward and the 5G Opportunity 

The government of India has in fact recognised the need to bolster the present innovation 

ecosystem and has accordingly framed the National Intellectual Property Rights Policy (the 

Policy), 2016 which envisages a long-term vision to encourage creativity and innovation in IP-led 

growth for the benefit of all.77 The Policy is meant to carry forward and implement its Vision of 

‘encouraging creativity and innovation in IP-led growth for the benefit of all’. To achieve this 

                                                           
75  Available at http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2100017/indians-warm-xiaomi-vivo-oppo-pushing-chinese-

brands-51-cent  
76  TRAI, Inputs for Formulation of National Telecom Policy – 2018, available at 

https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recommendation_NTP_2018_02022018.pdf  
77  GOI, National Intellectual Rights Policy, 2016, available at http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/National_IPR_Policy_English.pdf  

http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2100017/indians-warm-xiaomi-vivo-oppo-pushing-chinese-brands-51-cent
http://www.scmp.com/business/companies/article/2100017/indians-warm-xiaomi-vivo-oppo-pushing-chinese-brands-51-cent
https://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/Recommendation_NTP_2018_02022018.pdf
http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/National_IPR_Policy_English.pdf
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Vision, the Mission of the Policy is to ‘establish a dynamic, vibrant and balanced IP system in India 

to foster innovation and creativity in a knowledge economy; accelerate economic growth, 

employment, entrepreneurship; enhance socio-cultural development; and protect public health, 

food security and environment, among other areas of socio-economic importance. To achieve 

this Mission, the Policy sets out certain objectives which are: 

 IP Awareness and Promotion; 

 Creation of IP; 

 Legal and Legislative Framework; 

 Administration and Management; 

 Commercialisation of IP; 

 Enforcement and Adjudication; and 

 Human Capital Development.78 

 

Moreover, it provides for policy coordination and integration with other major initiatives of the 

Government of India, such as ‘Make in India’ and ‘Digital India’ campaign. Incidentally, the Make 

in India (MiI) initiative envisages transforming India in to the next global manufacturing 

powerhouse, with specific focus on the ICT sector. 

In consonance with these broad policy initiatives and acknowledging the massive opportunity of 

5G to be a game changer,79 the Indian government is working to create a holistic ecosystem for 

development and deployment of 5G networks. With the aim of becoming a leader in 5G, the 

government has announced a dedicated fund of Rs 500-crore for R&D of the underlying 

technology and has also created a high-level committee to work on a roadmap for the roll-out of 

5G by 2020.80  

The chief objectives for setting up the High Level 5G Forum for India include: 

1. To position India as a globally synchronised participant in the design, development and 

manufacturing of 5G based technology, products and applications.  

2. To develop the vision, mission, and goals for 5G India 2020 and 

3. To evaluate, approve roadmaps and action plans for 5G India 2020.81 

 

With the policy vision in place, it seems that the Indian government has acknowledged the need 

to provide a significant boost to the broader innovation regime and has also embraced itself for 

the roll-out of 5G. Following this discussion and based on the broad principles mentioned in the 

                                                           
78   Ibid. 
79  Because it would provide a new dimension to the Digital India, Smart Cities, and Smart Village initiatives and could potentially 

make huge contributions to the Make in India and Start-Up India missions as well. See Ramachandran TV, 5G – The Way Forward, 
Communications Today (December 2017), available at http://communicationstoday.co.in/perspective/17812-5g-the-way-
forward  

80  Rathee Kiran, Govt to create Rs 500-cr fund for R&D in 5G, Business Standard (27th September 2017), available at 
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/india-looking-to-position-itself-as-a-leader-in-5g-technology-
117092600735_1.html  

81
  GOI, Department of Telecommunications, Notification No. 6-33/2017, Constitution of High Level Forum for 5G India 2020, 

available at http://www.dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/5G%20India%202020%20High%20Level%20Forum_1.pdf  

http://communicationstoday.co.in/perspective/17812-5g-the-way-forward
http://communicationstoday.co.in/perspective/17812-5g-the-way-forward
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/india-looking-to-position-itself-as-a-leader-in-5g-technology-117092600735_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/india-looking-to-position-itself-as-a-leader-in-5g-technology-117092600735_1.html
http://www.dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/5G%20India%202020%20High%20Level%20Forum_1.pdf
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previous section, following are some key recommendations specifically applicable to the current 

Indian context which might help in implementation of the broad policies in the near future, 

especially in the ICT sector:  

Recommendation 1: Increase specialisation and provide incentives for firms to move up the 

Global Value Chain 

Although India has attracted a number of Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) to set up 

plants, their role has largely been restricted to that of an assembler, and not even a 

manufacturer. A major part of the manufacturing value chain (MVC) is still happening in other 

countries such as China, Taiwan etc. where there is a well-built component ecosystem, which 

supports its manufacturing. Furthermore, evidence suggests that there are enormous differences 

in the SEP stocks between different countries and there is a distinct dichotomy therein, i.e. some 

countries (the Haves) like the US, China, Japan, South Korea and Germany have SEP stocks above 

the third quartile of all SEPs.82 India is amongst the ‘Have-Not’ jurisdictions that hold only a few 

or no SEPs.  

Notably, due to the fact that patented and standardised technology confers considerable 

competitive advantage to firms (which is possessed by the Haves), some have suggested that it 

would benefit local firms to increase their own SEP portfolios through extensive investment in 

R&D or through strategic acquisitions.83 The underlying rationale is that it would give such firms 

greater bargaining power in licencing negotiations and also increase the possibilities of cross-

licencing.84  

However, while this conclusion seems to be theoretically correct, it may oversimplify the 

correlation between patents and innovation. This is because the acquisition and ownership of 

patents is not an end in itself, but is in fact a consequence of technological innovation.85  

In this context, emerging and ‘Have-Not’ economies such as India ought to take note of the fact 

that much of the technical development naturally occurs within international SDOs and 

institutions and firms in India need to play a more participative and competitive role therein (in 

consonance with the General Principle elucidated in the previous section). This would increase 

their capacities in terms understanding the process and content of standards development. In the 

long term, it will allow them to focus their R&D efforts towards achieving specialisation in 

technical development and then leverage their IP to move up the GVC. The Indian governments 

5G initiative is a welcome step and the funds allocated therein should be utilised to further 

encourage and incentivise local firms to develop their internal capacities and compete in 

                                                           
82   Ramel, Florian and Laer, Maximilian et. al., Standard Essential Patents and the Distribution of Gains from Trade of Innovation, 

(2016), available at https://www.eastwestcenter.org/sites/default/files/filemanager/pubs/pdfs/5-5RamelVonLaerBlind.pdf  
83   Ibid. 
84   Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India, COMPLICATIONS AND 

QUANDARIES IN THE ICT SECTOR: STANDARD ESSENTIAL PATENTS AND COMPETITION ISSUES (Ashish Bharadwaj, Vishwas Deviah 
& Indraneth Gupta, eds., Springer, 2017) 

85   Ibid. 

https://www.eastwestcenter.org/sites/default/files/filemanager/pubs/pdfs/5-5RamelVonLaerBlind.pdf
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voluntary standard setting activities. Also, the India EU ICT Standardisation collaboration,86 which 

aims to “promote closer alignment between India and Europe with regard to the production and 

use of ICT standards and to harmonise the exchange of statistical data, thereby facilitating trade, 

increasing interoperability and the ease of doing business for companies” is also encouraging. It 

strengthens the thought process that in order to achieve its long-term ambitions, India is ready to 

initiate specific policy interventions which targets to increase its own competitiveness vis-à-vis 

SEP portfolios rather than undermining those of the current ‘Haves’.  

Recommendation 2: Avoid unilateral standard setting initiatives and encourage participation in 

international SDOs 

The historical perspective on standards development (Chapter II) and the relative advantages and 

disadvantages vis-à-vis different modes of standardisation (Chapter III) advances several 

arguments which should ideally encourage jurisdictions such as India to vigorously pursue 

participation in international standard development processes. Lessons from other jurisdictions 

which have sought to increase the competitiveness of domestic market players by either 

introducing protectionist policies or by developing their own standards unilaterally have not been 

successful and they too have moved towards international fora. Take the case of China, which 

realised the near absolute dominance of western firms in the wireless telecommunications 

standards field, and the high royalty rates charged by them from Chinese firms and adopted a 

proprietary approach to 3G standardisation. Their efforts resulted in TD-SCDMA, which was a 

Chinese standard developed by the Chinese Academy of Telecommunications Research (CATT) 

and its state-owned affiliate Datang in collaboration with German equipment vendor Siemens. 

Though the standard cannot be considered to be a market success, it surely advanced China’s 

goal of building in-house technical expertise, thereby enhancing their domestic manufacturing 

capacity for advanced ICT products. Considering the high cost of developing these standards, 

coupled with their lack of international adoption, China has now moved towards international 

interoperable standards, through significantly increased participation in international SDOs.  

Participation in international fora has several benefits for firms which currently lie in the ‘Have-

Not’ category. First, the embodiment of proprietary technology in the industry standards itself 

give an early advantage to contributory firms which can thereby utilise SEPs to gain strategic 

advantages over competitors.87 Second, participation in international standards development is 

the only viable process through which local companies and domestic firms in different 

jurisdictions can influence the direction of standardised technologies by voicing their opinions 

and putting forth their special requirements.88This is a crucial component of standardisation 

which can simultaneously guide new entrants in terms of finding specific research vacuums in 

technology development and focussing their R&D efforts to plug the same. Lastly, apart from the 

economic arguments in favour of participation, it is also important to view standardisation from 

the policy perspective. National standards development authorities such as Telecom Standards 

                                                           
86   For more information, visit http://www.indiaeu-ictstandards.in/     
87

  Contreras Jorge L., National Disparities and Standards-Essential Patents: Considerations for India (n.85) 
88  Ibid 

http://www.indiaeu-ictstandards.in/
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Development Society of India (TSDSI) which have started to participate in SDOs such as 3GPP can 

play a crucial role in influencing their underlying policies and practices. By influencing global 

policy progress to the benefit of domestic firms, such institutions can practically provide the 

much needed impetus to domestic innovations by incentivising domestic firms to invest in 

specific R&D efforts and also facilitate them to compete globally.89  

To this end, the following specific steps can be taken: 

 Capacity Building of domestic firms 

Recognising the principle that standardisation is a highly knowledge-intensive activity which 

requires well-capacitated individuals and technical experts, India must undertake local 

capacity building efforts to support greater international SSO participation by representatives 

from its domestic forms. However, the requisite training and skill development for such 

capacity building does not come cheaply. Therefore, domestic firms may require significant 

financial and institutional support in the absence of internal resources, from the government 

or multi-governmental organisations (e.g., the World Intellectual Property Organization 

(WIPO)), as well as non-governmental organisations (NGOs). 

 Leverage support initiatives of various SDOs 

Many SDOs offer support to firms from developing countries, which demonstrate their 

eagerness to participate and even contribute to the standardisation efforts. The Internet 

Society (ISOC), which is a US/Switzerland-based NGO which oversees the Internet Engineering 

Task Force (IETF), a major developer of Internet standards, is good example. It regularly 

supports Fellows from developing countries to participate in IETF meetings and other 

activities. One of its programs is also running in India: ‘Indian IETF Capacity Building 

Programme’.90 Various other SDOs also sponsor participation by consumer advocates and 

other civil society organisation members, which help in broadening the overall participation 

and ensuring inclusive representation in global organizations.  

 Educate relevant personnel about standardisation 

The Country must also inculcate and emphasize the need of imparting knowledge and skills 

for standards education and training. India can adequately utilise its higher educational 

institutions in providing greater education in the area of standardisation.  

 Increase firm-level awareness about standards and exposure to SEPs 

Apart from the general IP awareness programmes run by the Indian government as a part of 

the National IPR Policy, 2016, there is also a need to create a sense of awareness about the 

increased exposure to standards and SEPs. With the upcoming 5G standard acting as the all-

pervasive bedrock for countless use cases, it is but natural that device makers and 

implementers will have to utilise the standard, thereby getting exposed to SEPs. With the IoT 

                                                           
89

  Ibid 
90  For more information, see http://www.iicb.org/  

http://www.iicb.org/
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ecosystem growing by leaps and bounds, it can be assumed that the implementer base would 

grow and even SMEs and small start-ups would be exposed to SEPs along with its requisite 

licencing requirements. This can pose a serious challenge for small businesses as lack of 

awareness can lead to unintentional infringement of SEPs on the implementer’s part and/or 

put implementers in a situation where licencing negotiations prove to be complex and 

perplexing. Hence, awareness generation and capacity building activities can play a crucial 

role, especially for jurisdictions such as India which are currently net implementers of 

standards and SEPs.91 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                           
91   This recommendation is in consonance with EC’s recent Communication which sets out the EU approach to Standard Essential 

Patents. See European Commission, Setting out the EU approach to Standard Essential Patents: Communication from the 
Commission to the European Parliament, the Council and the European Economic and Social Committee, (2017), available at 
http://www.mlex.com/Attachments/2017-11-29_S0TV38CYI2RDO43O/com-2017-712_en.pdf 

http://www.mlex.com/Attachments/2017-11-29_S0TV38CYI2RDO43O/com-2017-712_en.pdf
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APPENDIX 1 
STANDARD SETTING PROCESSES AND THE EVOLUTION  

OF TECHNOLOGY STANDARDS: A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE 

 

ince standards are indispensable in ICT sector, they eventually do emerge. This can be 

evidenced by delving into the history of the evolution of various communication technologies. 

Also, it is not just mobile communication which has made use of standard setting for successful 

technological advancements, but various other industries have also relied on standards 

development.  

 

There are three major models or processes of setting standards which have been briefly 

mentioned in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Types/models of standard setting 

 
 

Proprietary Standards 

Proprietary standards lead to interfaces that are developed by and controlled by a given company 

and have not been made freely available for adoption by the industry. When an interface is non-

public, the owner of the proprietary interface controls it, including when and how the interface 

changes, who can adopt it, and how it is to be adopted.92 

 

In the context of 5G technologies it seems that developers are seeking to establish their 

proprietary technologies as essential constituents of the standardised 5G network, to get ahead 

in the race by laying down unilateral standard specifications, thereby enhancing the risk of 

industry fragmentation, replication of R&D efforts, contradicting specifications, incompatible 

variants and delays in development.93 The numerous possibilities vis-à-vis the use cases of 5G 

                                                           
92  Heintzman Douglas, An introduction to open computing, open standards, and open source, (2003), available at 

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/1303.html, accessed on 23rd December 2017  
93

   5G still has a risk of specification fragmentation, available at http://telecoms.com/478151/5g-still-has-a-risk-of-specification-
fragmentation/ accessed on 23rd December 2017 

Standard Setting Models 

Proprietary 
standards 

and subsequent 
industry-wide 

adoption. 

Government(s) 
imposition of a 

standard 
is another way of 
standard setting.  

Standards developed through collaborative 
and democratic standardisation processes  

via standard development organisations 
(SDOs) which comprise of numerous and a 

variety of stakeholders including consumer / 
user representatives, industry consortia and 

experts in the relevant technical fields. 

S 

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/rational/library/1303.html
http://telecoms.com/478151/5g-still-has-a-risk-of-specification-fragmentation/
http://telecoms.com/478151/5g-still-has-a-risk-of-specification-fragmentation/
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technology is the driving factor behind operators trying to surpass collaborative standardisation 

efforts, and stimulate unilateral 5G activities and testing.94  

 

Minimising fragmentation in standardisation would be even more crucial for developing an 

effective 5G network which is touted to become the backbone of the IoT ecosystem. This is 

because increasing propensity of operators to indulge in proprietary efforts of standardisation 

would presumably hamper connectivity and interoperability, obstruct consumer choice and 

quality, obscure the scope of the Information Society and limit competition and innovation in the 

future.  

 

Proprietary standards come with their own set of benefits, some which have been mentioned 

below: 

Potentially lucrative returns: Network markets offer lucrative rents to firms, if they are successful 

in establishing their proprietary technology as a standard in the market, or in aftermarkets for 

complementary goods95 due to high barriers to imitation96, thus incentivising R&D. 

 

However, there are a few disadvantages of proprietary standards, especially in context of 

network industries. These have been elucidated below: 

Restricts competition: A single platform enjoys sustained market share dominance, especially if 

vertically integrated, and rivals have trouble competing with such a proprietary strategy, due to 

their smaller market share and lack of minimum efficient scale to recover their fixed R&D costs.97 

Moreover, if patented technology is incorporated into a proprietary standard, i.e. without an 

agreement to share its patent rights on FRAND terms, then such proprietor may be the only 

entity able to control the standard, thus stifling horizontal as well as vertical competition through 

tipping or exclusionary effects from market entry.98 

 

Reduced social welfare: firms managing to force the adoption of a proprietary standard instead of 

an open one, thereby reducing intra-standard competition, resulting in reduced social welfare.99 

 

Non- inclusive: any single firm accorded with a proprietary product used as a standard, would not 

be driven by the need to achieve inclusive consensus through cooperation, thereby going against 

                                                           
94   Kelly Hill, 5G standards pose a challenge, RCR Wireless News (1st December 2016), available at 

https://www.rcrwireless.com/20161201/test-and-measurement/5g-standards-pose-challenge-tag6 
95   Lemley Mark, A. & McGowan, David, Could Java Change Everything? The Competitive Propriety of a Proprietary Standard, 

Antitrust Bulletin, Vol. 43, p. 715, (1998), available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=57515 accessed on 
23rd December 2017 

96   West Joel, How open is open enough?: Melding proprietary and open source platform strategies, Research Policy 1259-1285 
(2003): doi:10.1016/S0048-7333(03)00052-0, available at 
http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=org_mgmt_pub accessed on 14th November 2017 

97   Ibid. 
98   Burrone Esteban, Standards, Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) and Standards-setting Process, available at 

http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/ip_standards_fulltext.html, accessed on 13
th

 October 2017 
99   Supra Note, (n.4) 

https://www.rcrwireless.com/20161201/test-and-measurement/5g-standards-pose-challenge-tag6
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=57515
http://scholarworks.sjsu.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1003&context=org_mgmt_pub
http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/ip_standards_fulltext.html
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the paradigm for standardization efforts in the past100, which may in turn led to a winner takes all 

scenario. 

 

High switching costs: late entrants may face obstacles in gaining market share for their 

innovations, due to high switching costs from proprietary platforms which have been 

standardised.101 

 

Standards war: the emergence of a de facto / proprietary standard will often be through a 

‘standards war’ between the competing standards. Though this can provide enhanced consumer 

choice of technology, but may also result in slower adoption. Standards wars can also result in 

the wrong technology becoming standard.102 

 

Stifles innovation: wireless standards create opportunities for handset and other equipment 

makers. Innovation and investment by these complementary suppliers is often the most 

important driver of industry success and the way in which the standard is governed will be crucial 

for this. If a standard is closed so that only the proprietor can supply products, innovation will 

suffer.103 

 

Suppliers of complements are utterly dependent on the standard proprietor: to maintain 

compatibility as it introduces new versions, to inform them about its technology so they can 

make best use of new features and above all not to exclude them from the market.104 

 

Restricts opportunities for suppliers of complimentary products: a proprietary or a closed 

standard leads to a situation in which only the proprietor of the technology can supply products, 

resulting in restricting innovation.   

 

Government set Standards 

An alternative is for governments to set standards, which was prevalent in post-war Europe, 

where standard setting was dominated by state providers. Even in the US, federal agencies have 

often been responsible for setting standards.105 The rationale behind this was more towards 

gaining temporary advantages through trade protectionism, rather than the economic dynamics 

of standardisation. A few disadvantages of government led standard setting have been listed 

below: 

 

Standard not necessarily based on technical merit: government led standard setting choices have 

backfired in certain instances, resulting in losses to the industry. Many such standards are 

                                                           
100  Ibid 
101  Supra Note 96 (n.5)  
102  Padilla et al., Economic Impact of Technology Standards, Compass Lexecon, 41 (2017), available at 

http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards, accessed on 23rd December 2017 
103  Padilla et al., Economic Impact of Technology Standards, Compass Lexecon (n.11) 
104

   Ibid 
105  Ibid 

http://www.compasslexecon.com/highlights/economic-impact-of-technology-standards
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eventually reversed, considering the favourable market response towards other industry 

standards.  

 

Standards may be set for political reasons: government led standards may in certain instances be 

motivated and led by political influences and objectives. A good example of this could be seen in 

the 2G standard. 

 

Open and Collaborative Standards 

The collaborative standard setting model has gained substantial momentum in the past and it has 

been recognised that most of the commonly used ICT technical specifications and standards are 

produced by collaborative forums and consortiums. This has eventually led to the growing 

prominence of several ICT standards development bodies.106 Due to the growing prevalence of 

open and collaborative standard setting, the ICT sector has grown at an exponential rate and has 

undergone major evolutionary changes. This is evident from the drastic shift from the erstwhile 

First Generation (1G) wireless networks to the existent Fourth Generation (4G).107  

 

Nonetheless, with the ever-increasing demands of new-age products in the upcoming era of the 

Internet of Things (IoT), industry players as well as policymakers have recognised the need and 

significance of development of the next generation of wireless network i.e. the Fifth Generation 

(5G).108 Technology R&D for 5G is already underway, with estimates for network availability in 

2020 and beyond. Industry experts have noted that since 5G will be one of the cornerstones of 

industry digitalization, a single global standard is vital.109 It, therefore, becomes imperative, that 

a global consensus is achieved on the technical specifications being developed for 5G technology. 

As per ISO, a Technical Specification addresses work still under technical development, or where it 

is believed that there will be a future, but not immediate, possibility of agreement on an 

International Standard. A Technical Specification is published for immediate use, but it also 

provides a means to obtain feedback. The aim is that it will eventually be transformed and 

republished as an International Standard.110 

 

Open voluntary cooperative standards are developed or ratified through an open, consensus-

driven process, usually through a Standard Development Organization (SDO). 

Admission/membership to most SDOs is generally open to all, and they usually follow an open 

and transparent Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) policy, asking contributors to license essential 

IPRs/Patents (SEPs) to implementers on Fair Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory (FRAND) terms, 

                                                           
106  ICT standardisation, European Union, available at https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/ict-standardisation_en accessed 

on  September 17, 2017  
107  James Donovan, Cellular Wireless 1G, 2G, 3G, 4G, 5G – Watch The Evolution, Comscope, available at 

http://blog.commscopetraining.com/cellular-wireless-watch-the-evolution/ accessed on September 17, 2017  
108  NGMN 5G White Paper, Next Generation Mobile Networks Ltd., 11 (2015), available at 

https://www.ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf accessed on 
December 25, 2017  

109  Huawei Ryan Ding: open collaboration will help bring about a single 5G standard, Huawei, (2016) available at 
http://www.huawei.com/ch-en/news/ch/2016/Open-collaboration-for-a-single-5g-standard, accessed on December 23, 2017 

110  ISO deliverables, available at https://www.iso.org/deliverables-all.html, accessed on 2nd November 2017   

https://ec.europa.eu/growth/industry/policy/ict-standardisation_en
http://blog.commscopetraining.com/cellular-wireless-watch-the-evolution/
https://www.ngmn.org/fileadmin/ngmn/content/downloads/Technical/2015/NGMN_5G_White_Paper_V1_0.pdf
http://www.huawei.com/ch-en/news/ch/2016/Open-collaboration-for-a-single-5g-standard
https://www.iso.org/deliverables-all.html
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with or without any royalties/fees. As per ETSI, An essential IPR is an IPR which has been included 

within a standard and where it would be impossible to implement the standard without making 

use of this IPR. The only way to avoid the violation of this IPR in respect of the implementation of 

the standard is therefore to request a license from the owner.111 Clause 15.6112 of its IPR Policy has 

defined an Essential IPR. Therefore, SEPs may be considered to be patents essential to implement 

a specific industry standard. This implies that to manufacture standard compliant mobile phones, 

tablets and other electronic devices, such manufacturers will have to use technologies that are 

covered by one or more SEPs.113 

 

Few benefits of open and collaborative standards have been given below: 

Facilitates interoperability: open ICT standards facilitate interoperability between various 

products in a multi-vendor, multi-network and multi-service environment resulting in wider 

choice of products for consumers.114 

 

Economies of scale: a wider market brings with it economies of scale which greatly benefits 

manufacturers.115 

 

Reduced competition concerns: the need for consensus among competitors, each of whom 

having their own proprietary technology, lessens the chances of exercise of undue market power 

by them,116 thereby fostering upstream and downstream competitive markets.117 

 

Balance: due to its inherently efficient, open and inclusive process, it creates a working balance 

between the interests of all the stakeholders involved.118 

 

Handpicking the best technologies: markets characterised by network effects, are aided by SDOs 

in transitioning from inferior to new superior technologies.119 

 

Upstream and Downstream participation: more and implementers of mobile technology have 

emerged, even in developing economies like India and China, thus increasing the downstream 

                                                           
111  ETSI, Guide on Intellectual Property Rights, available at http://www.etsi.org/images/files/IPR/etsi-guide-on-ipr.pdf  accessed on 

March 07, 2017. 
112  ESSENTIAL as applied to IPR means that it is not possible on technical (but not commercial) grounds, considering normal technical 

practice and the state of the art generally available at the time of standardization, to make, sell, lease, otherwise dispose of, 
repair, use or operate EQUIPMENT or METHODS which comply with a STANDARD without infringing that IPR. For the avoidance 
of doubt in exceptional cases where a STANDARD can only be implemented by technical solutions, all of which are infringements 
of IPRs, all such IPRs shall be considered ESSENTIAL". 

113  Rao D And Shabana N, Standard Essential Patents, Singhania & Partners, available at Http://Www.Singhania.In/Wp-
Content/Uploads/2016/04/Standard-Essential-Patents.Pdf, accessed on 8th March 2017. 

114  ETSI, Why we need standards, available at http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards, accessed on October 24, 
2017  

115  Ibid. 
116  Burrone Esteban, Standards, Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) and Standards-setting Process, available at 

http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/ip_standards_fulltext.html, accessed on October 13, 2017  
117  Tsilikas, Haris, Collaborative Standardization and Disruptive Innovation: The Case of Wireless Telecom Standards, Max Planck 

Institute for Innovation & Competition Research Paper No. 16-06 (2016), available at 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2783372, accessed on November 25, 2017   

118
   Ibid. 

119   Ibid. 

http://www.etsi.org/images/files/IPR/etsi-guide-on-ipr.pdf
http://www.singhania.in/Wp-Content/Uploads/2016/04/Standard-Essential-Patents.Pdf
http://www.singhania.in/Wp-Content/Uploads/2016/04/Standard-Essential-Patents.Pdf
http://www.etsi.org/standards/why-we-need-standards
http://www.wipo.int/sme/en/documents/ip_standards_fulltext.html
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2783372
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participation in handset manufacture. Upstream, the successful transition from successive 

generations of wireless technology has seen wider ownership of such standardised standards has 

wider technology ownership. 

 

Creates opportunities for suppliers of complimentary products: wireless standards are known to 

create market opportunities for handset and other allied equipment manufacturers. Innovation 

and investment by such complementary product suppliers is an important driver of the industry’s 

success. 

 

Ensuring democracy and balance of power: the governance mechanism of many SDOs is set to 

balance the interests of all participants, i.e. if there are a handful of companies on one side of the 

market with presumable market power, they are effectively outnumbered by other smaller 

participants through their voting power. 

 

However, there are a few limitations associated with the collaborative standard setting process, 

some of which have been mentioned below: 

Slow, resource-draining and intensive: even after a standard is formally adopted by an SSO, it 

may take several years for it to be commercially deployed.120 

 

Collusion to influence: larger stakeholders may collude or individually influence SDOs in adopting 

their technologies in a given standard, or may resort to other anti-competitive practices such as 

patent pooling in an exclusionary manner 121  thereby resulting in royalty stacking for 

implementers; 

 

Lack of clarity on FRAND terms: the blurred definition of FRAND terms and royalty rates are 

subjective, leading to friction between the technology developers and its implementers, 

ultimately resulting in lengthy and expensive litigation.122 

 

Apart from the above limitations, another crucial element which needs to be factored in for a 

successful standard developed through a collaborative process is the coordination and sharing of 

efforts between different regional and international SDOs.  

 

Contrast between a proprietary standard setting model and an open and consensus driven 

standard setting process 

 

                                                           
120  Ibid 
121  Hemphill, C. Scott, Intellectual Property and Competition Law, Oxford Handbook of Intellectual Property Law (Rochelle C. 

Dreyfuss & Justine Pila eds. 2017). Available at https://ssrn.com/abstract=2965617 or http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2965617, 
accessed on November 16, 2017    

122  A Layne-Farrar, AJ Padilla and R Schmalensee, Pricing patents for licensing in standard-setting organizations: Making sense of 
FRAND commitments, Antitrust Law Journal 
Vol. 74, No. 3 (2007), pp. 671-706, available at https://www.jstor.org/stable/27897563?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents, 
accessed on November 16, 2017     

https://ssrn.com/abstract=2965617
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2965617
https://www.jstor.org/stable/27897563?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents
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Based on the analysis of the various standard setting processes, it may be safe to assume, that 

government led standard setting is not a viable/realistic probability in the case of 5G.  

 

Accordingly, the Table 2 lists key differentiators between a proprietary standard setting model 

and an open and consensus driven standardisation process, from the perspective of different 

stakeholders. 

 

Table 2: Comparison between collaborative and proprietary processes of standard setting 

Differentiator Collaborative Processes Proprietary Processes 

Standardisation Perspective 

Development & 
Acceptance123 

They are agreed and accepted by the 
whole industry as they are not vendor 
specific 

Usually developed by a single company and 
are vendor-specific 

Standardisation Process Consensus driven, but slow and 
cumbersome  

Market adoption driven, therefore fast and 
hassle free 

Industry Perspective 

R&D Incentives Royalty rates need to conform to FRAND 
commitments if accepted as a de jure124 
standard by an SDO 

Higher returns if transformed into a de 
facto125 standard since no cap on royalty 
rates 

Economies of Scale Enhances economies of scale for all 
implementers 

Does not permit economies of scale for 
other implementers 

Competition Increases competition amongst 
developers and relies on open and free 
collaborative processes which is good for 
new entrants 

May give rise to market concentration, 
thereby making industry susceptible to anti-
competitive practices. Might also raise entry 
barriers. 

Follow-on innovation Leaves scope for follow-on innovation Follow-on innovation may get restricted due 
to proprietorship over the technology 

Consumer Perspective 

Consumer Choice Wider choice of products for consumers 
at lower prices 

Higher chance of abuse of dominance thus 
adversely impacting consumer welfare 

Interoperability Facilitates interoperability Often restricts interoperability 

 

However, identifying and adopting one single model of standard setting for the 5G technology 

comes with its own complications. 

                                                           
123  Difference between Proprietary and Standard Protocols, available at http://www.omnisecu.com/basic-networking/difference-

between-proprietary-and-standard-protocols.php, accessed on November 17, 2017   
124  De jure standards are developed and adopted by some authorised standasation body, such as by treaty among national 

governments, or voluntary non-treaty organisations. General examples include the International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). De jure standards develop in the absence of 
underlying technology, dominant or proprietary, needed for implementation. See Murch, Richard, Why Open Standards Lead to 
Innovation, available at http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=352983&seqNum=5, accessed on November 15, 2017   

125  De facto standards evolve from a product line or specific vendor, and develop when there is widespread acceptance by a broad 
base of customers or users. The standard, based on a dominant technology produced by a single company, is designated as 
proprietary or exclusive. Murch, Richard, Why Open Standards Lead to Innovation, available at 
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=352983&seqNum=5 

http://www.omnisecu.com/basic-networking/difference-between-proprietary-and-standard-protocols.php
http://www.omnisecu.com/basic-networking/difference-between-proprietary-and-standard-protocols.php
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=352983&seqNum=5
http://www.informit.com/articles/article.aspx?p=352983&seqNum=5
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and support of the infrastructure providers, 
telecommunication suppliers/operators for providing 
telecom services to end users/customers. VNOs/
MVNOs have a lot of potential in terms of providing 
customized products for highly penetrated markets, 
improving penetration in rural areas and Tier2 and 
Tier 3 cities, M2M and Cloud play and a pivotal role 
in Digital India and Smart Cities.

The Department of Telecommunications (DoT) 
has opened up the sector for VNOs and issued 
guidelines for the grant of UL (VNO) vide its letter 
dated 31st May 2016. There are several clauses in 
the Unified License - VNO which are directly taken 
from the Unified license awarded to TSPs. Most 
of such license clauses are either not applicable 
or not relevant to VNOs at that magnitude. Some 
of the license clauses which entail review and 
modification urgently for take-off of VNO model in 
the telecom space are pertaining to:

The time is opportune for VNO model to become 
a business reality in the Indian telecom landscape 
given the market conditions as well as regulatory 
environment. The last two years have seen massive 
consolidation in the telecom market with the 
number of operators coming down to about 5-6 in 
various circles and ushering in of a data revolution 
and huge uptake in data based services. In such 
a scenario, VNOs will be essential for ensuring 
existence of adequate competition in the market 
as well as making telecom service more affordable. 
The VNOs are capable of unleashing a new telecom 
revolution in the Indian telecom industry and 
taking it to the next level of growth, catalyzing 
government’s digital initiatives.

A Virtual Network Operator (VNO) including Mobile 
Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) is a Service 
Delivery Operator who does not necessarily own 
the underlying network(s) but relies on the network 

S.No. Guideline/License Condition Proposed Change

1. VNOs parenting to multiple NSOs: VNOs are allowed 
to have agreements with more than one NSO for all 
services other than Access services and such services 
which need numbering and unique identity of the 
customers. In UL(VNO) the provision for restriction of 
10% or more equity cross holding will be applicable 
between (i) a VNO and another NSO(other than VNO’s 
parent NSO) and (ii) between a VNO and another VNO 
authorized to provide access services using the access 
spectrum of NSO(s) in the same service area.

VNOs should be allowed to have agreements 
with more than one NSO for Access Services.

This restriction of 10% or more equity cross 
holding will not be applicable in case of VNOs 
parented to multiple NSO and same should 
be left to the market dynamics to prevent 
cartelization and distort the competition. 

Executive Summary
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2. Mutual  Agreement between NSO and VNO for offering 
Access Services: 

Clause 1.3 It would not be mandatory for a NSO to 
provide time bound access to its VNO, rather, it would 
be left to the mutual agreement between a NSO and a 
VNO. 

Clause 27.1 The Licensee shall operate and maintain 
the licensed Network conforming to Quality of Service 
standards to be mutually agreed with NSO in respect of 
Network. 

Clause 27.2. The network resources including the cost 
of upgrading/ modifying interconnecting networks to 
meet the service requirements of the LICENSEE will 
be mutually negotiated with NSO keeping in view the 
orders and regulations issued by the TRAI from time to 
time.

Clause 32.1 The terms and conditions of sharing of 
infrastructure between the NSO(s) and VNO shall be 
left to the market i.e. on the basis of mutually accepted 
terms and conditions between the NSO(s) and the VNO.

Clause 32.2 Sharing of Active infrastructure amongst 
Service Providers based on the mutual agreements 
entered amongst them is permitted.

Clause 33.2 The Acceptance Testing for each and every 
interface with any NSO may be carried out by mutual 
arrangements between the LICENSEE and the NSO 
involved.

The commercially driven agreement between 
VNO and NSO should come under the ambit 
of licensing framework to avoid any kind of 
delay in access of network and protect VNOs 
from NSOs misusing their economic powers 
by way of seeking unaffordable wholesale 
rates and / or unwilling to provide necessary 
Infrastructure resources essential of VNOs to 
offer their services to the customers.

For this purpose, Licensor should mandate 
NSOs to provide time bound access of 
network at a regulated wholesale rate.

The wholesale rate should have ceiling akin 
to the IUC charges regulated under the IUC 
regulations by TRAI. The ceiling can be fixed 
by TRAI basis public consultation.  

In view of above, the introduction of suitable 
clause in the agreement between VNO 
and NSO may have to be mandated for 
safeguarding the subscribers in the event of 
failure of the agreement.  

 3. Duration of the License: Clause 3.1 The duration of the 
License of a VNO shall be fixed as 10 years extendable 
further for 10 years at a time by the licensor unless 
revoked earlier for reasons as specified elsewhere in 
the document. The agreement of a VNO with a NSO will 
terminate with the expiry of the license of either party.

The License validity period of UL – VNO 
should be of 20 years as prescribed in UL 
independent to validity period of parented 
NSO(s).

4. Financial Penalty: Clause

10.1 (i) The Licensor may impose a financial penalty not 
exceeding the amount shown in Annexure-V for each 
service as per applicable service area per occasion for 
violation of terms and conditions of license agreement.

The financial penalty for UL – VNO applicable 
for the violation which are their beyond the 
control should be removed. 

5. Exit from Business by VNO: Clause 10.3(ii) For the 
services other than mobile, all customers of VNO will 
be migrated to any of the tariff plan of the parent 
NSO without any extra charges e.g. upfront/activation 
charges. The mobile services customers of the VNO can 
port their mobile numbers, using MNP facility, to the 
service providers of their choice. 

An option should be available for VNO to 
migrate its mobile consumers to parented 
NSO(s) on the same tariff plan and terms & 
conditions under intimation to the consumers.

6. Way Leave: Clause 14.1 The Licensee Company shall 
make, if required, its own arrangements for Right of Way 
(ROW). However, non-availability of the ROW or delay in 
getting permission / clearance from any agency shall not 
be construed or taken as a reason for non-fulfilment of 
the Roll-out obligations, if any and shall not be taken as 
a valid excuse for not carrying any obligations imposed 
by the terms of this License or conditions of spectrum 
allotment.

The below portion should be deleted from 
clause 14.1 – 

“However, non-availability of the ROW or 
delay in getting permission... this License or 
conditions of spectrum allotment”.
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7. Entry Fee: Clause 18.1 - A one-time non-refundable 
Entry Fee for each authorized Service shall be paid as 
per Annexure-II. The total amount of Entry fee shall be 
the cumulative Entry Fee of each authorization subject 
to a maximum of Rs. 7.5 Crore (Rupees Seven crores and 
fifty lakh only)

For the UL (VNO-All Services), entry fee 
should be minimal.

8. SUC & LF: Clause 18.2.1 An annual License fee & 
Spectrum Usage charges (SUC) as a percentage of 
Adjusted Gross Revenue (AGR) shall be paid by the 
Licensee service-area wise, for each authorized service 
separately as per the procedure prescribed in applicable 
chapter of UL (VNO) from the effective date of the 
respective authorization. 

The network sharing charges, LF and SUC paid 
by MVNO to MNO should be allowed under 
pass through charges to avoid double levy. 
Further, SUC incl. USOF should be reduced to 
3% with a glide path to 1%.

9. Deployment of RET: Clause 24.2 - The Licensee shall 
adopt Renewable Energy Technologies (RETs) for 
powering the Telecom Network, deploy energy efficient 
equipment and reduce the carbon footprint as per 
prevailing directions.

Energy efficiency (rather than RET) should 
be the focus to achieve reduction in carbon 
emission. This clause should be removed 
from the UL-VNO license.

10. FDI under the Automatic Route: Only 49% is allowed 
under the automatic FDI approval route

As part of ease of doing business, automatic 
route FDI approval should be up to 100%.

In order to facilitate growth for VNOs in Indian 
telecom market, Government should ensure 
that the suggested amendments in the existing 
licensing and regulatory framework should be 
carried out at the earliest in a transparent, non-

discriminatory and competitively neutral manner. 
The new revolutionary VNO business model will 
induce fresh kind of enthusiasm in the industry as 
it will remove the barriers operators face in many 
of the telecom circles.
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BaCkgrouNd
Virtual Network Operators (VNOs) have evolved globally to create flexible, technology-
neutral innovative services and applications providing value addition and differentiation 
using the basic and bearer services provided by traditional telcos. And now, the time is 
opportune for VNO model to become a business reality in the Indian telecom landscape 
given the market conditions as well as regulatory environment.

India has so far been able to keep pace with the rapid evolution of telecom technologies 
and we believe the market conditions are conducive for the entry of VNOs. Till about 3 
years ago, there was hyper-competition in the telecom market with upto 13 operators in 
some circles leaving no room for entry of VNOs. 

The entry of Reliance Jio Infocomm Ltd triggered the long-awaited consolidation in the 
telecom sector and caused disruption in the world’s second largest telecom market. The 
last two years have seen massive consolidation in the telecom market with the number of 
operators coming down to about 5-6 in various circles and significantly reducing competitive 
pressures. The last two years have also witnessed ushering in of a data revolution in the 
country and huge uptake in data based services. With the reduction in number of core 
telecom operators, VNOs will be essential for ensuring existence of adequate competition 
in the market as well as making telecom service more affordable. This has become more 
important in the context of penetration and adoption of broadband services which is 
imperative to achieve goals of social inclusion. The entry of VNOs in the telecom market 
will also enable faster proliferation of innovative and newer services (IoT/M2M) at more 
competitive tariffs.

The VNOs are capable of unleashing a new telecom revolution in the Indian 
telecommunications industry and taking it to the next level of growth, catalyzing 
government’s digital initiatives. With infrastructure sharing being central feature in VNO 
model, the service is likely to address some of the major concerns faced by the telecom 
industry in India. A quick analysis of this business model reveals that benefits are three 
fold or higher. The Network Service Operator (NSO) can optimize its resources by letting 
a new VNO utilize them to deliver services in new markets. The NSO will earn a recurring 
income from the VNO for utilizing these resources. Second, the reseller model creates 
opportunities for entrants or helps widen the scope of services offered by existing players. 
Third, delivery of new telecom services under the infrastructure sharing model will 
effectively reduce the cost of service delivery. The immediate benefit of this will go to end 
customers who will be able to enjoy services at the most competitive price.
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reach of small, innovative new entrants. A VNO 
typically leases telecom services at commercially 
agreed terms and conditions from various telecom 
operators/infrastructure providers in order to 
provide telecommunication solutions to the end 
customers. 

VNOs can provide any telecom service being 
provided by the network providers’ viz. teleservices 
(voice, data and video), internet/broadband, IPTV, 
Value Added Services, content delivery services, etc.  

Need for VNos
Changing indian telecom landscape 

With over one billion mobile subscribers, the Indian 
telecom market is the second largest in the world 

Who is a VNo?
A Virtual Network Operator (VNO) including 
Mobile Virtual Network Operator (MVNO) is a 
Service Delivery Operator who does not necessarily 
own the underlying network(s) but relies on 
the network and support of the infrastructure 
providers, telecommunication suppliers/operators 
for providing telecom services to end users / 
customers . As these operators do not necessarily 
have their own networks, they are termed ‘Virtual 
Network Operators’. In other words, VNOs are 
simply a reseller of network services from other 
telecommunications suppliers that do not own the 
telecommunication infrastructure. 

The VNO concept has gained a lot of traction in the 
telecommunications industry as the cost of creation 
of core infrastructure is very huge and beyond the 

1.  TRAI Consultation Paper on ‘Delinking of the license for networks from delivery of services by way of Virtual Network Operators’ dt. 05 December 
2014. http://www.trai.gov.in/sites/default/files/CP-VNO-5.12.2014.pdf
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mainly in unconnected / underserved areas. The 
introduction of VNOs will increase broadband 
penetration & adoption of broadband services and 
rural teledensity substantially thereby contributing 
significantly to the Digital India program.

Promoting Healthy Competition and enabling 
newer & innovative services 

VNOs will be essential for ensuring existence of 
adequate competition in the market as well as making 
telecom service more affordable. This has become 
more important in the context of penetration and 
adoption of broadband services which is imperative 
to achieve goals of social inclusion. The entry of 
VNOs in the telecom market will also enable faster 
proliferation of innovative and newer services (IOT/
M2M) at more competitive tariffs.

VNOs are best to serve niche segments, 
underserved and unconnected areas

The matured Indian telecom market is ready for 
the entry of VNOs for providing differentiated, 
value added and customized services for which 
competition was practically non-existent. VNOs are 
best to serve where basic telecom connectivity, 
internet and broadband services are needed to 
be provided. VNOs are capable to serve niche 
segments, underserved and unconnected areas 
with the support of their parent Network Service 
Operators (NSOs) and become one of the key 
revenue streams for the NSO. Internationally also, 
MVNOs are successful only when they served the 
niche segment and added to the revenue of the 
MNOs (Mobile Network Operators)

Introduction of VNOs will keep a check on the level 
of competition for the benefit of end customers. It 
has emerged that VNOs are likely to invest in less 
competitive areas (like ‘C’ class towns / villages) 
where TSPs have not yet ventured due to perceived 
lack of a business case. Once the basic infrastructure 
based on fiber is put in place through BharatNet 
project, introduction of VNO would help in quick 
and efficient utilization of the OFC network. Also, 
VNOs would have the ability to resell the services 
of existing TSPs which was beyond their marketing 
reach or was unviable for them to serve. 

but presently it is reeling under unprecedented 
financial stress. Intense competition and below cost 
offerings have put severe pressure on the revenue 
of telecom service providers (TSPs) leading to 
consolidation of the market from upto 13 players 
to 5-6 players in each telecom service area. The 
consumer usage is moving towards higher data 
consumption, from streaming videos to using social 
media or chat-driven apps, data is expected to be 
the key driver for the telecommunications industry 
growth in the years to come. Factors driving growing 
data consumption include: fast-paced smart phone 
adoption, high speed data networks, changing user 
behavior - text to videos and disruptive pricing 
strategies. Also, in addition to the data services, 
application services, devices and access combined 
are growing into a utility i.e. inelastic need for 
all government services, commerce, health and 
education apart from simple person to person 
communications. This fast changing market trends 
in India have paved the way for VNOs to cater to the 
varied need of consumers especially in semi urban 
and rural areas. 

VNOs are likely to be a significant contributor 
in Digital India by supporting Government in 
bridging Urban – Rural divide 

In India, TSPs are providing integrated telecom 
services including access, long distance and 
internet/broadband services either by using their 
own infrastructure or by sharing infrastructure of 
other Telecom Service Providers/ Infrastructure 
Service Providers. Despite availability of telecom 
infrastructure at such a large magnitude in terms 
of mobile towers, OFCs etc., there is still a wide 
digital divide between urban and rural India. As per 
TRAI’s subscriber data as on 31st October 2017, only 
about 340 Mn broadband connections have been 
achieved and that too with the current broadband 
speed (download) definition of 512 kbps. The 
monthly broadband subscription addition rate is 
merely ~5 percent which depicts a sluggish growth 
of broadband services in India despite of faster 
evolution of high speed data networks. 

Therefore, VNOs will also be instrumental in serving 
niche segments and narrowing the digital divide gap 
between urban and rural areas by offering services 
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aspects of their service experience. Such 
clusters can be targeted by an MVNO.

2.  Rural penetration: Rural India offers promising 
growth for data usage as there is low focus 
of existing players. This could offer potential 
opportunities for subscriber acquisition.

3.  Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities: Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities 
are upcoming hubs of business and academic 
activities. A focused approach can create a 
formidable market for an entrant.

4.  M2M and Cloud play: Specialized needs for 
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) and Internet of 
Things (IoT) may be targeted over the next 
one to two years to offer potential for rapid 
device additions and growth of connected 
devices.

5.  Digital India and Smart Cities: With the 
government’s emphasis on creating smart 
cities, providing better rural access and 
connectivity, mobile data is slowly enabling 

VNOs are additional revenue stream for the 
Government

The VNOs with their ability of faster rollout of 
services in a differentiated manner will have great 
opportunity to open additional revenue streams 
for the exchequer. Therefore, it is imperative for 
the Government to have a true light touch licensing 
and regulatory framework for the faster growth of 
the VNOs.

Business Potential for VNOs 
in Indian Telecom Market
The Indian telecom market offers a lot of 
opportunities to VNOs/MVNOs:

1.  Customized products for highly penetrated 
markets: Highly penetrated markets, such 
as Metros and A circles, may have customer 
segments that are “underserved” in specific 
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the operating model of the NSO and is expected to 
follow certain guidelines that will help the industry 
sustain a competitive environment. Internationally it 
is seen that MVNOs are successful only when they 
served the niche segment and added to the revenue 
of the MNOs. Some of the examples of these kind of 
partnerships which are Win-Win are the “Managed 
Hotspot Service Providers” of BSNL, who are providing 
Wi-Fi based broadband access in rural areas, by using 
the existing backhaul infra of the main TSP.

The debate on whether a VNO should be allowed 
to work under more than one NSO is, however, 
genuine. The multiple NSO model will be more 
beneficial as it will provide customers with more 
choice of services and this in turn will help improve 
competition and reduce price. For VNO, this would 
mean better business opportunities and negotiation 
power for commercial decisions. An ideal model will 
be to allow multiple NSOs for a single VNO under 
strict guidelines on quality of service and revenue 
sharing among other factors. A VNO should be able 
to apply for license at the national level or local 
level so that he can join hands with respective NSOs 
depending on the feasibility of the business.

The present licensing regime in India permits 
operators to both lay the network and provide 
services. Because of technological developments, 
namely Convergence, IP networks, and Voice-over-
IP etc., there could be a case for delinking the 
underlying networks from the provision of services. 
A VNO is fit to serve a niche and untapped market 
thus enabling proliferation of services beyond what 
is currently provided by existing service providers, 
acting as a complement to parented NSOs and not 
as their competitor.

Regulatory and Licensing 
Framework of VNOs in India
Three national telecom policies have been 
enunciated by the Government so far, starting with 

the enterprise segment. Key aspects such 
as mobile payments and IoT will take 
precedence in the near future, thereby 
creating opportunities for players to offer 
services for the niche.

Is VNO a Competitor to 
Network Operator or Not?
Since the business case of VNOs revolves around 
a reseller concept, Network Service operators 
(NSOs) are likely to continue their dominance in 
their respective telecom markets and the question 
that VNOs will be a competitor perhaps does not 
arise. NSOs have built their own infrastructure 
and are providing services using either their own 
infrastructure or shared infrastructure. In contrast, 
VNOs will synergize their operations and add to their 
parented NSOs revenue stream and reach. Actually 
the VNOs complement the NSOs in the areas where 
they are either not interested or don’t see a business 
case, and hence VNOs are their Value Added 
resellers. The VNO model will work in tandem with 
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NTP-2012 also aimed to achieve rural tele-density 
of 100% by the year 2020.

Over the last two decades, the licensing regime 
for access services also underwent periodic 
transformations to accommodate technological 
evolution and changing market requirements. 
The evolution of the licensing framework starting 
from the separate licensing framework for various 
services to the UL regime in 2013 was brought in 
with the objective of providing a single license for all 
types of telecom services. In this regime spectrum 
allocation was delinked from the License. Further it 
was mandated to obtain a UL for any one or more 
services and for one or more licensed service areas 
(LSAs).

While introducing the UL regime (in its first phase), 
the Department of Telecommunications (DoT) 
decided that this regime may be introduced over two 
phases with the delinking of licensing for networks 
from the delivery of services be taken up in a second 
phase. With this as the backdrop, the DoT sought 
TRAI’s recommendations for delinking of licenses 
for networks from the delivery of services by way 

the National Telecom Policy (NTP) 1994 followed 
by NTP 1999 and NTP 2012. NTP 2012 was issued 
with a vision to transform the country into an 
empowered and inclusive knowledge-based 
society, using telecom as a platform. One of the 
objectives of NTP-2012 was to deliver high-quality 
seamless voice, data, multimedia and broadcasting 
services on converged networks for enhanced 
service delivery to provide a superior experience 
to users.

One of the strategies envisaged in the NTP-2012 
is to move towards a Unified License (UL) regime 
to reap the benefits of convergence, spectrum 
liberalization and facilitate delinking of the licensing 
of networks from the delivery of services so as to 
enable the Telecom Service Providers (TSPs) to 
optimally and efficiently utilize their networks and 
spectrum resources by sharing active and passive 
infrastructure. Another strategy is to facilitate 
resale at the service level, both wholesale and 
retail, for example, by introduction of virtual 
operators – in tune with the need for promoting 
robust competition while ensuring due compliance 
with security and other license-related obligations. 
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its commercial entry into the US$ 37 Billion Indian 
Telecom market. To commence operations, Plintron 
is investing in building capacity, radio coverage and 
infrastructure in India, and is in talks with Network 
Service Operators (NSOs) to access their network on a 
VNO model, especially for rural Indian markets. Once 
wholesale network access is provided to the MVNO 
- the entire cost of sales, marketing and customer 
acquisition is borne completely by the MVNO making 
such a partnership attractive to NSOs.

The Virtual Network Operators Association of India 
(VNOAI), as an industry body, offers the convergence 
of Virtual Network Operators (VNOs) and VNO 
industry participants to build a healthy ecosystem 
that facilitates the growth of a thriving VNO industry 
in India. With many legal, technology, regulatory 
and network operator challenges prevalent among 
the growing VNO sector in India, VNOAI has been 
created to give VNOs in India a united and stronger 
voice in the evolving mobile fixed line franchise, 
NLD, ILD, VSAT, and ISP landscape. 

Need for review of existing 
VNO Licensing Framework
As mentioned above, the Department of 
Telecommunications (DoT) has opened up the sector 
for VNOs and issued guidelines for the grant of UL 
(VNO) vide its letter dated 31st May 2016. There 
are several clauses in the Unified License - VNO 
which are directly taken from the Unified license 
awarded to TSPs. Most of such license clauses are 
either not applicable or not relevant to VNOs at 
that magnitude hence require immediate review to 
help proliferation of VNOs in the country allowing 
consumers to have more options and considerable 
contribution in the exchequer’s revenue. 

The Government also needs to review these 
proposed changes from the perspective that the 
VNOs are going to work on a very light asset and 
lean cost business model and thus any clause which 
attract high compliance cost will be a deterrent for 
this nascent industry.

of Virtual Network Operators (VNOs) including 
associated issues of definition of Adjusted Gross 
Revenue (AGR) under the UL regime. This reference 
from DoT had the potential to change the entire 
licensing framework in India.

However, TRAI being acutely conscious that the 
telecom sector being highly capital intensive and 
pay-offs are realized over a long period of time; 
chose to exercise caution with a view that the 
continuity of predictable and stable regulatory 
policies would be good for the sector. Therefore, 
while formulating their recommendations, TRAI 
took a pragmatic view and adopted a futuristic 
approach, keeping in mind various Government 
policies and programs, and without introducing 
any major or disruptive changes to the existing 
licensing regime for the TSPs. Pursuant to these 
recommendations DoT issued guidelines and license 
agreement for the grant of Unified License on 31st 
May, 2016. Further, vide its notification No. 20-
507/2016-AS-I dated 05th July 2016, DoT separately 
issued guidelines and application form for grant of 
UL (VNO) for authorization for category ‘B’ license 
with districts of a State as a service area for existing 
telecom entrepreneurs like Direct Inward Dialing 
(DID) franchisees. This circular was amended 
through another circular of even no. on 30th July, 
2016. As per the letter, the DoT gave option to DID 
Franchisees to migrate to UL (VNO) Cat -B license till 
31st October, 2016.

Accordingly, DoT issued Letter of Intent (LoI) to the 
DID franchises who opted to migrate to UL (VNO) 
Cat ‘B’. The validity of license issued in pursuance 
to the interim guidelines dated 5th July, 2016 and 
amendment dated 30th July, 2016 was kept as one 
year from the effective date of license. The guidelines 
issued by DoT on 5th July, 2016 were for authorization 
of Access service in Secondary Switching Areas 
(SSAs) as service area. These guidelines were meant 
to introduce UL (VNO) Cat-B with Access Service 
authorization in a District of a State/UT. 

Department of Telecommunications (DoT) awarded 
the first VNO Unified License in May 2017. Plintron, 
the world’s Largest Multi-country Virtual Network 
Enabler/ Aggregator (MVNE/MVNA) announced 
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Some of the license clauses are mentioned below which entail review and modification urgently for take-off 
of VNO model in the telecom space:

S.No. Guideline/License Condition Proposed Change Justification

1. VNOs parenting to multiple NSOs: 

Clause 1.3 (ii) There would not 
be any restriction on the number 
of VNO licensees per service 
area. VNOs are allowed to have 
agreements with more than one 
NSO for all services other than 
Access services and such services 
which need numbering and 
unique identity of the customers. 
In UL(VNO) the provision for 
restriction of 10% or more equity 
cross holding will be applicable 
between (i) a VNO and another 
NSO (other than VNO’s parent 
NSO) and (ii) between a VNO 
and another VNO authorized to 
provide access services using the 
access spectrum of NSO(s) in the 
same service area.

VNOs should be allowed to 
have agreements with more 
than one NSO for Access 
Services.

This restriction of 10% or 
more equity cross holding 
will not be applicable in 
case of VNOs parented to 
multiple NSO and same 
should be left to the market 
dynamics to prevent 
cartelization and distort the 
competition. 

VNOs should be permitted to parent with 
more than one NSO per LSA for ensuring 
optimum utilization of resources by way 
of commercially negotiated agreements 
on mutual basis for Mobile services. 
VNOs will complement the operations of 
NSOs by increasing their revenue and will 
also offer more choices to the customers. 
This move will expand the market and 
ultimately benefit the end consumer 
in terms of more affordable tariff and 
innovative services.

TRAI in its recommendation dated 
01/05/2015 had raised the issue of 
operational complexities like calculation 
of Spectrum Usage Charges and License 
Fee. We are of the view that with the 
consolidation of the market with 3-4 
TSPs having majority of their spectrum as 
technology neutral spectrum, will going 
to pay flat SUC in near future. Moreover, 
VNOs are likely to offer high speed data 
services coupled with voice services 
riding on high speed data networks. 
GSMA intelligence has estimated that 
by 2020 over 50% of total mobile 
connections in India will be running on 
mobile broadband (3G and 4G) networks. 

VNOs are to provide localized services 
in small towns and rural areas using the 
networks of existing NSOs or by laying 
last mile connectivity mainly to cater 
structurally defined geographic areas 
like airports or smart cities. Thus, to 
serve the varied needs of consumers, 
it is pertinent for VNOs to have option 
for parenting with more than one 
NSO for wireless services due to the 
fact that the one NSO may not have 
adequate network coverage / availability 
of adequate bandwidth especially for 
newer technologies – IOT/M2M. 

Indian Telecom market being capital 
intensive and highly competitive 
market, even building a part of network 
infrastructure may not be commercially 
viable for VNO for connecting to the 
external world and they still need the 
infrastructure of the existing TSPs. Thus, 
by sharing infrastructure of multiple 
NSOs, they stand to benefit as they get 
an additional revenue stream and a 
higher Return on Investment (RoI). This 
will also further increase the exchequer’s 
revenue.
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2. Mutual Agreement between 
NSO and VNO for offering Access 
services 

Clause 1.3 There would not be……..
It would not be mandatory for a 
NSO to provide time bound access 
to its VNO, rather, it would be left 
to the mutual agreement between 
a NSO and a VNO. However, TRAI/
DoT shall have right to intervene 
in the matter as and when 
required to protect the interest of 
consumers and telecom sector.

Clause 27.1 The Licensee shall 
operate and maintain the licensed 
Network conforming to Quality of 
Service standards to be mutually 
agreed with NSO in respect of 
Network- Network Interface 
subject to such other directions 
as Licensor or TRAI may give from 
time to time.

Clause 27.2. The network resources 
including the cost of upgrading/ 
modifying interconnecting 
networks to meet the service 
requirements of the LICENSEE 
will be mutually negotiated with 
NSO keeping in view the orders 
and regulations issued by the TRAI 
from time to time.

Clause 32.1 The terms and 
conditions of sharing of 
infrastructure between the NSO(s) 
and VNO shall be left to the market 
i.e. on the basis of mutually 
accepted terms and conditions 
between the NSO(s) and the VNO.

Clause 32.2 Sharing of Active 
infrastructure amongst Service 
Providers based on the mutual 
agreements entered amongst 
them is permitted.

Clause 33.2 The Acceptance Testing 
for each and every interface with 
any NSO may be carried out by 
mutual arrangements between 
the LICENSEE and the NSO 
involved.

The commercially driven 
agreement between VNO 
and NSO should come 
under the ambit of licensing 
framework to avoid any 
kind of delay in access of 
network and protect VNOs 
from NSOs misusing their 
economic powers by way 
of seeking unaffordable 
wholesale rates and / 
or unwilling to provide 
necessary Infrastructure 
resources essential of VNOs 
to offer their services to the 
customers.

For this purpose, Licensor 
should mandate NSOs to 
provide time bound access 
of network at a regulated 
wholesale rate.

The wholesale rate should 
have ceiling akin to the IUC 
charges regulated under the 
IUC regulations by TRAI. The 
ceiling can be fixed by TRAI 
basis public consultation. 

In view of above, the 
introduction of suitable 
clause in the agreement 
between VNO and NSO 
may have to be mandated 
for safeguarding the 
subscribers in the event of 
failure of the agreement. 

Globally, several regulators have chosen 
to keep the commercial arrangement 
between VNO and NSO under the 
regulatory framework. 

Examples – 

a) Hong kong: The MNO is obliged to 
open 30% of its network capacity to 
MVNOs who are not affiliated to any 
MNOs under the Public Non Exclusive 
Telecommunications Service (PNETS) 
license

b) France: The full MVNO model have 
control over their interconnection 
with other operators, and enjoy 
greater commercial and technical 
autonomy. Under the terms of 
3G1516 (SFR and Orange) and 4G 
(all four) licences, mobile network 
operators are required to host 
MVNOs on their network. The 
applicants were asked to indicate 
the level of commitment for 
MVNO hosting at different levels as 
suggested in the agreement.

c) Pakistan: The MNO that make 
commercial agreement for MVNO 
operation in Pakistan have to submit 
the same to the Authority for 
approval prior to giving effect to this 
agreement.

d) Chile: The telecom regulator awarded 
10 MVNO licenses last year, many 
have encountered difficulties in 
negotiations with network operators 
(MNOs) and to date no MVNO has 
yet started.

e) South Africa: There has been slow 
response to the MVNOs in South 
African telecom market. Apart from 
low ARPU, the regulatory issues and 
high interconnection charges is also 
considered a roadblock to the entry 
of the MVNO

f) Botswana: The Licensee shall have 
right to interconnect its Licensed 
System with the Licensed System of 
any other Operator, at any technically 
feasible point and on fair and 
reasonable terms. The License shall 
enter into an agreement with other 
party and copy of the Interconnection 
agreement shall be submitted to 
the Botswana Telecommunications 
Authority.
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 3. Duration of the License: Clause 

3.1 This License shall be valid for 
a period of 10 years from the 
effective date of this License. 
The duration of the License of 
a VNO shall be fixed as 10 years 
extendable further for 10 years 
at a time by the licensor unless 
revoked earlier for reasons 
as specified elsewhere in the 
document. However, depending 
on techno-logical developments 
and experience gathered, this 
duration of license can be reviewed 
after 3-4 years. The agreement of 
a VNO with a NSO will terminate 
with the expiry of the license of 
either party.

The License validity period 
of UL – VNO should be of 
20 years as prescribed in 
UL independent to validity 
period of parented NSO(s).

The VNOs are to be seen as an 
independent licensed entity and should 
not be linked with the NSO. TRAI in its 
recommendation dated 01/05/2015 
had admitted that since the licenses for 
telecom services in India are issued for 
a period of 20 years through different 
licensing regimes. With the introduction 
of UL, spectrum has been delinked from 
license and all services have been brought 
under the umbrella of one license. 
Therefore, parity must be maintained 
with the prevailing license regime and 
accordingly duration of the VNO’s license 
should be 20 years as prescribed in UL.

Further, the duration of VNO license and 
NSO license should not be linked as both 
would be independently holding a valid 
telecom service license as VNOs can 
always have option to move from one 
NSO to another NSO (s) within the same 
service area based on their commercial 
negotiations and mutual understanding 
for the want of better technology / 
more capacity. 

4. Financial Penalty: Clause

10.1 (i) The Licensor may impose 
a financial penalty not exceeding 
the amount shown in Annexure-V 
for each service as per applicable 
service area per occasion for 
violation of terms and conditions 
of license agreement.

The financial penalty for 
UL – VNO applicable for the 
violation which are their 
beyond the control should 
be removed. Refer clause 
38.17(iv), which clearly 
stipulates that violations / 
penalties which are beyond 
the control of VNO, shall be 
borne by NSO as per the 
existing norms defined for 
them.

The amount specified for financial 
penalty for UL VNO Licensee is equal to 
UL Licensee. Since VNO is parented to 
NSO for its network infrastructure related 
requirements, hence any violation 
towards network related conditions 
should be removed from UL VNO license 
such as QoS (clause 10.7, 28.1), EMF 
(clause 24.1), LBS (Clause 7.5 (i) of Access 
Services Authorisation)

Further, the quantum of penalty should 
be based on the business operations and 
financial performance of the VNO. 

5. Exit from Business by VNO: 

Clause 10.3(ii) For the services 
other than mobile, all customers 
of VNO will be migrated to any 
of the tariff plan of the parent 
NSO without any extra charges 
e.g. upfront/activation charges. 
The mobile services customers 
of the VNO can port their mobile 
numbers, using MNP facility, to the 
service providers of their choice. 
These provisions shall be built-in 
as mandatory provisions in the 
commercial agreement between 
the NSO and the VNO.

An option should be 
available for VNO to migrate 
its mobile consumers to 
parented NSO(s) on the 
same tariff plan and terms & 
conditions under intimation 
to the consumers.

However, VNO & NSO to 
ensure that such migration 
of consumers should not be 
done in the manner which 
will be impacting them 
adversely. 

A VNO offering mobile services should 
have option to migrate its consumer base 
to parented NSO after serving 30 days 
notice period to consumers informing 
them about migration and option of 
MNP facility. 

This will enable smooth exit of VNO from 
the market without any inconvenience 
/ service disruption to its mobile 
consumers.
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6. Way Leave: 

Clause 14.1 The Licensee 
Company shall make, if required, 
its own arrangements for Right 
of Way (ROW). In exercise of the 
provisions of the Section 19 B of 
the Indian Telegraph Act, 1885, 
the Central Government, vide 
Notification dated 24.5.1999, 
has conferred the powers upon 
the duly authorized Licensee(s), 
licensed under Section 4 of the said 
Act, to seek way-leave from any 
person including public authority, 
in connection with providing the 
services, as per details mentioned 
in the said Notification. However, 
non-availability of the ROW or 
delay in getting permission / 
clearance from any agency shall 
not be construed or taken as a 
reason for non-fulfilment of the 
Roll-out obligations, if any and 
shall not be taken as a valid excuse 
for not carrying any obligations 
imposed by the terms of this 
License or conditions of spectrum 
allotment.

The below portion should 
be deleted from clause 14.1 
– 

“However, non-availability 
of the ROW or delay in 
getting permission... this 
License or conditions of 
spectrum allotment”.

As per clause 21.1 of UL – VNO license, 
no rollout obligation has been casted 
upon the VNO which confirms that the 
suggested portion is not relevant to VNO 
Licensee hence should be deleted. 

7. Entry Fee: 

Clause 18.1 - A one-time non-
refundable Entry Fee for each 
authorized Service shall be paid as 
per Annexure-II. The total amount 
of Entry fee shall be the cumulative 
Entry Fee of each authorization 
subject to a maximum of Rs. 7.5 
Crore (Rupees Seven crores and 
fifty lakh only)

For the UL (VNO-All 
Services), entry fee should 
be minimal.

The current entry fee is very high for 
the VNO Licensee. It should be kept at 
optimal level (max. INR 1.0 Crs) so that 
the new entrant is able to invest more in 
CAPEX/OPEX for setting up the network 
and managing operations smoothly. 
The suggested amount is sufficient 
entry barrier to filter non-serious fly-by-
night companies. Otherwise also, as the 
tenure of VNO licence is only 10 years, 
the current fee becomes equal to the full 
TSP licence for that category of service.

 The international scenario also indicates 
that in many countries, the barriers 
to entry including entry fees, financial 
conditions etc for MVNOs are kept fairly 
low, which may otherwise be a deterrent 
for a potential MVNO.
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8. SUC & LF: 

Clause 18.2.1 In addition to the 
Entry Fee, an annual License fee 
& Spectrum Usage charges (SUC) 
as a percentage of Adjusted Gross 
Revenue (AGR) shall be paid by 
the Licensee service-area wise, for 
each authorized service separately 
as per the procedure prescribed 
in applicable chapter of UL (VNO) 
from the effective date of the 
respective authorization. The 
License Fee is at present 8% of 
AGR, inclusive of USO levy, which is 
presently 5% of AGR. SUC shall be 
applicable as per rates applicable 
for NSO and can be amended from 
time to time.

The network sharing 
charges, LF and SUC paid by 
MVNO to MNO should be 
allowed under pass through 
charges.

This is to avoid double levy.

Further, SUC incl. USOF 
should be reduced in line 
with TRAI recommendations 
at uniform rate of 3% with a 
glide path to 1%.

While a VNO is not allowed to hold 
access spectrum, it would use the 
spectral resources of MNOs and would 
earn revenue from the services using 
their spectrum. Thus, VNO should pay 
licence fee and SUC to the government. 
However, based on the principle of 
deduction of pass through revenues 
followed for IUC charges for arriving at 
the AGR, the charges payable to MNO 
by VNO/MVNO should be allowed as 
deduction from the total revenues of the 
VNO/MVNO for arriving at the AGR, so as 
to avoid double taxation.

9. Deployment of RET:

Clause 24.2 - The Licensee 
shall adopt Renewable Energy 
Technologies (RETs) for powering 
the Telecom Network, deploy 
energy efficient equipment and 
reduce the carbon footprint as per 
prevailing directions/ instructions 
and shall abide by further 
directions / instructions as may be 
issued in this regard by Licensor/ 
TRAI from time to time.

Energy efficiency (rather 
than RET) should be the 
focus to achieve reduction 
in carbon emission. 

This clause should be 
removed from the UL-VNO 
license.

In case of VNO, the network infrastructure 
is being taken from the parented NSO. 
Thus, it is the responsibility of NSO to 
ensure compliance to this clause. 

Moreover, the contribution of telecom 
sector in overall carbon emissions is 
negligible. Presently, significant progress 
has been made towards increasing 
the share of renewable sources in 
power generation capacity and better 
availability of grid power. VNOs / NSOs 
should have only one target for overall 
reduction in carbon emission and the 
choice for selection of technology / 
methodology should be left to the NSOs 
to achieve the same.

10. FDI under the Automatic Route: 

only 49% is allowed under the 
automatic FDI approval route

As part of ease of doing 
business, automatic route 
FDI approval should be up 
to 100%.

There are hundreds of successful VNOs 
across the globe who would have been 
looking expectantly at entering the 
Indian market. They will bring Capital 
and expertise in the field.
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(HTS) service and has full control of its own network 
and end users. This is an attractive model for VNOs 
for getting quick access to the HTS market at low 
investment and expansion of their network based 
on demand.

According to GSMA Intelligence report  published 
in August 2015, the number of MVNOs worldwide 
increased by 70% between June 2010 and June 
2015, crossing the 1,000 mark. As of June 2015, 
1,017 MVNOs were in operation across 75 countries, 
while 210 players have either merged or ceased 
business over the past 15 years. Research shows 
that MVNOs are a developed world phenomenon; 
almost four out of five MVNOs globally are located 
in the developed world. MVNOs’ presence has more 
than doubled in the developing world over the past 
five years, but presence remains limited. As of June 
2015, MVNOs are in over 30 countries across the 
developing region, up from 13 countries in June 
2010. The ten countries with the largest number of 
MVNOs in the developed region are Germany (129), 
the US (108), the UK (76), the Netherlands (56), 
France (49), Australia (43), Denmark (43), Spain (35), 
Belgium (26) and Japan (23). Within the developing 
region, the five countries with the greatest number 
of MVNOs are Poland (27), Russia (16), Malaysia 
(13), China (11) and Chile (8). In contrast, the MVNO 
sector is in its infancy in African markets with just 
eight MVNOs across the continent.

In the USA, there are about 300 MVNOs operating and 
they are estimated to make up about 1 in 10 wireless 

VNos Experience in other 
Global Markets
Many countries across the world permit Virtual 
Network Operators within the existing licensing 
framework itself.  They are present in many sub-
sectors like basic connectivity, voice services, data 
services, content services etc. The VNO model has 
been found highly successful in many developed 
regions like Europe. The most popular model here 
is Mobile VNOs (MVNOs). Europe, which is home 
to more than two thirds of global MVNOs, has 
surpassed more than 100 percent penetration 
(based on number of connections). The MVNO 
concept is gaining popularity in Americas as well. 
VNOs are called differently in different regions/
countries across the world; in Saudi Arabia they 
are called Service Based Provider (SBP) while 
in Singapore they are known as Services-Based 
Operator (SBO).

Internationally, VNOs have focused mainly for 
provisioning of mobile access services; and are 
known as Mobile Virtual Network Operators 
(MVNOs); however, there are other services 
also where VNOs can be useful to increase their 
penetration. For example, VSAT operators like 
Telstra Global (Australia), Orbit Research (UK) and 
VSAT Systems (USA) are providing satellite based 
VSAT services by leasing hub space to VNOs in some 
of the countries. The VNO needs to purchase only 
a line card to establish a High Throughput Satellite 

1.  https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/research/?file=69440fbc827652b34132e46b5c116a27&download
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In Thailand, five MVNOs were given a Type II license 
to operate as MVNOs on the 2100 MHz 3G network 
of state telecom operator TOT Public Company 
Limited (TOT) in 2009. As of December 2014 three 
of the original five MVNOs are still in service.

The Oman telecom market consists of five Mobile 
Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) and two 
Mobile Network Operators (MNOs). MVNOs have 
also sealed their deals with MNOs, technology 
providers, advertising and marketing agencies, 
SIM and re-charge coupon distribution channels. 
All the five MVNOs in Oman have already launched 
their operations and are providing services. 

Way Forward
In order to facilitate growth for VNOs in Indian 
telecom market, Government should ensure 
that the suggested amendments in the existing 
licensing and regulatory framework should 
be carried out at the earliest in a transparent,  
non-discriminatory and competitively neutral 
manner. Government needs to keep updating 
the licensing and regulatory framework with the 
structural changes taking place in the market. 
Such action(s) of the Government will assure new 
entrants in the market that the investment which 
is being made will be duly protected and VNOs 
can compete on a fair and equitable basis with 
competition.

The new revolutionary VNO business model will 
induce fresh kind of enthusiasm in the industry as 
it will remove the barriers operators face in many 
of the telecom circles. While the proliferation of 
virtual networks will help the Government of India 
address the connectivity concerns in rural areas 
and add much muscle to its march towards its 
goal of Digital India. Hence, the time is opportune 
to welcome the VNOs to the India market and 
unleash a new revolution that will change the face 
of Indian telecom landscape.

subscriptions, or about 36 million. That number has 
roughly doubled since 2009, thanks to a trend of 
the big networks allowing customers to more easily 
switch networks and a significant decrease in the cost 
of wholesale network capacity rates. MVNOs have 
tended to receive better customer service marks in 
the U.S. than the big carriers, with Consumer Cellular, 
Ting, and Republic Wireless topping Consumer 
Reports’ industry customer service satisfaction 
rankings. To better compete with MVNOs, which 
often tend to offer service at lower rates than those 
offered by major US wireless networks directly, some 
major US carriers also market wireless service using 
their own captive MVNOs or alternative brands 
such as Boost Mobile (Sprint), Cricket Wireless 
(AT&T) and MetroPCS (T-Mobile US). Other notable 
MVNOs offering lower rates are ChatSIM, US Mobile, 
RedPocket and TracFone.

The UK has over 20 MVNOs but all use one of the four 
coverage providers: EE, O2, Three and Vodafone.

regulation
In 2003, the European Commission issued a 
recommendation to national telecom regulators 
(NRAs) to examine the competitiveness of the 
market for wholesale access and call origination 
on public mobile telephone networks. The study 
resulted in new regulations from NRAs in several 
countries, including Ireland and France forcing 
operators to open up their network to MVNOs. 

Jordan’s TRC issued its first MVNO regulations in 
2008 facilitating the entrance of the first MVNO in 
the Arab world in 2010.

The Saudi government is making preparations to 
permit MVNO services in the country, and local 
mobile network operator, Mobily has awarded an 
MVNE management contract to India’s XIUS.

In Brazil, the MVNO was regulated by Anatel, the 
Brazilian Agency of Telecommunications, in November 
2010. As of September 2014 the combined market 
share of all Brazilian MVNOs was just 0.04%.
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executive summary

this paper was originally presented at the Broadband india forum Workshop on “acceleration 
of Broadband in india: complementing ofc with Wireless fiber” on 9th november, 2016. this 
revision reflects global developments in the V-band eco-system and technology since 2016. While 

the basic recommendations stand – full de-licensing without channelization – we provide refinements 
and additional supporting evidence based on recent progress at iEEE, Wi-fi alliance, EtSi and cEpt 
and learnings from field trials, academia and industry alliances.

High-speed broadband is the key to transforming india into a knowledge-based economy and for the 
success of the digital india1 initiative. only approximately 30 percent of individuals in india are using 
the internet2 and a major effort is needed to boost broadband for all its citizens, both rural, suburban 
and urban. 

future urban broadband access will be driven by the deployment of Wi-fi, WiGig, 4G and and soon 5G 
networks that require “fiber speed” backbone networks. These high-speed backbone networks will need 
to support a dense deployment of Wi-fi access points and cellular base stations among other wireless 
networks . The cost structure of a fiber backbone for such deployments everywhere can be prohibitive. 
the next generation backbone networks will be wireless operating in the millimeter wave frequencies, in 
particular, the E (71-76, 81-86 GHz) and v (57-71 GHz) bands, which can provide multigigabit throughput 
for short to medium distances. these bands can not only be utilized for mobile backhaul but also act as a 
“fiber extension” to extend broadband connectivity from existing points of presence (“POPs”) to nearby 
locations for a number of applications in urban, semi-urban, and rural areas. 

in a dense environment many links are expected to operate in close proximity. Because of the spatial 
isolation between links and very low likelihood of interference, regulators worldwide are adopting ‘light 
licensing’ rules for the E-band based on the registration of links. in contrast, because of the high rate 
of oxygen absorption and corresponding signal attenuation, which naturally mitigates interference, 
regulators are moving forward with a license-exempt framework for the v-band. 

in the v-band, to operate reliably at even short ranges, a highly focused, narrow-beam antenna must be 
employed to increase the level of signal availability to the target receiver. in addition, oxygen absorption 
makes frequency reuse possible within a very localized region of air space. High directionality and oxygen 

1. Digital India, Power to Empower, Vision of Digital India, at http://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/vision-and-vision-areas

2.  Percentage of Individuals using the Internet, Country ICT Data (Until 2016), ICT Statistics, International Telecommunication Union, available at 
https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-D/Statistics/Pages/stat/default.aspx.
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absorbtion enables very dense interference-free deployment of radio terminals using the same frequency 
channel within the V band spectrum. A license-exempt allocation thus enables the most efficient use of 
this band.

furthermore, emerging technologies in the 60 GHz band (57-71 GHz) can reach cost points that are an 
order of magnitude less than deployed fiber with fiber-like reliability and multi-gigabit speeds.3 Some 
of the new 60 GHz band technologies can now offer one or two orders of magnitude cost reduction 
over fiber and existing milli-metric band backbone networks. In this paper, we discuss the advantages 
of the 60 GHz band, provide updates on evolving standards, eco-system development, and studies on 
coexistence and why we continue to believe that with suitable policy support, it can provide for affordable 
broadband in india. the 60 GHz opportunity will allow india to leapfrog in broadband networks just as 
the country leapfrogged wireline phone with mobile voice networks.

A confluence of several factors makes some of the technologies in the 60 GHz band very cost attractive. 
First, the 60 GHz band which now includes 14 GHz of spectrum offers massive capacity compared to the 
existing milli-metric band allocations. Second, the high oxygen attenuation and narrow beams in the 60 
GHz band reduce interference between links making it particularly suited for uncoordinated operation. 
delicensing will boost innovations at many levels driving rapid technology advancement. Third, silicon 
technology innovations combined with global momentum behind the WiGig eco-system based on iEEE 
802.11ad and its successor 802.11ay standard is making available very low cost semiconductors and 
system solutions. Fourth, the large bandwidth available in 60 GHz band allows for wide channelization 
(e.g. 2.16 GHz in 802.11ad and 802.11ay) and hence supports high-speed links with 10 Gbps and higher 
data rates.

it is noteworthy that many national administrations have delicensed the lower 60 GHz band (57-64 GHz) 
and also have not imposed specific channelization plans. Additionally, the US has opened the upper 
v-band (64 – 71GHz),4 and countries around the world are considering doing the same.5 this has begun 
to trigger technology innovation and eco-system growth. this process repeats the Wi-fi story where the 
use of unlicensed 2.4 and 5 GHz bands enabled a massive eco-system around Wi-fi and drove down 
broadband equipment and operation costs dramatically and facilitated affordable broadband access for 
the public . there would have been no Wi-fi revolution if the 2.4 and 5 GHz bands had been licensed.

for these reasons, we believe that to unleash the full potential of the 60 GHz band india should delicense 
the 60 GHz band as well as avoid any mandates on specific channelization. These two initiatives will allow 
a spate of technology developers and connectivity providers to deliver high-speed mult-gigabit services 
at very low cost, which in turn will enable the proliferation of affordable broadband and introduction of 
a host of innovative products across india.

3. Sanjai Kohli, interview by Professor Abhay Karandikar, October 2015

4.  See Use of Spectrum Bands Above 24 GHz for Mobile Radio Services, et. al, Report and Order and Further Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, FCC 16-
89, 31 FCC Rcd. 8014 (2016) at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-16-89A1. 

5.  See Radio Spectrum Policy Group, Strategic Spectrum Roadmap Towards 5G for Europe, DRAFT RSPG Second Opinion on 5G for Europe, 
Brussels, 21 November 2017, RSPG17-034 FINAL, at https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/fe1a3338-b751-43e3-9ed8-a5632f051d1f/RSPG18-
005final-2nd_opinion_on_5G.pd; Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada (ISED), Consultation on Releasing Millimetre Wave 
Spectrum to Support 5G, (Jun. 2017) at https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/smt-gst.nsf/eng/sf11298.html#s1; Ofcom UK, Fixed Wireless Spectrum 
Strategy, Consultation on proposed next steps to enable future uses of fixed wireless links, at https://www.ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_
file/0027/108594/Fixed-Wireless-Spectrum-Strategy.pdf.
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60 GHz Band  
cHaracteristics 

With 7 GHz and potentially 14 GHz of capacity, the 60 GHz band offers unmatched capacity 
compared with lower frequency spectrum. moreover, the 60 GHz band has unique 
characteristics that set it apart from other high frequency bands. for example, the 60 GHz 

band propagation characteristics are significantly different from other fixed service bands, including the 
E-band (70/80 GHz). in the 60 GHz band, multiple oxygen absorption lines merge together to form a 
single, broad absorption band, as shown in the following figure. Atmospheric absorption peaks around 
16 dB per kilometer at band center, and exceeds 10 dB per kilometer across 86% of the band. this renders 
the 60 GHz band unsuitable for traditional multi-kilometer fixed links. It also significantly mitigates 
interference between 60 GHz band systems.

in the E-band, atmospheric absorption is only 0.6 dB per kilometer. While this supports multi-kilometer 
fixed links, it necessitates some form of light-licensing to prevent interference. Many countries have 
appropriately adopted “light licensing” for E-band fixed links. Light licensing is a user self-coordination 
process typically based on a national database of previously coordinated links. But due to the high 
atmospheric attenuation in the 60 GHz band, there is significant isolation between links, which mitigates 
interference and makes link registration unnecessary. 

01
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one of the predominant technologies for the 60 GHz band is iEEE 802.11ad also known as WiGig. 
formed in January 2009, the iEEE 802.11ad task group developed an amendment to modify 
both the pHy and medium access control (mac) layers of the iEEE 802.11 protocol to achieve 

very high throughput in the 60 GHz band. the 802.11ad standard was released in december 2012 and 
established four 2.16 GHz wide channels in the 60 GHz band with center frequencies of 58.32 GHz, 
60.48 GHz, 62.64 GHz, and 64.80 GHz. the 802.11ad market is expected to grow to $10.53 billion in 
2019.6 aBi research reports that 69 million WiGig chipsets will ship in 2018 and that will grow to 418 
million in 2022.7 

Global momentum behind WiGig is key to driving opportunities in the 60 GHz band. currently, the WiGig 
based 60 GHz band hosts a broad range of services including outdoor wireless links that extend the reach 
of fiber networks and personal networking technologies that deliver multi-gigabit speeds between devices 
such as wireless docking augmented reality/virtual reality, multimedia streaming, gaming, enterprise 
and other networking applications.8  the band also is fostering innovations in technologies such as short-
range, interactive motion sensing that hold the promise of making devices taking advantage of broadband 
connectivity more usable.

Standardization often leads to widespread adoption, and this has been true for 802.11ad. the huge 
global demand for spectrum capacity is driving investment in 60 GHz band unlicensed technologies for 
fixed wireless access, wireless backhaul and short-range uses, particularly as the technology is evolving 
to allow for non-line-of-sight applications.9 Since the release of the 802.11ad standard, there has been 
participation by not only large, established communications semiconductor manufacturers such as 
Broadcom, intel, and Qualcomm, but also wireless semiconductor startups.10 11 

60 GHz Band  
tecHnoloGy today 02

6.  Wireless Gigabit (WiGig) Market (IEEE 802.11ad, 60 GHz, 7Gbps Wi-Fi, Wireless Gigabit Alliance, Access Points, Routers, Residential Gateways, Backhaul 
Equipment) - Worldwide Forecasts, Business Models, Technology Roadmap and Analysis (2014 - 2019) available at http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/
PressReleases/wigig.asp.

7.  ABI Research, 802.11ad Chipset Market to Reach Critical Juncture in 2017 with WiGig Certification Now Underway, ABI Research Forecasts WiGig Will Play Key 
Role in the Transition to Cable Free Devices, (9 Nov. 2016) at https://www.abiresearch.com/press/80211ad-chipset-market-reach-critical-juncture-201/.

8.  See Revision of Part 15 of the Commission’s Rules Regarding Operation in the 57-64 GHz Band, Federal Communications Commission Report and Order, ET 
Docket 07-113, 28 FCC Rcd. 12517, 12519 ¶ 5 (2013).

9.  See Mario Giovanni Luigi Frecassetti, ETSI White Paper No. 9, E-Band and V-Band Survey on status of worldwide regulation at 4 (June 2015) available at 
https://www.etsi.org/images/files/ETSIWhitePapers/etsi_wp9_e_band_and_v_band_survey_20150629.pdf; see also Dan Jones, Light Reading, 60 GHz: A 
Frequency to Watch (July 10, 2014) available at http://www.lightreading.com/mobile/backhaul/60ghz-a-frequency-to-watch/d/d-id/709910 (noting 
investments made in 60 GHz technology driven by WiGig and wireless backhaul). 

10.  Wi-Fi CERTIFIED WiGig™ brings multi-gigabit performance to Wi-Fi® devices, https://www.wi-fi.org/news-events/newsroom/wi-fi-certified-wigig-brings-
multi-gigabit-performance-to-wi-fi-devices.

11.  HiSilicon Receives WiGigTM Certification from Wi-Fi Alliance for the Industry’s Most Integrated 60 GHz Solution, http://www.hisilicon.com/en/Media-
Center/News/CES2018_hisilicon_60gwifi.
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Building on the 802.11ad standard are highly innovative approaches that are being proposed utilize the 
significant 60 GHz bandwidth and WiGig technology elements to form novel network topologies12 13 in 
addition to established point-to-point and point-to-multipoint topologies.14 15 draft 1.2 of 802.11ay, the 
successor standard to 802.11ad was released May 2018 and defines support for a broad set of use-cases 
ranging from mmWave mesh network usage model in support of fixed Wireless access deployment 
scenarios, as well as wireless virtual/augmented reality, networking, and mobile. the technologies 
defined in 802.11ay enable operation in both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight environments. Non-line-
of-sight operation exploits alternate paths generated by deterministic reflectors which exist at 60 GHz.

Subsequent improvements to 802.11ay specification include techniques for managing interference and 
coexistence in high density scenarios including those with multi-hop multi-point network topologies. 
Key innovations include scheduled media access control, more efficient beamforming protocols catering 
to different usages, peak data rates in excess of 100 Gbps, support for cloud based link planning, and 
advanced coding schemes that enable predictable performance in a complex mesh deployment with 
a single frequency network. participation and support for 802.11ay has expanded to include not only 
semiconductor manufacturers but also communications system vendors, consumer internet and services 
companies and network service providers. 

Recent innovations and announcements in the 60Ghz band include the following: 

in april 2016 Facebook announced terragraph, its 60 GHz wireless system for dense urban 
environments16 with the motivation to support its mission of connecting the unconnected and improving 
the experience of the underserved. terragraph uses a standard WiGig chipset and implements a number 
of software features to enhance network performance and achieve gigabit speeds at fraction of the cost 
of laying traditional fiber optic.17 facebook has deployed a network in the city of San Jose, california, 
uSa covering 4 sq km with over 400 sectors delivering Wi-fi access to city employees. facebook is 
making the terragaph technology available through its contributions to iEEE, EtSi and the telecom 
infrastructure project mmWave Working Group. faceback is also actively participating in the Wi-fi 
alliance and cEpt working groups.

Huawei has recently developed and successfully tested in several live trials, a new point-to-multipoint 
(PtMP) product in the V-Band as a best-fit solution for dense urban networks for Fixed Wireless Access 
and Small cell Backhaul applications. the system, which leverages iEEE 802.11ad technology, utilizes 
innovative phased array antennas in order to implement beam-steerable ptmp and multipoint-to-

12.  Id; “EdgeHaul™ Millimeter Wave Small Cell Backhaul System,” available at http://www.interdigital.com/presentations/edgehaul-millimeter-wave-small-cell-
backhaul-system.

13.  Wireless Gigabit (WiGig) Market (IEEE 802.11ad, 60 GHz, 7Gbps Wi-Fi, Wireless Gigabit Alliance, Access Points, Routers, Residential Gateways, Backhaul 
Equipment) - Worldwide Forecasts, Business Models, Technology Roadmap and Analysis (2014 - 2019) available at http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/
PressReleases/wigig.asp.

14.  Id; “EdgeHaul™ Millimeter Wave Small Cell Backhaul System,” available at http://www.interdigital.com/presentations/edgehaul-millimeter-wave-small-cell-
backhaul-system.

15.  Wireless Gigabit (WiGig) Market (IEEE 802.11ad, 60 GHz, 7Gbps Wi-Fi, Wireless Gigabit Alliance, Access Points, Routers, Residential Gateways, Backhaul 
Equipment) - Worldwide Forecasts, Business Models, Technology Roadmap and Analysis (2014 - 2019) available at http://www.marketsandmarkets.com/
PressReleases/wigig.asp.

16.  ““Introducing Facebook’s new terrestrial connectivity systems – Terragraph and Project ARIES” available at https://code.facebook.com/
posts/1072680049445290/introducing-facebook-s-new-terrestrial-connectivity-systems-terragraph-and-project-aries/.

17.  Kohli, Sanjai. Cloud Controller for next Generation Data Network. FACEBOOK, INC., assignee. Patent 9,277,480. 1 Mar. 2016; and Kohli, Sanjai. Distribution 
Node and Client Node for next Generation Network. FACEBOOK, INC., assignee. Patent 9,215,644. 15 Dec. 2015.
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multipoint (mptmp) topologies to backhaul access points in meshed networks or to extend broadband 
connectivity from fiber points of presence to residential locations in urban and suburban areas. The 
wide band, favorable propagation and directive, steerable antenna beams provide very high throughput, 
very good performance and very low probability of interference, making this system and the v-band an 
attractive solution for delivering broadband with a favorable total cost of ownership.

Intel has announced numerous products over the years that are based on the WiGig technology operating 
in the 60 GHz band. Back in 2015, intel announced a wireless docking solution that removed the cables 
between a portable device such as a pc and a docking station.18 in early 2018, intel announced its 
cooperation with Htc to bring wireless virtual reality to the Htc vive.19 also in 2018, intel announced 
its support for the terragraph project with an intel based reference solution based on the WiGig 
technology.20 this solution aims at bringing low cost broadband access and help address the need 
to deliver gigabit broadband wirelessly complementing metro fiber. Intel also announced that it has 
been closely collaborating with industry leaders to contribute the Terragraph specification to the IEEE 
802.11ay standard development.

in october 2016 Nokia demonstrated a fixed Wireless access solution that uses iEEE 802.11ad technology 
in V-band. Nokia’s Wireless PON (WPON) solution is an industry first that allows operators to bring 
gigabit services to customers using WiGig wireless technology, eliminating the need to bring fiber all 
the way to a home or building. Wpon integrates WiGig to the home with a pon network, providing 
operators with a new fttx option for delivering ultra-broadband access. Easily mounted to telephone 
poles, street lights or a building facade, the solution uses beamforming to bring connections of up to 1 
Gbps to nokia Wpon home units located in excess of 100 meters away on the outside of a building or 
home. With the ability to connect multiple access points in a row, operators can now bring fiber to a 
street corner or neighborhood instead of a building and avoid the costs of adding subscribers, reduce up-
front investment cost and deploy faster.

following Wpon initial launch, nokia announced a technology partnership with facebook in february 
2018. combining Wpon with terragraph’s mesh-routing and multi-hop capabilities allows broadband 
providers to wirelessly deliver gigabit services over wider areas with high reliability and meet growing 
demands for ultra-broadband access. nokia combines its worldwide delivery capabilities and Wpon with 
facebook’s terragraph technology to launch global gigabit broadband trials in 2018 with select customers.

Qualcomm Atheros (QCA) has been an active contributor to 802.11ad and 802.11ay over the last decade 
and a pioneer and worldwide leader in making 802.11ad and 802.11ay mainstream and widely available 
with a range of products spanning mobile platforms such as the Snapdragon 845 mobile platform which 
enables forward looking features sucah as immersive xr and the Qca6438 and Qca6428 family of pre-
802.11ay chipsets which enables high-speed broadband connections to consumers in dense urban areas 
vis fixed wireless access (FWA).21 

18.  https://www.pcworld.com/article/2873512/intels-wireless-dock-takes-laptops-closer-to-a-wirefree-life.html

19.  https://www.tomsguide.com/us/htc-vive-wigig-wireless-upgrade,news-26387.html

20.  https://wifinowevents.com/news-and-blog/facebook-announces-multiple-partnerships-terragraph/

21.   See https://www.qualcomm.com/news/releases/2018/05/21/qualcomm-and-facebook-bring-high-speed-internet-connectivity-over-60ghz; https://www.
fiercewireless.com/wireless/qualcomm-quietly-advances-vr-technology-prep-for-5g; https://www.qualcomm.com/products/snapdragon-845-mobile-
platform; https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq/2017/09/21/new-asus-zenfone-4-pro-first-gigabit-lte-and-multi-gigabit-80211ad-wi-fi; https://i.
mt.lv/routerboard/files/wAP60-180420095743.pdf; http://www.iotevolutionworld.com/iiot/articles/432456-qualcomm-extends-benefits-80211ad-wi-fi-
enterprises.htm; https://www.qualcomm.com/solutions/networking/features/80211ad
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The ASUS zenFone 4 Pro with Gigabit connectivity is the world’s first commercially available smartphone 
to feature 802.11ad Wi-fi connectivity from Qca. users of this smartphone can enjoy ultra-fact 
connectivity and excellent user experiences like downloading 4K movies and tv shows in seconds or 
syncing and sharing entire phot albums with incredible speed. they can also enjoy delay-free vr and 
gaming. Enterprise users can download presentations quickly, access the cloud as if it’s on their phone, 
and take advantage of lag-free wireless docking.

at mWc 2018 Qca demonstrated multiple 802.11ad based technologies showcasing positioning, mm 
wave radar, enterprise Son and vr on a Snapdragon 835 based smartphone exploiting 802.11ad’s 
extremely low latencies. the Wireless Wire is another innovative solution enabled by Qca chipsets which 
replaces a Gigabit Ethernet cable with two small devices that connect to each other over a GHz wireless 
link offering full duplex 1 Gbps speeds over a 200 meter range or more. 

in September 2017 the Telecom Infrastructure Project (TIP), the facebook-backed open-source hardware 
and software group of over 500 telecom stakeholders including Broadcom, intel, deutsche telekom, 
vodafone, telefonica, SK telecom and nokia launched the millimeter Wave networks project Group, co-
chaired by facebook and deutsche telekom, with a focus on bringing more bandwidth to dense, highly 
populated areas22. at mWc 2018, deutsche telekom stated they were actively evaluating use cases across 
Europe for this technology and areplanning to deploy a Terragraph field trial in the Budapest area (via its 
subsidiary magyar telekom).23

v-Band also enables compelling short-range applications. Google has developed project Soli, which 
uses a sensor operating between 57 and 64 GHz to capture motion in a three-dimensional space using a 
radar beam.24 data collected by the project Soli sensor can be used to enable touchless control of device 
functions or features. for instance, sensor data allows devices to be more “aware” of their surroundings 
to allow them to enter sleep mode due to inactivity in their environment, or to allow users to trigger 
simple actions without having to touch the device. this could be particularly meaningful for users with 
mobility, speech, or tactile impairments.

Smaller companies and startups are also pursuing development of 60 GHz solutions. Startup companies 
include peraso25 and Blu Wireless.26 an earlier pioneer of cmoS based 60 GHz chipsets, SiBEam27  

(a lattice Semiconductor company) continues development of both indoor and outdoor solutions. 

22. See https://telecominfraproject.com/mmwave/

23. See https://telecominfraproject.com/tip-at-mwc-2018-new-trial-deployments-project-groups-and-a-growing-ecosystem/

24. See Soli at https://atap.google.com/soli/.

25.  ““Peraso WiGig USB Adapter Among First Products to Achieve Wi-Fi Alliance Certification” available at http://www.perasotech.com/2016/10/
peraso-wigig-usb-adapter-among-first-products-achieve-wi-fi-alliance-certification/

26. Blue Wireless Technology, at http://www.bluwirelesstechnology.com/.

27.  “MM-Wave Radio Spectrum Becomes Tangible 5G Path” available at http://electronicdesign.com/communications/mm-wave-radio-spectrum-
becomes-tangible-5g-path
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countries around tHe 
World are adoptinG a 
licensed-exempt approacH 
in tHe 60 GHz Band

03

around the world, countries across regions have adopted a licensed-exempt framework, including 
Germany, the united Kingdom, china, Japan, South Korea, Singapore, the united States, canada, 
Brazil, mexico and South africa. table 1 below provides a timeline of the countries that have 

adopted license-exempt 60 GHz band regulations. 

Country Date of Adoption of License-Exempt 60 GHz Band Framework
austria feb-09

Australia July-14

Belgium may-14

Brazil July-08

canada dec-10

china Jun-15

Japan may-14

Korea april-13

Malaysia feb-15

Mexico nov-17

New Zealand oct-14

phillipines Jan-16

poland dec-14

Singapore april-13

Slovakia feb-15

Spain dec-11

South africa mar-15

Switzerland Jan-11

uK oct-10

US dec-2010, Jul-2016 (64-71 GHz)

(countries that allow outdoor operation for multi-gigibit wireless systems in bold)

Table 1: Timeline of Countries That Have Adopted License-Exempt 60 GHz Band Regulations
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at the international level, article 5 of the international telecommunication union (itu) radio 
regulations28 includes co-primary fixed service (FS) and mobile service (MS) allocations in the 60 GHz 
band for all three itu regions. 

recommendation itu-r f.1763, radio interface standards for broadband wireless access systems in the 
fixed service operating below 66 GHz29, identifies specific radio interface standards which may be utilized 
for broadband wireless access (BWA) systems in the fixed service operating below 66 GHz. In developing 
this recommendation, the itu radiocommunication assembly (ra) considered that:

•  It is useful to identify standards for broadband wireless access (BWA) systems in the fixed service for 
international use

•  The standards for BWA systems for fixed services are developed by standardization development 
bodies with broad international participation

• Standards for systems operating in the mobile service can be utilized to provide fixed BWA

•  Standards for BWA support a wide range of fixed and nomadic broadband applications, such as 
voice and videoconferencing, in urban, suburban, and rural areas

f.1761-1 recommends that recommendations itu-r m.1450, m.1457, m.1801, m.2003, and m.2012, 
which can also be utilized to provide fixed BWA operations below 66 GHz, should be used.

recommendation itu-r m.2003, multiple Gigabit Wireless Systems in frequencies around 60 GHz30, 
provides general characteristics and radio interface standards for multiple Gigabit Wireless Systems 
(mGWS) in frequencies around 60-GHz. in developing this recommendation, the ra considered that:

•   MGWS are widely used for fixed, semi-fixed (transportable) and portable computer equipment for 
a variety of broadband applications

•  MGWS are expected to encompass applications for wireless digital video, audio, and control 
applications, as well as multiple gigabit wireless local area networks (Wlan)

• MGWS standards have been developed for operation in the 60 GHz frequency range

•  MGWS should be implemented with careful consideration to compatibility with other radio 
applications

•  Many administrations permit MGWS, including radio local area networks (RLANs) devices to 
operate in the 60 GHz frequency range on a license-exempt basis

•  Harmonized frequencies in the 60 GHz frequency range for the mobile service would facilitate the 
introduction of mGWS including rlans

28. International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector; Radio Regulations, Edition of 2012.

29.  Recommendation ITU-R F.1763-1 (02/2014) Radio interface standards for broadband wireless access systems in the fixed service operating below 66 GHz.

30.  Recommendation ITU-R M.2003-1 (01/2015) Multiple Gigabit Wireless Systems in frequencies around 60 GHz.
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The RA further recognized that both consumers and manufacturers will benefit from global harmonization 
of the 60 GHz spectrum for mGWS and that although mGWS systems have been predominantly used for 
indoor applications there are administrations which allow outdoor use of these systems.

noting that several standards provide options for mGWS implementation, the ra recommends that the 
mGWS standards and their system characteristics contained in annex 1 of m.2003-1 should be used. annex 
1 states that “a 2160 mHz channel bandwidth is required. it is important that mGWS standards employ the 
same channelization in order to promote better coexistence. four center frequencies are recommended to 
be at 58.32, 60.48, 62.64, and 64.80 GHz.” these are the same channel bandwidths and center frequencies 
standardized in the internationally developed iEEE Standards 802.11ad-2012 and 802.15.3c-2009.

3.1 outdoor usage of the 60 GHz Band
Even though the v-band is available around the world on a license-exempt basis for indoor use and to a 
lesser, but still significant extent for outdoor use, outdoor usage has often been limited to point-to-point 
fixed services, in particular in Europe. this restriction was based on legacy technologies developed prior to 
the advent of phased-array antenna systems and beam-steering and deployments have been very limited.31 
With the recent developments in WiGig and interest in low-cost fixed point-to-multi point services, or 
Fixed Wireless Access, there has been significant effort towards revising the CEPT framework for the 60 
GHz band to allow fixed Wireless access. 

1. ETSI mmWave Transmission Industry Specification Group

a. ray-tracing analysis multi-company submission to SE1932 

b. EtSi White paper no. 25 – microwave and millemeter-wave for 5G transport33 

c. update on iSG view on v Band and E-band regulations34 

2.  cEpt SE-19 (Spectrum Engineering for fixed Services) Work item being drafted to present results 
of interference analysis studies, conducted to assess the compatibility of multiple Gigabit Wireless 
Systems (mGWS) with the fixed Service (fS) in the 60 GHz band (v-band) to be used as input 
from SE19 to assist Srd/mG in assessing the feasibility of establishing a common set of technical 
conditions under which fixed service applications and other outdoor envisaged uses/applications, 
including fixed Wireless access, may coexist within the 57 – 66 GHz range.35 

31.  See, e.g., Draft Revision of ECC Report 173- Fixed Service in Europe: Current use and future trends post 2016 (last updated 27 Apr. 2018), § A.1.29 at 
75 https://www.ecodocdb.dk/download/6fd0de6b-f796/ECCRep173.PDF (reporting that the 57-64 GHz band is open in 27 countries but that only 
400 links have been deployed in just 6 countries); see also id. § A.1.30 at 76 (reporting that the 64-66 GHz band is also open in 27 countries but that 
no links are reported to be deployed). 

32.  See V-band 3D Ray-Tracing Interference and Network Analyzes, Doc.SE19(17)36, at https://cept.org/Documents/se-19/37789/se19-17-36_60-ghz-
3d-ray-trac-analyzes. 

33.  See ETSI White Paper No. 25 – Microwave and Millemeter-wave for 5G Transport -- http://www.etsi.org/images/files/ETSIWhitePapers/etsi_wp25_
mwt_and_5g_FINAL.pdf

34.  See ETSI mwT ISG presentation on V band and E-band Regulations -- https://portal.etsi.org/Portals/0/TBpages/mWT/Docs/mWT-0014v200.pptx

35.   See SE 19- Fixed Service, Group info at https://www.cept.org/ecc/groups/ecc/wg-se/se-19/client/introduction/; see ECC Work Programme 
Database, SE19_39 (In progress) at https://eccwp.cept.org/default.aspx?groupid=45. 
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3. uK ofcom consultation on fixed Wireless Strategy 36 

 a.  proposes regulatory changes to enable point to multipoint/mesh technologies on a licence 
exempt basis in 57-66 GHz.

4. Eu radio Spectrum policy Group

 a.  in StratEGic SpEctrum roadmap toWardS 5G for EuropE rSpG Second 
opinion on 5G networks recommends General Authorisation in 66-71 GHz.37 

36.  Ofcom UK, Fixed Wireless Spectrum Strategy, Consultation on proposed next steps to enable future uses of fixed wireless links, at https://www.
ofcom.org.uk/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/108594/Fixed-Wireless-Spectrum-Strategy.pdf.

37.  See Radio Spectrum Policy Group, Strategic Spectrum Roadmap Towards 5G for Europe, DRAFT RSPG Second Opinion on 5G for Europe, Brussels, 
21 November 2017, RSPG17-034 FINAL, at https://circabc.europa.eu/sd/a/fe1a3338-b751-43e3-9ed8-a5632f051d1f/RSPG18-005final-2nd_
opinion_on_5G.pdf.
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transforming india into a “digitally empowered society and knowledge economy” as envisioned 
by the digital india programme, will require connecting millions of citizens to high-speed 
broadband.38 to date, mobile has been a key on ramp to internet connectivity in india. of the 

more than 400 million internet users in india, more than 306 million access the internet through  
their phones.39

However, in india, as in the rest of world, the proliferation of new mobile devices and bandwidth-
hungry applications is putting more pressure than ever before on mobile networks and the spectrum 
they rely on. Globally, mobile data traffic grew 74 percent in 2015.40 india is no exception. in india last 
year, mobile data traffic grew by 50 percent and consumption of 3G data alone rose by 85 percent.41 
With operators poised to launch 4G ltE networks across the country, analysts expect that faster 
speeds could lead to an up to fourfold increase in traffic as it has in other parts of the world.42 Still 
others have projected that smartphone penetration could reach 58 percent by 2020, further propelling 
large increases in data traffic.43

Keeping up with this surging demand for data and meeting the government’s goals for a digital india 
through expanded digital infrastructure will require adding capacity to existing networks and upgrading 
network architectures, and promoting new forms of local networking, such as device-to-device. to do 
this in an affordable way, increasing access to delicensed spectrum for both access and backhaul must 
become a key part of india’s digital strategy. last year, around the world, more than half of mobile 
data traffic was offloaded onto fixed networks through Wi-Fi or femtocells.44 But in india, analysts have 

38.  Digital India, Power to Empower, Vision of Digital India, at http://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/vision-and-vision-areas. 

39.   “India to surpass U.S. with 402 million Internet by 2016: IAMAI,” The Indian Express Tech, at http://indianexpress.com/article/technology/tech-
news-technology/india-to-have-402-mn-internet-users-by-dec-2015-will-surpass-us-iamai-report/Mobile internet users in India to reach 371 million 
by June: Report, Times of India (Feb. 4, 2016) at http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/tech/tech-news/Mobile-internet-users-in-India-to-reach-371-
million-by-June-Report/articleshow/50846649.cms (citing reports by the Internet and Mobile Association of India).

40.   Cisco Visual Networking Index: Global Mobile Data Traffic Update, 2015-2020 White Paper (Feb. 3, 2016) available at http://www.cisco.com/c/en/
us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-vni/mobile-white-paper-c11-520862.html (“Cisco Report”).

41.   Rohit KVN, “India’s ‘mobile data traffic grew by 50 percent in 2015’ says Nokia,” International Business Times, India Edition (March 8, 2016) available 
at http://www.ibtimes.co.in/indias-mobile-data-traffic-grew-by-50-percent-2015-says-nokia-669928.

42.   Nokia study shows multimedia and expanding device ecosystem will fuel mobile data traffic growth as India moves toward 4G LTE, Press Release, 
Nokia Networks, (March 8, 2016) available at http://company.nokia.com/en/news/press-releases/2016/03/08/nokia-study-shows-multimedia-and-
expanding-device-ecosystem-will-fuel-mobile-data-traffic-growth-as-india-moves-towards-4g-lte (“Nokia Networks Report”). 

43.   Deloitte, Indian Tower Industry: The Future is Data, Figure 1 (June 2015) available at http://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/in/
Documents/technology-media-telecommunications/in-tmt-indian-tower-industry-noexp.pdf.

44.   Cisco Report.
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observed that consumers are not typically offloading data from their mobile networks.45 moreover, the 
telecom regulatory authority of india (trai) has noted that the existing delicensed bands available 
for Wi-fi spectrum channels are already congested.46 trai furthur goes on to comment on the number 
of hotspots today in india as compared to the rest of the world. While there are 45 million hotspots 
worldwide, as of 2016 india has only 31,518 hotspots. today’s Global average is 1 hotpsot for every 150 
persons. for india to reach today’s Global average of 1 hotspot for 150 persons, india would need another 
8 million hotspots .

for these reasons, we recommend that india’s digital strategy should include opening up unrestricted, 
delicensed access to the 60 GHz band (also called the v-Band). trai has noted that “there is an urgent 
need to identify new candidate bands which can be delicensed to cater to the huge demand in the near 
future. the v-band is a strong candidate band for the same.”47 

as noted above, the 60 GHz band offers unmatched capacity with 14 GHz of available spectrum, particularly 
when compared with lower frequency bands. in addition, the natural propagation characteristics of the band 
mitigate interference, making it particularly suited to delicensed use. for these reasons, many countries 
around the world, including canada, china, Germany, Japan, South Korea and the united States, have 
already opened up delicensed access to the 60 GHz band.48 Innovative technologies have flourished in the 
countries that have opted for a delicensed framework to make suitable use of the band for acceleration of 
broadband penetration

Keeping the above in the backdrop, Broadband India Forum makes the following 
recommendations: 

a.  Recommendation (1): The 60 GHz band should be opened up under a delicensed 
framework for optimal utilisation 

like other countries have, india should open the 60 GHz band up under a delicensed framework. 
However, trai in its recommendations of november 2015 has proposed that the 60 GHz band may 
be delicensed for access purposes and lightly licensed for backhaul usage . We believe this may not 
be the best approach for three reasons. 

First, link registration (light or otherwise) for backhaul use is not required for 60 GHz operation 
due to the characteristics of the band. link registration is used in other licensed spectrum to avoid 
interference between geographically proximate links, but due to the high oxygen attenuation 
within the 60 GHz band, the links here are of very short distance and highly focused, and hence 
interference is severely reduced. the high probability of loS interruption and constrained 
transmit power levels because of clearance distance for public safety makes the band unattractive 
for small-cell backhaul.

45.  “85% in growth in 3G data consumption in India last year: Report,” Business Standard, March 8, 2016 at http://www.business-standard.com/
article/companies/85-growth-in-3g-data-consumption-in-india-last-year-report-116030801015_1.html.

46.  Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, Recommendations on Allocation and Pricing of Microwave Access (MWA) and Microwave Backbone (MWB) 
RF Carriers, (Response to reference received from Department of Telecommunications on recommendations of 16th October 2015) at 5-6 (Nov. 
17, 2015) available at http://www.trai.gov.in/WriteReadData/Recommendation/Documents/Response%20to%20back%20reference%20on%20
Microwave_17.11.2015.pdf. (“TRAI Recommendations”).

47.  Id.

48.  See ETSI White Paper No. 9: E-Band and V-Band Survey at 4, First Edition—June 2015 available at http://www.etsi.org/images/files/
ETSIWhitePapers/etsi_wp9_e_band_and_v_band_survey_20150629.pdf.
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Second, it is the unrestricted, delicensed framework promoted by the iEEE standards that has 
allowed innovation in the 60 GHz band to flourish and has allowed the technology to be affordable. 
Without the steep upfront costs of obtaining licenses, innovators can experiment with technologies 
that work well in a delicensed environment. as discussed in Section 1, new network topologies are 
being developed that would allow for non-line-of-sight links. Such a system might use an infinite 
combination of paths to expand the reach of high-speed wireless broadband and can be used both 
for both access and backhaul. 

Third, there are, and will continue to be for some time, far more consumer access devices with Wi-
fi capabilities at 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz, such as smartphones, than consumer access devices with 60 
GHz capabilities. Wi-fi access points are available and affordable as well. What is missing in many 
cases is low-cost, simple-to-provision, high-speed backhaul from the nearest fiber path. V-Band 
offers great promise to reduce this bottleneck. a delicensed approach would speed its deployment 
for this use case.

it is the unrestricted, delicensed framework promoted by the iEEE standards that has allowed 
innovation in the 60 GHz band to flourish and has allowed the technology to be affordable. Without 
the steep upfront costs of obtaining licenses, innovators can experiment with technologies that 
work well in a delicensed environment. as discussed in Section 1, new network topologies are 
being developed that would allow for non-line-of-sight links. Such a system might use an infinite 
combination of paths to expand the reach of high-speed wireless broadband and can be used both 
for both access and backhaul. Even in such deployments, interference concerns are mitigated by the 
characteristics of the 60 GHz band.

Hence, we suggest that the lower v band (57-66Ghz) may be permitted for short range access 
devices (based on 802.11ad standard) and short range devices operating pursuant to the EtSi En 
305 550 standard and for mesh networks (based on 802.11ay standard) on a license exempt basis 
while the upper v band (66-71Ghz) be opened up for point-to-point links on a link-by-link basis 
through a self coordinated (registration) manner. 

ideally, the entire v-Band should be tech neutral, including use of .11d and .11ay, and that license-
exempt should apply everywhere in V.-Band. For generic fixed wireless , the applicable ETSI rules 
for the backhaul use case are Section H of ETSI EN 302 217-2, and suitable both for .11ad and 
.11ay. The power limits in this specification are substantially higher than in the Short Range Device 
(Srd) standard and necessary for the wireless backhaul use case. interference between the two 
classes of devices -- Srd and backhaul -- could be controlled by restricting the higher power units 
to outdoor use, directive antennas, and minimum antenna heights. 

Recommendation (2): India’s policy for 60 GHz band spectrum should allow for 
flexible use and should not establish coordination or channelization requirements.

We further recommend that India’s 60 GHz band spectrum policy should allow for flexible use and 
should not establish specific coordination or channelization requirements. As discussed in Section 
1 above, the availability of a delicensed 60 GHz band in major markets already, in addition to 
broad adoption of the WiGig standard, will ultimately result in the emergence of new applications. 
furthermore, it is the large production base of WiGig chipsets that could be leveraged to facilitate 
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low cost 60 GHz infrastructure. However, to utilize WiGig chipsets, equipment in a point-to-point or 
point-to-multi-point configuration would have to operate with the same frequency channelization. 
This means that in order for India to reap the benefits of low cost backbone infrastructure and 
avoid the costs of nonstandard equipment, it would be in its interest to delicense the 60 GHz band 
without specifying any pre-fixed channelisation plan (similar to delicensing for 2.4 GHz & 5 GHz 
bands in india). 

instead, the plan originally recommended by trai with 50 mHz channelization could result in 
fragmentation and be incompatible with the 802.11ad channel plan,49 even with aggregation. 
misalignment with international standards may hinder development of a vendor ecosystem, 
increase equipment costs for india and result in underutilization of the band.

b. Delicensing the 60 GHz Band could also lead to broader benefits for India. 

A delicensed framework would bring India broader economic and social benefits that would further 
the government’s digital india goals. Globally, the availability of delicensed spectrum has driven 
substantial economic benefit.50 This economic benefit is real and substantial. The World Bank 
estimates a 1.38 percentage point increase in Gross domestic product for every 10 percentage point 
increase of broadband penetration.51 in the united States alone, researchers have estimated that 
delicensed spectrum bands generated a total economic surplus of $222B in 2013, and contributed 
$6.7B to Gdp.52 By 2017, the same researchers have conservatively estimated that in the united 
States, delicensed bands will drive at least $547.2B in economic surplus annually, and contribute at 
least $49.7B to Gdp.53 

Moreover, the allocation of additional delicensed spectrum delivers a number of 
broad social benefits, including:

•  Enhancing the value of wireline infrastructure and improving the performance of cellular 
services;54

•  Delivering substantially higher speeds than existing services through new developments like 
WiGig based on 802.11ay standard and alleviating congestion on existing Wi-fi bands;55

49.  See Telecom Regulatory Authority of India, Recommendations on Allocation and Pricing of Microwave access (MWA) and Microwave Backbone 
(MWB) RF carrier, Recommendation 4.37(b) (29 August 2014), available at http://www.trai.gov.in/WriteReadData/Recommendation/
Documents/MW%20Reco%20Final29082014.pdf

50.  Milgrom, Paul; Levin, Jonathan; Eilat, Assaf. “The Case For Unlicensed Spectrum.” Stanford University, October 2011. Available at http://web.
stanford.edu/~jdlevin/Papers/UnlicensedSpectrum.pdf.

51.  Kim, Yongsoo; Kelly, Tim; Raja; Siddhartha. “Building broadband: Strategies and policies for the developing world.” Global Information 
and Communication Technologies Department, World Bank, January 2010. Available at: http://siteresources.worldbank.org/
EXTINFORMATIONANDCOMMUNICATIONANDTECHNOLOGIES/Resources/282822-1208273252769/Building_broadband.pdf

52.  Katz, Raul, TELECOM ADVISORY SERVICES, LLC. “ASSESSMENT OF THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF UNLICENSED SPECTRUM IN THE UNITED STATES” 
February 2014. available at http://www.wififorward.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Value-of-Unlicensed-Spectrum-to-the-US-Economy-Full-
Report.pdf

53.  Katz, Raul, TELECOM ADVISORY SERVICES, LLC. “ASSESSMENT OF THE FUTURE ECONOMIC VALUE OF UNLICENSED SPECTRUM IN THE UNITED 
STATES” August 2014. available at http://www.wififorward.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Katz-Future-Value-Unlicensed-Spectrum-final-
version-1.pdf

54.  Id.

55.  Id.
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•  Enabling new technologies and business model opportunities for a variety of established and 
emerging ecosystem players – innovations which ultimately benefit end-users56 

•  Supporting the expansion of services into unserved and underserved communities because the 
availability of delicensed spectrum helps support the provision of affordable services to new 
geographies and populations.

For these reasons a delicensed regime for the 60 GHz band could be economically and socially beneficial 
for india and could help to transform india into a “digitally empowered society and knowledge economy” 
as envisioned by the digital india programme.57 under a delicensed framework, the unique characteristics 
of the 60 GHz band and existing global standards for the band will enable a multitude of new technologies 
and business models and help accelerate broadband penetration to underserved communities.

56.  Id.

57.  Digital India, Power to Empower, Vision of Digital India, at http://www.digitalindia.gov.in/content/vision-and-vision-areas.
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today, india faces growing demands on its existing networks and increasing pressure to expand 
its broadband infrastructure and meet its digital india goals. With its unmatched capacity, the 
60 GHz band has the potential to be a key piece of india’s digital strategy. By making the 60 GHz 

band available under delicensed framework without specified channelization, India could unleash the 
full potential of the 60 GHz band and leapfrog to multi-gigabit wireless services. By adopting a delicensed 
approach, India could benefit from the economies of scale of existing investments and innovation in the 
band. And such an approach would allow India to reap the same economic and social benefits that other 
countries which have delicensed the band are expected to enjoy. 

conclusion05

suGGested v Band proposal
the lower v band (57-64 GHz) today has three primary use cases, viz.

1. High capacity multi Gigabit Wireless for short-range communication links

2. fixed Wireless access networks (mesh networks) - also known as ‘Wireless fiber’ 

3. point to point links for cellular Backhaul

ideally, the entire v-Band should be tech neutral, including use of .11d and .11ay, and that license-exempt 
should apply everywhere in V.-Band. For generic fixed wireless usage, the applicable ETSI rules for the 
backhaul use case are Section H of ETSI EN 302 217-2, and suitable both for .11ad and .11ay. the 
power limits in this specification are substantially higher than in the Short Range Device (SRD) standard 
and necessary for the wireless backhaul use case.

Recommendation: 

The lower V band (57 – 66 GHz) may be permitted for all use cases on a license exempt 
basis while other bands (such as upper V band from 66 GHz to 71 GHz) may be opened up 
for point-to-point backhaul on a link-by-link basis through a self coordinated manner.
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One of the greatest marvels of our times, undoubtedly, is the digital revolution. It has pushed through human 

limitations to unleash an ‘e’-era of cutting-edge innovations. ‘Broadband Highways’ is the first pillar for the 

vision of Digital India and it is interconnected to all the rest of the pillars. Without Broadband, the vision of 

Digital India is shady. India is very behind in broadband penetration compared to other countries. We need 

more towers and more fibers, complemented by Wifi connectivity to reach the last mile. There are countries 

like China where proliferation of Broadband is primarily due to wifi connectivity. Similarly India has to deploy 

the same framework to connect to the unconnected. One of the best practices as followed in many countries 

is through Liberalisation of Wifi. This is highly complemented by TRAI in its recommendation and the authority 

has rightly bought out ways to implement it through aggregators such as PDOAs. 

This paper broadly takes you through the various benefits of Public Wifi and what are the hurdles currently that 

are being faced by the stakeholders in order to deploy it. It also takes you through the economic implications 

of Wifi and how wifi is the key enabler for achieving the goals of Digital India. India lags behind many countries 

in terms of Broadband penetration which is the outcome of low connectivity of Public Wifi. This paper also 

talks about the benefits of liberalisation of Public Wifi and how it can play a major role in getting business to 

all the players including the telecom service providers.

Executive Summary

01
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Digital India is an important & high powered initiative of the Govt. which shall transform the lives of all 

citizens. Broadband for all will be very crucial  for achieving this. As we are aware that Broadband is 

the central pillar of Digital India and despite being one of the nine pillars, it effectively is the backbone 

for all the rest of the pillars. In India BB penetration is quite low. Inadequate availability of Wifi in a cost 

effective manner is one of the stumbling blocks. It has been seen in other countries how availability of Wifi has 

helped accelerate Broadband penetration.  China shot into prominence in 2006 when they took a liberalised 

approach to Wifi. 

Introduction

02

Figure 1:
Internet penetration 
growth in various 
countries

Wi-Fi networks offer affordable, scalable and versatile means to help facilitate the spread of Internet access 

in rural and urban areas alike. Moreover, it also enables telecommunication service providers to offload their 

cellular data through Wi-Fi networks to reduce the congestion  on their incumbent  networks While doing 

so, operators are in a position to optimise utilisation of their congested networks  and offer a better user 

experience to their customers. 
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Current position 
The Government announced  the draft National Digital Communication Policy 2018 which has  set some 

very ambitious targets for setting up  of Public Wifi hotspots both in the cities/metros as well as in the rural 

areas. In the draft Policy , it has been highlighted, under section 1. Connect India: Creating a Robust Digital 

Communication Infrastructure, clause f) “Enable deployment of public Wi-Fi Hotspots; to reach 5 million 

by 2020 and 10 million by 2022” and under the strategies, clause 1.1 (a) iii). “NagarNet – Establishing 1 

Million public Wi-Fi Hotspots in urban areas” and iv. “JanWiFi – Establishing 2 Million Wi-Fi Hotspots in 

rural areas” 

The next step is the implementation part where the Government and the stakeholders have to come together 

and help implement these objectives. Currently, Government is gearing up for aggressive implementation of 

the second phase of BharatNet project. Notably, Bharat Net is a project initiated by the Central Government 

and funded by Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) with an aim to provide broadband connectivity to 

over two lakh fifty thousand (250,000) Gram Panchayats of India. The project aims to provide internet access 

using Optical Fibre Cable (OFC) and extending it to the Gram Panchayats (GPs). The project is intended to 

enable the Central Government to provide e-services and e-applications nationally, transforming India into 

a digitally empowered society and knowledge economy.  It is the most critical and important action item for 

Digital India. The Bharat Net project is of national importance, with a highly scalable network infrastructure 

to provide on demand, easily affordable broadband internet connectivity of 20 Mbps to 100 Mbps to realize 

the vision of Digital India, in partnership with the states and the private sector, officials informed.

The government is providing Wi-Fi hotspots service, known as (Wifi Choupal) in 7,183 gram panchayats 

(GPs) under the BharatNet project in 12 states and Union Territories -- Bihar, Chandigarh, Chattisgarh, 

Haryana, Jharkhand, Karnataka, Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Odisha, Puducherry, Uttar Pradesh and 

Uttarakhand 

The launch of Wi-Fi hotspots under the rural broadband project ‘BharatNet’ has seen 190 per cent jump 

in data usage to 95 terabyte in six months of the service. The benefit of Wi-Fi choupals is that if a person 

has registered in to one of the hotspots, say Bihar, then he can use the service or the plan across any of the  

Wi-Fi choupals in the country. DoT is working with telecom operators for similar utilisation models in other 

GPs in other states. 

The present scenario of Public Wifi

03
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3.1       
Why is public Wifi needed/importance of public Wifi

The Internet is the single most self-empowering infrastructure available for a citizen in the 21st century. The 

World Bank observed that a 10% increase in internet penetration leads to a 1.4% increase in GDP. Public 

hotspots hold an important place in the last-mile delivery of broadband to users. WiFi is much easier to scale 

than adding new LTE towers. It bolsters connectivity inside buildings, airports, etc. where LTE penetration is 

inherently limited. It allows for offloading from telecom networks to ease congestion, and will be crucial when 

the next billion IoT devices come online. Yet, there are only 31,500 public WiFi hotspots in India, compared 

to 13 million in France, and 10 million in the United States of America, based on 2016 figures from iPass.  

Wi-Fi networks offer affordable, scalable and versatile technologies that can facilitate the spread of Internet 

access in rural and urban areas alike. Modern technology also makes it possible to integrate a server with high 

storage capacity with the Wi-Fi hotspot equipment. As the cost of such servers has come down significantly, 

along with the cost of storage, and the form factors of such devices are very small, it should be possible to 

cache or download content for easy browsing even when the backhaul connectivity is not available. 

In January, 2016, Mumbai Central Railway station became the first rail station in the country to offer public 

Wi-Fi services pursuant to collaboration between Indian Railway’s telecom arm, RailTel Corporation and 

Google. This service is currently extended to 400 railway stations with increasing penetration, thereby 

making it the largest public Wi-Fi project in India. In addition, public Wi-Fi hotspots have been launched 

at locations like metro stations, hotels, airports, cafes, markets, educational institutions, parks and 
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other public places at various locations in the country. India’s GDP could increase by over USD 20 billion 

cumulative between 2017-19 broadly by the impact of Public Wifi and will address 7 out of the 9 Digital 

India Pillars vison set by the Government of India . This is based on Analysis Mason Report on Public Wifi 

released in July 2018.

3.2       
Wifi is Complementary and not Competition to mobile broadband

WiFi is a complementary, not competing technology to LTE. Public hotspots hold an important place in 

the last-mile delivery of broadband to users. WiFi is much easier to scale than adding new LTE towers. 

It bolsters connectivity inside buildings, airports, etc. where LTE penetration is inherently limited. It 

allows for offloading from telecom networks to ease congestion, and will be crucial when the next billion 

India’s GDP could increase by over USD 20 billion cumulative 
between 2017-19 broadly by the impact of Public Wifi and will 
address 7 out of the 9 Digital India Pillars vison set by the Government 
of India . This is based on Analysis Mason Report on Public Wifi 
released in July 2018.
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Figure 1:
India eMBB 

penetration by 
country December 

2017(Source: 
GSMA, Analysis 

Mason, 2018)

The total Public WiFi hotspots have surpassed 50 million globally, as per iPass, a commercial Wi-Fi network 

operator. It also projected the number of WiFi hotspots as currently1 Wi-Fi hotspot for every 150 people. Based 

on Global Average of 1 hotspot for every 150 persons; India should have approximately 8 Million hotspots.

According to iPass’s Wi-Fi Growth Map, India currently has just ~36 000 commercial hotspots, compared 

to emerging markets such as China (more than 6.1 million), Indonesia (more than 165 000) and Mexico 

(more than 165 000), reflecting a significant scope for further deployment of Wi-Fi access points across the 

IoT devices come online. Country like China has achieved  last mile broadband penetration through 

public Wifi.

3.3 
 

India’s position vis-à-vis global Counterparts

Although India’s MBB penetration has witnessed an impressive growth over the last couple of years, it is 

significantly lower than many of the developing markets as shown in figure 1 below. Affordability of handsets 

and data plans continue to be some of the key barriers preventing further adoption of MBB (and even of basic 

mobile Internet), especially in rural areas
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country. Recent years have not only seen a significant expansion in the build out of public hotspots but also 

addition of new capabilities to previous/existing public Wi-Fi generations. The next phase of public Wi-Fi is 

characterized by a huge expansion of services and revenue streams, and of the variety of service providers. 

The key technical and market developments in various advanced nations have enabled new business models 

for existing and new service provider.

Wi-Fi service uses unlicensed spectrum in 2.4 GHz and 5GHz bands. Other than these traditional bands, 

many countries use TV white space for Wi-Fi, aka white-fi which operates under 802.11af standard. 

Consumers rely on Wi-Fi these days utilizing it seamlessly while they are outside or on the go. Furthermore, 

unlicensed spectrum will play an important role in proliferation of IoT and smart cities. Seoul, the Korean 

Capital has almost universal Wi-Fi which is twice the speed of Wi-Fi in the US, whereas, in India, Wi-Fi 

technology is a highly underused asset. The opportunity cost to use unlicensed spectrum as a gap-filler is 

being felt in India.

3.4 
 

opportunities and  Challenges

The growth of WiFi hotspots will lead to increase in data downloads, which is not happening currently, 

and the data traffic generated from the usage has to be covered by the TSPs which will lead to incremental 

business to them. 
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A report by Analysys Mason says 

that “TSPs, in particular mobile 

operators, can more directly 

monetise this demand: 20% of 

Wi-Fi users are willing to pay 

more for better mobile broadband 

(outside train stations) as a 

result of experiencing a real fast 

broadband service on Wi-Fi. An 

additional 14% of the users are 

willing to upgrade their existing 

smartphones after experiencing 

high-speed Wi-Fi. This means 

that around 100 million people 

are willing to spend an additional USD2 to 3 billion per year on handsets and cellular mobile broadband 

services as a result of experiencing fast broadband on public Wi-Fi.”

As per the report by Analysys Mason, “Free and de-licensed spectrum availability has been a major driver 

of Wi-Fi take-up across the world, leading to global economies of scale and mass production of Wi-Fi 

equipment which drove down the cost of Wi-Fi (access points, chipsets) devices thereby reinforcing the 

virtuous cycle. India has harmonized its Wi-Fi de-licensing policy to global best practices, albeit partially, 

with TRAI recommending phased de-licensing of key Wi-Fi bands since 2004.” 

The growth of Internet penetration in India and realisation of its full potential is closely tied to the 

proliferation of broadband services. One of the widely accepted technologies for proliferation of 

Broadband services is through setting up of Public Wifi hotspots. Broadband is essential for the socio-

economic development of the country. Many of the industry studies has confirmed the same. Mckinsey 

study indicates that a 10% increase in broadband penetration leads to 1.3% growth in GDP. A joint study 

by ICRIER along with BIF estimates that a 10% increase in use of mobile apps results in a 3.3% increase 

in GDP for India. As evident from the infographics enclosed, the global outreach of Wi-Fi technology is 

evidenced by the fact that at present more than 450 million households worldwide and over 200 million 

global public hotspots are estimated to be connected by Wi-Fi. 

As per Ruckus networks, it is further estimated that “by 2022, 53% of global internet traffic is expected 

to be serviced by Wi-Fi with 20% and 27% by cellular and wired networks. Cumulative shipments of Wifi 

devices are set to touch 30 billion by that period”. 

Wi-Fi ISPs have a clear addressable market, although their economic equation can be difficult. Even if 

the Railtel / Indian Railways project represented as much as 60% of the public Wi-Fi footprint nationwide, 

there would still be a large opportunity for wireless ISPs. venues that are increasingly subscribing to 

the idea of public Wi-fi on their premises can benefit their broader business. For e.g. high profile 

public Wi-Fi deployments such as the Railtel / Indian Railway partnership, and indeed the prevalence of 

free Wi-Fi in venues such as Starbucks India (provided by Tata). (Source: Analysys Mason). 



The report by Analysys Mason on Public Wifi projected that “by 2019, over 100m users will spend an extra 

~USD3 billion annually on MBB and handsets because of their experience of high-speed public Wi-Fi. 

Some of the broader impacts of Public Wifi on Economy, Productivity and Governments are as below: 

 ❖ Increased Productivity- Evolved use cases of internet usage (e.g. video) 

 ❖  Higher Gross Domestic Product: India’s GDP could increase by over USD20 billion cumulatively between 

2017-19. 

 ❖ 7 of 9 Digital India pillars are directly addressed 

Challenges
The following sections discuss some of the key issues that need to be addressed in order to ensure better 

proliferation of public Wi-Fi services in India.

a) Right of Way (RoW) issues

The Right of Way challenge has been a contentious issue for the Indian telecoms sector impediments and 

delays as a result of variable and complex procedures across states, non-uniformity in levies, and obtaining 

approvals from the Forest Department, Railways and National Highway Authority has greatly impacted 

planning and roll outs of towers and fibre across the country. 

The Right of Way rules, are yet to bring benefit to the Indian telecom sector due to lack of clarity and 

implementation hurdles.

The RoW rules are considered as a key enabler for expediting the deployment of underground (optical fibre) 

and over ground (mobile towers) infrastructure in India. The rules aim to rationalise administrative expenses 

across the country to a maximum of Rs 1000 per km for fibre, and a maximum of Rs 10 000 per application 

for overhead towers. t is worth noting that in India, less than 25% of telecom towers carry fibre optics against 

the average in the US, China and Korea where it is as high as 65-80%. Interestingly, total cumulative fibre 

deployed to population ratio today in the US is 1.4x, China 0.9x but only 0.1x in India, according to EY data.

b) Limitations on Spectrum Availability

The use of unlicensed spectrum has been one of the key enabling factors in the growth and widespread 

adoption of the Wi-Fi standard.

Accordingly, in an effort to provide maximum flexibility for innovation and lower entry costs for ubiquitous 

wireless devices including those that utilize the Wi-Fi standards, many countries have set aside certain 

bands (such as the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz bands) besides the V band (60Ghz )  exclusively for unlicensed users. 

However, apart from the unlicensed frequencies typically utilised under the Wi-Fi standard, there are several 

other frequency bands which can be utilized for wireless provision of Internet access. 
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e & v band
Deployment of wireless fibre technologies in the E & V band and possible delicensing of V band could expedite 

the process of affordable broadband penetration in India. Proposed by the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 

India as one of the potential bands for use for Wifi purposes, 60 GHz or the V band is considered suitable for 

providing short haul wireless links for backhaul in urban and dense urban areas as well as for providing Wifi 

like multigigabit wireless access everywhere. E&V bands also act as a “fiber extension” to extend broadband 

connectivity from existing points of presence (“POPs”) to nearby locations for a number of applications in 

urban, semi-urban, and rural areas.
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There is a concern in certain quarters that Govt’s decision to liberalise Wifi would lead to an imbalance in the 

level playing field between TSPs and the new entities viz. PDOAs . 

Table Below clearly spells out the Roles & Rights of a Licensed TSP/ISP vis-a vis that of a PDOA as envisaged 

to sell Internet services using Public Wifi .

Concept of liberalisation of public Wifi: 
How it is a win-win situation for all

04

sn attribute liCensed tsp/isp pdoa

1 Rights

- Interconnection

- Numbering Plan

- Licensed Spectrum

- RoW

- Protection from Interference

NIL

2 Indian Telegraph Act  
(U/s 4) Unified Licensee

Registration is another form of 
Licensing “Licensing is a permission” 

3
Permissions to sell Voice & 
other Services 

YES ( as UL Licensees )
NO-Exclusively to sell Internet 
services through Public Wifi 

4
Have protection for 
interference for allocated 
spectrum

YES
NO-No protection from interference. 
Hence SLA offerings would be a 
challenge

5

Resell Bandwidth without 
any tie-up with other ISP

YES-they are a carrier. They 
have unlimited rights to resell 
bandwidth to anyone 

NO-must tie up with a MVNO/TSP. 

Can only sell to the retail PDOs

6 Statutory Obligations YES-All as applicable

YES-All data records, Ekyc, 
Authentication, Quality of Service, 
Billing, records must be provided. 
Consumer’s Data Privacy & Data 
protection also to be ensured

From the above table, the following can be surmised viz.
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The new liberalised approach is only applicable only for the Wifi part of the TSP services. In fact, the carrier 

has several other elements in his bouquet of services. We at BIF are of the view that the TSPs should be given 

the same terms as the new entities viz. PDOAs for providing Wifi services. This will ensure a level playing 

field for all. It is of course a given that Wifi offloading would only help a TSP decongest its network. Also the 

extra capacity that Wifi provides helps the customer in downloading large data files which brings in additional 

source of revenues for the TSPs besides improving customer satisfaction and QoS. 
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proliferation of public Wi-fi can provide a significant boost to the government’s digital ambition  – 

ubiquitous connectivity, digital inclusion and enabling infrastructure. In addition, productivity improvements 

from high speed Wi-Fi for the overall economy can also translate into tangible benefits to GDP. By 2019, a 

successful public Wi-Fi market in India could see over 600 million people experiencing a public Wi-Fi service. 

For this to become a reality, over 3 million access points must be rolled out throughout the country, including 

in tier 3 cities and villages. Most of them will need to be connected through high-speed fibre optic links to 

ensure a high quality of service, comparable with what Google and Railtel already offer today.

Providing access to Wi-Fi could be an economical and rapid way of connecting the unconnected throughout 

the country, especially given the unfeasible business case of rolling out expensive traditional cellular 

infrastructure in rural areas, plagued with a lower willingness to pay and revenue potential.

Globally, Wi-Fi has been one of the preferred modes of Internet access for over two decades. Wi-Fi 

deployment has received a proactive push from multiple stakeholders including Internet users, governments, 

regulators, venue owners and Telcos. Venue owners, in particular, have explored various business models for 

effective deployment of public Wi-Fi.

Long term public welfare over short term 
revenue maximization

05



TRAI in its Consultation Paper released in July 2016 & in its recommendation released in March 2017 on Public 

Wifi has emphasised the benefits of introducing PDOAs for deployment of Public Wifi. The Pubic Data Office 

Aggregator (PDOA) may multi-home Internet bandwidth from multiple ISPs and sell them to customers at 

a retail level. Service providers may charge differential “commercial’ tariffs from PDOAs. The Authority is 

well aware of the fact that introduction of PDO along with an aggregator (PDOA) would entail resale of data 

services as is already allowed in case of cyber café model. A PDOA will be an aggregator which will ensure 

that subscribers have a seamless experience when it comes to authentication and payments. Such PDOA 

will be responsible for maintaining electronic (authentication and payment) records of all users that end up 

using the Wi-Fi service provided by a PDO linked with such PDOA. PDOA may set up and invest in their own 

authentication and payment systems or even outsource these functions to a third party.

As the number of PDOs in the country increases, their greater visibility will make the people aware of their 

advantages thereby enhancing the demand for public Wi-Fi. Further, the PDOs will ensure that users can buy 

the data amount based on their needs. The availability of data services for small token values will stimulate the 

demand for public Wi-Fi services.

 ❖  PDOAs will allow smaller players to provide Wi-Fi services without having to incur heavy costs. This will 

lead to an exponential increase in the number of Wifi hotspots  in the country. With increasing reach in 

urban and especially rural areas, more and more people will be able to access Wi-Fi networks. Increased 

penetration will steadily address the problem of awareness that has been highlighted earlier as a demand 

side issue. Any home user can also be converted into the PDO through logical partitions by the PDOA in 

which one part of bandwidth may be allocated to the home user for its own use and other part can be used 

as public Wi-Fi Hotspot. This can make ubiquitous presence of public Wi-Fi in the area.

 ❖  Introduction of PDOA for public Wi-Fi provision can develop Wi-Fi hotspots like a small scale industry quite 

akin to the case of PCOs. This will enable small shop owners viz. kirana stores and micro-entrepreneurs, 

like chai wallas, pan shops etc who will be able to provide an additional revenue stream to their existing 

businesses by additionally providing internet access. . Setting up of a PDO will require a small infrastructure 

cost and it can be run along with other businesses. For example, small retail outlets like tea-shop owners 

can set up their own PDOs which can operate alongside their main businesses.

 ❖  PDOs can help achieve this step by facilitating last mile connectivity. There is a strong case for better 

utilization of the capacity provided by the existing infrastructure through public Wi-Fi.

trai recommendations:  
The New decentralised structure involving 
PDOA/PDOs to deliver Public Wifi

06
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Internationally, the licensing and regulatory framework for Public Wi-FI, is very light-handed and facilitating/

enabling .. Some details of the global regulatory & licensing framework of Public WiF in other countries is 

given below:- 

 ❖ United States (not subject to telecom law).

 ❖  Australia/New Zealand: No registration or 
license required.

 ❖  The European Union (with some countries 
imposing registration requirements)

 ❖ UK/Denmark – No filings required 

 ❖  Rest of EU—Registration required, but light 
regulatory requirement.

 ❖  Switzerland/Norway—Non-EU countries, 
service subject only to registration.

 ❖  Japan (notification required, but light 
regulatory requirements) 

 ❖ Canada (simple online registration) 

 ❖ Cambodia (registration/notice filing) 

 ❖ Cameroon (declaration/notice filing) 

 ❖ Mozambique (registration/notice filing) 

 ❖ Nigeria (registration/notice filing) 

 ❖ Rwanda (notification/notice filing) 

 ❖ South Africa (notification/notice filing) 

 ❖ Indonesia (free service only) 

 ❖ Bangladesh (no filing for reseller services) 

 ❖ Benin (no filing for reseller services) 

 ❖ Nepal (no filing for reseller services) 

Global regulatory practices of Public Wifi

07

Globally, Telcos have been increasingly deploying and integrating Wi-Fi solutions as add-ons to their cellular 

networks, using technologies such as Passpoint and Hotspot 2.0 for example. According to iPass’s Wi-Fi 

Growth Map, India currently has just ~36 000 commercial hotspots, compared to emerging markets such as 

China (more than 6.1 million), Indonesia (more than 165 000) and Mexico (more than 165 000), reflecting a 

significant scope for further deployment of Wi-Fi access points across the country. 

The following graph demonstrates India’s position against 34 other nations, big & small, and is illustrative of 

a simple truth. At approximately 2.68 hotspots for every 1,00,000 (or one hotspot for approximately 37500 
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At the same time, it is interesting to note how these nations stack up against each other when the rollout of 

public hotspots is examined in a spatial context. The following graph illustrates the relative positions of these 

nations when compared for the rollout of hotspots as a function of land mass. We believe both sets of data are 

useful for getting a complete picture of the state of public wifi across this sample set of nations.

india performs poorly when you look at the above two analysis and hence really need to push the fact that 

Wifi has a huge capacity to deliver connectivity to improve the economy of the country.

people), India fares far poorly in comparison to other nations. It is also interesting to note the magnitude of 

difference between nations that rank at the bottom of this comparison. Nigeria, South Africa and USA all have 

far more impressive averages than India at 7.25, 27.17 and 51.86 hotspots per 1,00,000 people respectively. 

While one hotspot serves a whopping 37500 people in India (on average), one hotspot is on average serving 

13,800; 3,680 and 1,928 people in Nigeria, South Africa and USA respectively.
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Conclusion

08

It is a given that Public Wifi is the way to go to accelerate Broadband penetration in the country. The TRAI 

recommendations on Liberalised Approach to Public Wifi correctly highlight steps which are likely to  

facilitate creation of millions of Public Wifi hotspots and thereby help attain the country’s vision towards 

achieving Digital India.  These Recommendations are holistic in nature, neutral to service providers, 

provide for level playing field  for all . These recommendations also enable opening up of a new additional 

revenue stream for TSPs and is likely to provide a big revenue boost to the carriers. It’s a win –win for all 

as the Consumer gets sufficient bandwidth to download video files thereby increasing data usage which 

means higher revenues for the operator, and higher levels of internet penetration for the Govt to meet its 

Digital India objectives.
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Digital revolution is helping India march towards a digitally connected nation by harnessing power 
of technology led innovations. Indian citizens are increasingly getting connected via cutting edge 
technologies like 4G and WiFi which are helping them in improving and empowering their lives. As 
per latest estimates, India has deployed around 100,000 public WiFi hotspots thanks to government 
and private telco initiatives for boosting broadband connectivity in tourist spots, government offices, 
educational institutes, health centres, market places, gram panchayats and others.

Globally, total public WiFi hotspots (including homespots) will grow 6-fold from 2016 to 2021 from 94 
million in 2016 to 541.6 million by 2021 as per Cisco VNI report and this is true also for India thanks to 
Digital India initiative.  

The draft Telecom Policy i.e. the National Digital Communications Policy 2018 talks about achieving 10 
million WiFi hotspots by 2022 through NagarNet and JanWiFi. For achieving this, India has a long way 
to go as NagarNet project focuses on establishing one million WiFi hotspots in urban areas whereas 
JanWiFi is looking at deployment of 2 million WiFi hotspots in rural areas. Both these WiFi initiatives 
are planned to be funded through Universal Service Obligation Fund (USOF) and Public Private 
Partnerships. 

For achieving large number of hotspots, TRAI has come out with Public Data Office (PDO) concept. 
The vision of this initiative is to establish an Open Architecture based WiFi Access Network Interface 
(WANI), such that any entity (company, proprietorship, societies, non-profits, etc.) should easily be 
able to setup a public WiFi access point and user should be able to connect one or more devices in 
single session through low denomination package. 

One of the major Operator plans to deploy around 1.5 million WiFi hotspots at stadiums, housing 
complexes, bus stops, public parks and tourist spots, schools and colleges, government buildings, 
and other places in the country. The company has deployed over 80,000 access points for hotspots, 
colleges and WiFi offloads. One of the social media giant has deployed 700 Express WiFi hotspots 
in states of Uttarakhand, Rajasthan and Gujarat by signing with local ISPs. The company has also 
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partnered with one of the leading telecom operator to launch an additional 20,000 hotspots. Moreover, 
another operator plans to deploy 100,000 WiFi hotspots of which 70,000 Wi-Fi hotspots will be from 
their resources and 20,000 WiFi hotspots through Capex mode.  

The country will witness more around 100 - 1,000 WiFi hotspots in 100 Smart Cities Project of Ministry 
of Urban Development. For e.g.  Pune Smart City Development Corporation is planning to install 150 
Google Stations as hotspots. Google Stations will be installed as a hotspot in Pune municipality area 
by Larsen & Toubro. Potentially, 3 million Punekars can now get online within seconds, to message 
friends, pay bills, shop online, watch music videos — and do millions of other things — at locations all 
around the city. 

The implementation of 514,382 Wi-Fi hotspot services across 250,000 gram panchayats covered 
under BharatNet Project Phase I and Phase II is presently under process. The focus is for providing Wi-
Fi/broadband services and to operate and maintain the entire infrastructure thus created for a minimum 
period of four years from the date of successful completion of works at all gram panchayat areas in the 
project area/cluster.

One of the major stakeholders has provided high speed RailWire WiFi services to the rural areas by 
implementing WiFi facility at 298 designated rural railway stations close to the inhabited villages across 
the country with the support from Indian Railways and Universal Service Obligatory Fund (USOF). It is 
providing fast WiFi experience to the railways stations situated at remote corners of India. It has taken a 
lead in providing fast WiFi for the use of passengers at A1, A category Railway stations through Google 
as the technology partner. Presently, it has deployed WiFi hotspots in 392 stations and 33 stations 
are still remaining. It has invited tender for supply, installation, testing, commissioning, operation and 
maintenance of WiFi Services at 7,700 rural railway stations (D, E & F category). 

Recently, the Telecom Commission has also given a go ahead to inflight connectivity. With this, the 
airliines and the telecom service providers can offer voice and data services in Indian airspace once an 
aircraft reaches an altitude of 3,000 metres say end of 2018 or early 2019.  
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some of the key recommendation:

1.  WiFi hotspots deployment as per India’s population so Indian government should strategise 
accordingly and focus more on villages.  

2.  6.5 - 7 million WiFi hotspots to be deployed in 649,481 villages with total population of 833 million. 
Deployment through Government funds, BBNL, USOF or CSR Fund of telcos and other technology 
companies. 

3.  3.5 - 3.0 million WiFi hotspots to be deployed in 7,935 cities/towns with total population of 377 
million. Deployment through telcos, ISPs and others. 

4.  Deployment in villages will lead to achieving doubling of farmers income and doubling of crop yield 
as ministry information w.r.t. agriculture, education, health, skill development, water resources, 
mother and child development, government services should be available in regional languages. 

5.  All the ministries related to rural development i.e. Ministry of Telecommunications, Ministry of IT 
& Electronics, Ministry of Rural Development, Ministry of Agriculture, Ministry of Health & Family 
Welfare, Ministry of Water Resources, Ministry of Human Resources and Development, Ministry of 
Skill Development, Ministry of Mother & Child Development and others need to come forward and 
work together if the focus is on uplifting villagers. 

5.  Digital Awareness Melas should be conducted in all 649,481 villages so that people are aware about 
how WiFi/digital can transform their lives. 

6.  Maintenance of BharatNet Network and WiFi CPEs will be a big challenge so government should 
train village level entrepreneur for After Market Maintenance (AMS) of BharatNet Network and CPEs 
thereby employing around 65,000 locals for this job. 

7.  There would be lot of savings for the government by putting digital information in the portal either 
through video, text or pictures and not go for conventional approach like banner, hoardings and 
others. 



Disclaimer: BIF has used its best efforts in collecting and preparing this Report and accepts no liability of the content of this Report, or for the 
consequences of any actions taken on the basis of the information provided for any incorrect information supplied to by our Report.

BIF does not assume and hereby disclaims any liabilities for any loss and damage caused by errors omissions in preparing this Report, whether such 
errors or omissions result from negligence, accident or other causes.

BIF reserves all rights herein. This document is to be used for internal use only by intended person. If you are not the intended recipient you are 
notified that disclosing, copying, distributing or taking any action in reliance on the contents of this information is strictly prohibited without the written 
permission of the publisher.

For information regarding permission, write to Mr. Anil Prakash, Director General, Broadband India Forum, Suites - 215 & 216, DBS Office Business 
Centre, 1st Floor, World Trade Tower, Barakhamba Lane, New Delhi-110001
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1. Introduction	
	
Since	the	1990s,	four	generations	of	cellular	network	technologies	have	propelled	us	to	move	from	
from	 "bag	 phones"	 that	 used	 slow	 1G	 voice	 networks	 to	 sleek	 devices	 that	 make	 use	 of	 high	
throughput	4G	LTE.	Modern	consumers	have	access	 to	seemingly	 limitless	multimedia	content	on	
mobile	 devices,	monitor	 fitness	 using	 wearable	 technologies,	 and	 answer	 the	 front	 door	 using	 a	
smartphone	application.	
	

	
	
	Source:	TRAI	
	
As	India	forges	ahead	with	one	of	the	world’s	largest	and	perhaps	the	most	ambitious	digital	inclusion	
agendas	through	its	Digital	India	vision,	it	is	imperative	to	design,	build,	and	manage	the	optical-fibre	
infrastructure	 in	much	 the	 same	way	 that	other	essential	 infrastructure	 (power,	water	 and	gas)	 is	
architected.	Fibre	is	the	backbone	of	ambitious	digitalization	plans,	and	all	initiatives	to	ensure	its	fast	
and	efficient	roll	out	sit	at	the	center	of	digital	Success.		
	
Data	consumption	drives	progress.		The	scale	of	data	consumption	in	India	is	unparalleled	with	40%	
internet	user	growth	at	a	time	when	global	growth	is	flattening.	The	Government’s	JAM	platform	will	
transform	the	entire	population	base	towards	progress.	With	India	expected	to	be	the	most	populous	
country	in	less	than	a	decade,	the	complexity	and	scale	of	data	will	also	increase.	The	need	for	Smart	
Cities	based	on	its	liveability	standards	is	pivotal	to	India’s	goals	as	a	productive	global	leader.	
	
A	strongfibre	network	backbone	is	imperative	for	high-speed	broadband,	integrated	sensors,	public	
Wifi,	and	other	smart	elements	to	help	the	country	truly	tap	its	digital	potential.		
	
While	significant	investment	is	made	in	the	infrastructure	of	power	grids	and	water	and	gas	supplies	
to	ensure	better	quality	of	life	for	citizens,	equal	focus	is	required	to	be	given	to	fibre	networks.	The	
immediate	need	for	strong	backhaul	fibre	i-Ways	and	smart	buildings	and	homes	with	FTTx	is	known.	
Behaviour	wise,	fibre	is	in	many	ways	similar	to	other	utilities	like	roads	and	electricity	–	in	terms	of	
deployment	 and	 end	 benefit	 to	 the	 consumers	 and	 hence	 needs	 an	 ease	 of	 business	 policy	 that	
addresses	similar	issues.		
	

2% 

17% 

81% 

Technology-wise	Data	Usage	(Dec	2017)

2G 3G 4G
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India’s	National	Digital	Communications	Policy	(NDCP)	has	ambitious	goals	for	fixed	line	access	and	
bandwidth	for	citizens.	It	has	recognized	optical	fibre	as	a	public	utility	and	rendered	importance	to	a	
Fibre	 First	 initiative,	 a	 National	 Digital	 Grid	 with	 constitution	 of	 National	 Fibre	 Authority	 and	
fiberisation	of	towers.	While	the	rollout	of	optical	fibre	networks	is	well	recognized	in	the	NDCP,	An	
integrated	Ease	of	Business	policy	that	addresses	the	objectives	of	high	quality	robust	Networks	
with	efficient	roll	outs	becomes	extremely	pivotal	to	ensure	the	FTTx	infrastructure	is	well	laid	out	
and	is	sustained	for	a	minimum	of	30	years.	Similar	to	the	Private	sector,	the	public	sector	or	Govt	
organisations	are	 fast	becoming	an	equal	or	 a	big	 stakeholder	 in	data	 intensive	networks	 through	
BharatNet,	Smart	Cities,	Defence	Networks	and	prospects	of	NagarNet,	GramNet,	among	others.		
	
An	ease	of	business	policy	that	address	operational	and	fiscal	hurdles	of	both	the	private	sector	and	
the	Government	needs	early	activation	for	India’s	digital	leadership.	
	
The	government	in	many	ways	is	outpacing	the	private	sector	 in	 large	scale	deployments.	As	a	key	
stakeholder	of	digitisation,	an	Ease	of	Business	policy	for	Government	deployments	is	very	important	
at	this	stage	to	ensure	the	governmentnetworks	stand	the	test	of	time	and	integrate	seamlessly	with	
the	 private	 sector	 roll	 out.	 A	 governance	mechanism	 also	 needs	 to	 be	 set	 around	 the	 high	 scale	
deployment	 of	 these	 data	 intensive	 networks.	 Here,	 role	 of	 an	 empowered	 steering	 committee	
becomes	extremely	critical.		
	
The	private	sector	welcomes	the	common	ducts	initiative	of	the	government	and	in	the	near	future	
needs	fast	and	easy	ROW	permissions	at	calibrated	prices.	The	ROW	Portal	can	become	a	testimony	
of	ease	of	business	and	transparency.	 It	can	simplify	timely	approval	for	ROW	permissions,	 include	
integrated	maps	 of	 all	 utilities	 to	 prevent	 any	 damage	 to	 other	 pipelines	 and	 become	 the	 single	
platform	of	engagement	for	ROW	thereby	reducing	significantly	the	number	of	on-ground	personnel	
needed	to	address	ROW.	Security	 for	all	public	utilities	 including	Fibre	can	be	better	addressed	by	
synergising	all	utilities	through	integrated	maps	and	inclusion	as	a	part	of	city	planning.	For	FTTH	Fiber,	
notification	in	Building	codes	is	needed	to	ensure	fast	and	easy	roll	out	into	all	buildings.	Given	the	
challenging	economics	of	deploying	fibre,	as	well	as	its	inherent	public	utility,	legal	recourses	need	to	
be	designed	to	protect	from	and	enforce	against	the	willful	damage	of	Optical	fiber	networks.		
	
5G	is	the	next	step	in	the	evolution	of	communications	technology.	Connected	devices	of	the	future	
will	 include	 large	 numbers	 of	 autonomous	 vehicles,	 augmented/virtual	 reality	 (AR/VR)	 devices,	
infrastructure	sensors	for	smart	transportation,	public	safety	applications,	and	airborne	drones.	5G	
will	enable	these	kinds	of	technologies	at	exceptional	scales,	data	rates,	and	low	latencies.	To	support	
all	of	this,	5G	is	expected	to	provide	gigabit	speeds,	sub	one-millisecond	latency,	and	the	capacity	to	
connect	an	astonishing	2.5	million	devices	per	square	mile.	
	
5G	will	 also	place	enormous	demands	 for	 fixed-	wireline	networks.	5G	will	 use	much	higher	 radio	
frequencies	than	today’s	cellular	networks.	While	these	higher	frequencies	carry	larger	amounts	of	
data,	they	also	have	very	short	ranges.	For	5G	to	work	well,	many	additional	small	radios	or	“cells”	
must	be	installed	close	together—as	close	as	100	feet	apart,	leading	to	densification	of	networks.	To	
provide	 multi-gigabit	 service	 to	 many	 users	 and	 applications,	 these	 small	 cells	 will	 need	 to	 be	
connected	to	hundreds	of	thousands—perhaps	millions—of	miles	of	new	fiber	optic	cable.	
	
As	per	Cisco,	India’s	IP	traffic	will	grow	4-fold	from	2016	to	2021,	at	a	compound	annual	growth	rate	
of	 30%,	 of	 which	 internet	 video	 traffic	 will	 reach	 3.6	 Exabytes	 per	 month	 in	 2021,	 which	 is	
approximately	5	million	GB	per	hour.	A	high	speed	technology,	capable	of	high	throughput	and	low	
latency	is	fundamental	to	achieving	this	growth.	Fiber	to	the	home	is	the	only	viable	contender	that	
can	deal	with	this	effectively.		
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Source:	CISCO	VNI	Index	

	
There	 is	 no	 doubt	 Digital	 inclusion	 can	 help	 improve	 any	 nation’s	 economy	 and	 sustainable	
development.	Ubiquitous	broadband	is	a	growth	engine	for	democracy.	What	is	unfolding	in	front	of	
us	is	a	massive	digital	inclusion	ecosystem,	driven	by	the	multiplier	effect	of	–More	‘connected’	people,	
More	devices	per	person,	More	 ‘content’	per	device	 and	more	data	consumption	per	content	 type:	
Already,	the	annual	global	IP	traffic	has	crossed	1	Zettabyte	(ZB)	and	is	expected	to	exceed	3	ZB	in	the	
next	five	years	(1	ZB	=	1021	bytes).	Per	capita	data	consumption	is	set	to	multiply	nearly	five	times	in	
the	next	three	years!	With	the	uptake	of	IOT,	M2M	and	5G,	data	consumption	is	expected	to	rise	by	
significant	orders	of	magnitude.		
	
Optical	fiber	is	getting	implemented	as	“Fiber	to	the	Home	(FTTH)”	solution.	Once	a	home	is	connected	
through	fibre	in	the	last	mile,	we	can	say	that	it	has	direct	access	to	the	Internet	Super	Highway:	entire	
content,	 information	 and	 applications	 available	 through	 the	 web	 can	 be	 accessed	 without	 any	
limitations	or	constraint.	One	of	the	most	valued	applications	that	will	drive	demand	for	FTTH	in	India	
will	be	‘quad	play’	of	high	speed	broadband	access	with	speeds	up	to	100Mbps,	high-definition	video,	
unlimited	telephony	and	smart	applications	viz.	IPTV,	Interactive	TV,	HD-TV,	VoIP,	Smart	Appliances	
(IoT	 /M2M),	 live	music	 &	Movie	 streaming	 and	 downloads,	multiplayer	 online	 gaming	 and	 home	
security	 systems	with	 remote	monitoring.	 Enterprise	 businesses	will	 benefit	 significantly	 from	 the	
implementation	 of	 FTTH	 networks	 through	 the	 use	 of	 bandwidth	 intensive	 applications	 viz.	 next	
generation	video	conferencing,	interactive	distance	learning,	telemedicine,	etc.	
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2. FTTH	a	key	objective	under	National	Digital	Communications	Policy	
	
While	the	Government	is	promoting	the	development	of	fixed	line	communications	through	its	newly	
drafted	 telecom	 policy	 –	 National	 Digital	 Communications	 Policy	 –	 India’s	 predominant	 mode	 of	
communication,	 whether	 voice	 or	 data	 is	 still	 done	 over	 mobile	 networks.	 The	 government	 has	
identified	the	key	benefits	of	OFC	and	has	built	upon	various	missions	to	achieve	the	vision	of	Digital	
India	 through	 its	 draft	 National	 Digital	 Communication	 policy	 2018.	 “Implementing	 a	 ‘Fibre	 First	
Initiative’	to	take	fibre	to	the	home,	to	enterprises	and	to	key	development	institutions	in	Tier	I,	II	and	
III	towns	and	to	rural	clusters:		
	
i.	According	Telecom	Optic	Fibre	cables	the	status	of	Public	utility		
ii.	 Promoting	 collaboration	models	 involving	 state,	 local	bodies	and	private	 sector	as	necessary	 for	
provision	of	shared	duct	infrastructure	in	municipalities,	rural	areas	and	national	highways		
iii.	 Facilitating	 Fibre-to-the-tower	 programme	 to	 enable	 fiberisation	 of	 at	 least	 60%	 base	 stations	
thereby	accelerating	migration	to	4G/5G		
iv.	 Leveraging	 existing	 assets	 of	 the	 broadcasting	 and	 power	 sector	 to	 improve	 connectivity,	
affordability	and	sustainability.	
v.	Incentivising	and	promoting	fibre	connectivity	for	all	new	developmental	construction		
vi.	 By	 making	 requirement	 for	 telecom	 installations	 and	 the	 associated	 cabling	 and	 in-building	
solutions	mandatory	in	in	all	commercial,	residential	and	office	spaces	by	amending	National	Building	
Code	of	India	(NBC),	through	Bureau	of	Indian	Standards	(BIS)”	
	
The	NDCP	2018	has	accorded	optical	fibre	the	status	of	a	public	utility	and	rendered	import	to	a	
Fibre	First	 initiative,	a	National	Digital	Grid	with	constitution	of	National	Fibre	Authority	and	the	
fiberisation	of	towers.	

2.1	Why	optical	fibre	is	critical	
	

• Almost	 unlimited	 data	 capacity,	 very	 little	 attenuation:	 For	 enhanced	 citizens’	 and	
government’s	needs	

• Ultra-fast	speeds:	Data	can	travel	at	70%	of	the	speed	of	 light!	Speed	multiplies	as	several	
wavelengths	travel	at	the	same	time	

• 1GB	data	can	travel	over	120	km	on	a	single	fibre	
• Resistance	to	EM	waves:	Ideal	for	deployment	in	cities	were	there	can	be	interference	from	

power	wiring		
• Easy	to	bend:	Ideas	for	use	in	congested	urban	areas	for	last-mile	connectivity	
• Secure:	 Signals	 travel	 at	 the	 centre	 of	 the	 cable	 (core)	 and	 do	 not	 get	 radiated	 out;	 and	

attempts	at	tapping	can	easily	be	monitored		
	
Moreover,	across	generations	(2G	–	5G)	of	technologies,	fibre	has	played	a	key	role,	either	in	backbone	
network,	 mobile	 backhaul	 or	 as	 access	 technologies	 like	 FTTx.	 Fibre	 has	 formed	 the	 core	 of	 the	
network	from	the	2G	era,	connecting	major	cities,	to	3G	where	it	connected	smaller	towns	and	sub-
urban	areas,	to	4G	for	tower	backhaul.	With	FTTx	and	5G,	fibre	will	be	essential	for	connecting	homes	
and	buildings.	Its	use	has	progressed	from	core	metros	and	is	now	entrenched	in	the	last	mile	as	well.	
	
	

2.2 Deep	deployment	of	fibre	is	a	national	imperative	
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The	 future	of	Digital-India	 lies	 in	 the	data	 intensive	 5G,	M2M	and	 IoT.	Optical	 Fibre	networks	 are	
foundational	to	the	success	of	the	data	driven	era.	India	has	ambitious	plans	on	the	usage	of	the	data	
networks.	Optical	fibre	connectivity	is	critical	for	data	intensive	environment	but	India	is	deficient	in	
Fibre	Connectivity,	pivotal	to	quality	utilization	and	adaption	of	5G,	data	intensive	usage,	era	of	video	
and	video	calling	and	IoT.		Private	sector	can	support	in	achieving	the	objectives	of	data	empowerment	
to	the	next	billion	with	true	broadband.		
	
With	 a	 promise	 of	 10Gbps	 speed,	 less	 than	 1	 ms	 latency	 and	 90%	 reduction	 in	 network	 energy	
utilization,	5G	will	spur	the	next	round	of	telecom	infrastructure	investments.	The	growth	of	5G	will	
be	fueled	by	a	sharp	hike	in	consumer	data	and	the	proliferation	of	IoT	devices.	Self-sustaining	smart	
cities	will	become	lands	of	progress	and	the	65%	rural	population	will	become	the	real	disruptor.	Rural	
India	will	give	us	unique	case	studies	that	we	can	take	to	the	world.	5G	and	IoT	will	reshape	the	way	
data	will	be	used	and	the	way	networks	will	be	built.	With	the	coming	of	connected	mobility,	low	or	
no	latency	requirements	will	be	the	need	of	the	hour.	Therefore,	data	centers	will	move	to	the	edge	
and	 fibre	 will	 become	 the	 great	 disruptor	 in	 the	 network	 infrastructure	 where	 Software	 Defined	
Networks	(SDN)	will	have	fibre	connected	directly	to	white	boxes.		
	

	
Source:	Cisco,Sterlite	technologies	
	
Annual	global	IP	traffic	will	reach	3.3	ZB	per	year	by	2021,	or	278	exabytes	(EB)	per	month.	In	2016,	
the	annual	run	rate	for	global	IP	traffic	was	1.2	ZB	per	year,	or	96	EB	per	month.	
	
Deloitte	predicts	5G	will	expand	the	network	effect	dramatically	by	extending	the	reach	of	the	Internet	
to	almost	any	kind	of	connection,	by	almost	any	kind	of	device,	wherever	a	wireless	signal	can	reach.	
Markets	that	attract	the	most	users	first	will	also	influence	further	innovation	as	5G	networks	mature	
and	 become	 ubiquitous.	 As	 different	 kinds	 of	 devices	 connect,	 new	 use	 cases	 will	 emerge	 for	
collections	of	devices	previously	considered	unrelated,	attracting	even	more	investment	and	driving	
spillover	 economic	 benefits.	 The	 United	 States,	 Japan,	 and	 South	 Korea	 have	 all	made	 significant	
strides	toward	5G	readiness,	but	none	to	the	same	extent	as	China.	Infrastructure	spending	and	tower	
density	distinguish	China’s	leap	forward	and	highlight	the	degree	to	which	China	outpaces	the	United	
States	during	these	early	stages	of	5G	deployment.	
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Bharat	net,	the	world’s	largest	rural	broadband	connectivity	project,	envisages	a	network	of	close	to	
700,000	 km	of	OFC	 to	provide	broadband	 connectivity	 in	 the	 country’s	 250,000	 villages.	As	of	 2nd	
September	2018,	a	total	of	2,87,878	kms	of	Optical	fiber	has	been	laid	over	1,19,035	GPs.	
	
India	is	set	to	witness	surging	data	traffic	owing	to	higher	number	of	connected	devices,	increase	in	
video	 consumption	 and	 growing	 data	 consumption	 per	 unit	 led	 by	 higher	 data	 speeds.	 To	 deliver	
internet	reliably	and	deliver	bandwidth-hungry	applications	such	as	live	streaming	coaching	classes,	
fibre	is	the	most	suitable	medium	for	carrying	high	amount	of	data	over	long	distances.	
	
The	 main	 advantage	 of	 optical	 fiber	 communication	 over	 electrical	 cable	 transmission	 is	 its	 high	
bandwidth	 capability	 (almost	 10Gps)	 over	 long	 distances	 due	 to	 the	 extremely	 low	 loss	 at	 same	
specific	 wavelengths	 (e.g.	 1.3	 um	 and	 1.55	 um).	 	 Moreover,	 optical	 fibers	 are	 also	 immune	 to	
electromagnetic	interference.	Multimode	optical	fiber	can	readily	transmit	high	bandwidth	data	over	
long	distances;	a	typical	bandwidth-distance	product	for	multimode	fiber	is	500	MHz/km,	so	a	500	m	
tether	 can	 transmit	 1	 GHz	 (several	 Gbits/second,	 with	 appropriate	 modulation).	
Signal	losses	over	500m	are	negligible;	the	bandwidth	is	limited	by	dispersion	of	signals.	
	
The	fibre	network	backbone	is	the	information	highway	for	crucial	services	like	high-speed	broadband,	
integrated	sensors,	public	Wifi,	and	other	smart	elements	to	help	cities	truly	tap	their	potential.	While	
significant	 investment	 is	made	 in	 the	 infrastructure	 of	 power	 grids	 and	water	 and	 gas	 supplies	 to	
ensure	better	quality	of	life	for	citizens,	equal	focus	is	required	to	be	given	to	fibre	networks.		

2.3 Fiberisation	of	Towers	is	needed	
	
India	has	currently	4,82,271	towers	(Tarang	Sanchar)	and	only	20-30%	are	fiberized.	The	International	
Telecommunication	Union	(ITU),	in	its	“Trends	in	Telecommunication	Reform	2017”	report	estimates	
that	ongoing	capital	investments	related	to	fibre	infrastructure	will	reach	a	staggering	$144.2	billion	
between	2014	and	2019	A	huge	explosion	of	data,	especially	video,	flowing	from	tomorrow’s	5G	radios	
and	base	transceiver	stations	(BTS)	is	the	primary	driver	for	this	immense	capital	investment	into	fibre	
infrastructure	deployments.	
	
In	 terms	of	 the	 total	 fibre	deployed	to	population	 ratio,	 India	has	a	 lot	of	catching	up	 to	do	when	
compared	with	the	US	and	China.	India’s	ratio	stands	at	just	0.1x	when	compared	to		USA's		1.4x	and	
China's	0.9x.	Additionally,	a	broadband	density	of	just	13%,	compared	to	China’s	81%	presents	a	huge	
opportunity	for	infrastructure	planners	to	design	a	shared	common	fibre	infrastructure	for	telecom	
service	providers,	cable	TV	providers,	internet	service	providers	and	cloud	and	data-center	providers.	
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Source:	CRU,	Wikipedia,	Deloitte,	Akamai,	Sterlite	technologies	
	
The	government's	historic	and	ambitious	plan	on	BharatNet	is	one	such	answer	to	how	India	will	lead	
digital	 disruption	 and	how	 the	 roll	 out	 of	 BharatNet	will	 become	 	 A	 global	 case	 study.	Unlike	 the	
current	stats	on	our	rural	community,		65%	of	India’s	population	will	surprise	the	world	with	innovative	
adaption	 and	 disruptive	 consumption	 of	 data.	 As	 an	 example,	 rural	 is	 not	 known	 to	 be	 a	 reading	
population	but	this	very	population	will	redefine	interactive	education,	entertainment,	e-Gov,	health	
etc.	New	business	models	basis	the	way	they	engage	the	Network	will	emerge.	Rural	will	capture	the	
era	of	video	and	video	calling.	All	this	requires	a	robust	and	scalable	sustained	Fibre	Network.		
	
The	essential	nervous	system	of		optical	fibre	across	the	nation’s	broadband	infrastructure	needs	to	
be	in	place	at	the	earliest	and	should	be	deployed	in	a	manner	that	sustains	the	infrastructure	for	a	
minimum	of	30	years.	Ease	of	Business	initiation	in	roll	out	and	maintenance	needs	to	be	addressed.	
India	ranks	100th	on	the	World	Bank’s	coveted	Ease	of	Doing	Business	Index	with	aspirations	to	move	
to	 rank	 50by	 2018.	Appropriate	measures	 should	 be	 taken	 by	 the	 country	 to	 re-orientating	 their	
parameters	of	 ranking	 in	 the	 ITC	development	 index.	 Industry	and	ministry	must	work	together	 to	
improve	India's	ranking	to	reach	every	household	swiftly.	Countries	are	ranked	on	regulatory	aspects	
of	business	climate.	
	
The	entire	lifecycle	to	infrastructure	roll	out	has	to	be	addressed	-	From	planning	to	deployment,	with	
focus	on	business	process.	This	will	address	speed	of	roll	out,	quality	of	network	and	efficient	cash	
flow.	A	strong	ease	of	business	policy	 in	telecom	infrastructure	will	ensure	better	accountability,	
lesser	delays	and	stronger	SLAs.	The	existing	process	is	riddled	with	many	challenges,	that	if	solved	
will	 ensure	 healthy	 competition,	 and	 a	 sustainable	 industry	 that	 promotes	 the	 objectives	 of	 the	
government	 All	measures	 need	 to	 be	 taken	 for	 better	 accountability	&	 faster	 deployments	 of	 BB	
infrastructure.	 Further,	 in	 government	 deployments,	 a	 single	 POC	 for	 faster	 approvals,	 quick	
government	payments	and	advice	on	better	resource	management	will	support	speed,	quality	and	
healthy	industry-	which	is	the	need	of	the	hour.	
	
	
	
	

2.4 Market	Size,	Investments	and	Status	of	FTTH	in	India	
	
Given	the	fact	that	there	are	20	Mn	Fixed	Broadband	connections	as	of	now	in	India	and	only	2	Mn	
Fiber-to-the-Home	(FTTH)	connections,	there	is	huge	potential	to	convert	the	remaining	18	Mn	fixed	
broadband	connections	to	FTTH	Connections.	Assuming	an	conservative	average	ARPU	of	 INR	250-
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500	per	subscriber	per	month,	the	Total	Market	size	in	India	is	estimated	to	be	of	the	order	of	5400-
10800	Cr	(USD	2	billion).	
	
Investments	 in	FTTH	are	 increasing.	Based	on	 research	conducted	by	RVA	LLC	 for	 the	Fiber	 to	 the	
Home	Council	Americas	(now	Fiber	Broadband	Association)	in	2016,	13.7	million	homes	are	connected	
directly	 to	 fiber,	 and	34	million	have	access	 to	FTTH.	There	are	well	over	1,000	 fiber-to-the-home	
deployments	in	the	U.S.	of	varying	sizes	and	architectures	and	the	momentum	is	picking	up.	Fiber	will	
enable	5G	deployment	and	the	two	technologies	are	complementary.	
	
BSNL	&	MTNL	 are	 one	 of	 the	 earliest	 operators	 to	 have	 launched	 FTTH	 services	 in	 Rajasthan	 (six	
districts)	&	Delhi	respectively.	The	services	included	IPTV,	HD-TV,	Video-on-demand,	and	High	Speed	
Broadband	&	Video	Conferencing.	Other	operators	viz.	RJio	&	Airtel	have	launched	their	high	speed	
fiber	access	networks	based	on	FTTH	in	the	metros	and	urban	cities.	RJio	has	plans	to	launch	it	in	small	
towns	as	well.	
	
Home	Broadband	and	Enterprise	Broadband	based	on	fiber	provides	true	high	speed	Broadband	with	
speeds	upto	100Mbps	and	with	high	capacities	upto	100Gbps	per	sub	per	month.	Almost	all	service	
providers	are	are	bullish	on	the	outlook	for	this	market.	A	plethora	of	broadband	enabled	services	in	
the	 area	 of	 entertainment,	 home	 automation	 besides	 other	 services	 as	 real-time	 online	 security	
services,	automated	lighting,	are	driving	the	uptake	of	these	services.	Also	a	fixed	infrastructure	based	
on	fiber	lends	itself	to	a	robust	reliable,	always-on	Wi-Fi	services	which	helps	drive	broadband	and	
also	helps	in	faster	data	services	by	offloading	mobile	traffic	at	Wifi	hotspots.	
	
With	the	emphasis	on	rapid	broadband	penetration	and	also	with	ROW	rules	being	notified	by	the	
Govt	and	with	Building	Codes	being	mandated,	 it	 is	expected	 that	 there	will	be	 increasingly	 larger	
rollouts	 of	 FTTH	 in	 the	 future	 by	 all	 operators.	 The	 prospects	 of	 the	 telecom	 sector	 could	 be	
inextricably	linked	with	the	potential	and	performance	in	the	broadband	sector.	With	1	billion	citizens	
waiting	to	be	broadband-connected,	spectrum	deficiencies	getting	overcome,	difficulties	in	rolling	out	
OFC	&	 towers	nearing	 resolution	and	 the	enormous	opportunities	of	Digital	 India,	 the	potential	 in	
Indian	Broadband	is	expected	to	be	truly	remarkable.	It	would	however	be	naive	to	expect	that,	in	1-
2	 years,	 we	 would	 be	 able	 to	 completely	 close	 the	 enormous	 gap	 between	 us	 and	 comparable	
economies	in	respect	of	broadband	penetration.	With	all	efforts	and	dedication,	we	might	accomplish	
global	parity	in	maybe	next	3-5	years;	however,	the	great	take-off	could	well	happen	right	now	with	
launch	&	acceleration	of	FTTH.	
	

3. Government’s	Network	infrastructure	roll	out	is	pivotal	to	India’s						
ambitions	–need	reforms	in	Ease	of	Business.	
	
India	has	the	real	opportunity	to	fast	expand	in	socioeconomic	growth	through	digital	networks.	To	
future	proof	 the	progress	of	our	citizens	 in	our	cities	and	villages,	we	must	ensure	scalable	robust	
secure	networks	that	stand	the	test	of	time	through	an	holistic	Ease	of	doing	Business	policy	given	the	
importance	of	this	infrastructure.	With	1.3	billion	citizens	and	growing,	congested	India	does	not	have	
the	luxury	to	disrupt	movement	for	multiple	roll-outs	of	optical	fibre	Networks.	With	time	of	essence,	
certain	measures	can	accelerate	the	efficiency	and	pace	of	quality	network	roll	out.		
Much	unlike	the	current	stats	on	our	rural	community,	the	65%	of	India’s	population	will	surprise	the	
world	with	 innovative	adaption	and	disruptive	 consumption	of	data	 through	 the	BharatNet.	As	an	
example,	 rural	 is	 not	 known	 to	 be	 a	 reading	 population	 but	 this	 very	 population	 will	 redefine	
interactive	education,	 entertainment,	 e-Gov,	 health	 etc.,	 new	business	models	 basis	 the	way	 they	
engage	the	Network	will	emerge.	Rural	will	capture	the	era	of	video	and	video	calling.	All	this	require	
a	robust	scalable	sustained	Fibre	Network.	Therefore,	Steps	taken	by	the	Govt.	towards	the	fast	roll	
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out	 of	 such	 Networks	 like	 BharatNet,	 NagarNet,	 Gram	 Net	 with	 assertive	 timelines	 is	 well	
appreciated.		
The	essential	nervous	system	of	the	optical	fibre	across	the	nation’s	broadband	infrastructure	needs	
to	be	in	place	at	the	earliest	and	should	sustain	a	minimum	of	30	years.	Ease	of	Business	initiation	in	
the	fast	roll	out	and	maintenance	needs	to	get	addressed.	India	ranks	100th	on	the	World	Bank’s	
coveted	Ease	of	Doing	Business	 Index	with	aspirations	 to	move	to	 the	50th	by	2018.	Appropriate	
measures	 should	 be	 taken	 by	 country	 for	 re-orientating	 their	 parameters	 of	 ranking	 in	 the	 ITC	
development	 index.	 Industry	and	ministry	must	work	 together	 to	 improve	 India's	 ranking	 to	 reach	
every	household	swiftly.	Countries	are	ranked	on	regulatory	aspects	of	business	climate.		
	
India	has	an	opportunity	to	 leapfrog	and	very	rapidly	deploy	fibre.	Bridging	this	divide	for	a	Digital	
India	is	a	huge	responsibility.	The	entire	lifecycle	to	infrastructure	roll	out	has	to	be	addressed	-	From	
Planning	to	deployment	with	focus	on	business	process.	This	will	address	speed	of	roll	out,	quality	of	
network	and	efficient	cash	flow.	A	strong	ease	of	business	policy	in	telecom	infrastructure	will	ensure	
better	accountability,	lesser	delays	and	stronger	SLAs.	
	
To	 build	 future	 ready	 networks,	 OFC	 density	 has	 to	 be	 immensely	 improved	 ,	 and	 requires	 a	
comprehensive	plan	and	synergies	with	other	Private	Sector	Networks	and	other	core	infrastructure	
such	as	power,	water	supply,	and	roads.		
	

3.1 Suggested	objectives	of	Government	roll-out	
	
Build,	expand	and	de-risk	the	infrastructure	with	the	objective	that	it:	

• Meet	the	capacity	requirements	for	the	next	40	years	

• Meet	global	standards	on	reliability	of	99.999	percent	(59s)	with	almost	no	latency	

• Comprehensive	coverage	for	on-demand	availability	and	uniform	growth.		

• Minimum	inconvenience	to	citizens	during	initial	build	out	and	during	operations	

• Minimise	time	to	roll	out		

• Make	available	on	demand	to	every	user	through	a	transparent	process	

3.2 Recommendations	for	Business	policy	focused	on	
Governmentdeployments	
	
Govt	Networks	are	critical	for	the	ubiquitous	BB	network	of	India.		An	Ease	of	Business	policy	focused	
on	Government	deploymentswill	ensure	quality	networks,	predictability	of	time	and	the	best	partners	
to	support	in	roll	outs.	 It	will	also	lead	to	better	accountability,	 lesser	delays	and	stronger	SLAs.	To	
Ensure	Govt	Deployments	are	fast	paced	and	high	quality	by	transforming	the	RFP	process	to	ensure	
predictable	 timelines,	 benchmarked	 eligibility	 criteria	 for	 partners,	 quick	 and	 lesser	 number	 of	
approvals	 and	 on	 time	 payments.	 This	 will	 increase	 confidence	 in	 ensuring	 quality	 with	 stronger	
partners	and	competition.			
	

a. Need	 for	 a	National	 Fiber	 Plan	with	 an	 integrated	Network	map	of	 physical	 layer	 that	
addresses	higher	Fibre	Capacity	sufficient	for	next	20	years.			
	

b. Transformation	of	the	RFP	process	
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a. Pre	RFP-Planning	with	Integrated	Budget	planning		
b. standardisation	of	RFP	to	increase	efficiency	and	protect	against	delays		
c. Clearly	defined	timelines	at	each	stage	–	from	evaluation	to	final	award	that	 is	

adhered	to	increase	accountability	towards	timelines.	
	

a. Efficiencies	in	ROW	Permissions	through	Single	Window	Clearance	portal:	across	center	
and	state	to	bring	transparency	and	predictability.	
	

c. Execution	efficiencies	with	lesser	approvals:	Better	efficiencies	and	reduction	of	human	
touch-points	 in	 execution,	 documentation	 will	 lead	 to	 better	 efficiencies	 and	 much	
needed	faster	rollouts	
	

d. Predictability	in	cash	flow	to	EPC	partners	for	redeployment	of	resources	and	healthy	
industry	ecosystem	through	80%	payment	before	usage	of	 the	network	post	which	an	
interest	is	levied.	A	minimum	of	10-15%	of	advance	mobilisation	of	should	be	paid	by	the	
govt	against	bank	guarantee	before	roll	out.	
	

e. Centrally	Held	Guidelines	synergise	with	other	Utilities	 that	 include	standards	such	as	
GIS	mapping,	‘call	before	you	dig’	and	Utilities	corridors.	Create	a	broad-based	Centrally	
Held	Guidelines	for	deployment	of	fundamental	infrastructure,	5G	will	require	dense	fiber	
network	infrastructure		

	
f. Ensure	a	Strong	Governance	Mechanism	through	a	Steering	committee:	for	expediting	

the	 entire	 lifecycle	 of	 payment	 to	 roll	 out	 of	 infrastructure.	 The	 head	 of	 the	 steering	
committee	 should	be	empowered	 to	be	 the	 single	point	of	 contact	 from	 the	govt	and	
make	decisions	for	smooth	and	on-time	delivery	of	the	government	projects.			
	

The	existing	process	is	riddled	with	many	challenges,	that	if	solved	will	ensure	healthy	competition,	
and	a	sustainable	industry	that	promotes	the	objectives	of	the	Govt.	All	measures	need	to	be	taken	
for	better	accountability	&	faster	deployments	of	BB	infra.	Further,	in	Govt	deployments	a	single	POC	
for	faster	approvals,	quick	Govt	payments	and	advice	on	better	resource	management	will	support	
speed,	quality	and	financial	health	of	the	industry.		
	
Pre	RFP-Planning:	Budgets	for	mega	roll	outs	
	
• The	budget	planning	can	be	more	integrated	to	cover	all	aspects	of	financial	spend.	An	inclusive	

budgetary	template	must	be	created.	This	exercise	will	ensure	realistic	budgetary	exercise	and	
will	 help	 strategize	 effectively.	 Technical	 modifications,	 resources,	 manpower	 cost,	 project	
margins,	 taxes,	 financial	 costs,	 SI	 margins	 are	 currently	 not	 factored	 in	 the	 budget.	 Pre-
consultation	with	system	integrators	(SI)	and	financial	consultants	can	help	address	this	issue.		
	

• The	budget	template	must	also	automatically	factor	in	Inflation	costs	and	project	additions	as	
delays	from	the	creation	of	the	budget	to	the	awarding	of	the	contract	often	create	a	significant	
gap.	As	an	example;	Rs.	600	crores	budget	was	created	for	an	important	project	in	the	year	2007-
08.	The	project	was	delayed	by	8	years	and	the	actual	cost	of	 the	project	due	to	 inflation	and	
additions	increased	by	over	400%.	However,	the	budget	did	not	reflect	the	increase	because	the	
template	did	not	automatically	include	any	change	in	project	or	the	time	delay	that	led	to	inflation.	
The	industry	will	face	a	big	loss	and	a	project	of	great	pride	and	value	drops	in	its	priority.	
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RFP	and	Bid	Planning:	standardizing	formats	will	reduce	delays	and	create	ease	in	selection		
	
• The	 final	 bid	 format,	 if	 standardized,	 will	 bring	 better	 transparency	 and	 focus	 to	 deliver	 to	

quality.	Lack	of	a	bid	format	invites	ambiguity	and	huge	resource	time	in	figuring	out	the	process	
withbids	submitted	in	various	formats.	This	ambiguity	also	leads	to	significant	delays	in	selection	
and	critical	timelines	are	impacted	while	awarding	the	project.		

• The	RFP	 can	also	explicitly	highlight	 roles,	 responsibilities	with	 timelines	 that	 the	buyer	and	
vendor	are	accountable	to.		This	will	bring	better	accountability,	efficiency	and	clarity	in	how	
the	process	functions.	At	present,roles,	responsibilities	and	clear	timelines	are	not	defined	and	
clearly	set,	which	leads	to	ambiguity	and	extension	of	projects	which	are	of	national	importance	
to	us	

• The	timelines	at	each	stage	–	 from	evaluation	to	final	award	-	should	be	clearly	defined	and	
adhered	to	 increase	accountability	 towards	timelines.	Currently,	 the	evaluation	process	often	
takes	long,	leading	to	delays	in	final	awarding.	The	industry	is	often	not	aware	of	by	when	the	final	
award	will	take	place.	For	example:	A	bid	agreed	in	2015	saw	the	PO	in	late	2017.		

• Digitisation	of	document	submission	should	become	a	benchmarked	standard	to	save	time	and	
resources.	 Currently,	 hundreds	 of	 documents	 are	 submitted	 by	 hand	 with	 the	 government	
authorities	by	the	bidder,	 leading	to	wastage	of	paper,	time	and	resources.	This	small	shift	will	
lead	to	more	efficiency	and	sustainable	practices.	The	digitised	process	will	set	clear	timelines	for	
completion.	

Planning:	Award	
	
• Payment	process	and	payment	authorities,	 if	clearly	defined	and	documented	at	the	time	of	

awarding	 the	 contract,	will	 lead	 to	 an	 increase	 in	 efficiency	 and	 ease	 of	 business	 attributes.	
Payment	 framework,	 processes,	 time	 taken	 at	 each	 step	 and	 sample	 template	 of	 documents	
should	be	 explicitly	 defined,	 lack	of	which	 leads	 to	 avoidable	delays	 and	effort	 on	part	 of	 the	
bidder.		

• Timeline	of	the	project	should	start	from	the	day	when	the	authorities	give	the	final	go	ahead	for	
beginning	of	the	project	post	permissions	like	RoW	and	approvals.	For	example:	a	project	agreed	
to	 be	 finished	 in	 3	months	 is	 not	 able	 to	 start	 on	 time	 due	 to	 2	months	 taken	 for	 getting	 all	
necessary	RoW	permissions	and	approvals,	which	leads	to	delay	of	2	months	in	completion	of	a	3-
month	long	project.	Due	to	this	delay,	Liquidated	Damages	(LD)	are	deducted	by	the	purchaser,	
even	when	the	project	gets	extended	with	no	fault	of	the	bidder.	Hence,	a	clear	line	of	authority	
should	be	identified	in	the	tender	for	time	extension	instances.		

Execution:	Permissions	
ROW	continues	to	create	delays	to	roll	out	optical	fibre.	Currently,	due	to	lack	of	defined	processes,	
permissions	and	approvals	during	the	awarding	and	execution	stage	of	project	takes	too	much	time.	

• Approvals	within	30	days	of	application	submitted	and	if	not	acted	upon,	a	deemed	approval	
must	automatically	come	into	play.	

• Standard	rates	for	the	ROW	will	bring	ease	to	cash	flow	predictability.		
• A	nodal	agency	to	ease	the	multiple	permissions	required	and	to	drive	project	from	customer	

side	for	smooth	operation.	
• A	single	window	clearance	by	leveraging	digital	to	bring	transparency	and	predictability.	
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Execution:	Approvals	
	
Multiple	government	personnel	are	 currently	 tasked	 to	approve	 the	 same	sections	of	deployment	
with	significant	number	of	human	touch	points	leading	inefficiencies	in	time,	cost	and	resource.	Each	
representative	currently	needs	to	come	to	the	site	to	approve	the	next	 level.	This	 leads	to	tedious	
processes,	massive	delays	and	frustrations	on	both	ends.	A	project	often	has	15	days	of	deployment	
and	40	odd	approvals.		
	
Better	efficiencies	and	reduction	of	human	touch-points	in	execution,	documentation	will	lead	to	
better	efficiencies	and	much	needed	faster	rollouts	through:	
	

• Stringent	vendor	selection	criteria		
• Focus	on	operating	from	standards	and	strong	SLAs	
• Reduction	 of	 approvals	 by	 further	 empowering	 government	 officials	 to	 represent	 various	

departments	and	simultaneously	have	an	efficient	utilisation	of	technology	for	surveillance	
and	documentation	

• Technology	supported	audits	also	support	the	commitment	to	quality		
• Self-certification	and	sample	auditing	for	optimising	time,	resources	and	cost.		
• Digitization	of	documents:	Automated	workflow	for	interdepartmental	approvals	and	concept	

of	partner	portal	to	be	leveraged	using	ERP	systems.	
• The	Project	Management	consultant/Third	Party	Administrator	should	be	made	accountable	

for	the	project	delays	and	hence	need	to	share	the	LD/Penalty	burden.	
• Number	of	processes	 in	deployment	 identified,	 timelines	 for	each	and	every	project	 to	be	

fixed.	Fix	the	accountability	of	a	person	to	the	concerned	action	of	the	project.	
• Improper	surveys	during	deployment	causes	delay	in	execution.	Hence,	nationally	available	

data	 should	be	 leveraged	and	a	 central	GIS	agency	 for	 comprehensive	area	wise	database	
should	be	created.Continuous	review	of	work	should	be	done	by	monitoring	daily	progress	
and	creating	reports.	Further,	flags	can	be	raised	in	case	of	missing	daily	target.	

Execution:	Payments	
	
Predictability	in	Cash	Flow	for	redeployment	of	resources	and	healthy	industry	ecosystem:		
With	Large	Government	roll-outs	in	BharatNet,	Smart	Cities,	and	defence,	predictability	of	cash	flow	
is	 essential	 to	 strengthen	 the	 industry,	 create	 vibrant	 competition	 and	 ensure	 a	motivated	 focus	
towards	smart	and	fast	roll	outs.	Significant	delays	in	payment	are	often	viewed	as	a	big	barrier	due	
to	the	financial	risk	and	create	serious	cash	flow	issues.	Ease	of	business	is	ensuring	on	time	payments	
will	 bring	 transformational	 change	 resonating	 into	a	 vibrant	mature	ecosystem.	And	ensure	 faster	
redeployment	of	resources	towards	the	common	cause.	We	suggest:	
	
Predictability	in	Cash	Flow	for	redeployment	of	resources	and	healthy	industry	ecosystem:		

• On	time	payment	before	usage	of	the	network	post	which	an	interest	is	levied.	
• A	minimum	of	10-15%	of	advance	mobilisation	of	should	be	paid	by	the	govt	against	bank	

guarantee	before	roll	out.	
• A	digital	approval	framework	to	synergise	execution	approvals,	documentation	and	payments	

for	optimisation	of	time,	effectiveness	and	resource.	
• Single	window	clearance	for	payments		
• Strengthen	the	penalty	&	the	accountability	towards	late	payment	
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• Document	 around	 govt	 payment	 &	 deployments-	 should	 include	 automation	 of	 docs,	
automation	of	digital	payments,	automation	of	credits.	

• Issuance	 of	 ‘Letter	 of	 credit’	 should	 be	 adopted	 as	 the	 payment	 mechanism	 by	 the	
Government.	This	is	a	widely	accepted	payment	mechanism	with	almost	90%	transactions	in	
the	private	sector	happening	through	LOC.	The	process	involves	payment	by	a	bank	on	behalf	
of	 the	 purchaser	 post	 submission	 of	 work	 completion	 documents,	 including	 a	 completion	
certificate	from	the	purchase.		

• Recognition	 in	 the	 form	of	 incentives	should	be	given	for	completion	of	work	before	time.	
Incentives	should	also	be	given	for	no	cuts	in	fibre.	

These	measures	will	 lead	to	faster	roll	outs,	better	utilization	of	talent	and	a	predictable	cash	flow	
leading	to	less	financial	risk.		
	
Some	of	the	best	practices	from	the	world	capture	efficiency	and	ease	in	payment	processes.	
Payment	practices	in	Australia	
	

• The	Australian	Government	is	a	leader	in	terms	of	payment	times	and	practices.		
• Material	NCCEs	pay	on	average	97%	of	contracts	valued	under	$1	million	within	30	calendar	

days.	
• Reducing	 payment	 terms	 to	 20	 calendar	 days	 will	 improve	 cash	 flow	 for	 Government	

tenderers	and	influence	industry	to	put	downward	pressure	on	payment	times.		
• The	Government	is	ensuring	businesses	are	paid	faster	through	encouraging	greater	usage	of	

payment	 cards.	 The	 Government’s	 Facilitating	 Supplier	 Payment	 through	 Payment	 Card.	
Policy	 states	 that	 for	 eligible	 payments	 to	 suppliers	 valued	below	$10,000,	 debit	 or	 credit	
cards	are	the	preferred	payment	mechanism.	

• Late	Payment	of	Commercial	Debts	(Interest)	Bill	2003	provides	for	interest	to	be	levied	on	
the	late	payment	of	commercial	debts	arising	in	relation	to	contracts	for	the	supply	of	goods	
and	services,	and	for	related	purposes.	Statutory	interest	is	payable	by	the	purchaser	to	the	
supplier	for	late	payment	of	qualifying	debt	in	accordance	with	the	terms	of	this	Act.	A	formula	
has	been	constituted	for	calculation	of	statutory	interest.		

Payment	practices	in	UK	
	
UK	has	multiple	policies	and	acts	to	safeguard	players	against	delayed	or	untimely	payments.	
	

• Statutory	guidance	 is	present	 for	public	sector	buyers	and	suppliers	on	paying	undisputed,	
valid	invoices	within	30	days	down	the	public	sector	supply	chain.		

• Public	sector	buyers	must	pay	prime	contractors	(Tier	1	suppliers)	within	30	days	and	must	
ensure	 that	 their	 prime	 contractor	 includes	 equivalent	 30	 days’	 payment	 terms	 in	 any	
subcontracts	through	the	supply	chain.		

• Central	 Government	 Prompt	 Payment	 policy:	 The	 government	 restated	 its	 long-standing	
policy	 commitment	 to	 pay	 80%	 of	 undisputed	 and	 valid	 invoices	 within	 5	 days	 with	 the	
remainder	 paid	 in	 30	 days.	 Government	 departments	 are	 now	 required	 to	 report	 their	
performance	 against	 these	 payment	 targets	 on	 a	 quarterly	 basis	 on	 GOV.UK.	 These	 new	
reporting	requirements	were	announced	in	the	Budget	2015.	
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• Electronic	Invoicing:	The	Govt.	is	working	with	departments	to	introduce	digital	solutions	to	
speed	up	the	payment	process	to	improve	efficiency	and	save	money	on	processing	costs.	It	
includes	leading	the	rollout	of	electronic	invoicing	(e-invoicing)	across	government.	Since	June	
2015	 all	 central	 government	 departments	 have	 been	 required	 to	 accept	 unstructured	 e-
invoices	(invoices	which	can	be	sent	in	by	email)	and	are	also	working	towards	greater	use	of	
structured	e-invoices	(invoices	that	can	be	processed	automatically)	

• Late	Payment	of	Commercial	Debts	(interest)	Act	1998:	Suppliers	can	claim	statutory	interest	
where	a	public	sector	buyer	hasn’t	paid	an	undisputed	and	valid	invoice	within	30	days	(or	any	
earlier	payment	date	agreed	in	the	contract).		

The	interest	that	can	be	charged	if	another	business	is	late	paying	for	goods	or	a	service	is	‘statutory	
interest’	-	this	is	8%	plus	the	Bank	of	England	base	rate	for	business	to	business	transactions.	This	
statutory	interest	can’t	be	claimed	if	there’s	a	different	rate	of	interest	in	a	contract.	

3.3 Synergizing	with	other	essential	infrastructures	
	
The	 procurement	 and	 deployment	 behaviours	 of	 infrastructure	 pipelines	 such	 as	 water,	
electricity,	gas	and	that	of	data	pipes	(fibre)	are	similar.	Synergies	in	the	procurement	and	roll	
out	of	all	infrastructure,	including	fibre,	can	lead	to	optimisation	of	time,	cost,	and	resources.		
	

• Synergetic	approach	for	Right	of	Way	(ROW)	and	nodal	agency:	Since	all	utilities	such	
as	water,	electricity,	gas	pipes,	and	optical	fibre	require	ROW	permissions	for	digging	
and	trenching,	a	common	approach	for	all	utilities	will	make	execution	faster	and	more	
efficient.	 The	 savings	 on	 civil	 cost	 can	 be	 utilised	 for	 other	 ‘Smart’	 ICT	 features.	
Moreover,	asingle	nodal	agency	for	ROW	permission	for	all	utilities	will	help	ease	the	
process	of	rolling	out	infrastructure.	Post	approval,	an	automatic	notification	should	be	
sent	by	the	ROW	Nodal	Agency	to	all	the	utilities	so	that	the	time	and	resources	are	
used	effectively	as	well	as	efficiently.	Further,	this	would	also	reduce	duplicity	of	work	
i.e.	multiple	digging	or	trenching	of	different	utilities	(power,	water	or	gas	pipelines)	in	
the	same	stretch	of	land.	
	

• Synergised	 GIS	 system:	 A	 common	 GIS	 platform	 for	 on-going	 maintenance	 and	
management	of	utilities	will	help	city	planners	design	utility	infrastructure.	We	should	
leverage	technology	to	build	approval	processes	and	databases	along	with	a	workflow	
system	for	permissions,	reminders,	disciplined	delivery,	close	follow-ups	and	empower	
all	managers	across	all	milestones.		The	nodal	agency	for	ROW	should	be	the	custodian	
of	 the	utilities	map	since	 integration	of	a	database	 for	all	 the	utilities	 is	of	umpteen	
importance	for	a	synergetic	approach.		
	

• Dig-once	rule:	A	uniform	‘dig-once	rule’	must	be	 introduced	where	all	utility	players	
adopt	 a	 synergised	 approach	 and	 carry	 out	 the	 expansion	 of	 infrastructure	 in	 an	
efficient	 and	 effective	 manner.	 Currently	 local	 bodies	 charge	 in	 full	 for	 the	
reinstatement	 of	 road	 surface	 each	 time	 either	 fresh	 fibre	 is	 laid	 or	 the	 network	
accessed	 in	 event	 of	 a	 break,	 resulting	 in	multiple	 civil	 works.	 Civil	works	 constitute	
almost	 70%	 of	 the	 total	 cost	 of	 laying	 fibre,	 according	 to	 leading	 telecom	 service	
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providers.Eliminating	the	current	 inefficiencies,	will	bring	down	the	cost	of	creating	a	
city	fibre	infrastructure	significantly.	
	

• Utility	corridor:	Setting	up	a	utility	corridor	can	optimise	roll	out	and	management	of	
all	infrastructure.	A	strategy	to	collaborate	with	all	upcoming	utility	and	infrastructure	
projects	will	optimise	execution.	Design,	planning	and	coordination	is	need	of	the	hour	
and	countries	such	as	Tokyo,	Yokohama,	Qatar	already	have	utility	ducts	in	place.	
	

• Building	codes	to	include	fibre:	Amending	the	building	codes	to	include	fibre	along	with	
water,	electricity,	and	gas	pipelines	will	ensure	fast	roll	out	of	much	needed	broadband	
access.	
	

• Infrastructure	optimisation:	In	areas,	where	infrastructure	is	lacking	in	terms	of	roads,	
power	and	water,	fibre	must	be	laid	along	other	pipes	when	a	stretch	of	land	is	being	
trenched.	This	will	help	achieve	infrastructure	optimisation.			

	
These	efforts	will	lead	to	significant	cost,	resource	and	time	optimisation.	For	instance,	if	a	city	
already	has	a	good	duct	Infrastructure	and	fibre	network	in	place,	it	will	enable	faster	roll	out	
of	Smart	City	elements	and	other	digital	initiatives	to	serve	its	citizens.	Citizen	convenience	will	
a	natural	advantage.	Synergistic	work	will	help	to	reduce	inconveniences	caused	to	citizens	due	
to	multiple	agencies	digging	the	road	surfaces	repeatedly.	Unnecessary	traffic	jams,	and	danger	
to	life	due	to	open	trenches	can	be	avoided.	
	

3.4 Synergy	between	Fibre	and	Core	City	Infrastructure	
	
Integrated	Infrastructure	set	up	will	mean	higher	ROI	(one	ROI	framework	here)	
	

• Broadband	Readiness	Index:	Can	be	a	way	to	ensure	cities	further	the	Digital	infrastructure	
with	 parameters	 that	 include	 percentage	 of	 fiber	 densification,	 Ease	 of	 business	 in	 ROW,	
synergies	 with	 other	 utilities,	 security	 parameters	 for	 the	 physical	 infrastructure.	 Tax	
rationalisation	to	private	sector	that	ensure	readiness,	etc.	
	

• Design	Synergies:	The	real	benefit	of	thinking	fibre	as	an	Infrastructure	element	is	because	of	
the	synergy	in	deploying	this	service	along	with	other	services	
	
	

o Similar	network	designs:	On	the	ground,	designs	of	roads,	power	and	water	networks	
significantly	mirror	the	ideal	design	for	a	ubiquitous	broadband	network.	
	

o Large	option	set	to	ride	on:	Access	designs	for	water,	power	and	road	networks	give	
a	large	range	of	options	to	design	a	ground-level	fibre	network	that	can	leverage	the	
available	ROW	and	network	designs	of	these	access	infrastructures	
	

• Higher	 ROI	 with	 Lower	 Plastic	 Cost:	 Since	 the	 cost	 of	 dark	 fibre	 is	 less	 than	 20%	 of	 the	
deployment	 cost,	 which	 is	 majorly	 ROW	 and	 deployment	 service	 cost,	 an	 integrated	
deployment	will	reduce	the	cost	of	the	ubiquitous	broadband	network	to	one-fifth	and	enable	
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a	much	higher	RoI	even	 in	 low	 revenue	situations.	This	will	make	 it	 reasonable	 to	provide	
much	lower	cost	services	to	all	underprivileged	sections	of	the	society.			
	

• Faster,	Low-disruption	Deployment:	Integrated	deployment	will	also	ensure	that	there	
is	speedier	implementation	and	much	lower	disruption	in	the	life	of	citizens		
	

• Deploy	Fiber,	not	empty	plastic	duct	-	Some	cities	have	tried	deployed	multiple	empty	
plastic	ducts	in	the	ground	with	the	presumption	that	can	be	used	for	fibre	deployment	
later.		It	is	ironical	that	the	cost	of	these	plastic	ducts	is	more	than	the	cost	of	deploying	
fibre	directly.		Also,	by	deploying	fibre	and	ducts	at	different	times	have	proved	to	be	
difficult.		Most	of	the	times,	these	ducts	have	been	un-usable	and	been	a	share	waste	
of	both	economic	resources	as	well	as	poor	for	the	environment.				

3.5 Network	planning	specialist	as	part	of	city	planning	
	
Network	design	is	a	specialised	skill,	and	having	a	network	design	specialist	on	the	core	Smart	City	
planning	team	will	be	of	immense	value	for	designing	cities	of	the	future.	Better	network	design	and	
management	can	help	optimise	all	city	resources.	Network	design	can	ensure	that	when	all	utilities	
are	networked,	better	daily	management	of	resources	such	as	water	and	electricity,	come	standard	
with	the	network	design.	Citizen	services	such	as	e-governance,	healthcare,	education	and	other	
cloud-based	services	can	also	reach	all	nooks	and	corners	of	cities.	
	

4. Optical	Fibre	deployments	

4.1 Global	Optical	fibre	deployments	
	
According	to	the	report	“Fiber	Optics	Market	by	Cable	–	Global	Forecast	to	2021”,	the	optical	fiber	
cable	market	is	anticipate	to	grow	at	a	CAGR	of	over	9.8%	during	2016-2021.	The	increasing	demand	
for	cloud	computing,	data	transfer	&	storage,	and	IoT	is	driving	the	use	of	Internet,	which	is	further	
enhancing	the	fiber	optic	cable	market,	as	it	acts	as	the	backbone	for	data	transmission.	Moreover,	
growing	technological	advancements,	increase	in	number	of	connected	devices	and	data	centers	are	
expected	 to	 positively	 influence	 global	 optical	 fiber	 cable	 market.	 In	 addition,	 next	 generation	
technologies	 such	as	 LTE	and	FTTx,	which	 require	 last	mile	 connectivity,	 is	expected	 to	propel	 the	
demand	for	optical	fiber	cables	in	the	coming	years.	All	these	factors	have	led	to	an	increase	in	Internet	
users,	which	in	turn	has	led	to	the	higher	usage	of	optical	fiber	cable	to	transfer	information	over	the	
Internet,	thus	driving	the	fiber	optics	market.	
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Figure	3:	Global	Optical	Fibre	cable	demand																		
																	Source:	Statista	
	
Submarine	 optical	 fiber	 cables	 are	 undersea	 cables	 used	 for	 carrying	 data	 across	 interconnected	
networks	between	continents.	With	the	advancements	of	technology,	most	of	the	submarine	optical	
fiber	cables	that	currently	form	the	backbone	of	the	Internet	connect	the	U.S.	to	Europe	and	Asia	by	
crossing	 the	Atlantic	 or	 Pacific	 oceans.	 Instead,	 there	 is	 a	 proposal	 for	 deployment	 of	 Trans-polar	
submarine	cable	system	in	Arctic	Ocean.	Laying	an	undersea	fiber	optic	cable	is	meant	to	connect	Asia	
and	 Europe	 by	 crossing	 the	 Arctic	 Circle	 –	 the	 shortest	 practical	 distance	 yet	 for	 Internet	 signals	
traveling	 between	 the	 two	 continents.	 According	 to	 the	 report	 by	 Global	 Industry	 Analysts	 (GIA),	
cumulative	 installations	 of	 submarine	 optical	 fiber	 cables	 globally	 are	 projected	 to	 reach	 2	million	
kilometres	by	2020,	driven	by	the	growing	demand	for	fiber	broadband	and	the	ensuing	deployment	
of	fiber	optic	cables	in	the	Internet	backbone.	Presently,	submarine	optical	fiber	cables	transmit	100%	
of	the	international	Internet	traffic,	and	more	than	95%	of	the	world’s	combined	data	and	voice	traffic.	

Optical	fiber	cable	is	being	caught	up	in	the	global	move	to	broadband	in	the	near	future.	The	next	
generation	 of	 high	 bandwidth	 applications,	 along	 with	 the	 proliferation	 of	 connected	 devices,	 is	
expected	to	require	faster	and	higher	bandwidth	networks	which	will	require	the	use	of	multimode	
fiber	cable	for	data	transfer.	This	growth	in	the	FTTx	networks	in	turn	is	expected	to	drive	the	fiber	
optics	market.	Future	Market	Insights	(FMI)	forecasts	the	global	fiber	to	the	home	(FTTH)	market’s	
value	 will	 grow	 from	 $9.5	 billion	 in	 2017	 to	 more	 than	 $37	 billion	 by	 the	 end	 of	 2027,	 a	 14.4%	
compound	annual	growth	rate	(CAGR).	In	the	leading	Asian	economies,	more	than	44%	of	all	homes	
and	 buildings	 are	 already	 directly	 connected	 to	 the	 fiber	 optic	 cable	 network;	 in	 North	 America	
penetration	is	8.4%,	in	Europe	5.6%.	

4.2 India	vis-à-vis	other	countries	
	

• India’s	high	rate	of	4G	expansion	and	readiness	for	5G	rollout,	there	is	an	increasing	need	for	
fiber	deployment	to	support	reliable,	high	speedconnectivity.	
	

• Less	than	25%	of	towers	are	fiberized	as	compared	to	70-80%	in	China	&	Korea.	
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• Leading	 service	 providers	 have	 begun	 investments	 in	 deploying	 fiber	 connectivity	 with	
significant	non-spectrum	Capex	 towards	backhaul	&	 last	mile	OFC	 to	towers	 in	addition	 to	
next-gen	RAN	upgrades.	
	

• Fiberization	 curve	 in	 India’s	 tower	Market	 is	 expected	 to	 rise	 to	 70%	by	 FY20,	 increase	of	
fiberized	towers	from	90,000	to	about	333,000.	
	

• In	India,	FTTH	is	at	a	very	nascent	stage	as	compared	to	other	countries	with	penetration	at	
mere	1.25	mn	connections.	
	

• One	of	 the	major	 service	providers	 in	 India	are	 introducing	 low-cost	FTTH	plans	which	are	
expected	to	create	incremental	demands.	
	

• With	 growing	 penetration	 of	 cloud	 computing,	 smart	 grids,	 e-learning,	 e-Health	 &	 e-
governance	 services	 in	 India,	 concurrent	 FTTH	market	 growth	 is	 expected	 to	multi-fold	by	
2025.	

	

	
	
																										Figure	4:	Rate	of	fiberization	across	countries																																									
																										Source:	Deloitte	
	
	
	

	
Figure	4:	FTTH	penetration	across	various	countries	
Source:	Deloitte	
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4.3 Challenges	faced	by	private	sectors	in	the	deployment	of	Optical	
fibres	in	India	

	
Although	FTTH	segment	offers	several	opportunities,	the	roll-out	by	the	service	providers	in	India	
has	been	slowing	owing	to	several	challenges	in	the	deployment:	
	

a. Deployment	Challenges:	
	

• Policy	support	in	terms	of	approvals	and	permissions	and	need	for	policies	like	“Dig	once”	
	

• Lack	of	availability	of	skilled	workforce.	
	

• Incorrect	interpretation	of	the	Gazette	Notification	of	2016	on	RoW	process	by	different	state	and	
local	municipal	bodies	resulting	in	cost	variances	and	delays	or	lack	of	SLAs	for	time	bound	RoW	
decisions.	
	
	

b. Financial	Challenges:	
	

• Burden	of	RoW	charges	which	range	from	INR	1	lakh-	50	lakh	per	km	or	laying	fibre.	
	

• Cost	of	the	related	Customer	Premise	Equipment	(CPE)	and	Optical	Line	Terminal	(ONT).	
	

• Existing	burden	of	debts	on	Telcos	taken	to	finance	spectrum	acquisitions	
	

c. Demand	Challenges:	
	

• Availability	of	high	speed	wireless	connectivity	leading	to	decline	in	value	proposition	of	FTTH.	
	

• Lack	of	relevant	applications	and	content	to	support	business	case	for	FTTH.	
	

• Low	demand	of	broadband	and	lack	of	awareness	in	the	rural	segment.	

4.4 Policy	and	Regulations	Recommendations	
	

Policies	 and	 Regulations	 have	 a	 direct	 impact	 on	 commercialization	 and	 service	 provision.	 The	
suggestions	that	follow	are	intended	to	have	clear	and	shared	understanding	of	Fiber	deployment	
policies	and	regulations	in	order	to	align	the	agendas	of	operators,	industries,	the	regulator,	policy	
makers	and	other	stake	holders.	
	
a.Draft	Policy	Framework	to	Support	FTTH	deployment:	
	

• Uniform	policy	around	establishment	of	above	ground	and	below	ground	infrastructure	i.e.	telecom	

towers	and	OFC;	covering	permissions	and	approval	processes	across	States/local	bodies	time	bound	

approvals,	nominal	one-time	charges	and	single	window	clearance	mechanism.	
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i. Establishment	 of	 the	 critical	 infrastructure	 in	 India	 is	 accompanied	 by	 challenges	 faced	 in	 the	

installation	of	towers	and	extension	of	OFC	to	required	installations,	RoW	permission	and	charges,	in-

building	access	etc.	These	challenges	largely	stem	from	fragmented	and	non-uniform	policies	adopted	

by	various	states	and	local	bodies.	The	Gazette	Notification	on	RoW	issued	by	Government		in	2016,	

was	one	such	effort	to	bring	out	uniform	approach	for	granting	RoW	permissions	for	above	and	below	

ground	telecom	infrastructure.	There	is	an	urgent	need	for	an	early	adoption	of	these	Gazetted	RoW	

Rules	 to	be	 integrated	 into	 the	RoW	policies	of	 the	 states	and	 local	bodies	and	 to	 further	actuate	

efforts	towards	establishment	of	uniform	rules	around	installation	of	telecom	towers	and	OFC	and	

related	outdoor	plant.		

	

ii. Since	the	Next	generation	services	envisages	the	delivery	of	10Gbps	speed,	less	than	1	ms	latency	and	

90%	reduction	in	network	energy	utilisation,	this	will	require	the	next	round	of	telecom	infrastructure	

investments	across	the	globe.	The	growth	of	fiber	will	be	fuelled	by	the	sharp	hike	in	consumer	data	

and	the	proliferation	of	M2M/IoT	devices.	ITU	estimates	the	market	for	IoT	devices	will	result	in	over	

USD	1.7	trillion	in	value	added	to	the	global	economy	by	2019.	In	view	of	these	developments,	ITU	

expects	that	investments	on	fibre	infrastructure	will	surpass	$144.2	billion	during	2014	–	2019.	The	

fact	 that	 the	 network	 will	 have	 to	 support	 bursty	 data	 from	 emerging	 applications	 like	 Video	 on	

Demand	(VoD),	IoT,	Smart	Cities,	and	the	like	also	makes	reliable	backhaul	a	critical	requirement.	In	

several	markets,	operators	are	dependent	on	OFC	backhaul.	Since	fibre	is	essential	for	both	wireline	

and	wireless	networks,	there	are	greater	levels	of	confidence	in	fibre	investment.	5G	technology	will	

also	require	a	multi-fold	increase	in	small	cells	deployment,	with	each	small	cell	having	backhaul	on	

fibre.	We	in	India	are	woefully	inadequate	in	terms	of	OFC	density	both	in	urban	and	rural	areas	and	

a	special	 focus	 for	OFC	densification	 in	a	 time	bound	manner	 is	essential	 for	5G	deployments.	We	

advocate	a	“Fiber	to	the	Tower”	policy	regime.	The	percentage	of	tower	backhaul	on	fibre	for	the	

operators	will	need	to	increase	significantly	from	20%	to	70-80%	levels.	

	

iii. The	regulatory	bottlenecks	in	rolling	–	out	new	sites/digital	infrastructure	must	be	addressed	by	the	

Government	to	enable	swift	network	deployments	and	make	ultra-high	speed	broadband	a	reality	in	

India.	Further,	it	is	necessary	that	the	scope	of	sharing	is	broadened	and	the	telecom	infrastructure	is	

labeled	 as	 ‘Common	 Digital	 Infrastructure’	 with	 no	 distinction	 between	 passive	 and	 active	

components	in	the	network.	One	way	to	boost	the	roll-out	of	fiber	infrastructure	is	by	extending	the	

benefits	of	‘Infrastructure	Status’	accorded	to	the	industry	in	the	year	2012.	The	benefits	of	the	status	

which	already	have	been	extended	to	sectors	like	roads,	railways	and	aviation	should	also	be	extended	
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to	the	telecom	sector.	This	will	ensure	easier	access	to	capital	at	reduced	financial	cost,	thus	making	

it	easier	to	roll-out	digital	infrastructure.			

	
iv. The	 Government	 should	 also	 consider	 announcing	 dedicated	 spending	 on	 Information	 and	

Communication	 Technology	 (ICT)	 sector	 like	 other	 sectors	 such	 as	 education,	 health,	 etc.	 in	 their	

annual	budgets.	A	fixed	spending	by	the	Government	on	Digital	infrastructure	will	bolster	the	digital	

eco-system	in	the	country	and	help	bridge	the	digital	divide	by	enhancing	coverage	and	capacity.	The	

government	 should	 make	 provisions	 with	 special	 focus	 on	 investment	 and	 financial	 incentives	

favorable	to	development	of	telecom	ecosystem	for	upcoming	technologies	viz.	5G,	IoT,	etc.	

	
v. Robust	Infrastructure	is	at	the	forefront	of	the	deploying	telecom	infrastructure	which	is	the	support	

system	for	provisioning	of	telecom	services.	The	‘sharing	model’	practiced	by	the	IP-I	will	accelerate	

the	 adoption	 of	 broadband	 services	 in	 the	 country.	 Under	 the	 ‘Sharing	 Model’,	 the	 telecom	

infrastructure	is	shared	on	a	non	–	discriminatory	basis	with	the	TSPs	leading	to	savings	in	capex,	faster	

go-to-market	time,	positive	impact	on	environment,	avoids	site	duplication	and	improves	aesthetics.	

The	concept	of	‘Tower	sharing’	created	a	strong	incentive	in	Indian	Telecom	market.	

	
vi. Aesthetics:	With	a	need	 to	deploy	new	 towers	and	enable	 site	densification	 for	5G	networks,	 the	

appearance	of	the	infrastructure,	particularly	at	street	furniture	level	will	be	important.		As	building	

permits	become	more	difficult	to	achieve,	aesthetics	will	be	an	essential	design	parameter.	IP1s	will	

require	to	work	with	local	bodies	to	install	aesthetically	designed	infrastructure	to	be	integrated	in	

existing	landscape.	

	

• Fast	track	streamlined,	automated	and	online	paperless	approval	process	which	can	help	reduce	

execution	challenges	with	respect	to	RoW	applications	and	permissions.		

	

The	current	process	of	RoW	approval	at	 the	state	and	 local	body	 level	 requires	multiple	approvals	

from	variety	 of	 agencies	 at	 each	municipality/local	 body	 level	making	 it	 operationally	 challenging.	

Moreover,	 there	 are	 challenges	 such	 as	 Multiple	 NOCs	 (No	 Objection	 Certificates),	 Multiple	

Documents,	Multiple	Levies	and	High	Administrative	Charges	which	would	have	to	be	addressed	on	

priority.	 Further,	 the	 present	 rules	 doesn’t	 allow	 small	 cells/fiber	 to	 be	 laid	 using	 existing	 street	

furniture	such	as	electric	poles,	bus	stands,	post	boxes,	advertisement	apparatus	etc.	due	to	various	

restrictions	imposed	by	local	bodies	like	Municipal	corporations	etc.	on	the	Discoms.	Discoms	are	not	

allowed	 to	 generate	 commercial	 revenues	 using	 the	 existing	 and	 planned	 city/town	 public	

infrastructure	(that	includes	even	commercial	hoardings	etc.).	We	recommend	better	efficiencies	and	
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reduction	 of	 human	 touchpoints	 in	 execution,	 documentation	 especially	 in	 Govt.	 deployments	

through:-	

	

i. Reduction	in	number	of	operational	approvals		

ii. Stringent	vendor	selection	criteria	

iii. Focus	on	operating	from	standards	and	strong	SLAs	

iv. Efficient	utilization	of	technology	for	approvals	

v. Technology	supported	audits		

vi. Deemed	Approvals	

vii. Nominal	charges	

	

• Making	available	existing	and	new	municipal	 infrastructure	 (for	e.g.	 street	 furniture)	 for	 site	

densification	 (small	 cell	 deployments/telecom	 infrastructure	 installation)	 –Need	 Pan-	 India	

permission	to	allow	TSPs	and	(IPs)	to	lay	Fiber/	Small	Cells	using	the	existing	street	furniture.	

	

i. Integrate	 an	 architectural/	 design	 requirement	 in	 tenders	 for	 all	 electricity	 poles	 being	

changed	from	existing	to	LED	power	to	have	a	small	cell	integrated	in	the	design	of	the	pole.		

ii. Fiber	connectivity	for	any	new	building	be	made	integral	to	all	architectural	approvals	for	

new	buildings.		

iii. Non-exclusive	rights	 to	use	municipal	 infrastructure	 for	small	cells/telecom	 infrastructure	

installation	by	the	IPs	for	enhancing	street	level	coverage.	

iv. Developing	Business	models	for	adoption	by	State	Government,	Municipal	Corporations	and	

service	providers/infrastructure	providers.	

v. Availability	of	government	land	and	buildings	to	deploy	telecom	infrastructure	

5. Governance	

5.1 Suggested	Regulatory	framework	
	

• Regulatory	Framework	to	Support	Optical	Fiber	Deployment:	
	
Regulatory	frameworks	need	to	support	the	Optical	Fiber	Deployment	viz.	
	

1. Simplified	&	flat	network	architecture	across	country.	
	
Simplify	 network	 management	 tasks	 and	 minimise	 human	 intervention	 and	 labour	 in	 diagnosing	
complex	 network	 problems	 and	 then	 determining	 corresponding	 reactive	 or	 pro-active	 tactics	 to	
resolve	existing	or	even	avoid	potential	issues.	Representative	use	cases	include	Self-healing	against	
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network	failures	or	vulnerabilities	for	improved	reliability,	Self-protection	against	cyber-attack	threats	
for	improved	security,	and	Self-optimization	against	network	constraints	for	improved	users’	QoE.	
	

2. Fibre	Optic	Network	-	To	build	a	high	quality	broadband	network,	OFC	density	has	to	be	immensely	
improved.		

	
To	meet	the	vision	and	mission	for	Digital	India,	the	infrastructure	should	meet	followingobjectives:	
	

i. Meet	the	capacity	requirements	for	the	next	20	years.		
ii. Meet	global	standards	on	reliability	of	99.999	percent	(59s)		
iii. Ensure	comprehensive	coverage	of	the	Urban,	Semi-urban	and	Rural,	areas.	States	Municipalities	and	

local	bodies	to	cater	for	meeting	requirements	of	“broadband	on	demand”	plan	for	this	availability	
and	uniform	growth.		

iv. Meet	current	requirement	and	enable	future	expansion	of	access	to	every	building	and	home.	
v. Ensure	minimum	inconvenience	to	citizens	during	initial	build	out	and	during	operations.	

	
This	will	require	the	following:		
	

a. Higher	Fiber	Capacity	sufficient	for	next	20	years.	
	

b. Fiber	should	be	Fully	Armored	and	Fully	Protected.	
	

c. Access	to	Poles	&	Conduits			
	

d. Adhere	to	procurement	and	deployment	standards	such	as	GIS	mapping,	‘call	before	you	dig’	and	“dig	
once”	 policy.	 Create	 a	 broad-based	 Centrally	 Held	 Guidelines	 for	 deployment	 of	 fundamental	
infrastructure,	as	next	generation	broadband	networks	will	require	dense	fiber	network	infrastructure	
both	in	the	access	and	core	networks.		

	
e. The	world	is	bracing	itself	for	the	data	revolution	with	high	count	fiber	of	the	1000s	and	is	moving	

towards	ultra-high	count	fiber	over	3000.	Service	providers	must	be	incentivised	to	lay	higher	count	
fiber	which	touches	1000	plus.		
	

f. Centrally	Held	Guidelines	for	Fibre	or	a	single	Guidelines/Standards	document	must	reside	with	the	
Ministry	of	Communications	to	ensure	benchmarked	procurement	of	quality	fibre	and	deployment	
standards	 for	 streamlined,	 interoperable,	 and	ubiquitous	 connectivity	 across	 the	nation.	 Since	 the	
fibre	i-ways	play	an	arterial	role	in	the	infrastructure,	focus	on	future	proofed	fibre	standards	must	
evolve.		
	

g. High	 count	 fiber	 with	 Multi-tube	 single	 jacket	 ribbon	 optical	 fiber	 cable	 that	 combines	 robust	
performance	for	duct	or	direct	buried	installations,	with	the	productivity	of	high-count	mass	fusion	
splicing.		
	

h. Ribbon	Technology	utilised	in	high-fiber	count	cables	offers	better	fiber	management	and	handling	
capabilities	 for	 cable-installers.	 Ribbon	 in	 loose-tube	 helps	 the	 installer	 to	 manage	 the	 task	 of	
accurately	identifying	hundreds	of	fiber	in	one-closure.	Ribbon	in	a	loose-tube	design	allows	for	a	side-
by-side	orientation	for	fibers	which	helps	in	mass	fusion	splicing-	This	capability	will	allow	tremendous	
savings	in	time	and	labour	costs	
	

i. Neutral	fiber	infrastructure	provider,	operations	and	uptime.	
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i) Address	fiberization	for	future	demand.	Most	carriers	would	like	to	deploy	double	or	triple	the	

amount	of	 fiber	 currently	needed.	They	might	want	 to	 leverage	 right-of-way	 to	 install	dark	
(unused)	 fiber	with	 the	 possible	 intention	 of	 leasing	 it	 in	 anticipation	 of	 future	 demand.	
Prominent	CATV	operators	in	India,	others	in	Europe,	Middle-East	are	looking	forward	towards	
1000+	fiber	count	optical	fiber	cables	
	

ii) for	laying	out	at	least	96	pair	of	fiber	network	across	India	–	to	be	provided	on	shared	basis	to	
all	operators	

iii) deployments	along	with	other	utilities	 such	as	gas,	oil	pipelines,	power,	 railway	 line	&	state	
highways	
	
There	is	a	Need	for	a	National	Fibre	Plan	to:	
	

- Reduce	cost	&	time	for	fiber	deployments	across	the	country.		
- Readiness	in	next	two	to	three	years:	

	
o Unbundling	&	sharing	of	fiber	among	operators	including	BSNL	/	MTNL	
o Mandate	fiberisation	of	all	buildings	by	inclusion	of	this	requirement	in	the	National	Building	

Code.		
o Sharing	of	common	telecom	Infrastructure	–	both	towers	and	OFC		

	

5.2 Role	of	Steering	committee:	
	
An	 empowered	 steering	 committee	 should	 be	 put	 into	 place	 for	 expediting	 the	 entire	 lifecycle	 of	
payment	to	roll	out	of	infrastructure.	The	head	of	the	steering	committee	should	be	empowered	to	
be	the	single	point	of	contact	from	the	govt	and	make	decisions	for	smooth	and	on-time	delivery	of	
the	government	projects.		The	head	of	the	Steering	Committee	should	be	also	be	accountable	for	any	
delays	(related	to	RoW	permissions,	approvals	and	payments)	on	part	of	the	government.		
	
	

6. Conclusion	
	

Fibre	as	Critical	Infrastructure	can	really	speed	up	benefits	to	citizens	which	will	not	happen	without	
a	concerted	effort	from	the	Government	and	policy	makers.	We	believe	the	time	has	come	to	ensure	
that	policies	are	drafted	that	enable	a	collaborative	approach	between	deployment	organizations	and	
enable	the	Government	to	deliver	citizen	services	faster	and	to	monetize	a	world-class	infrastructure	
that	is	created	in	the	process.		
	
To	cater	to	the	requirement	of	the	demand	of	high	speed	connectivity	and	to	give	way	for	the	most	
talked	about	technologies	such	as	Internet	of	Things	(IoT),	Block-chain,	Smart	Homes	and	Autonomous	
vehicles,	 India	needs	to	urgently	accord	more	 impetus	to	deployment	of	fiber.	Government’s	Fibre	
First	 initiative	 is,	 therefore,	a	most	welcome	step	&	 the	 time	 for	action	 is	now.	We	hope	 that	 the	
proposed	 TRAI	 Consultation	 &	 the	 subsequent	 recommendations	 will	 help	 address	 the	 issues	
pertaining	to	the	fibre	cables	and	provide	India	the	fibre	base	it	desperately	needs.	
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Discussion Paper

It is a great pleasure to introduce the discussion paper on “How to 
leverage a robust IP ecosystem to monetise investments”. 

Intellectual Property is today more important than ever. It is by many 
measures the valuable currency in a global world rapidly developing 
and impacting the development of many critical sectors including the 
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) sector. The ICT 
sector is vast and contributes to and complements a large business 
ecosystem. It includes many new sunrise technology developments 
within areas such as 5G, Internet of Things (IoT), Artificial Intelligence 

(AI), and more.

India is taking an active role in these developments. Innovating here in India and spending 
more on Research and Development (R&D) at industry level, is not only reinforcing strategic 
partnerships at a global scale, but also spurs development and is thereby a catalyst for 
the Make in India programme. The Government of India is actively supporting the 
ICT sector by a Phased Manufacturing Plan to facilitate investments, enable the 
creation of more high-skilled employment and hence Indian innovations for global 
markets. A pre-requisite for that is to ensure that there is a robust regime including an IP 
ecosystem which will instill confidence to all stakeholders within the same value chain for 
creating India-made innovation and more bilateral collaborations. The ICT sector is unique 
in its role of displaying the value as well as potential of India-based research as ICT is the 
backbone of the digital infrastructure, contributing to the success of major government 
initiatives.

Having filed over 1800 patents, NRDC plays a lead role in the development of technologies, 
innovative solutions and commercialization of IP in India and therefore acknowledges and 
stresses on the relevance of a robust IP ecosystem with a strong emphasis on R&D as a 
catalyst for innovation in India. 

I sincerely hope that this paper inspires all stakeholders to be part of, and create, an 
innovation economy in which IP plays a key role in monetizing investments. 

 
 

Dr. H. Purushotham
CMD, NRDC
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How to leverage a robust IP 
ecosystem to monetise investments

Discussion Paper 55

The discussion paper strives to present 
key indicators and aspects that define the 
evolving IP ecosystem in India. Therein, 
the important role of major ICT-related 
innovations of the past and our presence, 
i.e. (mobile) internet and those of our 
future, i.e. 5G, Artificial Intelligence (AI) 
and the Internet of Things (IoT) has been 
highlighted in relation to India’s endeavour 
to becoming an innovation economy. 

In this way, the high impact of the Information 
and Communication Technology (ICT) sector 
on disruptive and innovative solutions 
within and across India’s key sectors was 
emphasized. Given that the industries of 
the ICT constitute the backbone of the 
digital infrastructure, leveraging ICT is an 
essential prerequisite for the Government’s 
key initiatives like Digital India, Skill India 
and the flagship programme Make in India.

Objective

The objective of the leadership session and 
the discussion paper resulting from it is to 
initiate a multi-layered and interdisciplinary 
discussion on the linkage between ICT, the 
IP ecosystem and innovation culture in 
India. Thereby, it is attempted to portray a 
holistic view on the topic. 

Given India’s aspiring global positioning as a 
leading economy, this overall consideration 
strives to contextualise the importance of 
working towards a robust IP ecosystem 
in interdependency with economic, 
technological, social, and policy-related 
factors. 

Summary of key observations 

The key points of the discussion in the 
above outlined context are as follows: 

• Research and Development (R&D) is 
not only a key enabler for increased 
on-site value creation through 
manufacturing, IP generation and 
more high-skill jobs, though inherently 

triggers innovation and can hence 
assure global competitiveness. 

• However, India’s expenditure on R&D 
has been stagnant at 0.63 % of its 
GDP for the last twenty years - also 
reflecting in a low number of patents 
filed (45,000)

• India’s global positioning as an aspiring 
innovation economy in the era of 5G 
and Artificial Intelligence is majorly 
to be built upon its legacy as globally 
leading IT nation 

• More investments by the private 
sector in ICT are required to leverage 
this legacy, however, most innovations 
stem from the public sector and the 
on-site value creation in key industries 
of the ICT sector (mobile handset 
/ mobile network) are marginal, 
also because import-based business 
models have been more viable

- Especially the telecom sector, i.e. 
mobile handsets and mobile network 
equipment play a crucial role for the 
digital infrastructure as of now as the 
subscription rate for broadband-based 
internet in India only amounts to 5.5 
per cent. 

- The increasing penetration of mobile 
telephony and products of the “app 
economy” are not only reducing the 
digital divide but will also bring about 
faster economic growth and acts as 
a social equity accelerator: Mobile 
applications provide access to large 
sections of the (rural) population to 
services in the fields of agriculture, 
health, and education.

• The Phased Manufacturing Programme 
by the Ministry for Electronics and IT 
(2015) composes a viable mechanism 
for increased manufacturing in 
these key industries in a phased-
manner - supporting the shift from 
import to assembly and eventually 
manufacturing 

• However, India’s successful shift to 

Summary of the Discussion Paper: Key Insights
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Make in India should also be triggered 
by more incentive-based means that 
enhance the investor’s confidence

• In this regard, IP is a key factor for 
creating a conducive environment for 
private investors in the ICT sector 

• The costs of technology shall be 
retrievable by the market-driven 
interplay of innovators / investors and 
beneficiaries

• Importance of collaborative standards 
to allow for more (domestic) SMEs to 
be part of the ecosystem and value 
chain in creating locally apt India-
made innovation that are attractive for 
global markets 

• Acknowledgment and adoption of 
existing standards and standard 
essential patents for more India-
made innovations in technologies 
that are relevant for the 4th industrial 
revolution 

• The importance of Standard Essential 
Patents (SEP) was underlined. The 
SEP owners, however, have to rely 
on market-driven models in order to 
be able to retrieve the cost of R&D 
and innovation and thereby assure 
a virtuous circle nourishing the 
innovation economy. 

• Restrictive and/ or scrutinising 
interventions by the government, e.g. 

Form 27 pertaining to the licensing 
confidentiality have been rejected as 
a protectionist measure, composing a 
negative influence for the development 
of India’s ICT sector. 

• Bilateral collaborations can help 
accelerate the shift towards more 
value creation on-site, though depend 
on the conduciveness of the business 
environment

Outlook 

The proposed way forward is to acknowledge 
the importance of a holistic perspective on 
the interdependency among IP, ICT and 
India’s global positioning as an innovation 
economy.  All stakeholders of the IP 
ecosystem are to work together jointly 
towards a more robust and conducive 
business environment. Only by co-creating 
solutions and viable models, the enormous 
economic potential that is underpinning the 
ICT sector, can be leveraged.
Hence, the applied macro-economic angle 
and meta-perspective on “ICT-related 
innovation contributing to the IP and 
Innovation ecosystem in India” has proven to 
be an apt filter by means of which important 
implications from the interdependency of all 
economic, technological, social, and policy-
related factors could be touched upon. A 
more detailed assessment of each of these 
observations would be desirable.
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1. BACKGROUND: 
Perspective of the Discussion 
Paper

This discussion paper has been created in 
alignment with the insights gathered during 
the interactive leadership session on ‘ICT-
related innovation contributing to the IP 
and Innovation ecosystem in India’ held at 
FICCI on 7th of March 2018 by the NRDC 
and moderated by KNS Partners. 

Participants: Selected experts and opinion 
leaders of the industry/ industry bodies 
from India and Europe, a standard setting 
organisation, legal professionals, scholars, 
entrepreneurs, multinational corporations, 
representatives of bilateral organisations 
and trade agencies, the European Patent 
Office as well as the National Research 
and Development Corporation (NRDC), a 
national PSU, and the Ministry for Electronics 
and IT (MEITY).
 
ASSUMPTIONS & 
DEFINITIONS OF KEY 
NOTIONS 

IP ecosystem:

constituting the interplay of and among 
the following stakeholders /groups that 
are embedded in a framework of laws, 
regulations, policies pertaining to Intellectual 
Property (IP) and its commercialization / 
corporate activities in defined markets: 
• Higher educational institutes including 

universities
• Research and Development bodies 

as well as incubation centres (both 
private and public)

• Entrepreneurs and Startups
• Smaller and Medium-Sized Enterprises 

(SME)
• Multinational Corporates (MNC)
• Government and Policy Makers 
• Patent Offices 
• Legal Professionals and IP Experts 

• Consumers and/ or beneficiaries of IP 

Innovation:

determined key metrics for measuring 
innovation: 
• R&D spent
• Productivity / Efficiency Rate
• Patents and trademarks filed

• On-site value creation (foreign 
exchange)

1.1. Objective: Highlighting 
interdependencies within the 
Innovation Economy 

The multi-layered and interdisciplinary 
discussion on the linkage between ICT, 
the IP ecosystem and innovation culture in 
India has been set-up to portray a holistic 
view on the topic. 

Given India’s aspiring global positioning as a 
leading economy, this overall consideration 
strives to contextualise the importance of 
working towards a robust IP ecosystem 
in interdependency with economic, 
technological, social, and policy-related 
factors. 

2. INTRODUCTION - The 
Innovation and IP Ecosystem 
in India

India, a USD 2.4 trillion economy with a 
projected GDP growth rate of 7.37% in 
FY2018-191, is expected to become the 
third largest economy by 2030 and second 
by 2050, according to a report published by 
the World Bank in November 2017. Despite 
this positive outlook that is being reinforced 
by a comprehensive set of government 
initiatives and reforms, India’s efficiency 
and productivity rate has remained stagnant 
over the last three to four years.2

1Statista, 2018a. Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP) Rate in India. Available at:  https://
w w w . s t a t i s t a . c o m / s t a t i s t i c s / 2 6 3 6 1 7 /
gross-domestic-product-gdp-growth-rate-in-india/

2CEIC Data, 2018. Labour Productivity Growth. 
Available at: https://www.ceicdata.com/en/
indicator/india/labour-productivity-growth
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Moreover, the trade deficit remains to be 
significant3- a factor that hinders sustainable 
economic growth due to the lack of exports, 
i.e. value creation on-site. 

At the same time, for the last twenty 
years, India’s expenditure on R&D has 
been stagnant at 0.63% of its GDP4 , while 
China was able to increase its R&D spent by 
almost four times in the same period.

When discussing on these economic 
lines, India is often compared to China - 
a country with a population only slightly 
larger, though with a much higher absolute 
GDP value (USD 11.9 trillion vs. USD 2.4 
trillion). China that has once been known 
for its cheap manufacturing costs, has now 
transitioned into a new era of Research 
and Innovation (R&I) resulting in globally 
competitive brands. This trend also reflects 
in the statistics on the World Patent Filings 
2015 (WIPO) which reveal that India’s share 
in the amount of patents filed globally only 
contributes to 2 per cent (approximately 
45,000 patents in 2016 vis a vis China with 
38,1 per cent (1,250,000 patents in 2016)5. 
This is depicted in below Figures 1 and 2. 

 
Figure 1: GDP IN USD

3Statista, 2018b. Unemployment Rate in India. 
Available at: https://www.statista.com/statis-
tics/271330/unemployment-rate-in-india/; and 
Trading Economics, 2018. Balance of Trade - India. 
Available at: https://tradingeconomics.com/india/
balance-of-trade

4The World Bank, 2017. Research and Development 
Expenditure (% of GDP). Available at: https://data.
worldbank.org/indicator/GB.XPD.RSDV.GD.ZS

5 WIPO, 2017. World Intellectual Property Indicators 
2017. Available at: http://www.wipo.int/edocs/
pubdocs/en/wipo_pub_941_2017.pdf

Figure 2: PATENTS FILED

As a result, the crucial importance of India-
made innovation in light of its endeavour 
to become a global innovation and 
manufacturing hub has been highlighted. 
Moreover, it has been pointed out that the 
distinction between R&D and Research 
and/ or Innovation is misleading as R&D is 
an inherent trait of any innovation - also 
implying that actual intellectual property 
(IP) has been created. 

As the Niti Aayog Report (2015) on 
Innovation and Entrepreneurship suggests, 
for India to leverage its economic potential 
through innovation, it is not only important 
to support “young firms in technology and 
other new-age innovative sectors […], [but] 
India also needs to develop an ecosystem 
that encourages innovation at more mature 
enterprises across the industrial spectrum—
across the existing manufacturing, export, 
and rural and social enterprise sector”6.  
In this context, it has been highlighted in 
the discussion that a robust Intellectual 
Property Regime is a crucial aspect as an 
enabler for innovation.  

Therefore, it is attempted to embed the 
discussion on Innovation and IP in a holistic 
context to be able to touch upon key 
indicators and their respective linkages. 

6  Niti Aayog, 2015. Report of the Export Committee 
on Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Available at: 
http://niti.gov.in/writereaddata/files/document_
publication/report%20of%20the%20expert%20
committee.pdf
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2.1. Make in India: a key 
enabler for the IP ecosystem

In 2014, the Prime Minister of India launched 
the newly elected government’s flagship 
programme Make in India that strives to 
make India a global manufacturing and 
design hub.  The programme aims to create 
an ecosystem that fosters skill enhancement, 
innovation, a robust IP system, and the 
empowerment of the secondary and 
tertiary sector which will create additional 
employment opportunities.  

The improvement and extension of the 
existing infrastructure is imperative to 
achieve the ultimate objective of attracting 
more investments and increasing the inflow 
of foreign direct investments. Eventually, 
India shall be made a more attractive 
location for global companies - with an 
improved ease of doing business.  
 
2.2. Creating a conducive 
business environment

One central prerequisite for increased and 
sustained investments by private companies 
is a robust IP ecosystem that safeguards 
the value of innovation and assures that 
technology and innovation costs can be 
retrieved by means of a functioning system 
of patents, standards, and licensing models.  
Novel and advanced technologies like 5G 
depend on the latter to flourish and hence 
positively contribute to the connectivity and 
bring about measurable economic impact.

In this regard, India is still lagging behind 
global best practices: On the one hand, 
this is due to the lack of awareness for the 
importance of IP among entrepreneurs, 
innovators, and businesses, and the relatively 
low institutional capacity and efficiency. On 
the other hand, the enforcement of law is 
an omnipresent obstacle that is especially 
felt by SMEs and entrepreneurs. 

The latter could be mitigated by introducing 
more administrative bodies to disburden 
the judiciary and by establishing capacity 
building and sensitisation programmes for 
patent researchers and patent examiners 
as well as for attorneys and legal / IP 

professionals.   

2.3. India’s growth engine: 
ICT Sector 

The development of the ICT sector is 
and will be essential across sectors and 
industries as innovative and emerging 
technologies, such as AI and IoT as well 
as an advanced IT infrastructure, and the 
augmented mobile phone / smartphone 
penetration are the required means to not 
only enhance connectivity and thereby 
foster more efficient and disruptive solutions 
in key industries, such as automobile, 
environment, healthcare, transportation, 
and energy, but also to gap the urban and 
rural divide. 

This observation is underlined by the 
macro-economic impact of the ICT sector 
which becomes evident through its current 
value of approximately EUR 136 billion 
which equals around 11 per cent of the 
overall absolute GDP value.7  By 2020, it is 
projected that this sector will further grow 
by around 27 per cent (approx. EUR 186 
Billion)8 as shown in figure 3. Other key 
sectors that will determine India’s global 
positioning, such as the infrastructure 
sector or the healthcare sector amount 
to an absolute value of approx. EUR 20 
billion (2017)9  and EUR 82 billion (2017)10 
respectively and are - to a great extent - 
linked to novel solutions stemming from the 
ICT sector.

7Worldbank, 2016. Gross Domestic Product 2016. 
Available at: http://databank.worldbank.org/data/
download/GDP.pdf (last updated July 2017)

8ASSOCHAM, 2017. Indian ICT revenue to touch 
US$ 225 billion by 2020: study. Available at: http://
www.assocham.org/newsdetail.php?id=6656

9IBEF, 2018. Infrastructure Sector India. Available 
at: https://www.ibef.org/industry/infrastruc-
ture-sector-india.aspx

10IBEF, 2018. Healthcare India. Available at: https://
www.ibef.org/industry/healthcare-india.aspx
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Figure 3 RELATIVE GDP VALUE OF ICT 
SECTOR

 

2.4. ICT constitutes the 
backbone of the digital 
infrastructure

According to the Global Competitiveness 
Report by the World Economic Forum (2015), 
India is one of the least digitally connected 
countries globally which negatively impacts 
its global competitiveness across sectors.  
At the same time, ICT is considered to be 
the backbone of the digital economy as it 
improves the efficiency and connectivity 
within and across sectors. 

Given the low subscription rate for 
broadband-based internet in India (5.5 per 
cent of all households11) especially mobile 
handsets and mobile network play a crucial 
role as the digital connectivity majorly relies 
on mobile devices12. 

2.5. Make in India and Socio-
Economic Empowerment

The increasing penetration of mobiles is not 
only reducing the digital divide but will also 
brings about faster economic growth and 
acts as a social equity accelerator: Mobile 
applications provide access to large sections 
of the (rural) population to services in the 
fields of agriculture, health, and education. 

11Indian Institute of Management Calcutta et. 
al., 2017. Mobile Telephony in India. Towards a 
Sustainable Innovation Economy.

12Boston Consulting Group, 2015. The Mobile 
Revolution. How mobile technologies drive a tril-
lion-dollar impact. Available at: https://eliasgagas.
files.wordpress.com/2015/03/the_mobile_revolu-
tion_jan_2015_tcm80-180510.pdf

Further, the Government of India is going 
to launch a special tariff structure in rural 
areas that will make mobile tariffs more 
affordable.13

The growth rate of the smartphone market 
in India was at around 60 per cent between 
2014 and 2016 as opposed to 20 per cent 
globally14. A huge market that is not only 
relevant for the domestic demand and 
increased exports, but which can directly 
create high-skill jobs in case of local 
manufacturing. 

The social and economic essence of this 
industry has been captured by one delegate 
of a corporate background who stated that 
mobile telephony is not only an economic 
multiplier in the era of the fourth industrial 
revolution, but can also be described as and 
compared to “railroad of the past”. 
Nevertheless, according to official figures 
published in 2016, the local value addition 
in the mobile manufacturing industry is 
marginally low: only 6 % of the absolute 
value is contributed by in India versus 
nearly 70% in China15 as shown in figure 4.  

Figure 4 MOBILE MANUFACTURING VALUE

One reason for this imbalance is that import-
based or assembly-only business models 
are financially more viable and competitive.  
Therefore, fiscal and financial incentives 
can help to make local manufacturing more 
attractive for both domestic and foreign 
companies. 

13Telecom in India, 2018. Available at:  https://
www.ibef.org/industry/telecommunications.aspx

14Indian Cellular Association, 2017

15Counterpoint Research Data, 2016.Mobile phone 
production and local value addition- CY 2016.
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2.6. India: leveraging the IT 
legacy in the era of industry 
4.0
In the realm of this discussion, it has been 
pointed out that India’s natural forte has 
always been in the IT industries - as IT 
requires less of resources. In this regard, 
two aspects become increasingly important: 

India’s advantage in terms of know-how 
and competence in this field has to be built 
upon and leveraged in the era of the 4th 
industrial revolution for which IT-based 
solutions are crucial. The success story of 
IT can be replicated in other industries, e.g. 
Artificial Intelligence and fifth generation 
(5G) network.

At the same time, this requires a more global 
outlook on the topic and related industries 
- global best practices and standards are to 
be recognized and developed further in the 
Indian context.

In light of these remarks, the importance 
of Standard Essential Patents (SEP) was 
underlined. The SEP owners, however, have 
to rely on market-driven models in order 
to be able to retrieve the cost of R&D and 
innovation and thereby assure a virtuous 
circle nourishing the innovation economy.  

However, while the standardisation of 
technologies has greatly contributed to 
the overall value of the mobile value chain 
(which includes the app industry, mobile 
operators, OEMs, ODMs, content providers, 
and a mobile infrastructure manufacturers), 
the value of royalty payments retrieved 
from this amount was only 0.3%.16   

In this regard, restrictive and/ or scrutinising 
interventions by the government, e.g. Form 
27 pertaining to the licensing confidentiality 
have been rejected as a protectionist 
measure, composing a negative influence 
for the development of India’s ICT sector. 

16Boston Consulting Group, 2015. 
Telecommunications Technology Industries in the 
Mobile Revolution. Available at: https://www.bcg.
com/publications/2015/telecommunications-tech-
nology-industries-the-mobile-revolution.aspx

3. Model to incentivise 
increased manufacturing

It has been highlighted by the industry 
that while initiatives like the Phased 
Manufacturing Programme (PMP) are 
necessary and useful measures. First results 
showcase the positive impact: 

Case Study: PMP

The example and success story of the 
“Phased Manufacturing Programme” (PMP) 
for the mobile handset manufacturing 
industry by the Ministry Of Electronics 
and IT, showcases that the objectives of 
the Make in India programme need to be 
contextualised within individual industries 
in order to be able to precisely identify 
industry-specific bottlenecks and thereby 
develop apt models.  

Mechanism and Impact of the PMP  

By means of the Budget (2015-16), a 
differential Excise Duty for domestic mobile 
manufacturers was introduced. Under this, 
the Countervailing Duty (CVT) on imports 
at 12.5% and Excise Duty at 1% without 
input tax credit (or 12.5% with input tax 
credit) were given to domestic cell phone 
manufacturers to create a more attractive 
alternative to the import of mobile 
components / finished goods.  

The differential duty approach has led 
to increased local production of mobile 
handsets from 1.1 billion units valued at 
INR 540 billion (approx. EUR 7.7 billion) in 
2015-16 to 1.75 billion units valued at INR 
900 billion (approx. EUR 12.9 billion) 2016-
17, according to the official statement by 
the Ministry.

Also, the Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in 
the industry has increased by 23 % (from 
EUR 6984 million in 2015-16 to EUR 30,271 
million in 2016-17).17

17 DIPP, 2017. FDI Fact Sheet June 2017. Available 
at: http://dipp.nic.in/sites/default/files/FDI_
FactSheet_June2017_2_0.pdf
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3.1. Long-term perspective 
on PMP: incentive-based 
approach for increased 
innovation creation

Also, Niti Aayog’s paper on Make in India 
(2016) Indicates that an export-oriented 
strategy must be put in place in order to 
achieve global competitiveness without 
having to rely on import protection18. This is 
especially relevant for the mobile network 
infrastructure as the local demand for 
network equipment is limited, though vis-
à-vis new ICT-related innovations like 5G 
and AI still not sufficiently deployed. By 
ensuring that economies of scale can still 
be achieved via an export-friendly business 
environment, also the domestic scenario 
for India’s digital infrastructure will be 
enhanced as there is a lack of fiber network, 
mobile towers and related technologies. 

3.2. Increased Manufacturing 
- increased innovation?

In light of the PMP case study presented, 
it has been put forward the point that 
increased on-site value, ie manufacturing, 
is the prerequisite for more innovation 
produced in India as the requirement 
/ demand for India specific solutions 
augmenting. However, the entrepreneurial 
competency and skills can only fully flourish 
on this ground if IP is recognised as a 
metric for innovation. This also reiterates 
the positive financial impact that successful 
IP management can have on technology 
companies in the ICT space. 

Case studies presented by bilateral bodies 
showcased that those private companies 
from Europe do exceptionally well in India 
who understand the importance of R&D-
based “glocalisation”:19 develop local 
solutions and models for the Indian market 
for the successful market entry (positioning), 
but also think global (existing standards 

18Niti Aayog, 2016. Make in India Strategy for 
Electronic Products. Available at: http://niti.gov.
in/writereaddata/files/document_publication/
Electronics%20Policy%20Final%20Circulation.pdf

19Glocalisation = the harmonised fusion of global-
ization and localization

/ economies of scale). This approach was 
recommended to foreign players as there 
is access to a large pool of skilled people in 
India.   

4. Investment in the Private 
Sector to foster innovation 

While more incentive-based models shall 
be put in place, it is also essential to 
strengthen the investors’ confidence by 
assuring a strong IP regime that also allows 
for smaller players, ie SMEs to be included 
in the value chain. While the economic 
strength of European countries is majorly 
underpinned by their SMEs, accounting for 
67% of employment20, India’s SME sector is 
relatively weak - only employing around 40 
per cent of India’s workforce21.

In consequence, smaller players (SMEs 
& entrepreneurs) within growing key 
industries have to be motivated to invest 
and grow. According to figures provided by 
the NRDC, most of the innovations in India 
stem from public organisations as R&D is 
incentivised. 

This trend also reflects in the statics that 
prove that the top IP filers in India are 
foreign multinational corporations. 

However globally, companies in the mobile 
value chain invested USD 1.8 trillion in 
infrastructure and R&D from 2009 through 
2013, almost exclusively relying on private-
sector funding.22

According to a projection by the Boston 
Consulting Group in a 2015 report, the 
economic potential of 5G networks and 

20European Commission, 2017. SME Performance 
Review 2017. Available at: https://ec.europa.
eu/growth/smes/business-friendly-environment/
performance-review_en

21Niti Aayog, 2015. Report of the Export Committee 
on Innovation and Entrepreneurship. Available at: 
http://niti.gov.in/writereaddata/files/document_
publication/report%20of%20the%20expert%20
committee.pdf

22Boston Consulting Group, 2015. 
Telecommunications Technology Industries in the 
Mobile Revolution. Available at: https://www.bcg.
com/publications/2015/telecommunications-tech-
nology-industries-the-mobile-revolution.aspx
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related products and services can only be 
harnessed, if sufficient investment in R&D 
and capital expenditures are being deployed 
until 2020. In this regard, a strong patents 
and standards system as well as standard 
setting processes and market-driven 
licensing models are being highlighted as 
crucial23.  

5. Role of Collaborations

Bilateral collaborations can be used to 
spur increased competence and capacity 
of SMEs in India. By forming transnational 
collaborations, a global dimension of locally 
deployed business models and technologies 
is being established. Thereby, the relevance 
of Intellectual property as an instrument to 
not only protect innovative solutions but to 
also retrieve investment costs is emerging 
as an inherent aspect within the business 
planning stage.

6. Way Forward 

The proposed way forward in this field is 
to acknowledge the importance of a holistic 
perspective on the interdependency among 
IP, ICT and India’s global positioning as an 
innovation economy. All stakeholders of the 
IP ecosystem are to work together jointly 
towards a more robust and conducive 
business environment. Only by co-creating 
solutions and viable models, the enormous 
economic potential that is underpinning the 
ICT sector, can be leveraged.

Hence, the applied macro-economic 
angle and meta-perspective on “How to 
leverage a robust IP ecosystem to monetise 
investments” has proven to be an apt filter 
by means of which important implications 
from the interdependency of all economic, 
technological, social, and policy-related 
factors could be touched upon. A more 
detailed assessment of each of these 
observations would be desirable.

The following key points that emerged 
from the discussion indicate relevant areas 
and issues that shall be considered for any 
further assessment: 

23 Ibid.

• ICT is the backbone of the digital 
infrastructure: a prerequisite for 
the success of all major government 
initiatives

• Increased expenditures on R&D for 
increased innovation

• More on-site value creation 
(manufacturing) is required to sustain 
the innovation process and to develop 
India-made innovations for the 
domestic market and global markets

• More investments by the private sector 
in ICT are required to leverage the 
legacy of being a leading IT nation 

• IP is a key factor for creating a 
conducive environment for private 
investors in the ICT sector - however 
IP ecosystem in India is at a very 
nascent stage 

• Bilateral collaborations can help 
accelerate the shift towards more 
value creation on-site, though depend 
on the conduciveness of the business 
environment

• Therefore, the cost of technology shall 
be retrievable by the market-driven 
interplay of innovators / investors and 
beneficiaries

• Importance of collaborative standards 
to allow for SMEs to be part of the 
ecosystem

• Acknowledgment and adoption of 
existing standards and standard 
essential patents for more India-
made innovations in technologies 
that are relevant for the 4th industrial 
revolution 

• Along with the Phased Manufacturing 
Plan, a multi-dimensional approach 
to strengthen the IP ecosystem 
by capacity building on IP across 
stakeholder groups, increased R&D, and 
market-driven licensing practices can 
be deployed to produce an incentive-
based ecosystem for increased value 
creation and innovation 
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The near ubiquitous diffusion and use of modern digital communications is an expression of its 
indispensability in contemporary economic and social existence. Much like the spread of roads 
and electricity, telecom infrastructure is now globalizing markets, reducing transactions costs, 
expanding productivity, and thus promoting economic growth. With rudimentary systems now 
being replaced by versatile networks, communications infrastructure has rightly acquired the 
tag of a General Purpose Technology (GPT) with Internet and mobile based communications 
generating significant and wide-ranging spillover benefits for the rest of the economy. High speed 
Internet is increasingly viewed as an enabler of economic integration allowing further tradability of 
many services as well as creating new kinds of tradable services. This technological dynamism has 
paved the way for continuous innovation and knowledge creation that has enormous potential to 
enhance efficiency.

Since the global financial crisis of 2008, many 
countries have invested millions of dollars 
in communications infrastructure with the 
objective of reaping direct and indirect benefits 
of the Keynesian multipliers associated with that 
investment. The empirical literature on digital 
technologies provides adequate evidence of 
the role communications, in particular the 
Internet, has had on economic growth. 

A new genre of studies estimate the opportunity cost of depriving access to the Internet. A study 
by Brookings in 2016 found that Internet shutdowns cost countries $2.4 billion dollars during the 
period July 2015 and June 2016. A parallel study titled “The Anatomy of an Internet Blackout: 
Measuring the Economic Impact of Internet Shutdowns in India” found that a 16,315 hours of 
Internet shutdown in India cost the economy approximately $3.04 billion during the period 2012 
to 2017. 

For the first time in 2009, ICRIER estimated the impact of mobile penetration exploiting the 
geographical diversity between Indian states. The model used Roller-Waverman’s (2001) framework 
to estimate the growth dividends from mobile penetration in India. The study found that a 10 percent 

Executive Summary

Economic effects of fixed, Mobile,  
Internet and Broadband

High Income Low Income

Fixed 0.43 0.73

Mobile 0.60 0.81

Internet 0.77 1.12

Broadband 1.21 1.38

Source: Qiang 2009
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increase in mobile penetration resulted in a 1.2 
percent increase in the rate of State GDP growth. 
This study revisits the model first estimated in 
2009 with minor modifications using a larger 
panel from 2001 to 2018. The model consists of 
three equations - an output equation, a demand 
equation and a supply equation all estimated 
together to account for the two-way causation 
between telecommunications and growth. The 
result is both positive and significant and shows 
that a 10 percent increase in mobile penetration 
delivers, on average a 1.9 percent increase 
in output. Segregating the sample between 
developed and developing states and by penetration rates shows a discernible return to higher 
diffusion. For states with above average teledensity, the results show that 10 percent increase in 
mobile penetration swells the growth dividend to 2.6. 

The temporal analysis of growth dividends for mobile 
penetration shows a gradual moderation in impacts with 
rising levels of penetration. The model estimates growth 
coefficients for the period 2000 to 2010, 2000 to 2012, 
2000 to 2016 and 2000 to 2018. Interestingly there is a 
decline in growth dividends after 2012 when teledensity 
had crossed 75% at the all India level. Keeping in mind that 
overall teledensity in India is about 50% overestimated 
because of multiple sims and dual sim handsets, the 
inflection point indicated by the analysis is likely to lie 
between a teledensity of 76 and 82, or 38 and 41 for 
unique subscribers.

Using an adaptation of Barro’s endogenous growth model 
(1991), ICRIER first presented the estimates for impact of 
Internet in India in 2012. The study found that a 10 percent 
increase in Internet subscribers delivers, on average 
1.08% increase in output. With current penetration levels 
at 38.02, this study re-estimates the model to gauge the 
changing magnitude of Internet impacts. A standard 
instrumental variable technique with fixed effects on 
panel data is employed for the period 2001 to 2018. It 
is important to note that the estimations are based on 
data for fixed line Internet subscribers. While they form a 
miniscule proportion of total Internet subscribers, a bulk 
of the Internet traffic flows through fixed infrastructure. 
The results show that growth dividends from Internet 
have increased over time. According to the new 
estimates a 10% increase in Internet subscribers results 
in a 3.2 percent increase in rate of growth of state per 
capita GDP.

With over 90 percent subscribers accessing the Internet 
on mobile, India is rightly classified as a mobile first 
economy. Although Internet use on mobile has increased 
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dramatically in the last few years, according to Cisco data, it continues to contribute less than 10% 
to global Internet traffic. The proportion of mobile Internet traffic to total Internet traffic in India 
is much higher than the global average, estimated at 22.9% in 2016. Estimating growth dividends 
based on Internet usage instead of penetration shows that a 10 percent increase in India’s total 
Internet traffic, delivers on average a 3.1 percent increase in GDP per capita, and a 10 percent 
increase in India’s mobile Internet traffic, delivers on average a 1.6 percent increase in India’s GDP. 

While calibration of impacts for technology type is important, in a converged world it is also 
meaningful to capture impacts for the overall telecom industry (excluding broadcasting). This is 
possible by developing an index that appropriately captures impacts in a technology neutral manner 
such as using investment data for the sector.. Investments in telecommunications increased at a 
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 16.3% during the period 2010-11 to 2017-18. The 
cumulative investment during this period was Rs. 7, 47,652.8 crore amounting to 2.5% of the total 
gross fixed capital formation for India through those years. The customary instrumental variable 
technique used for the estimation of data over this period finds that a 10 percent increase in India’s 
investment in telecommunications has the potential to deliver on average a 3.3 percent increase 
in India’s GDP. The USD 100 billion investment envisioned in the National Digital Communications 
Policy, 2018 could cumulatively add USD 1.21 trillion to India’s income over time. 

The meteoric rise of telecoms in India also manifests in impacts at the micro level not often 
captured in data because it is hard to translate grass root impacts into a numerical figure. Financial 
services, health care, education, retail and e-governance services have especially benefitted from 
technology interventions. Case studies, an integral part of the narrative, collectively showcase 
a host of technology applications that are helping individuals and businesses. The benefits are 
captured in four broad categories. These are (i) improved access to services and information, 
(ii) improved efficiency and accountability, (iii) improved income and standard of living and (iv) 
employment generation. Each case study generates one or more of the above-mentioned impacts 
and is ranked on a scale of 1 to 4; with 1 highlighting the most direct impact generated by the 
intervention and 4 the least direct. 
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Case Study
Communication 

technology
Sector

Impact

Access to 
Services and 
Information

Efficiency and 
Accountability

Income and 
Standard of 

Living

Employment 
generation

GIS@School 1 1 2 3

Big Basket  1 1 2 2

HawkEye  1 1 2 4

Kilkari 2 4 1 1

Shipsy  1 1 4 4

IRCTC Next- 
Generation 
E-ticketing 
system

  1 1 4 4

Ola  1 2 1 1

Byju’s 1 1 2 3

GoBolt  2 1 2 2

Zomato  1 2 1 1

MakeMyTrip 1 2 1 3

Chennai Flood 
Map

1 1 3 4

Practo  1 2 1 3

Paytm 1 2 1 3

Communications Technology: Wireless Voice; Internet; IoT/M2M

Sector  Health Education Agriculture E-Governance Women Empowerment 

Financial Services; E-Commerce Transport/ Logistics/Urban Services Security

framework for Case Studies Analysis

The results capture the changing nature and magnitudes of digital communications spillovers for 
India. A key insight is the hierarchy in estimated impacts of various communication technologies, 
with data dominating voice as expected. Thus, the growth dividends from Internet are significantly 
higher than mobile (voice). Moreover, while impacts of mobile may have begun to moderate, the 
impact of Internet is still on the rise. This is because of increasing use of the internet in improving 
existing business models and notably creating newer ones. Another insight is that states and regions 
in India that lag ought to be fast tracked in use of Internet to capture the vast spill-over benefits that 
await remembering that the opportunity cost of inadequate and deficient access to the Internet 
are growing all the time.
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1. Introduction 
The near ubiquitous diffusion and use of modern digital communications is an expression of 
its indispensability in contemporary economic and social existence. Much like the spread of 
roads and electricity, digital communications is now globalizing markets, reducing transactions 
costs, expanding productivity, and thus promoting economic growth. With rudimentary systems 
now being replaced by versatile networks, communications has rightly acquired the tag of a 
General Purpose Technology (GPT)1 with Internet and mobile based communications generating 
significant and wide-ranging spillover benefits for the rest of the economy. High speed Internet 
is increasingly viewed as an enabler of economic integration allowing further tradability of many 
services as well as creating new kinds of tradable services. This technological dynamism has 
paved the way for continuous innovation and knowledge creation that has enormous potential 
to enhance efficiency.

1  GPTs are defined by three characteristics- pervasiveness, improvement over time, and the ability to 
spawn innovation
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Since the global financial crisis of 2008, many 
countries have invested millions of dollars 
in telecom infrastructure with the objective 
of reaping direct and indirect benefits of the 
Keynesian multipliers associated with that 
investment. The most immediate direct effect is 
that of increased demand for products that are 
used in the manufacture of cables, switches and 
other components of telecoms networks. The 
indirect effects are the efficiency enhancements 
to other sectors, and arguably are much greater 
than the returns to the sector itself.2 These are captured by the economy due to improved access to 
information which in turn enhances coordination ability and productivity3. Jonscher4 argues that the 
observable firm level impacts of ICT can be exploited to build a strong case for the macroeconomic 
linkages between technology adoption and increases in productivity. As communication systems 
improve, the costs of doing business fall, and output increases for individual firms across different 
sectors of the economy. In 1980, Andrew Hardy5 declared, “If the telephone does have an impact 
on a nation's economy, it will be through the improvement of the capabilities of managers to 
communicate with each other rapidly over increased distances.” The efficiency of household 
operations also increases as telecommunications allow better access to goods and services6. 

The empirical literature on digital technologies provides adequate evidence of the role 
telecommunications, in particular the Internet, has had on economic growth. More recently, 
another genre of studies has emerged that estimates the opportunity cost of depriving access 
to the Internet. A study by Brookings in 2016 found that Internet shutdowns cost countries $2.4 
billion dollars during the period July 2015 and June 20167. A parallel study titled “The Anatomy of 
an Internet Blackout: Measuring the Economic Impact of Internet Shutdowns in India8” found that 
a 16,315 hours of Internet shutdown in India cost the economy approximately $3.04 billion during 
the period 2012 to 2017. 

This study captures the changing nature and magnitudes of telecom spillovers for India and also 
for South and South East Asia. The focus is primarily economic, although some social impacts 
are illustrated through case studies. The report is structured as follows – Section 2 provides a 
comprehensive literature review of the impacts generated by telecoms and other forms of 
physical infrastructure. Section 3 focuses on the celebrated digital dividends narrative for India, 
its achievements and potential. It details several econometric formulations adopted for the 
estimation of growth multipliers for telecoms in India. It also uses case studies to illustrate the 
micro mechanisms through which such impacts are generated. Section 4 concludes. 

2  Roller.L and Waverman. L,(2001). “Telecommunications Infrastructure and Economic Development: A Simultaneous 
Approach”, The American Economic Review, Vol. 91, No. 4 pp. 909-923

3  M Vu. K, (2011). “ICT as a source of economic growth in the information age: empirical evidence from the 1996 – 2005 
period”, Telecommunications Policy 35, 357-372

4  C Jonscher, (1980). “Economic Causes of the Rising of Information Intensive Societies” (Unpublished)

5  Hardy. A, (1980). “The role of the telephone in economic development”, Telecommunications Policy, Volume 4, Issue 
4, pp 278-286

6  Wellenius, (1976). “Telecommunications in Developing Countries” Telecommunications Policy, Volume 1, No. 4 pp 
269 - 297

7  West. D, (2016). “Internet Shutdowns Cost Countries $2.4 Billion Last Year”, Brookings, Centre for Technology 
Innovation. Available at https://www.brookings.edu/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/intenet-shutdowns-v-3.pdf

8  Kathuria.R, Kedia. M, Varma. G, Bagchi. K and Sekhani. R(2017). The Anatomy of an Internet Blackout: Measuring the 
Economic Impact of Internet Shutdowns in India, https://icrier.org/pdf/Anatomy_of_an_Internet_Blackout.pdf
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1.1  Changing nature and magnitude of the economic impact of communications 
infrastructure 

Theoretically there are clear linkages between communications and economic growth. By reducing 
information asymmetries and transactions costs, telecoms drive efficiencies in the economic system. 
Empirically, while estimates vary by geography and time, the available evidence unequivocally suggests 
that substantial benefits accrue to investment in telecoms. A series of studies measuring the impact of 
IT on aggregate productivity and output growth for individual countries, especially in the United States, 
found little contribution of ICT to productivity9. Solow summarised these findings into his famous 
aphorism “you can see the computer age everywhere but in the productivity statistics”10 Several 
attempts were made to resolve this productivity paradox in the research that followed using the Solow 
growth equation that postulates long-run economic growth to be a function of capital, labor and 
other inputs. Increases in productivity, commonly referred to as technological progress or total factor 
productivity is captured as the residual. Various researchers beginning with Hardy11 in 1980, Norton12 in 
1992 and others13 found an “externality” associated with enhanced fixed telecoms penetration – that is, 
GDP is higher, and growth faster in countries with more advanced telecoms networks. 

Röller and Waverman [RW] (1996) were the first to quantify the impact of telecoms on growth after 
controlling for the effect of rising GDP on demand for telecoms. They addressed this ‘endogeneity’ 
problem explicitly by estimating a four-equation structural economic model with an aggregate 
production function, telecommunications demand and supply functions and a telecommunications 
production function using data from 35 countries for the years 1970 through 1990, controlling 
also for country-specific characteristics that might be correlated with a given country’s telecom 
infrastructure. The paper found that in their sample of both developed and developing countries 
a 10 percent increase in the penetration rate produced 2.8 percent increase in GDP and, what’s 
more, a minimum threshold of telecom density of around 24 percent growth. In a later paper (2001) 

9  Roach (1987, 1989, 1991); Baily (1986b); Zachary (1991); Berndt and Morrison (1995), Jorgenson and Stiroh (1995)

10  Triplett . J, (1999).“The Solow Productivity Paradox: What do Computers do to Productivity?, The CanadianJournal of 
Economics / Revue canadienne d’ Economique Vol. 32, No. 2, Special Issue on Service Sector Productivity and the 
Productivity Paradox (Apr., 1999), pp. 309-334 (26 pages)

11  Hardy. A, (1980). “The role of the telephone in economic development”, Telecommunications Policy, Volume 4, Issue 
4, pp 278-286

12  Norton.S.W, (1992). “Transaction Costs, Telecommunications, and the Microeconomics of Macroeconomic Growth.” 
Economic Development and Cultural Change, 1992, 41(1), pp. 175-96.

13  Among these others are Leff, Nathaniel H. “Externalities, Information Costs, and Social Benefit-Cost Analysis for 
Economic Development: An Example from Telecommunications.” Economic Development and Cultural Change, 
1984, 32(2), pp. 255-76. And Greenstein, Shane and Spiller, Pablo T. “Estimating the Welfare Effects of Digital 
Infrastructure.” National Bureau of Economic Research (Cambridge, MA) Working Paper No. 5770, 1996. 
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they found that about one third of the economic growth for a cross-section of 21 OECD countries 
over the same period could be attributed to growth in telecommunications infrastructure14. In the 
OECD from 1970 to 1990, incremental increases in penetration rates below universal service levels 
generated only small growth dividends. Only at near universal service (30 mainline phones per 100 
inhabitants which is near 70 or so mainline phones per 100 households) were there strong growth 
externalities from telephone rollout. In this study, the threshold teledensity or critical mass was 
about 30 percent. This non linearity in impacts is due to the network effects inherent in ICTs which 
magnify the economic impact when the levels of penetration exceed a critical mass. 

Torero, Choudhary and Bedi (2002)15 extended the RW model to include mobile phones. They 
used data from 113 countries over a 20-year period and also found a positive causal link from 
telecommunications to GDP. They show that the critical mass for telecom penetration was in the 
range 5–15 percent, indicating a lower threshold for the network effects to kick in. Waverman, 
Meschi and Fuss (2005) used data on 92 high- and low-income countries from 1980 to 2003, and 
found that mobile telephony had a positive and significant impact on economic growth, and that 
this impact could be twice as large in developing as compared to developed countries16.

In the aftermath of the global financial 
crisis of 2008, governments made 
significant investments in expanding their 
telecom infrastructure. For example the 
United States, Britain, Canada, Germany, 
Portugal and Finland all included 
measures to expand broadband access 
and to augment speeds in their planned 
economic stimulus packages. Australia, 
France, Ireland, Japan, Singapore and 
the Republic of Korea also created 
separate broadband plans to stimulate 
their economies, including jobs growth.17 
Countries, especially developing ones, 
witnessed a massive change in the quality 
and nature of telecom investments. 

Attention shifted to Internet and broadband and various factors including availability, quality and 
affordability of broadband services were introduced as deciding factors for investors to invest in 
a specific region. The literature that evolved showcased that growth dividends from Internet and 
broadband were higher than that from fixed and mobile telephony. 

Several studies support the growth hypothesis for broadband. In 2009, a World Bank study 
(Qiang et al 2009) using a sample of 120 predominantly developing countries found the relative 
magnitudes of growth dividends of different communication technologies establish a sort of 
hierarchy of impacts, with fixed being the lowest and broadband being the highest18. Interestingly, 

14  Röller, L. H., & Waverman, L. (2001). Telecommunications Infrastructure and Economic Development: A Simultaneous 
Approach. American Economic Review, 91(4), pp. 909-923.

15  Torero, Maximo; Chowdhury, Shyamal and Bedi, Arjun S.(2002). “Telecommunications Infrastructure and Economic 
Growth: A Cross-Country Analysis.” Mimeo, 2002.

16  Waverman, L., Meschi, M., and Fuss, M. (2005). The impact of telecoms on economic growth in developing countries 
(pp. 10-23). In Africa: The impact of mobile phones. The Vodafone Policy Paper Series, Number 2.

17  Ibid

18  Christine Zhen Wei Qiang, Carlo Rossotto and Kaoru Kimura (2009), “Economic impact of Broadband” Information 
and Communications for Development, World Bank
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for each variable, the impact is higher for developing countries than that for high income countries, 
confirming the premise that communication technologies compensate for other forms of 
inadequate infrastructure in developing countries thus generating bigger impacts (Refer Table 2.1). 

table 2.1: Economic effects of fixed, Mobile, Internet and Broadband

High Income Low Income

Fixed 0.43 0.73

Mobile 0.60 0.81

Internet 0.77 1.12

Broadband 1.21 1.38

Source: Qiang 2009

Another panel study with 25 Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
countries over the period 1996–2007 concluded that a 10 percent increase in broadband 
penetration could generate GDP growth between 0.9 - 1.5 percent (Czernich et al 2009)19. At a 
country level, Katz et al (2010) use data from 424 German Landkreise (administrative unit beneath 
a "Länder") to show that 10 percent increase in broadband penetration results in 0.26 percent 
increase in GDP. Similar studies conducted in China, United States, Panama, Philippines, Senegal 
etc. have showcased positive impacts of broadband infrastructure. 

Several studies have also found evidence of job creation. Using the input-output method, Crandall et 
al. (2003)20 estimated that an investment of USD 63 billion (needed to reach ubiquitous broadband 
service in the United States) could result in the creation of 1.2 million jobs. Similar studies were 
conducted by Atkinson et al. (2009)21, Liebenau et al. (2009)22 and Katz et al., 200823. Appendix 1 
provides a snapshot of various studies that estimate the economic impact (both direct and indirect) 
of telecom infrastructure. Beyond economic growth and job creation, telecom infrastructure also 
has positive effects in generating consumer surplus that is not captured in the GDP statistics24. 
These include efficient access to information, savings in transportation and benefits in health and 
entertainment, and can be measured in terms of the difference between consumers' willingness to 
pay for the broadband service and its actual price. Given the rapid evolution of telecom technology 
and the pervasive uses that have developed around telecom infrastructure, it could be justifiably 
claimed that the benefits from telecom overshadow those from others GPTs before it.

1.2 Comparing Digital Communications with other form of Infrastructure 

That availability of quality infrastructure is crucial for economic growth, rapid human development 
and poverty reduction needs no validation. Empirically, clear linkages have been established 
between infrastructure and development. Infrastructure typically exhibits substantial economies of 

19  Czernich, Nina, Oliver Falck, Tobias Kretschmer, and Ludger Woessmann. 2009. Broadband Infrastructure and 
Economic Growth. http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=1516232.

20  Crandall, R., Jackson, C., & Singer, H. (2003). “The Effect of Ubiquitous Broadband Adoption on Investment, Jobs, and 
the U.S. Economy”. Washington DC: Criterion Economics

21  Atkinson, R., Castro, D. & Ezell, S.J. (2009). “The digital road to recovery: a stimulus plan to create jobs, boost 
productivity and revitalize America”. The Information Technology and Innovation Foundation, Washington, DC

22  Liebenau, J., Atkinson, R. D., Kärrberg, P., Castro, D. & Ezell, S. J. (2009, April 29). “The UK’s Digital Road to Recovery”. 
Retrieved from: http://ssrn.com/abstract=1396687

23  Katz, R. L., Zenhäusern, P. & Suter, S. (2008b). An evaluation of socio-economic impact of a fiber network in 
Switzerland. Polynomics and Telecom Advisory Services, LLC.

24  Greenstein, S. & McDevitt, R. (2009). The Broadband Bonus: Accounting for Broadband Internet’s Impact on U.S. GDP 
(NBER Working Paper 14758). Retrieved from www.nber.org/papers/w14758.
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scale, implying that cost declines as more people use the infrastructure. Accordingly, infrastructure 
displays certain characteristics of a public good i.e. it is often non-rivalrous and confers substantial 
economic and social benefits that are not internalized. Critical infrastructure includes roads, 
railways, airways, ports, utilities such as gas and electricity, as well as telecommunications and 
information technology (IT). These are often used as services and intermediate goods essential 
for productive processes in manufacturing, agriculture, and services (Agrawal 2015). A recently 
published book by the Asian Development Bank Institute presents some of the latest research on 
the impact of infrastructure on various economic outcomes25. Some notable studies summarised 
in Table 2.2 cite benefits that various infrastructures have had on countries across the globe. 

table 2.2: Impact of Critical Infrastructure on growth

Author, title research problem result

Yoshino, N. and Abidhadjaev, U. 
(2018), “An Impact Evaluation of 
Infrastructure Investment: The 
Case of the Tashguzar– Boysun–
Kumkurgon Railway in Uzbekistan” 
Asian Development Bank Institute

Authors examine the nature 
and magnitude of the effects 
of infrastructure provision 
on regional economic 
performance in Uzbekistan 
using the difference-in-
difference method

The empirical results suggest that the 
Tashguzar–Boysun–Kumkurgon railway line 
in Uzbekistan increased the regional GDP 
growth rate in affected regions by around 2%, 
in the frame of connectivity effects

Yoshino, N. and Abidhadjaev, U. 
(2018), “Impact of Infrastructure 
Investment on Tax: Estimating the 
Spillover Effects of the Kyushu 
High-Speed Rail Line in Japan 
on Regional Tax Revenues” Asian 
Development Bank Institute

Authors analyze the impact 
of the Kyushu high-speed 
rail line in Japan on the tax 
revenues of prefectures using 
the difference-in-difference 
method

Results suggest that the Kyushu high-
speed rail line in Japan had a statistically 
significant and economically growing impact 
on tax revenue after it was completed and 
connected to large cities such as Hiroshima 
and Osaka

Adu, G., Dramani, J.B., Oteng-
Abayie, E.F., (2018), “Powering the 
powerless: Economic impact of 
rural electrification in Ghana”, IGC 
Policy Brief 33415

Authors examine the socio-
economic effects of rural 
electrification on households. 

Authors find that electricity access improves 
real gross income by 64% for households 
with access to electricity compared to those 
without. Real household expenditure per 
capita is 63.7% higher for households in rural 
communities connected to the national grid 
compared to rural communities without a 
grid connection. 

Banerjee, A., Duflo, E., Qian, N. 
(2010), “Transport Infrastructure 
and Economic Growth in China”, 
IGC Policy Brief 1006 

Authors examines the effect 
of transportation networks in 
China on long term growth, 
from 1986-2005

Regions closer to historical transportation 
network have higher GDP per capita, higher 
income inequality, and higher number 
of firms. The effects of transportation 
networks on growth are subdued by other 
mobility factors such as capital and skills, 
but investments in such networks remain 
important to growth. 

25  Yoshino, N., Helbe, M., Abidhadjaev, U. (2018), Financing Infrastructure in the Asia Pacific, Asian Development Bank 
Institute
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Esfahani, H.S., Ramirez, M.T., 
(2003) “Institutions, Infrastructure, 
and economic growth”, Journal of 
Development Economics, 70. 

Authors examine the 
institutional-economic factors 
that mediate infrastructure-
GDP interactions by 
developing cross-country 
structural model

Authors find that if the growth rate of 
telephone per capita rises from 5% per year in 
Africa, and 10% per year in East Asia, annual 
growth rate of GDP per capita would rise by 
0.4 percentage points.

In the power sector, an increase of per-capita 
production growth rate from 2% in Africa and 
6% in East Asia can raise annual GDP growth 
rate by 0.5 percentage points.

Datt, G., and Ravallion, M., 
(1997), “Why have some Indian 
States Done Better than Others 
at Reducing Rural Poverty?”, 
Economica, Vol.65, No. 257. 

Authors track the evolution 
of various poverty measures 
of Indian States using pooled 
state-level data for the period 
1957-1991. 

Authors find that among other factors, states 
starting with better infrastructure and human 
resources saw higher long-term rates of 
poverty reduction

Michaels, G., (2008) “The Effect 
of Trade on the Demand for 
Skill- Evidence from the Interstate 
Highway System”, The Review of 
Economics and Statistics, Vol. 90, 
Issue. 4. 

Author exploits the advent 
of United States Interstate 
Highway System as a unique 
policy experiment to identify 
the impact of connectedness 
on trade, and demand for 
skilled labor

Author finds that counties that were 
connected through the highway system 
experienced increase in trade-related 
activities by 7-10 percentage points per capita. 
Highways raised the relative demand for 
skilled workers in manufacturing. 

Source: Compiled by Author

Several studies using firm-level data have examined the impacts of India’s Golden Quadrilateral 
(GQ), a network of highways connecting India’s top metropolitan cities26, on economic growth. 
Datta (2011) documented the increase in input sourcing and inventory efficiency for formal 
manufacturing enterprises located on the GQ network. Ghani, Goswami and Kerr (2016) attributed 
the improved infrastructure and road quality to greater allocative efficiency of manufacturing 
activity in local areas Khanna (2014) analysed the dispersion of economic development around 
the GQ upgrades, using nightlight luminosity as a proxy.27

While the importance of infrastructures including roads is acknowledged in the literature, the impact 
of telecommunications infrastructure on GDP growth and its social return to most countries are 
far more impressive. The average payoff from telecommunications infrastructure is higher, when 
payoffs from infrastructure are unbundled into its components28. In the next section we provide a 
quantitative assessment of impacts. We also use a clutch of case studies that provide evidence of 
the channels through which such impacts manifest themselves at the micro level.

26  The project was launched in 2001 as a part of the National Highways Development Project in India. 

27  Chaurey and Le (2016)

28  Estache. A and Gregoire. G,(2012).” The impact of infrastructure on growth in developing countries”, IFC; https://www.
ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/054be8804db753a6843aa4ab7d7326c0/INR+Note+1+-+The+Impact+of+Infrastructure+
on+Growth.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
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2.  Digital Communications in India 

The development of communication networks in India has been impressive. Overall tele density 
has increased from about 1 percent in 1994, when murmurs of reform of the telecommunications 
sector were first heard in India, to about 90 percent as on June 2018. Increasing competition 
and the rapid advancement of wireless technologies enabled the telecom sector to surge ahead 
of other infrastructures to register unprecedented rates of growth. With a subscriber base of 1.17 
billion29, India’s telecom market is the world’s second-largest and contributes significantly towards 
GDP growth and job creation. It is without question a mobile first economy, and has 1.15 billion 
mobile subscribers as on June 2018 and 491 million mobile internet subscribers, compared to 
about 21 million fixed Internet users.30 India’s mobile appetite is reinforced by the relentless rise in 
smart phone users, especially in rural areas.

These salutary outcomes are a result of years of regulatory and market reform that allowed private 
sector to participate and more importantly compete on several dimensions, including price, 
innovation, investments and deployment of new affordable technologies31. These have been 
discussed at length elsewhere and therefore need not detain us. It is predicted that imminent 
growth will be fueled by further and rapid diffusion of smartphones, deployment of Internet of 
Things (IoT) and the use of machine-to-machine (M2M) connections. The Internet in India is 
expected to deliver US$ 250 billion by 2020, contributing up to 7.5 percent to GDP32. 

29  TRAI Performance Indicators Report, June 2018

30  TRAI Performance Indicators Report, June 2018

31  Jain. R and Raghuram. G (2015). “Lessons of Reforms of the Telecom Sector”. Indian Institute of Ahmedabad, W.P No. 
2015-03-22

32  BCG-TiE Report, 2017; https://media-publications.bcg.com/BCG-TiE-Digital-Volcano-Apr2017.pdf
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Since 2009 ICRIER has estimated the growth dividends due to telecom33. These include the impact 
of mobile, Internet, Broadband, and more recently for data traffic and telecom investments. The 
growth multipliers vary in magnitude but not in direction, which are positive everywhere and every 
time. In what follows we provide a short review of international and India specific studies of this 
genre. We also update the India telecom growth multipliers for various model specifications based 
on data from recent time periods. Most revisions use data from the year 2000 -2001 to 2017-18. 
We have had to adapt some data series because of change of applicable base. The sub-sections 
detail the methodology and present a comparison of estimates across the different methods and 
technologies. 

2.1 Impact of Mobile 

In 2009, ICRIER estimated the impact of mobile penetration exploiting the geographical diversity 
between Indian States. The model used Roller Waverman’s (2001) framework to estimate the 
growth dividends from mobile penetration in India34. Using data for 19 states over the period 1999-
2000 to 2007-08, the report found that a 10 percent increase in mobile penetration resulted 
in a 1.2 percent increase in rate of SGDP growth. Mobile penetration did explain some of the 
difference in growth rates between states. The estimated growth coefficient for developed states 
was significantly higher than developing states. The study also estimated a critical teledensity of 25 
percent, the level of mobile penetration above which network effects become apparent.35 Since 
2009, all states in India have surpassed this threshold. The median tele-density across states in the 
quarter ending March 2018 was 96.61. A strong positive correlation continues to exist between 
mobile penetration and the level of state per capita GDP. Figure 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 plot the correlation 
between mobile penetration and income across Indian states at a point in time and for the average 
income and mobile penetration over a period of time respectively. These states are mostly based 
on the telecom circle classification, with metros like Mumbai and Kolkata accounted under their 
respective states. Also, certain circles like UP West and UP East have been combined as UP (since 
other economic data are available only at the aggregate state level). 

figure 3.1.1: Correlation between State gDP 
Per capita and Mobile Penetration (Average 

for 2010-11 to 2017-18)

figure 3.1.2: Correlation between  
State gDP Per capita and Mobile  

Penetration (2017-18)

Source: Compiled by Author

33  Kathuria et al 2009, Kathuria et al 2010, Kathuria and Kedia (2012), Kathuria et al (2016), Kathuria et al (2017)

34  Kathuria. R and Kedia. M ( 2009).“India: Impact of Mobile Phones”, Moving the Debate Forward, Policy Paper Series, 
Number 9, Vodafone Group

35  For a description of the model and results see “Mobile India Revisited: Analysis of Impact of Communication on the 
Indian Economy”, NCAER Centre for Macro Consumer Research, 2011
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We revisit the model first estimated in 2009 with minor modifications using data from 2001 to 
2018. The model consists of three equations - an output equation, a demand equation and a 
supply equation all estimated together to take account of the two-way causation between 
telecommunications and growth. The model specifications are provided in Box 3.1.1 below and 
details of definitions and data sources are provided in Appendix 2.

Box 3.1.1: Econometric Specification for Estimating the Impact of Mobile Penetration

The impact of mobile telecommunication on growth has been estimated using a structural model that is a 
slight modification of the framework developed by Roller and Waverman (2001). It consists of three equations; 
an output equation, a demand equation and a supply equation, estimated simultaneously to account for two-
way causation.

The output equation models the level of output (SgDP
it
) in state i at time t as a function of the total investment 

net of telecom investment (K
it
), a measure of human capital (labour engaged in industries) and the mobile 

penetration (MPEN
it
). We use a dummy variable for each state (D

i
), to control for fixed effects, unobservable 

characteristics that are specific to each state.

SgDPit = 
0
 + 
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it
 + 

2
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it
 + 
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it
 + 
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i
+     (1)

The demand equation for mobile models the level of mobile penetration (MPEN
it
) in state i at time t as a 

function of per capita SGDP (SgDP_PC
it
),price for mobile which is proxied by average revenue per user(ARPU) 

(PriceM
i
), and fixed line subscribers (Subscriberf

it
).
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The supply equation models the growth rate of mobile penetration (MPEN
it
 - MPEN

it - 1
)/ MPEN

it
 in state i at 

time t as a function of the price of mobile (PriceM
it
), the geographical area (gA) and a time dummy t. 
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it - 1
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it
 = 
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2
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it
 + 

3
 t

t
 + ”  (3)

Where i goes across 19 states in India and t goes from 2001-to 2018

the key results of the estimation are:

•   The coefficient  for mobile penetration  is both positive and  significant and  implies that a 10 
percent increase in mobile penetration delivers, on average 1.9 percent increase in output

•   The estimated demand equation shows that mobile demand is highly sensitive to price. Own-
price-elasticity of mobile phones is minus 1.54 which implies that a 10 percent price increase 
would reduce demand by roughly 15.4 percent. Also, demand for mobile is positively related 
to income. The income elasticity is 1.33, implying that expenditure on mobile rises more than 
proportionately to rise in income. These elasticities are lower than the ones estimated in the 
study conducted in 2009 implying the ubiquity of mobile use in everyday life and individuals 
becoming less sensitive to the change in prices or the change in income with respect to 
consumption of mobile services. 

•   With the rapidly declining fixed line usage in India, the relationship between mobile and fixed line 
services has become debatable The cross price elasticity measured using fixed line subscribers 
in this model is significant at the 90% level and finds mobile and fixed line services to have 
become complements. 
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Results of the regression are summarised in Table 3.1 below.

table 3.1: results of the Model estimating impacts of mobile penetration in India

Variables output Equation Demand Equation Supply Equation

K
it

.189 (5.44)

L
it

.305 (3.94)

MPEN
it

.188 (13.17)

SgDP_PC
it

1.33 (14..73)

PriceM
it

-1.54 (-14.57) .77 (1.15)

Subscriberf
it

.103 (1.90)

gA .094 (2.30)

Constant (dropped) -3.65 (-2.51) -7.4 (- 1.47)

r-Square .932 .865 .478

Note:  (i) All t values at 95percent level of significances in parentheses, (ii) Variables are in their natural logarithm

  (iii) The model has been bootstrapped to check for heteroskedasticity

We also segregate the sample between developed and developing states and by penetration 
rates. Appendix 3 provides the list of developing and developed states on the basis of a median 
per capita state domestic product and high and low penetration states using the level of mobile 
penetration in March 2018. There continues to be a discernible difference in impact experienced 
by developed and developing states. The estimation finds that 10 of the 19 states in our sample 
are likely to experience a 2.6% growth in GDP with an additional increase of 10 percent in mobile 
penetration. The corresponding growth dividend for developing states is 1.6 percent for every 10 
percent increase in mobile penetration. Similarly a low penetration state (at less than 96.61 tele-
density) is expected deliver additional GDP growth of 1.5 percent with a 10 percent increase in 
mobile penetration. While the growth dividend for a high penetration state in 2.5 percent. 

In a temporal analysis of growth dividends for mobile penetration we find a gradual moderation 
in impacts with rising levels of penetration. We use the model to estimate the growth coefficients 
for the period 2000 to 2010, 2000 to 2012, 2000 to 2016 and 2000 to 2018. Interestingly we find 
a decline in growth dividends after 2012 when teledensity had crossed 75% at the all India level. In 
Figure 3.1.3 we show the rise and the gradual decline in the magnitudes of the mobile dividends 
since 2008, also keeping in mind that overall teledensity in India is about 50% overestimated 
because of multiple sims and dual sim handsets36. The inflection point indicated by our analysis is 
likely to lie between a teledensity of 76 and 82, or 38 and 41 for unique subscribers. 

36  Queries by JS. Cabinet Secretariat on 17.09.2018 and DoT’s responses, Telecom Live
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figure 3.1.3: Moderation of growth Multipliers

 

Source: Based on Author’s Econometric Estimations 

2.2 Impact of Internet 

After a slow beginning, Internet and broadband diffusion have begun to pick up pace in India. 
Predictably their impacts have also risen and are now higher in magnitude than the mobile impacts. 

Using an adaption of Barro’s endogenous growth model (1991), ICRIER presented the first estimates 
of the impact of Internet on economic growth across Indian states. The data consisted of a panel 
of socio-economic variables across 19 states in India for the period 2001 to 2010. The study found 
that a 10 percent increase in internet subscribers delivers, on average 1.08% increase in output. 
This estimate was expected to be a conservative lower bound since internet penetration was far 
below the critical mass at the time37. The model was revised in 2016 using data from 2001 to 2014 
using an instrumental variable regression with fixed effects. The study found that a 10 percent 
increase in Internet subscribers results in an increase of 2.4 percent in the growth of state per 
capita GDP. This was a significant jump from the coefficient estimated in 2012 due in part to the 
increase in Internet penetration from 1.51 in 2010 to 20.2 in 2014. With current Internet penetration 
levels at 38.02, we revisit the estimation to measure the impact of Internet today, and to gauge its 
changing magnitude. The positive correlation between state incomes and state–level subscribers 
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continue to be robust (Refer Figure 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). 

We use data from 2001 to 2018 to estimate the impact of Internet in India using the instrumental 
variable technique with fixed effects. It is important to note that the estimations are based on 
data for fixed line Internet subscribers. While they form a miniscule proportion of total Internet 
subscribers, a bulk of the Internet traffic flows through fixed infrastructure. We elaborate upon 
this discussion in Section 3.2.1. The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India revised definitions for 

figure 3.2.1: Correlation between State gDP 
Per capita and fixed Internet Subscribers 

(Average for 2010-11 to 2017-18)

figure 3.2.2: Correlation between State gDP 
Per capita and fixed Internet Subscribers 

(2017-18)

Box 3.2.1 Model Specification for Estimating the Impact of Internet Subscribers in India

LogSGDP_PC
it
 = a0 + a1Log K

it
 + a2Log L

it
 + a3 LogISubit + Di + e

it

i = each of the 19 States t = year from 2001 to 2018

Log SGDP_PC
it
 is the natural log of per capita income for ith state in year t (This data is from CSO) 

Log K
it
 is the natural log of gross capital formation in industries excluding investment in telecom services for 

the ith state in year t (This data is from CSO and TRAI) 

Log L
it
 is the natural log of total number of persons engaged in telecom in the ith state in year t (This data is 

from ASI) 

Log ISub
it
 is the natural log of Internet subscribers in the ith state in year t (Internet subscribers include only the 

fixed line users of Internet across states. This data has been extracted from Lok Sabha starred questions and 
TRAI). Data on Internet Subscribers has been instrumented using BTS. The data for BTS was made available by 
Industry Associations and DoT. 

Di represents state dummies

Since we use a log-log form all coefficients are to be interpreted as elasticies.

wireless Internet users in 2012. This break in the series does not allow for the use of a longer panel. 
The specifications of model are provided in Box 3.2.1

We find that the growth dividends from Internet have increased over time. According to our new 
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estimates a 10% increase in Internet subscribers results in a 3.2 percent increase in rate of growth 
of state per capita GDP. The results are provided in Table 3.2.1. The reported standard errors are 
bootstrapped. Results of the model are 
provided in Appendix 4.

2.2.1 Impact of Internet Subscribers 
versus Impact of Internet traffic 

The launch of Reliance Jio coincided with 
explosion of data usage in India due to a 
steep fall in tariffs of Internet data plans 
and increasingly affordable smartphones. 
These trends are being reinforced with 
the lowering cost of technology, rising 
competition in the services market, rise 
of vernacular content and higher digital 
literacy. Mobile data usage in India 
jumped 144 per cent (y-o-y) to 2,360 
petabytes, with average consumption per user in 4G broadband reaching 11 gigabyte per month 
in December 201738. During the period 2012 to 2018, the compounded annual growth rate for 
Internet usage was 26.4%, while that for subscribers for 24.5%. Using data traffic to estimate impact 
is an improvement on using subscriber numbers as a proxy because usage could vary across 
subscribers. With Internet adoption approaching saturation in some countries39, an assumption of 
monotonic increase in value (i.e. usage) based on number of users might erroneously overestimate 
the impact. Internet penetration elasticity is not the same as Internet usage elasticity. The empirical 
literature on Internet penetration or Internet user elasticity, finds that a 10% increase in broadband 
penetration can increase GDP growth by 0.9% to 1.5% on average.40 The corresponding numbers 
for Internet usage elasticity are significantly lower

An ICRIER study titled Estimating the Value of New Generation Internet Based Applications in India 
(2017) first attempted to measure growth elasticities based on Internet usage (measured by total 
Internet traffic and mobile Internet traffic) in India. With over 90 percent subscribers accessing 
the Internet on mobile, India is rightly classified as a mobile first economy. Although Internet use 
on mobile has increased dramatically in the last few years, according to Cisco data, it continues 
to contribute less than 10% to global Internet traffic41. The proportion of mobile Internet traffic to 
total Internet traffic in India is much higher than the global average, estimated at 22.9% in 201642. 
However, traffic cannot be proportionately attributed to time spent. For example, video traffic, 
which contributed to more than 50% of total Internet traffic, is primarily consumed using fixed line 
Internet, even if viewed on a mobile device. 

The study estimated that 10 percent increase in India’s total Internet traffic, delivers on average 

38  Nokia MbIT Index 2018 , https://networks.nokia.com/in/mbit-index

39  Internet penetration in United States South Korea, United Kingdom, Japan, Germany, France, Italy, etc. are all over 85%

40  Qiang et al (2009); Koutrompis (2009); McKinsey (2012)

41  CISCO VNI data 2016 https://www.cisco.com/c/dam/m/en_us/solutions/service-provider/vni-forecast highlights/pdf/
India_2021_Forecast_Highlights.pdf

42  Ibid

43  Kathuria. R, Kedia . M , Varma.G and Bagchi. K ( 2017). “Estimating the Value of Internet New Generation 
Based Applications in India”, Broadband India Foundation. http://icrier.org/pdf/Estimating_eValue_of_
Internetpercent20Basedpercent20Applications.pdf
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a 3.1 percent increase in GDP per capita, and a 10 percent increase in India’s mobile Internet 
traffic, delivers on average a 1.3 percent increase in India’s GDP43. This estimation was based on 
an instrumental variable regression using panel data for a set of 19 Indian states over the period 
2013-2016. When translated into absolute impacts, this implies that a 17 percent44 increase in total 
Internet traffic during the period 2015-2016, resulted in an absolute increase of USD 103.9 billion in 
GDP45. This includes direct expenditure on the Internet as well as spillovers into the other sectors 
of the economy and accounted for about 5 percent of nominal GDP in 2016. 

This study was updated in the following year to estimate the economic impact of Internet shutdowns 
in India46. The elasticities for mobile and Internet use were computed using the instrumental variable 
method adopted earlier. With an additional year of data, the results found that a 10% increase in 
India’s mobile traffic will deliver on average a 1.6% increase in India’s GDP per capita and a 10% 
increase in India’s total Internet traffic will deliver on average a 3.1% increase in India’s GDP per 
capita. The returns to mobile data have increased, while that for total Internet use is unchanged. 
The model specifications and results are provided in Appendix 5.

2.3 Impact of Communications Investment on gDP growth in India 

Disruptive innovations in communications have led to technological convergence. Convergence 
implies that eventually all voice and data services will belong to a single data stream. Converged 
networks usually employ the Internet protocol (IP). The National Digital Communications Policy, 
2018 (NDCP) also mentions infrastructure convergence for IT, telecom and broadcasting. 
Revolutionary technologies including 5G and IoT will be supported through converged technical 
environments. While calibration of impacts for technology type is important, in a converged 
world it is also meaningful to capture impacts for the overall communications industry (excluding 
broadcasting). This is possible by developing an index that appropriately captures impacts in a 
technology neutral manner such as using investment data for the sector. Using investment data we 
are also able to capture the spillover benefits from say the US$ 100 billion investment envisioned 
in the new NDCP. What multiplier effects those investments would produce will be of interest to 
government and business alike because of the far- reaching implications for policy and strategy 
respectively. Early this year ICRIER engaged in an exercise to measure the impact of investments 
in communications on GDP growth. Predictably we find a strong degree of correlation between 
investment in communications and income across Indian states at a point in time as well as for the 
average income and investments over a period of time (Refer Figure 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). The average 
is calculated for the period 2000-01 to 2017-18. The positive correlation between income and 
telecom investment47 indicates the manifestation of network externalities that drive the growth of 
other sectors in the economy along with growth in the sector itself. 

44  17percent increase in Internet traffic in India is based on linear extrapolation for values between 2011 and 2015 made 
available by CISCO VNI data

45  This value is given by 0.17 (growth in Internet traffic)*0.33 (growth elasticity) *USD 1,873 billion (Nominal GDP in 2015)

46  Kathuria. R, Kedia . M , Varma.G and Bagchi. K ( 2017). “Estimating the Value of Internet New Generation Based 
Applications in India”, Broadband India Foundation.

47  In the absence of state-wise data on telecommunication investment, data at the country-level has been distributed 
across states using state-proportions for BTS installed.
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The econometric analysis estimates the elasticity using data for 19 telecom circles48 for the 
period 2010-11 to 2017-18. The start of the sample period marks a departure from the preceding 
years in that it represents a decisive shift towards data and the corresponding development of 
data enabled business models. The 3G and BWA auctions in 2010 and subsequent rounds of 
spectrum auctions and liberalization marked the commercial launch of 3G and 4G technologies. 
This period was accompanied by a sharp rise in Internet penetration49 and smartphone users50. 
Such outcomes were a result of several factors including massive investment in communication 
technologies. Investments in telecom increased at a compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of 
16.3% during 2010-11 to 2017-18. The cumulative investment during this period was Rs. 7,47,652.8 
crore amounting to 2.5% of the total gross fixed capital formation for India through those years. 
The details of the model including assumptions and data sources are provided in Box 3.3.1

The growth dividend estimated by a standard econometric model captures both the direct and 
indirect benefits of this massive digital investment. The customary instrumental variable technique 
is used to estimate the investment multipliers. The results show that a 10 percent increase in India’s 
investment in communications has the potential to deliver on average a 3.3 percent increase in 
India’s GDP. The USD 100 billion investment envisioned in the National Digital Communications 
Policy, 2018 could cumulatively add USD 1.21 trillion51 (Rs.78, 90,711 crore52) to GDP over the 
duration of the proposed investment. The detailed results are provided in Table 3.3.1 below. 

48  State data has been added where necessary. For example, the circles of Mumbai and Maharashtra, Kolkata and West 
Bengal, UP East and UP West have been aggregated

49  Internet subscribers grew at a CAGR of 29.2% during the period 2012-13 to 2017-18

50  Smartphone shipments increased from 8 million in 2010 to 92.5 million in 2017 (IBEF)

51  An additional investment of USD 100 billion in telecom would mean a percentage increase of 1.42 percent in total 
investments. The absolute value is arrived at by multiplying this percentage increase with the GDP in 2017-18 and the 
estimated multiplier. While estimated at a point in time, these dividends will emerge only over time. 

52  Using 1 USD = 65.07 INR

figure 3.3.1: Correlation between State 
gDP Per capita and Investment in 

Communications (Average for 2000-2001 to 
2017-18)

figure 3.3.2: Correlation between State 
gDP Per capita and Investment in 

Communications (2017-18)

Source: Compiled by Author
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table 3.3.1: results of the Model Measuring Impact of  
Communications Investment on gDP growth

Variable Co-efficient t- Statistic (P-value)

K/L .05 1.72 (0.085)

(Inv
Telecom

 ) .33 16.6 (0.000)

Number of Observations = 151

R2 - 0.98

VIF = 6.71

Bootstrapped Standard Errors to account for heteroskedasticity

As we set out to do, our results capture the changing nature and magnitudes of telecom spillovers 
for India. A key insight is the hierarchy in estimated impacts of various telecom technologies, with 
data dominating voice as we expected. Thus the growth dividends from Internet are significantly 
higher than mobile (voice). Moreover, while impacts of mobile may have begun to moderate, the 
impact of Internet is still on the rise. This is because of increasing use of the internet in improving 
existing business models and notably creating newer ones thus enabling markets to become more 
efficient. Another insight is that states and regions in India that lag ought to be fast tracked in use 
of Internet to capture the spillover benefits. In the next section we illustrate micro level impacts of 
telecommunications in India.

Box 3.3.1 Model Specification, Assumptions and Data Sources for the Impact of 
Communications Investments on gDP growth

LogSDPit= 1+ 2Log(K/L)it+ + 3Log(Inv_
Telecom

 )it+Di+  

Where ‘i’ goes across 19 telecom circles1 of India and ‘t’ runs from 2010-11 to 2017-18

Log SDP
it
 is the logarithmic value of nominal state domestic product per capita in rupees lakhs (using the 2011-

12 base) for the ith circle in year t. Data for this variable has been extracted from the State Series data of the 
National Accounts (CSO)2.

Log (K/L)
it
 is the logarithmic value of capital intensity as measured by Net Investments (Net of investments in 

telecommunication) in rupees lakhs for the ith circle in year t divided by Total Persons Engaged in the ith state 
in year t. Data on Net Investments has been estimated by subtracting investments in telecom from total gross 
fixed capital formation in the country and distributed across states using the proportion of capital formation 
as distributed across states in the Annual Survey of Industries. Data on Net Investments is extracted from the 
National Accounts Statistics (CSO) and on total persons engaged from the Annual Survey of Industries3. 

Log (InvTelecom)
it
 is the logarithmic value of investments in telecom. In the absence of circle level data, total 

Investments in Telecom for India has been distributed using the proportion of BTS installed in each state. Data 
on total investments in telecom has been extracted from TRAI for the years 2013-14 to 2016-17 and from CSO 
for the remaining years. Since CSO reports data for BTS data was made available by TRAI.

Di are 19 circle dummies, 1 and  are the Constant and Error terms respectively

Data for 2016-17 and 2017-18 have been extrapolated where necessary. The logarithmic value of mobile 
penetration is used as an instrument. Data on mobile penetration has been taken from TRAI’s Performance 
Indicators Report. The instruments shows high correlation with the endogenous variable Log (Inv_Telecom)it 
Post estimation tests find the instrument and residual term are statistically uncorrelated, establishing the validity 
for the choice of instrument. 

Since we use a log- log model the estimated coefficients will be elasticities. 

Note 1:   Telecom data for Mumbai and Kolkata have been added to Maharashtra and West Bengal respectively. 
UP East and UP West have been combined to represent a single circle

Note 2: State data has been aggregated to represent circles

Note 3: State data has been aggregated to represent circles
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3.  Case Studies: Micro-level impacts 
of Digital Communications

From fixed line telephones to mobile phones to the inexorable demand for smart phones, the Indian 
journey has been remarkable in that it has revolutionized the entire communications ecosystem. The 
manner in which communication technologies have transformed the way individuals, businesses 
and governments function and interact is best illustrated by case studies that range from simple, for 
resolution of day to day hassles, to bigger and more complex economic and social problems. How 
distant the seminal study by Jensen (2007) on Kerala’s fisherfolk seems can only be understood 
by the fact that almost everyone now assumes the availability of simple price information via a 
mobile to be hackneyed. And yet it was a novelty then. The study immutably showed that between 
1996-2001, immediately before and after the introduction of mobile phones in Kerala, the prices of 
fish dropped significantly and yet increased both consumer and producer welfare. The benefits of 
faster dissemination of information and disintermediation through the mobile device are well and 
truly embedded in our collective consciousness thanks to the pioneering effort of Jensen. Several 
studies after that mimicked the idea in different contexts but the results were always the same. 
Mobile technology had provided a mechanism for addressing a long-standing problem of market 
failure due to asymmetric information. Smart phones using internet technology do the same and 
more effectively but need more and better-quality infrastructure, a fact recognized by NDCP 2018.

The use-cases for upcoming technologies such as 5G and M2M oblige fibre infrastructure 
to develop alongside. While Bharat Net will extend fibre-connectivity to India’s 250,000 Gram 
Panchayats in due course, initiatives such as Bluetown are providing last mile connectivity to close 
gaps in service provision in India’s remotest areas. Bluetown is a managed hotspot service provider 
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for BSNL which recently set up WiFi hotspots in conflict intensive areas of Jharkhand. Start-ups 
such as Bluetown are creating a business case for the unconnected which are directly benefitting 
from door-step connectivity.

Technology has also enabled tackling other reasons for market failure and churned out outcomes 
that have improved access to basic needs and resulted in better livelihood opportunities. The march 
of technology is visible in services that have embraced this change. A case in point is IRCTC. As 
technology evolved, the ticketing system moved from physical counters to a web-based portal 
and most recently to a mobile app. About 70percent of passenger bookings are now made on 
the Internet and it takes 11 seconds on average to complete a transaction online53. Compare this 
with the hours spent in pointless queues to book tickets in the antiquated manual system that 
generated middlemen and inefficient rent seeking. Digitisation has helped bridge several systemic 
inefficiencies, inspired confidence in society towards the state-in this case passengers are a far 
happier lot especially those who had dealt with the manual booking system. Technology can enable 
chipping away at the trust deficit between the passengers and Indian Railways, between the civil 
society and the state.

The meteoric rise of telecoms in India also manifests in impacts at the grassroot-level that is 
often not captured in data because it is hard to translate into a numerical figure. Technology 
has successfully tackled challenges at the bottom of the socio-economic pyramid. Financial 
services, health care, education, retail and e-governance services have especially benefitted from 
technology interventions. 

53  Based on inputs from stakeholder interview at CRIS
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Financial Services: From 
physical banking to automated 
teller machines and more 
recently to mobile banking and 
online transactions, the sector 
has evolved over time. Mobile 
applications like Paytm have 
now become commonplace, 
enabling consumers to execute 
a host of financial transactions - 
recharging mobile phones and 
metro cards, paying electricity 
bills, transferring money, etc. 
through their mobile phone. Digital money and mobile wallets have eliminated the cumbersome 
task of handling cash to a large extent. In the post demonetisation period over 6-7 million merchants 
were added to the digital payments ecosystem.54 India’s mobile wallet market is forecasted to 
reach $4.4 billion by 2022, with a CAGR of more than 148percent55.

Public sector interventions in fintech have been 
transformational. The government’s Bharat Interface for 
Money (BHIM) program has been downloaded by close 
to 32.42 million users56. With 92 banks registered on the 
network in June 2018 the volume of transactions through 
BHIM amounted to Rs 6261.25 crore. Jan Dhan bank 
accounts linked to Aadhar identities and available on the 
mobile phone (JAM trinity) has facilitated the mass creation 
of bank accounts that disintermediated subsidy transfers. 

The government’s Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) scheme facilitated through JAM has significantly 
expanded and plugged leakages up to Rs. 82,985 crores, since its launch.57 Technology has also 
created an opportunity for design of innovative financial instruments. New technologies such as 
blockchain, are being leveraged to achieve financial inclusion targets. They also have the potential 
to streamline land records, asset registries, auto records, voting records, national identities, financial 
transaction records, etc., the traceability of which can rid the informal sector from the perils of 
corruption.58

Healthcare: Healthcare services have undergone a significant facelift with the adoption of 
communication technologies. It is now possible for patients to seek prior appointments online and 
even avail of online consultation. With the development of applications like Practo, the accountability 
of doctors has increased as they can be reviewed on the internet by patients and their credentials 
are listed for public viewing. It has become much easier to find specialised doctors in and around 
one’s area of residence. Additionally, other facilities like online ordering of medicines, details of 

54  Kathuria, R. et al., 2017. Estimating the Value of New Generation Internet Based Applications in India.

55  Singh. B (2018). “Blockchain: India is headed for a fintech revolution this year”, Economic Times  
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/blockchain-india-is-headed-for-a-fintech-revolution-
this-year/articleshow/62478932.cms

56  Press Trust of India (2018). “BHIM Download crosses 17 million downloads, https://www.npci.org.in/bhim-analytics

57  Sharma. A (2018). “Savings from direct benefit transfer pegged at Rs 83,000 crore , Economic Times https://
economictimes.indiatimes.com/industry/banking/finance/banking/savings-from-direct-benefit-transfer-pegged-at-rs-
83000-crore/articleshow/63423528.cms

57  Singh. B (2018). “Blockchain: India is headed for a fintech revolution this year”, Economic Times 
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/economy/policy/blockchain-india-is-headed-for-a-fintech-revolution-
this-year/articleshow/62478932.cms
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medicines online such as its composition, side effects etc. help in bridging the information gap 
between caregivers and receivers. Practo has nearly 200000 registered doctors on its database, 
and nearly 25percent of its traffic from tier 2 and tier-3 is directed towards easier access to medical 
facilities in bigger cities with better medical facilities.59 The app has provided doctors and medical 
practitioner’s greater visibility and access to a wider client base.60 Additionally, by allowing people 
outside India to book appointments in the country with ease, Practo has helped promote medical 
tourism in an unprecedented way.61

Another major innovation in this sector is Telemedicine. India’s telemedicine market has been 
growing at a CAGR of over 20percent and is slated to cross $32 million by 2020, according to a 
study by ASSOCHAM.62 This can particularly help those living in rural areas by facilitating access 
to qualified healthcare providers, timely diagnosis and effective course of treatment that can help 
bridge the disparity in healthcare services between urban and rural areas.63 At a more grassroots 
level, telemedicine is helping spread awareness and remove stigma against mental health and 
facilities such as e-psychiatry is helping many discover a new lease of life. One such example is 
that of Schizophrenia Research Foundation (SCARF) Telepsychiatry which is an initiative to increase 
public awareness of mental disorders in rural areas with the use of video-conferencing facilities 
between the doctor and the patient. In 2010, the program was expanded, with the help of Tata 
Education Trust to cover the district of Pudukottai in Tamil Nadu.64 Their mobile unit covering two 
taluks or counties encompasses 156 villages with a population of about 300,000.65 At present 
the focus of the service is only on those with serious mental disorders and about 1500 people 
have availed of the services offered under the program in Pudukottai.66 Such interventions are 
leveraging communication technologies to take basic healthcare services to the remotest areas of 
the country and thus improving access and aiding in the upliftment of the underprivileged.

59  Op Cit, 4

60  Ibid

61  Ibid

62  Reddy. V(2018). “The boom in digital healthcare is India’s opportunity to build global telemedicine 
companies”,Yourstory,https://yourstory.com/2018/01/boom-digital-healthcare-indias-opportunity-build-global-
telemedicine-companies/

63  Ibid

64  http://www.scarfindia.org/tele-medicine/

65  Ibid

66  Ibid
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Education: The fundamental enabling feature of any communication technology is to provide 
information. Advancements in communications technology has enabled information to be taken 
to its complex and structured form: education. It is quite rare for those users of the Internet to not 
be touched by the utility of a website such as ‘Coursera’, ‘Khan Academy’ or ‘Byju’s’, some of the 
more prominent Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) websites. Large depositories of knowledge, 
which are open for all and made easy to access is a stepping stone towards a prosperous knowledge 
society. Pushing towards such a knowledge society, the government rolled out ‘Swayam’, an online 
education platform that offers courses from class 9 onwards up to courses at the postgraduate 
level. Relatedly, the National Digital Library of India, offering 12 million e-books and other items in 
over 100 languages to its current 1.2 million registered users, allowing users to access immensely 
useful resources for a fruitful education. There are several other initiatives at the grassroots level. 
One such example is GIS@School which is a crowdsourced, android-based mobile application and 
has been implemented across 12500 government schools across the state of Madhya Pradesh. 
It aims to create comprehensive planning for governance of schools to comply with RTE Act 
2009. Over 1300000 geotagged photographs of existing, missing, dysfunctional infrastructure in 
schools, such as drinking water, separate toilets for boys and girls, clean kitchens etc. have been 
uploaded on the app and this database is then used to prepare status reports on compliance 
with the Right to Education (RTE) in schools. In addressing problems of physical infrastructure in 
educational institutions, communication technology interventions are thus helping educational 
facilities become more widespread and accessible. 

Retail: In no other sector do communication technologies get the limelight more than the 
retail sector. The phrase ’...at your fingertips’ is emblematic of the retail revolution enabled by 
advancements in communication technologies. Visiting brick and mortar stores to evaluate 
product options, quality and eventually price differences are all done over a mobile phone using 
the Internet, and with greater speed and efficiency: consumers are met with their diverse demands 
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at lower than store prices, and at their doorstep. India’s e-commerce wave is massive, with 500 
million new consumers to join, contributing Rs. 3.44 lakh crores to the sector67. The virtues of 
well known e-commerce platforms such as Amazon or Flipkart are felt across so widely as to not 
warrant an exposition here. However, certain retail initiatives aided by communication technologies 
exert considerable influence on sectors such as Agriculture, considered to be the backbone of our 
economy: private sector initiatives such as Big Basket aim to connect farmers to customers and 
provide fresh farm products, whereas government initiatives such as e-RAKAM that arose in the 
context of unsold stock of pulses aims to connect farmers from remote parts of the country to 
large, global markets and is expected to not just increase farmer incomes, but cut down wastage 
of stock. The WTO estimates that with e-commerce measures and green logistics corridor, India 
can boost its agriculture exports from the current USD 38 billion to USD 60 billion by 202268, a 
sign of the wide-ranging potential of communication technology to positively affect the economy. 

E-Governance: India has been vastly improving its E-Governance capabilities: According to 
the latest UN government survey rankings, India transitioned from middle EGDI level group 
(E-Governance Development Index) to high EGDI level group. From 2013-2018, Government to 
citizen (G2C) transactions grew by 2912percent. Among the top transactions over government 
services include UIDAI (8 billion approx.), Kisaan SMS portal (900 million approx.), and e-Courts 
(450 million approx.)69. By its very nature, communication technology is central to a functioning 
democracy, not just through bridging distance between people, ideas, and markets, but also 
by making the government’s services to its people more accessible and accountable. The 
centrality of communication technologies to our society can be understood by the fact that 
such technologies enable good governance and the enforcement of citizen rights: Importantly, 
the Right to Information act was conceivable only due to presence of capable communication 
technologies, whereas online portals such as myGov.in, launched in 2014, aim to crowdsource 
ideas for good governance from citizens. Aside from bridging gaps between the government and 
the citizen, communication technologies help tackle bureaucratic inefficiencies. Whereas heavily 
bureaucratized processes such as obtaining a passport has been transformed into a seamless 
process through online Passport Seva facilities, platforms such as UMANG aim to transform the 

67  Sheth. A, Anandan. R , Kudva. R et al. (2018).” Unlocking Digital for Bharat $50 Billion opportunity”,Bain and Company, 
Google and Omidyar Network, https://www.omidyar.com/sites/default/files/ Unlocking%20Digital%20For%20Bharat_
Final.pdf

68  Press Trust of India (2018), “Green Logistics Corridor, E-commerce to Boost Exports by 2022, Says Agriculture 
Minister”,News18 https://www.news18.com/news/business/green-logistics-corridor-e-commerce-to-boost-exports-
by-2022-says-agriculture-minister-1827123.html

69  Kamal. S.(2018). “How The States Stack Up On E-Governance Reforms”, Swarajya https://swarajyamag.com/
economy/how-the-states-stack-up-on-e-governance-reforms
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very nature of bureaucracy by making available all of the Government’s services under a single 
online portal accessible from desktops, tablets, and smartphones.

Innovation in communication technology is a continuous process and newer technologies like 5G, 
M2M, artificial intelligence etc. are gradually overtaking the communications ecosystem and older 
technologies find themselves fading into obsolescence. India is witnessing the transformational 
potential of communication technologies across a wide range of sectors, changing the way its 
citizens are conducting their daily lives, and for good. By maintaining the necessary ecosystem 
that such dynamic, and evolving communication technologies demand, India will witness the full 
utilization of its creative potential, and consequently enable its people to lead the lives they aspire for. 

We developed a framework for case study selection and case study analysis that illustrates the 
impact of communication technologies on different sectors of the economy. The communications 
technology has been categorized into three types – wireless voice or mobile, Internet (wireless 
or fixed line and Machine to Machine (M2M)/ IoT. The sectors included in the analysis are health, 
education, agriculture, e-governance, financial services, women empowerment, transport/logistics 
and security services. Some cases lie at the intersection of sectors, such as Kilkari, which covers 
both Health and Women Empowerment sectors. The case studies collectively represent a host of 
technology applications that are benefitting individuals and businesses. We have adopted a useable 
categorisation to think of impacts across four broad categories. These are (i) improved access to 
services and information, (ii) improved efficiency and accountability, (iii) improved income and 
standard of living and (iv) enable employment generation. 

Each case study selected generates one or more of the above-mentioned impacts. We rank the 
impacts on a scale of 1 to 4, with 1 highlighting the most direct impact generated by the intervention 
and 4 for the least direct. Some considerations taken into account while assigning a rank to each 
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case study under this four category-framework include comparing the sheer scale of employment 
generation capability of the given cases vis-à-vis each other, on the basis of the direct employment 
they have created and their positive effect on income generation across the value chain relevant 
for their operations. For instance, Ola’s ability to generate employment for a large swathe of drivers 
across urban India place it at an advantage against a case like the Chennai Flood Map, which largely 
utilizes crowd-sourcing techniques which require minimal captive, paid, manpower. Moreover, 
the quality of the web or app interface for each case was analysed and compared amongst each 
other, in terms of the ease of accessing information/ service. By and large, through a process of 
elimination, several cases were disregarded and the eventual selection of case studies all rank well 
on this front. Furthermore, secondary accounts and media reports relating to the efficiency and 
accountability, as well as the capacity of each case to impact income and the standard of living 
/ quality of life were accessed and utilized while assigning ranks. An example of a highly ranked 
case on this parameter is the IRCTC next-generation E-ticketing system which has been widely 
acknowledged to offer very high quality user interfaces and has had an overwhelmingly positive 
impact on the quality of life of millions of Indians. Each of the 14 case studies is presented in 
the framework (Table 4.1) and tabulated later (Appendix 6) to detail the type of communication 
technology used, objective of the intervention and impact on the sector.

Case Study
Communication 

technology
Sector

Impact

Access to 
Services and 
Information

Efficiency and 
Accountability

Income and 
Standard of 

Living

Employment 
generation

GIS@School 1 1 2 3

Big Basket  1 1 2 2

HawkEye  1 1 2 4

Kilkari 2 4 1 1

Shipsy  1 1 4 4

IRCTC Next- 
generation E- 
ticketing system

  
1 1 4 4

Ola  1 2 1 1

Byju’s 1 1 2 3

GoBolt  2 1 2 2

Zomato  1 2 1 1

MakeMyTrip 1 2 1 3

Chennai Flood 
Map

1 1 3 4

Practo  1 2 1 3

Paytm 1 2 1 3

Communications Technology: Wireless Voice; Internet; IoT/M2M

Sector  Health Education Agriculture E-Governance Women Empowerment 

Financial Services; E-Commerce Transport/ Logistics/Urban Services Security

table 4.1: framework for Selection of Case Studies
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4. Conclusions
Digital communications has 
emerged as critical to a country’s 
growth and well-being and this 
study has shown why. As a corollary, 
India could use communication 
technologies especially in laggard 
regions to overcome the significant 
infrastructure and service deficits that 
continue to persist. India also stands to 
benefit from new digital technologies 
and platforms that unlock productivity 
and tap the opportunities in newer 
markets. India’s digital footprint is 
rapidly expanding. India’s mobile data 
consumption is already amongst the 
highest in the world. A recently concluded survey by RailTel and Google70 found that at least 75 
lakh users consumed more than 7,100 of terabytes (TB) of data in April 2018 at 370 railway stations 
compared to 1600 TB data consumed by 60 lakh people at 110 railway stations in March 2017. Over 
200 million Indians regularly use social media and in the last year alone, over 200 million Indians 
took to mobile banking and digital payments. At the current pace of digitalisation, it is estimated that 
India’s digital economy has the potential to reach one trillion USD by 2025.71

In order to avail opportunities presented by the fourth revolution, India must invest in good quality 
communications infrastructure along with an enabling regulatory framework. There is a strong case 
for improving physical infrastructure that supports productivity, both as part of the development 
process and for the 270 million Indians who live in poverty. According to the most recent estimate, 
the BharatNet program has laid 2, 92,686 km of optical fiber that connects over 1.2 lakhs Gram 
Panchayats. However, much of this infrastructure remains unutilized. Given the scope and ambition 
of the BharatNet programme, successful deployment must necessarily be collaborative between 
the Centre and the States and between the public and private sectors. 

The headline result of our study demonstrates that while growth multipliers for different measures 
of digital communications vary in magnitude, they are positive everywhere and every time. While 
the impacts of mobile may have begun to moderate, the impact of Internet is still on the rise. This is 
because of increasing use of the internet in improving existing business models and notably creating 
newer ones, thus enabling markets to become more efficient. The National Digital Communications 
Policy, 2018 focuses on the deployment of emerging technologies such as 5G and IoT to build an 
inclusive digital society for India. It highlights the large financial investments necessary to achieve 
the goals stated in the policy. The multiplier effects of investment in communications implies that 
the USD 100 billion investment envisioned in the new policy could cumulatively add USD 1.21 trillion 
(Rs.78, 90,711 crore) to GDP over the duration of the proposed investment. These are significant 
impacts and yet could be underestimates given that penetration of internet is still below international 
levels. The substantial network effects due to internet will become pronounced with rising Internet 
penetration. India needs internet to be deployed in unserved and underserved area and its quality 
(read speed) improved in the served regions. That will allow digital India to become a reality. 

70  Google completes RailTel WiFi project; to focus on city WiFi projects, https://telecom.economictimes.indiatimes.
com/news/google-completes-railtel-wifi-project-to-focus-on-city-wifi-projects/64492147

71  National Digital Communication Policy, 2018 http://www.dot.gov.in/sites/default/files/Final%20NDCP-2018_0.pdf
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Appendix 1: Selected Studies on Estimation of growth Dividends  
from telecommunications

Author Year
Dependent 

Variable
Impact Estimate Statistical Note Countries

ITU 2009 Broadband 
Penetration

A 10percent increase in 
broadband penetration raises 
per-capita GDP growth by 0.3-
09 percentage points 

A simultaneous approach 
by the jointly estimated 
supply and demand with 
a production equation

15 European 
Union (60 
observations)

World Bank 2009 Broadband 
Penetration

(i) In high income economies 
a 10percent increase in 
broadband penetration yielded 
an additional 1.21 percentage 
points of GDP growth. (ii) A 10 
percent increase in broadband 
penetration yielded an 
additional 1.38 in GDP growth 
in low and middle income 
countries. 

Four-equation 
simultaneous model 
(namely, the output 
equation or economy 
wide production function; 
demand function for 
telecommunications; 
equation determining 
investment in 
telecommunications 
infrastructure; and 
equation relating 
investment to increased 
rollout) used by Röller 
and Waverman (2001).

(1980-2002 
for 66 high 
income 
countries) 
and 120 
countries (low 
and middle 
income)

OECD 2009 Broadband 
Penetration

A 10percent increase in 
broadband penetration raises 
per-capita GDP growth by 0.9-
1.5 percentage points 

Macroeconomic 
production function with 
constant returns to scale 
and the three inputs 
physical capital, human 
capital, and labor.

(25 OECD 
(300 
observations)

ICRIER 2009 Mobile 
Penetration

a 10percent increase in 
mobile penetration delivers, 
on average 1.2percent 
increase in GDP

Simultaneous Model Telecom 
circles/ states 
in India

Contd...
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ITIF 2009 broadband 
Investment 

broadband deployment aimed 
at increasing household 
adoption from 60percent 
to 95percent, requiring an 
investment of USD 63.6 
billion results in Total jobs: 
1.2 million (including 546,000 
for construction and 665,000 
indirect)

Input-Output Model

Katz et al. 
(Germany)

2010 broadband 
penetration 
growth

for each 10percent increase 
in broadband penetration 
growth, GDP growth increases 
by 0.255

Input-Output Model data from 
424 German 
Landkreise

Ericsson 
(NASDAQ:ERIC)

2010 Broadband 
Penetration

a 10 percentage point 
increase in broadband 
penetration GDP increases by 
1 percent.

Input-Output Model 33 OECD 
countries

Ericsson 
(NASDAQ:ERIC)

2011 Broadband 
Speed

Doubling the broadband 
speed for an economy 
increases GDP by 0.3percent.

Input-Output Model 33 OECD 
countries 
during the 
period 
2008-2010 
from OECD 
database 
Ookla for 
broadband 
speed data

 Feng and Ma 
(China)

2013 Broadband 
Penetration 

Every 10 percentage point 
increase in broadband 
penetration there was a 
2.14percent increase in GDP.

simultaneous equation 
model

Administrative 
data covering 
31 provinces, 
municipalities 
and 
autonomous 
regions in 
China from 
2004 to 2009.

European 
Investment 
Bank 
(EIB),Bohlin, 
Rohman (2014)

2014 Braodband 
Speed

An increase in broadband 
speed leading to an increase 
in GDP; however, these exact 
numbers of the coefficients 
should be interpreted with 
caution The causality of 
high speed broadband and 
economic outputs in all the 
models shows that the results 
are robust and that broadband 
speed does matter

Simple OLS estimation 
(with country dummy) 
& instrumental variable 
approach (using fiber 
ratio as an instrument 
for broadband speed) 
are added for checking 
robustness of the results

Lower and 
higher income 
OECD 
countries 
2008-2012, 
World Bank, 
OECD, Ookla, 
the Heritage 
Foundation

Source: Compiled by Author
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Appendix 3: State Categorization on the basis of Per Capital State Domestic Product 
and Mobile penetration in 2017-18

State Domestic Product

Developed Developing

Maharashtra Jammu and Kashmir

Punjab Assam

Tamil Nadu Bihar

Karnataka Uttar Pradesh

Andhra Pradesh West Bengal

Delhi Madhya Pradesh

Gujarat Rajasthan

Haryana North-East States

Himachal Pradesh Orissa

Kerala

1.  Per Capita State Domestic Product (SDP): This is an approximate estimation of the value of goods and 
services produced per person in the state and is equal to the State GDP divided by the population of the 
state. The Directorate of Economics and Statistics prepares the estimates of Gross/Net State Domestic 
Product and Per Capita State Domestic Product at current and constant prices any years as per guidelines 
of Central Statistical Commission (CSO) covering all sectors of the economy. Besides estimates for the 
current year, previous year estimates are also revised on the basis of latest availability of data. For our 
analysis, we use the new series of per capita Gross State Domestic Product at current prices from CSO 
and divide by the state population, data for which has also been collected from CSO (accessed in 2016)

2.  Capital: This includes value of investments in telecom. In the absence of circle level data, total Investments 
in Telecom for India has been distributed using the proportion of BTS installed in each state. Data on total 
investments in telecom has been extracted from TRAI for the years 2013-14 to 2016-17 and from CSO for 
the remaining years (2000-2013). Since CSO reports data for BTS data was made available by TRAI.

3.  Human Capital: This involves data relating to the number of person engaged in industries taken from 
Annual survey of India (ASI). 

4.  Mobile Phone Penetration (per 100 persons): This data includes both GSM and CDMA subscribers. This 
is collected from various published sources and TRAI.

5.  Price of Mobile: This is proxied by Average revenue per user of Mobile. This is collected from TRAI and 
COAI.

6.  Subscriber fixed Line: This is collected from TRAI 

7.  geographical Area (per sq. Km): This is collected from Census of India, 2011.

Note: Data for state per capita income has been aggregated for a few states: North East includes Arunachal Pradesh, 
Tripura, Mizoram, Meghalaya, Nagaland and Manipur; Uttar Pradesh includes Uttar Pradesh and Uttarakhand; Madhya 
Pradesh includes Chhattisgarh and Madhya Pradesh; Maharashtra includes Goa and Maharashtra; Bihar includes Jharkhand 
and Bihar; Tamil Nadu includes Tamil Nadu and Puducherry, West Bengal and A&N Islands include West Bengal, Sikkim and 
A&N Islands; and Punjab includes Punjab and Chandigarh using weighted averages , weights being the state population. 
Data for 2017-18 has been extrapolated wherever data was missing.

Appendix 2: Data definitions and Data Sources for the Model Estimating the Impact of 
Mobile Penetration in India
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Mobile Penetration

over penetrated under penetrated

Jammu and Kashmi Assam

Punjab Bihar

Tamil Nadu Uttar Pradesh

Karnataka West Bengal

Kerala Madhya Pradesh

Delhi Rajasthan

Gujarat North-East States

Himachal Pradesh Orissa

Maharashtra Andhra Pradesh

Haryana

Appendix 4: results for the Econometric Model on Internet Subscribers

logsdppc Coef. Std. Err z P>|z| [95% Conf. Interval]

Log(Internet) .3173946 .0349845 9.07 0.000
.2488262 
.3859631

Log(Labour) .4576299 .0521794 8.77 0.000
.3553601 
.5598997

Log(Investment 
excluding Telecom)

.1053229 .0214275 4.92 0.000
.0633257 
.1473201

Constant 8.436859 .3013263 28.00 0.000
7.84627 

9.027448

Instrumented: loginternet

R-sq: within = 0.8892 

Between=1.0000 

Overall=0.9277 

corr(u_i, X) = 0 (assumed)

Number of Observation =270

Number of groups =19

Observation per group: min=12

Average =14.2

Max=15

Wald chi2(21) = 3243.61

Prob > chi2 = 0.0000 
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Appendix 5: results for the Econometric Model of Mobile Internet traffic and total 
Internet traffic

Log GDP_PCit  =  + Log (K/L)it + Log (MobileInternetTraffic)it + Di +    (i)

Log GDP_PCit  =  + Log (K/L)it + Log (TotalInternetTraffic)it + Di +       (ii)

where i goes across 19 telecom circles  of India and t runs from 2012-13 to 2016-17

In equation (i),

Log GDP_PC
it
 is the logarithmic value of nominal state domestic product per capita in rupees lakh (using the 

2011-12 base) for the ith circle in year t. Data for this variable has been extracted from the State Series data of 
the National Accounts (CSO).2

Log (K/L)
it
 is the logarithmic value of capital intensity as measured by net investments (Net of investments 

in telecommunication) in rupees lakh for the ith circle in year t divided by total persons engaged in the ith 
state in year t. Data on net investments has been estimated by subtracting investments in telecom from 
total gross capital formation in the country and distributed across states using the proportion of factories as 
distributed across states. Data on net investments is extracted from the National Accounts Statistics (CSO) and 
on number of factories from the Annual Survey of Industries.  Labour is measured using data on state-wise 
higher education enrollment3. 

Log (MobileInternetTraffic)
it
 is the logarithmic value of mobile Internet traffic in petabytes per month for the ith 

circle in year t. In the absence of circle level data, mobile Internet traffic for India has been distributed using the 
proportion of adjusted gross revenue accruing to each circle. CISCO VNI made data on total Internet traffic in 
India available and data on adjusted gross revenue was extracted from TRAI‘s Financial Reports.

Di are 19 state dummies,  and  are the constant and error terms respectively

results of the Instrumental Variable regression

State GDP_PC

Log(Capital/ Labour) .2 (3.04) . .15 (3.24)

Log(Mobile Internet Traffic) 0.16 (30.95)

Log(Total Internet Traffic) 0.31 (26.47)

Constant 10.8 (54.17) 10.1 (66.88)

The double log specification implies that the coefficients are elasticities (Numbers in parentheses are t-statistics, 
denoting significance of over 95% for each variable)

Fixed effects Yes Yes

R-squared (within) 0.94 0.95

R-squared (between) 0.23 0.1

R-squared (overall) 0.28 .16

Number of observations 95 95
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Appendix 6: Summary of Case Studies

Name objective Impact

GIS@School •    Crowd-sourced, android-based mobile 
application.

•    Aims to create comprehensive planning and 
governance of schools to comply with RTE Act 
2009.

•    Implemented across 12500 government 
schools, in the state of Madhya Pradesh.

•    Over 1300000 geo-tagged photographs of 
existing, missing, dysfunctional infrastructure 
in schools, such as drinking water, separate 
toilets for boys and girls, clean kitchens etc.

•    Database used to prepare status reports on 
RTE compliance in the school

Big Basket •   Online grocery megastore catering to 4 million 
customers

•   Provides branded items, fresh fruits, vegetables, 
dairy and other food products to customer’s 
doorstep.

•   Direct sourcing from farmers

•   Digitization of farm management for traceability 
of organic produce and packaging standards

•   Strengthened back-end farmer supply chain

•   Reduced wastage due to stronger supply- 
chain infrastructure

•   Reduced prices due to digitized farm and 
supply chain management

•   Increased farmer incomes by 10-15percent

Hawk Eye •   A mobile app that aims to turn citizens into 
citizen police to check crimes, curb unlawful 
activities and curb traffic violations

•   Other services include: pinpoint hovering for SOS, 
traffic alerts, monitoring police performance, 
integration of stolen car and mobile data

•   Over 3.5 lakh users in coverage area 
(Telangana)

•   Increased citizen confidence; Winner under 
‘innovative use of mobile technology in 
E-governance’ at the National E-Governance 
Conference, 2017

MIS for State 
Finance 
Commission

•   Web-based application that standardizes and 
stores data on revenue, expenditure, assets, 
disbursal of funds to local bodies from the State 
finance commission

•   Covers all local bodies in Assam with access to 
Internet

•   Public access to data on State finance 
commission and local bodies financial 
performance

•   Transparency in functioning of local bodies

•   Ease of monitoring and enhanced service 
delivery

•   Information on fund transfer and Utilization 
certificate generated on web portal

Kilkari •   Free weekly, time-appropriate audio messages 
about pregnancy, child birth, and child care directly 
to family’s mobile phones from second trimester 
of pregnancy until the child is one year old.

•   Objective is to improve family health, planning, 
maternal and child health, nutrition, sanitation- 
by generating demand for healthy practices

•   In Bihar, it is billed at Rs.1 per week

•   Requests to subscribe to Kilkari touched 
1,68,846 in 3 years,

•   31,75,261 calls made to families subscribed 
to Kilkari

•   As a National-Scale up project, Kilkari 
eventually was rolled out across India

Shipsy •   Software and analytics solutions stack catering 
to the logistics industry

•   Solutions transform firm operations such as 
email, phone and pen-paper tasks and into 
digital operations.

•   Digitized operations then used to generate data 
and business insights

•   Accessible logistics and customer-based 
solutions

•   Enhanced efficiency due to solutions based 
on machine learning algorithms

•   Precision due to data driven decision 
making

IRCTC Next- 
generation 
E- ticketing 
system

•   Next generation E-ticketing system with 
enhanced performance and seamless access at 
peak hours

•   Aims to be user-friendly and flexible to business-
rule changes

•   enhanced Internet capacity of system to 
handle 7200 tickets per minute with 1,20,000 
concurrent connections at any point in time

•   Increased annual ticket sale from 68 lakhs in 
2006-07 to 19.92 crores in 2015- 16

•   59percent of reserved tickets are booked 
online

•   achieves maximum concurrent connections 
of 5,43,255

•   Average of 10 lakh passengers receiving 
bookings per day
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Ola •   Taxi aggregator that integrates city 
transportation for customers and drivers onto a 
mobile technology platform 

•   Aims to offer a convenient, transparent, and 
quick service fulfilment.

•   The company averages a total of about 
150,000 bookings per day and has the 
highest market share in India of 60percent 

•   It has expanded to a widely distributed 
network which comprised of 200,000 cars 
across 85 cities. 

•   These 85 cities include all the metropolitan 
cities and various important cities in it. 

Byju’s •   Addresses the need to improve the 
understanding of fundamental concepts among 
young students in their formative years

•   Focusses especially on smaller cities that do not 
provide quality education infrastructure

•   Aims to eradicate rote learning

•   Most of BYJU’s students come from out- 
side the top ten cities. The app enables 
students to track their learning curve.

•   Developing world class content in 
education by collaborating with child 
psychologists and graphic designers

•   The impact of BYJU’s is mostly in terms of 
their innovative learning techniques. their 
video lectures are designed in a way that 
breaks down complex concepts into simpler 
issues and explained. The videos also have 
children of similar age groups explain 
certain concepts, which help students 
identify with what is being taught and 
increases the acceptability of the content.

GoBolt •   Cloud based platform founded as a logistics 
startup focused on short and long haul 
operations

•   Platform provides all the transportation 
solutions such as right vehicle selection, route/
delivery planning, real-time tracking, reliable 
documentation and control, reduced transit time

•   Harnesses data analytics and IoT to offer 
these services, ensuring high asset utilization, 
efficiency and scale

•   The organisation’s tech platform ‘Launch 
Pad’ has more than 5000 empanelled trucks 

•   Each truck engages a minimum of 3-4 
workers, offering them competitive salary 
structure and training modules related to 
safety and security

Zomato •   Aggregator for restaurants services

•   Restaurant discovery and online food delivery 
company

•   Also used by consumers to discover, rate, and 
review restaurants, as well as create their own 
personal networks of fellow food enthusiasts for 
trusted recommendations

•   22-23percent month-on-month growth in 
2017

•   Used by 50 million users everyday in over 
10000 cities across 24 countries

•   Increased restaurant supply available from 
12000 restaurants in 2016 to 18000 in 2017

MakeMyTrip •   Roughly 40percent of travellers in India do not 
book in advance due to distrust in third parties. 
Among the bookings made online, 50percent-
55percent are corporate bookings. 

•   This trust deficit that slows the market for online 
travel in India. Personalisation, curation and 
quality assurance are some services that MMT 
sought to deliver in order to overcome the trust 
deficit.

•   Services available include booking air tickets, 
hotels, buses, IRCTC-authorized railway tickets, 
cabs as well as holiday packages. Air tickets, 
hotels and holiday package bookings serve both 
domestic and international travel

•   Online bookings accounted for $3-$4 billion 
in a $33 billion market in 2010. In 2016, the 
comparable numbers were $13 billion in a 
$47 billion market. MMT is a leader of the 
growing online travel market in India.

•   • For MMT there have been 39percent more 
bookings by In- dian travelers in April-July 
2017 as compared to the same period in 
2016. Mobile transactions at MMT grew 
1.3 times in the period July – Dec 2016 
versus same time in 2015 and constituted 
57percent of the total transactions versus 
38percent same time last year.

•   Mobiles have given customers the flexibility 
to make bookings on-the-go as well as 
make spontaneous travel plans. the mobile 
app accounts for 75percent of the total 
International and Domestic Hotel transactions.
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Chennai 
Flood Map

•   While each citizen was aware of the situation in 
his/her own locality, the crowd-sourcing feature 
of the map helped in gathering information 
about inundated areas across the city.

•   Using the map, several NGOs were able to 
identify high-risk areas, coordinate relief supplies 
and deliver them to those in need. It gave 
volunteering groups and NGOs real insights into 
the affected areas.

•   Chennai Flood Map exemplifies the use of 
open source mapping as a facilitator of civic 
participation on a massive scale and community 
action during natural disasters.

•   Chennai Flood Map got over 1 million views 
in a two-week period.

•   The map showed around 1515 inundated 
roads within 24 hours of its operations.

•   After the map went viral on social media, at 
peak load, they received 1500 requests per 
second.

•   A crowd sourced website called chennairains. 
org became the epicenter for all information 
and relief activities, including adding requests 
for rescue, offers for shelter, food etc. other 
Indian internet firms Practo, Zomato, Paytm 
and Ola pooled together relief measures.

Practo •   Aims to address the information asymmetry in 
the health care industry, especially related to 
quality of doctors in different localities.

•   Practo started with the addressing the market 
need on the supply side, and made inroads into 
the medical practitioners, clinics, and hospitals 
with their practice management software called 
Practo ray, that aided in digitization of medical 
records and data bases.

•   On the demand side, it began the Practo 
platform for finding doctors in a particular area, 
with feedback from their patients and the ability 
to fix appointments on through the platform. 
Practo has also added a number of services 
such as home delivery of medicines, providing 
healthcare related content

•   Nearly 200,000 registered doctors on its 
database.

•   Nearly 25percent of its traffic is from tier-2 
and tier-3 cities illustrating improved access 
to medical facilities in smaller towns.

•   The feedback and rating system has created 
more transparency in identification of 
doctors and the follow on consultations

•   The online consultation feature enables 
doctors to see more patients in a day, and 
also enabled patients to consult doctors 
with ease for minor ailments. Increasing 
the efficiency of health care services in a 
country that suffers from limited health care 
facilities

Paytm •   To address the lack of digitization in payment 
processing and the hassle of making payments 
using the credit/debit card in case of non- cash 
transactions.

•   Paytm provided that platform where payments 
and transactions were being routed through the 
most widely adopted device – smartphones, 
thus enabling on-the-go transactions and 
transfer of money without the hassles of 
carrying money in the form of either cash or 
cards.

•   Paytm has scaled to over 220 Million 
registered users.

•   Mom-and-Pop stores that cannot afford to 
accept card payments due to high costs 
of purchasing machines and associated 
items can easily accept online payments 
via Paytm. This was especially true for 
protecting sales of kirana stores in the post-
demonetisation period.

•   Reduces cost of carrying cash and increases 
convenience of transacting and even 
transferring money.

Source: Compiled by ICRIER from stakeholder interactions, company websites and media reports
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open, honest and independent manner as enshrined in ICRIER 
Memorandum of Association. ICRIER does not accept any corporate 
funding that comes with a mandated research area which is not in 
line with ICRIER’s research agenda. The corporate funding of an 
ICRIER activity does not, in any way, imply ICRIER’s endorsement of 
the views of the sponsoring organization or its products or policies. 
ICRIER does not conduct research that is focused on any specific 
product or service provided by the corporate sponsor.
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Broadband India Forum (BIF) functions as a policyfo-
rum and think-tank that works for the development & en-
hancement of the entire broadband ecosystem in a holistic 
technology-neutral and service-neutral manner. BIF seeks 
to be a thought leader and a credible and effective voice 
to help propel the nation to achieve the country’s ambi-
tious vision of creating a Digital India. To achieve this, BIF 
works to promote the rapid development of policies to 
promote affordable and high speed ubiquitous broad-
band throughout the country.

Registered as IPTV Society, its brand - BIF was formed 
in October 2015 and is a fairly nascent but dedicated 
Forum with participation from all stake holders, including 
Technology Providers, Telecom Operators, Internet 
Service Providers, Value-Added Service Providers, 
Satellite Operators and service providers, MSO, 
Broadcasters, startups and professional entities as well 
as seasoned Industry professionals who are familiar 
with different technologies, operations, regulations and 
policies.

The Forum’s senior leadership team includes renowned 
and respected professionals from background of Industry, 
Regulator and Government.

1.  Mr. Shyamal Ghosh, Former Secretary-Telecom 
and co-founder of IPTV Society, is the Chairman 
Emeritus. 

2.  Mr. M. F. Farooqui, IAS (Retd.), former Secretary-
Telecom, is the current Chairman 

3.  Mr. T. V. Ramachandran, Hon. Fellow of the IET 
(London), former Resident Director-Regulatory 
Affairs and Government Relations, Vodafone, and 
first Director General of COAI, is the President of the 
Forum.

4.  Mr. Parag Kar, Sr. VP Govt. Affairs, India and South 
Asia-Qualcomm and Mr. Ashwani Rana, Head 
Connectivity Policy-Facebook are current Vice 
Presidents. 

5. Mr Anil Prakash is the Director General. 

6.  Mr. S. N. Gupta, seasoned technocrat and senior 
luminary who has worked in DoT and as a Principal 
Adviser to TRAI (Regulator) is the Treasurer. 

BIF functions through many specialist committees for 
the advocacy, coordination, facilitation and promotion of 
all activities with the objective of furthering the goals of 
the National Telecom Policy in Spectrum, Licensing and 
Standardisation, Broadband Infrastructure, Manufacturing 
Rural Digital Initiatives, Content & Applications, SatCom 
& Broadcasting, 5G, New Technology & Innovations, IoT 
and ICT for Inclusive Ability.

The activities of the Forum broadly relate to coordination, 
promotion and formulation of expert opinion on topical 
subjects related to Broadband. To act as a bridge between 
Industry on one side and Government and the Regulatory 
Bodies on the other, front ending several issues related 
to policy & regulation.
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